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PREFACE

The present volume is the result of the eighth annual University of Chicago Oriental Institute Seminar, held in Breasted Hall on Friday, March 2, and Saturday, March 3, 2012. Over the course of the two days, seventeen speakers, from both the United States and abroad, examined the interconnections among temples, ritual, and cosmology from a variety of regional specializations and theoretical perspectives. Our eighteenth participant, Julia Hegewald, was absent due to unforeseen circumstances, but fortunately her contribution still appears as part of this volume.

The 2012 seminar aimed to revisit a classic topic, one with a long history among scholars of the ancient world: the cosmic symbolism of sacred architecture. Bringing together archaeologists, art historians, and philologists working not only in the ancient Near East, but also Mesoamerica, Greece, South Asia, and China, we hoped to re-evaluate the significance of this topic across the ancient world. The program comprised six sessions, each of which focused on the different ways the main themes of the seminar could interact. The program was organized thematically, to encourage scholars of different regional or methodological specializations to communicate and compare their work. The two-day seminar was divided into two halves, each half culminating in a response to the preceding papers. This format, with some slight rearrangement, is followed in the present work.

Our goal was to share ideas and introduce new perspectives in order to equip scholars with new questions or theoretical and methodological tools. The topic generated considerable interest and enthusiasm in the academic community, both at the Oriental Institute and more broadly across the University of Chicago, as well as among members of the general public. The free exchange of ideas and, more importantly, the wide range of perspectives offered left each of us with potential avenues of research and new ideas, as well as a fresh outlook on our old ones.

I’d like to express my gratitude to all those who have contributed so much of their time and energy to ensuring this seminar and volume came together. In particular, I’d like to thank Gil Stein, the Director of the Oriental Institute, for this wonderful opportunity, and Chris Woods, for his guidance through the whole process. Thanks also to Theo van den Hout, Andrea Seri, Christopher Faraone, Walter Farber, Bruce Lincoln, and Janet Johnson, for chairing the individual sessions of the conference. I’d like to thank all the staff of the Oriental Institute, including Steve Camp, D’Ann Condes, Kristin Derby, Emma Harper, Anna Hill, and Anna Ressman; particular thanks to John Sanders, for the technical support, and Meghan Winston, for coordinating the catering. A special mention must go to Mariana Perlinac, without whom the organization and ultimate success of this seminar would have been impossible. I do not think I can be grateful enough to Tom Urban, Leslie Schraper, and everyone else in the publications office, not only for the beautiful poster and program, but also for all the work they have put into editing and producing this book. Most of all, my thanks go out to all of the participants, whose hard work, insight, and convivial discussion made this meeting and process such a pleasure, both intellectually and personally.

Deena Ragavan
Seminar participants, from left to right: Top row: John Baines, David Carrasco, Susanne Görke; Middle row: Matthew Canepa, Uri Gabbay, Gary Beckman, Elizabeth Frood, Claus Ambos; Bottom row: Yorke Rowan, Ömür Harmanşah, Betsey Robinson, Michael Meister, Tracy Miller, Karl Taube, Clemente Marconi; Front: Deena Ragavan. Not pictured: Julia Hegewald and Richard Neer.
Introduction

The image on the cover of this volume is from the sun-god tablet of Nabu-apla-iddina; it depicts in relief the presentation of the king before a cultic statue, a sun disc, the symbol of the god Šamaš. The disc is central to the composition, but to its right, within his shrine, sits the sun god portrayed in archaic fashion. The temple itself is reduced to an abstraction, to its most salient elements: its canopy, a human-headed snake god, perhaps representing the Euphrates River, supported on a date-palm column; below lie the cosmic subterranean waters of the Apsû, punctuated by stars; the major celestial bodies, the sun, moon, and Venus, representations of the gods themselves, mark the space in between. His throne is the gate of sunrise in the eastern mountains, doors held apart by two bison men.

The idea that sacred architecture held cosmic symbolism has a long history in the study of the ancient Near East. From the excavations of the mid-nineteenth century to the scholars of the early twentieth century, we see repeated the notion that the Mesopotamian ziggurat reflected the form of the cosmos. Inevitably, the question of ritual was drawn in. The cult centers of the ancient world were the prime location and focus of ritual activity. Temples and shrines were not constructed in isolation, but existed as part of what may be termed a ritual landscape, where ritualized movement within individual buildings, temple complexes, and the city as a whole shaped their function and meaning. Together, ritual practice and temple topography provide evidence for the conception of the temple as a reflection, or embodiment, of the cosmos. Even among the earlier works on sacred architecture, the topic encouraged a comparative perspective. In the light of substantial research across fields

2 The interpretation of the relief that follows is based largely on Christopher Woods’s comprehensive ar-
and regional specializations, this volume is an attempt to revitalize this conversation. This seminar series is, I feel, based on a desire to re-open the often too self-contained field of ancient Near Eastern studies to external and comparative perspectives. In keeping with this motivation, I hope that this book will contribute to galvanizing this avenue of research in both directions, encouraging Near Eastern scholars to look outward, as well as encouraging scholars of all regions of the ancient world to once again consider the “Cradle of Civilization” with respect to their own field.

In this Introduction, I would like to first sketch an outline of this particular idea’s path through the history of my own discipline, Assyriology, before assessing the framework on which this volume rests.

**History: Out of Babylon**

In 1861, after excavations at Birs Nimrud, ancient Borsippa, a site in central Mesopotamia a little to the south of Babylon, Henry Rawlinson connected the painted colors on the staged tower he had found with the colors assigned to the different planets in the Sabaean system. The connection between the colors and the planets had already been posited by Rawlinson twenty years earlier (Rawlinson 1840, pp. 127–28; James and van der Sluijs 2008, pp. 57–58).

Although Rawlinson’s interpretation of the ziggurat at Borsippa has been shown to be quite flawed, the idea that sacred buildings might represent parts of the cosmos persisted.

Following the decipherment of cuneiform, the study of Mesopotamia became increasingly a philological venture, making it possible to offer new interpretations of excavated sites and materials based on the words of the inhabitants. Writing at the end of the nineteenth century, Morris Jastrow understood the Babylonian ziggurat as “an attempt to reproduce the shape of the earth” which, together with a basin representing the underground fresh waters (abzu, apus), became “living symbols of the current cosmological conceptions.” His view rested upon the idea that the Mesopotamian cosmos took the form of a mountain, a possibility raised just a few years earlier by another scholar, Peter Jensen, who had observed the correlation between mountains and temples in Mesopotamia and compared it with the existence of the “world-mountain” (Mount Meru) of Indian mythology.

---

3 This path has been mapped before; in particular, the abbreviated story of Eliade and his predecessors presented here owes a great deal to Frank J. Korom’s "Of Navels and Mountains: A Further Inquiry into the History of an Idea" (1992), as well as the writings of Jonathan Z. Smith, as cited throughout.

4 The connection between the colors and the planets had already been posited by Rawlinson twenty years earlier (Rawlinson 1840, pp. 127–28; James and van der Sluijs 2008, pp. 57–58).

5 Rawlinson 1861, p. 18.

6 James and van der Sluijs 2008.

7 Jastrow 1898, p. 653.

8 Jensen 1890, pp. 208–11. On Jensen as the originator of this comparison, see Korom 1992, p. 109. Despite the similar timing and subject matter of their work, Jensen was simply a contemporary, rather than a member of the pan-Babylonian school (Parpola 2004, p. 238).
Another deeply flawed theory was this idea of the Mesopotamian world-mountain, or *Weltberg*, the German term by which it was more popularly known. Still, it became widespread among a small, but prolific, group of scholars through the early years of the twentieth century. These scholars, the so-called pan-Babylonians, motivated by Friedrich Delitzsch’s lectures on *Bibel und Babel* and the overt influence of Mesopotamian culture on ancient Israel, extended his conclusions and in so doing sought Mesopotamian influence everywhere. Spearheaded by one Alfred Jeremias, these scholars took it upon themselves to draw comparisons between Mesopotamian mythology, and especially cosmology, and those of many other cultures, from Egypt to India. The pan-Babylonian movement soon encountered considerable resistance from within the field of Assyriology, which opted, in the early twentieth century, to turn its gaze largely inward, maintaining its distance from interdisciplinary endeavors in the study of Mesopotamian religion.

Although the precedence of the comparative approach receded from Assyriology, the challenge was taken up by another discipline. It is from this group that we come to a scholar whose reputation endures at the University of Chicago, and whose influential work continues to overshadow any discussion of the cosmic symbolism of sacred architecture: Mircea Eliade.

In 1937, heavily influenced by the pan-Babylonians, and linking Near Eastern sources with Indian traditions, Eliade began to develop his notion of the *axis mundi* — a cosmic axis — communicating with different levels of the universe and located at the center of the world. It is this axis, and various related symbols, such as trees, pillars, and mountains, that in his view temples represent. Closely related, however, and at the heart of the seminar published here, is his concept of *imago mundi*: the idea that architectural forms at any scale can be images, replicas, of the greater cosmos — microcosms of the macrocosm. It is with Eliade’s writings, too, that the element of ritual is drawn into the mix, through his correlation between the construction and consecration of sacred places and the creation of the world: rites that construct, demarcate, and enable the occupation of sacred spaces are ritualized cosmogonies, integral to the meaning of places and structures, binding the microcosm to the macrocosm. Like the pan-Babylonians before him, Eliade’s concern is mythology, and through it cosmology, using these sources to build an understanding of space and time. Architecture itself is secondary; when it is considered at all it is in conceptual terms, as something constructed, symbolic. But it is in Eliade’s writings that we see for the first time united the three overarching themes of this seminar: temple, ritual, and cosmos.

Eliade’s theories have since been heavily criticized for their attempts to universalize principles that are specific to certain regions and for his misunderstanding of the various traditions he described. Jonathan Z. Smith, notably, observed his “questionable interpretations” of the Babylonian material in particular and in his subsequent work took more focused aim at Eliade. Eliade’s approach has been often viewed as fundamentally lacking

---

9 For its flaws see Korom 1992; Smith 1987; and Clifford 1972.


11 Eliade reiterated and elaborated on these notions across several of his works, beginning in 1937 with *Cosmologie și alchimie babilonă*; they reached their clearest expression in *The Sacred and the Profane* (1959, esp. pp. 37–39).

12 Smith 1972, p. 144.

13 On the Near Eastern material, see especially Smith 1987, pp. 13–23.
in historical context or key theoretical underpinnings. A recent, severe critique, by Daniel Dubuisson, emerging from a conference held at the University of Chicago on the legacies of Wach and Eliade, condemned the latter’s writings as empty rhetoric, unscientific, indistinguishable from a pastiche. Nevertheless, Eliade’s ideas linger on in the academic consciousness. The axis mundi, imago mundi, and symbolism of the center: these Eliade coined, codifying their form and creating shorthand that is familiar to any student of religion.

Given this motley timeline of misunderstandings, careless errors, and dubious comparisons, one might wonder what further merit lies in this topic. Despite these criticisms, some measures have been taken to redeem Eliade’s work, with supporters arguing that elements may yet be valuable. Even Dubuisson relents somewhat, observing that Eliade “was bold enough to build bridges between academic culture, the Orient, the primitives, and prehistory.” Indeed, Eliade explicitly expressed fears that “the History of Religions will be endlessly fragmented and the fragments reabsorbed in the different philologies.”

And to some extent, he was right. If a tendency to generalization and a desire to find common origins was characteristic of the early part of the twentieth century, then the latter half can certainly be said to be governed by increasing academic specialization. The trend among scholars of the ancient world, particularly those concerned with philology, has often tended toward a narrow field of vision. And, due perhaps to an early desire to establish independence and a degree of separation from the study of the biblical world, Assyriology, in this respect, is far from unique.

Fortunately, recent decades have seen both the symbolism of sacred architecture as well as the comparative perspective regaining interest often informed by the questions of spatiality raised in contemporary sociocultural disciplines. The conception and construction of space and place has been a fundamental preoccupation of twentieth century scholarship. Space may be understood through a variety models: from the mathematical spaces described by Euclid or Newton, to the symbolic conceptualization of sacred topographies and cosmic models, to physical space as it is inhabited by and relates to the human body. A key work in this regard is Henri Lefebvre’s *The Production of Space* (1991), which demonstrated the dynamic nature of space, producing and produced by the social order.

With regard to the ancient world, by adopting and adapting phenomenological and sociocultural approaches to space, the post-processualist archaeologists have been eager to embrace the question of the subjective experience of architecture, landscape, and space, emphasizing qualities such as memory, power, and ritual. Working in the ancient Near

---

14 Allen (1988) and Jones (2000, vol. 2, p. 349 n. 36) provide a useful summary of many the arguments of Eliade’s detractors.
16 In addition, see Davíd Carrasco’s essay in this volume.
18 Dubuisson 2010, p. 145.
20 Smith’s more recent work reflects an acute consciousness of these concerns, noting that “[t]o a degree, this has occurred, and has brought with it a new ethos of particularism that challenges the global ambitions which, from time to time, have animated the field. But, more can be said” (2001, p. 140).
21 As observed notably by Michel Foucault in a 1967 lecture (Foucault 2002).
22 In general, see Gehlen 1998.
23 Wilkinson (2003, pp. 4ff.) provides a useful review of post-processualism as a reaction to positivism and its impact on landscape archaeology specifically.
East, Wilkinson highlights the need for an integration of phenomenological and functionalist approaches to archaeological landscapes, emphasizing the accumulated features, layers, and meanings of a place.  

24 Such an integrated approach is increasingly evident in recent comparative enquiries into the relationship between architecture and the social order,  

25 and the experience of sacred architecture in particular.  

26 Nor has the correlation between cultic topography and cosmic order been neglected in the ancient Near East, with a contribution in this regard by Beate Pongratz-Leisten, who marks a distinction between mythologized and ritualized space in Mesopotamia.  

27 Most useful of all, Lindsay Jones, mustering an array of methodological approaches in his *Hermeneutics of Sacred Architecture* (2000), appeals for the consideration of sacred architecture in terms of “ritual-architectural events.”

This volume, then, seeks to be part of this conversation, asking broadly how ritual mediates between two types of space: the physical, inhabited space defined through architecture, archaeological remains, or visual or textual descriptions; and the symbolic space of the cosmos, sacred topographies conceptualized in myths, narratives, and art.

Themes: Temples — Ritual — Cosmos

The fundamental basis of this volume is the interaction among three intertwining themes: sacred architecture (which by its nature shapes and delimits sacred space), ritual practice, and cosmology. While each of these subjects is worthy of study by itself, I would argue that they are best approached together, rather than independently. The diversity of the disciplines represented here has resulted in considerable disparity among theoretical and methodological approaches. In order to mitigate this somewhat, I would like to first introduce the papers themselves by looking briefly at the variation in how they address these three main themes.

Temples: Architecture and Space

One inevitable problem is the identification and definition of sacred architecture and space: what is a temple? Each paper offers diverging examples — some dramatically different, others only subtly so: from the monumental architecture of classic “temples” (Hegewald, Taube), often homes to divinities, to open-air settings for ritual activities (Canepa, Robinson). Permanent structures of lasting materials, brick and stone — some shrines even hewn from the mountainside itself (Beckman, Meister) — inevitably dominate given the antiquity of the sources, but evidence of transitory forms and perishable materials still emerges (Baines, Ambos). In many cases, the approach to the whole is mediated through smaller structural elements, such as gates (Ragavan), and often decorative features, such as relief, painting, or

24 Wilkinson 2003, p. 6. Especially relevant is the example he gives of the ritual sacrifice of an animal prior to the first use of a well, which “does not imply that the monument itself was ‘ritual’, rather that it was deemed necessary to enact a ritual before such a feature was inaugurated.”

25 For example, Parker, Pearson, and Richards 1994; Maran et al. 2009.

26 Wescoat and Ousterhout 2012.

27 For Pongratz-Leisten, mythologized space describes the cosmological and mythological associations of features of the urban and natural landscape, while ritualized space is that made sacred through the performance of rituals and processions (1994, pp. 13–16). The other major work on cultic topography in Mesopotamia is George 1992.
sculpture (Frood, Marconi). Architectures are present in every form and at every scale. Tracy Miller’s paper, notably, features a free-standing architectural form, a pillar, which incorporates a sculpture of a ritual building. The range of forms at issue here attests to the multi-layered accumulation of meaning that must be addressed before we are able to incorporate questions of ritual and cosmos.

Many of the papers are less concerned with the physical structures themselves than with the space to which they relate, that contained within them, and often around them. Some contributions trace topographies around and through large-scale complexes (Görke) and beyond into the urban and surrounding environment (Gabbay). The expansion beyond designated sacred areas into the architectonics of the city itself is also considered (Harmanşah). It is Yorke Rowan’s paper, however, that really emphasizes the critical nature of ritual in regard to space. In contrast with many of the other essays, Rowan, working in a prehistoric context with only the archaeological record, and without the indicators that explicit textual evidence can provide, is concerned with the more fundamental question of how to identify and define sacred space. For Rowan, sacred space is space in which ritual is performed. The papers highlight the lack of clear distinction between sacred and profane space, as many of the spaces and buildings have multiple values, both functional and subjective, and through the focus on ritual we create a lens for one particular subjective experience of space.

**Ritual: Religion and Performance**

At this point, the importance of ritual to this topic should be evident — the inseparability of ritual and place. Smith argued that “[r]itual is ... a mode of paying attention” and “as a fundamental component of ritual: place directs attention.” Just as place is fundamental to ritual, so is ritual fundamental to our conception of sacred space. It is unclear that one may see a building as possessing any inherent significance — one, or many, meanings that may be extrapolated if one makes the correct calculations. Rather, the meaning of a space or structure is dependent on its context: how it was formed, used, and re-used. Above all, the significance, or experience, of a place as sacred is mediated through ritual activity. As Kathleen Ashley put it in her introduction to a volume on art and ritual,

> ritual is performance that often directs the gaze of its participants toward focal artworks that are constituted through ritual action for ritual performance in that context. The relation between them is not unidirectional (art used in ritual) but reciprocal; ritual creates its artworks while the art or architecture also enables ritual activity.

Performance theory as a theory of ritual is somewhat flawed, due, in part at least, to the presumption that it is intended to affect and be interpreted by an audience. Catherine Bell avoids postulating another theory of ritual, but instead prefers the term “ritualization,” as “a way of acting that is designed and orchestrated to distinguish and privilege what is being done in comparison to other, usually more quotidian, activities” (Bell 1992, p. 74). Nevertheless, this performative aspect of ritual is central to many of the papers in this volume. Given

---

28 Smith 1987, p. 103.
29 Ashley 1992, p. 10.
30 For a more complete overview of the critiques, see Bell 1992, p. 42–46.
the vast distance in time between the studies and their subjects, direct observation is mostly impossible. The character and form of ritual acts must be inferred, typically in conjunction with other sources, in addition to the structures and spaces under discussion. Some contributors are fortunate to have detailed, prescriptive documents, describing ritual participants, words, and actions (Ambos, Görke); others focus on the words and liturgies, mindful of their use in historical context (Gabbay). The often laconic, but abundant, administrative records can provide remarkable insight into offerings and sacrifices, through the practical accounting of religion: rites and festivals reduced to expenditures of sheep and oil (Canepa, Ragavan). Images allow us to look at the performers of rites (Baines, Marconi), while artifacts suggest the acts and activities performed (Baines, Rowan).

If ritual is a type of performance, what, then, of religion? The bias of the sources is evident: the narrative most provide is the dominant one, that of the state religion, the official cult. This is emphasized in many cases by the figure of the central ritual performer: the king (Ambos, Baines, Canepa). Just a few, however, hint at the question of personal or domestic religion (Frood, Rowan).

For Durkheim, religion was the combination of belief and ritual. Rappaport took ritual as “the ground from which religious conceptions spring.” The Myth and Ritual school of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, notably Sir James Frazer and S. H. Hooke, were strong proponents of the idea that myth emerged from, or provided justification for, ritual activities. By contrast, competing and more current schools of thought see ritual as stemming from myth, or as independent, and that myth is not synonymous with belief. Nevertheless, mythology represents an integral part of any consideration of ancient ritual. Moreover, myths are often fundamental for understanding cosmology (Beckman, Meister, Ragavan).

Cosmos: Universe and Order

Cosmology in the modern, scientific sense is the study of the origin, form, and laws of the universe, commonly used now in the context of astrophysics. The term has its origins in the ancient Greek, describing “order,” a well-regulated or harmonious arrangement. By the late Classical period, the term came to be used to mean “world,” and thence, “universe, everything.” While this semantic shift has been attributed to the idea of everything in its place — meaning the systematic ordering of its parts, the different cosmic regions, celestial, terrestrial, or further adjoining areas — it is in fact extended from a secondary meaning of cosmos as “heaven”; nevertheless, this conception of an ordered system of different parts is present in several of the cosmological systems described: from the extraordinarily detailed and complex cosmos of the Jainas (Hegewald), to simpler two- or three-part arrangements (Ambos, Görke, Miller). Incorporated within this sense of cosmology are the elements, forces, and bodies that move through the cosmos, as well as the patterns and paths that they follow sponsored monumental architecture and private dwellings.

31 With the particular exception being Julia Hegewald’s paper, as she is able to draw on more contemporary sources for Jaina practices.

32 Smith makes the distinction between domestic and national religion or, as he terms them, “here” and “there” (Smith 2004, pp. 325–29), which offers a useful parallel to the dichotomy between state-sponsored monumental architecture and private dwellings.

33 Rappaport 1999, p. 3.

34 For the idea of cosmos as world order, see, e.g., Wright 1995, pp. 3-6; for cosmos as “heaven,” see Finkelberg 1998, esp. p. 130; see also Richard Neer’s contribution to this volume.
These include natural phenomena, as well as the observable physical environment: the topography of the earth and features of the landscape (Beckman, Robinson).

Ancient cosmologies explain not only the organization of the universe, but also man's place in it, reiterating, justifying, and establishing the social order (Baines, Harmanşah). In many ways, then, the idea of cosmos as the ordered universe brings us back full circle to conceptions of architecture, which would see the construction of the built environment and the production of space as a means of representing the social order. Both construction and cosmology can be understood as sharing the same purpose, as imposing order.

Interactions

One of the greatest challenges in approaching this topic is the remarkable diversity of fields and disciplines represented. Each paper focuses on its own unique evidentiary traditions — from sculpture to literary text, from building plan to ritual prescription. Nevertheless, we are united in some basic questions: Is there a correspondence between sacred architecture and cosmic geography? Do we find importance attached to replicas of the universe as a whole, or of its parts — the natural world or mythical locations? How do sacred space and ritual practice interact? — That is, how does ritual movement transform and give meaning to space and structures, and how then is that ritual affected by the space it inhabits?

Below, I use these questions to trace one possible path through this volume, outlining a few of the ways in which the three conference themes interact. The organization of the papers could be understood to follow loosely the historical trajectory of the topic mapped out above, beginning with the broad relation between sacred architecture and the cosmos, before foregrounding the importance of ritual and moving to a broader interpretation of space. Although the conference format encouraged a division into short, apparently rigidly categorized sections, the boundaries between them should be understood (and hopefully can be shown) to be rather more permeable.

I. Architecture and Cosmology

As noted above, the cosmic symbolism of sacred architecture has been a productive focus of research across the years and across a range of fields, and it remains so today. This approach would interpret an architectural form, be it a pillar, a room, a building, or a city, as an imitation of all or part of the cosmos. From the broadest perspective, do we find any value in the Eliadean model of the *imago mundi*? Do we see a correspondence between architecture and cosmology?

Each of the first three papers in the volume approaches this question differently. In the first, Tracy Miller investigates the embedded meaning of a Chinese monument, a memorial known as the Yichui Pillar. From the pillar's axial form to the sculpted Chinese-style Buddhist worship hall at its top, carved with abstract, geometrical representations of the cosmos, the monument certainly recalls Eliade’s categories of the *axis mundi* and *imago mundi*. This pillar, she argues, demonstrates the adaptation of South Asian cosmic geometries to generate Chinese architectural forms. The resulting combination serves to amplify existing Chinese architectural and cosmological traditions in the Yichui Pillar. And while the themes of architecture and cosmos are brought to the fore, the pillar's role as a memorial imbued with hope of reincarnation is not forgotten.
In contrast to the harmonious integration presented above, Susanne Görke suggests that the incursion of foreign cosmologies into Hittite Anatolia had a different transformational effect. Using Hittite ritual texts as her focus, she investigates the relationship between the shape of the Hittites’ cosmos and the topography of their temples. In doing so she raises deeper questions about the social order and its expression in ritual tradition, as well as the impact of foreign cosmologies on local traditions. The form of the cosmos represented here is not the abstract geometries of the South and East Asian cosmologies, or the landscapes, real or imagined, described further below, but rather a simple division of the cosmos into two or three parts. She argues that the older traditions reflected a more open, publicly accessible topography, while later foreign-influenced ones required restricted sacred spaces. She suggests that these restrictions, or the lack thereof, were matched by their conception of the universe, in which movement between cosmic realms was either freely permitted or equally constrained.

Julia Hegewald also raises questions of access and entrance. For the Jainas, cosmographic representations are present at every level and in every aspect of temple design and construction. With a more recent perspective than the other papers, Hegewald describes the complex cosmography of the Jaina religion, its imagined continents and mountains. Most striking is the necessity of these images for adherents of the religion: above all, these representations are meant to be seen, contemplated, and ultimately understood, in order to achieve enlightenment. From abstract, hourglass-shaped representations of the cosmos positioned at entrances, to temples containing models, or themselves fashioned or named in the image of cosmic mountains and continents, the reciprocity of the relationship between the devotee and the object of veneration is manifest.

II. Built Space and Natural Forms

The naming of structures with regard to specific mythical or cosmic locations, together with their construction as deliberate replicas of such places, is evident in the monumental temples of the ancient Maya, as Karl Taube demonstrates. Noting a previous perception in Maya studies of temples as ceremonial centers, he asks what these architectural forms meant to them. Drawing on archaeological, textual, and ethnographic data, Taube locates the Mayan temple tradition firmly within the bounds of Eliadean conceptions of sacred space. Geometrical forms recur here, with four-cornered and four-sided temples, houses, and fields that are representative of the four-sided earth. Through a variety of symbolic imagery, from the Mayan paradise of Flower Mountain to zoomorphic caves, Taube argues for the temple’s embodiment of natural features of the landscape, caves, and mountains.

Both Hegewald and Taube’s contributions show, in particular, a tendency not only to represent the cosmos as a whole, but specifically toward imitating natural forms through artificial means: the temple designed, or imagined, as a mountain, an example also familiar from the writings of the pan-Babylonians. But what, then, of the inverse? What further correlation between the natural and built environments? Are natural features held to be intrinsically important locations, transformed through ritual practice or other means into sacred areas?

Michael Meister reiterates the relationship between the temple and the natural world by tracing the evolution of Indian temple architecture through two key images, the seed and the mountain. Mapping a transition from rock-cut and free-standing shrines embedded in the mountainside to the later, elaborate constructed temples with mountain-like peaks, Meister
shows how the temples materialize South Asian cosmogony and cosmology. He provides an elegant illustration of the transformational power of construction, as the mountain becomes a temple, which becomes a mountain.

Even if places must undergo transformation to become sacred, there may be a belief in their sacredness as an intrinsic property. Gary Beckman explores this complex interdependency by drawing attention to the Hittite belief in immanent cosmic forces, from the storm god at the head of the pantheon to the gods of mountains, rivers, and other natural features. He argues not for a simple dichotomy between constructed and natural spaces, but for a continuum, with prominent natural features of the landscape marked by ritual, modified through carving or installation, or even realized in fully artificial constructions.

III. Myth and Movement

For Betsey Robinson, the mountains and landscapes of ancient Greece are invested with meaning through mythic narratives related to their function as the settings of festivals and rites. Investigating the mountains Helicon and Parnassus through a comparison of the sites themselves with their representations in Greek and Roman reliefs and poetry, Robinson reveals the persistent inspirational value of these mountains. Sacred architecture and space are not simply objects to be studied, but settings and focal points of experiences that affect the viewer, the worshipper, and the ritual practitioner, just as they themselves are affected.

Robinson elaborates on the idea, touched on above, that the movement of the gods through the cosmos, as represented in myth, is matched by ritual movement in a cultic context. The question of ritual movement reminds us that we are not necessarily dealing with single, isolated structures, but a dynamic environment, where different spaces and types of space (natural, social, mythic) interweave.

My own paper deals with this very intersection by investigating the symbolism of gates as the meeting point between worlds and their further transformation through ritual practice. I argue that gates appear as symbols of cosmic boundaries in Sumerian mythology; they serve to separate and allow access between different worlds: the human, visible, and mundane realm, on the one hand, and the divine, hidden, imagined, on the other. Gates mark stopping points on divine itineraries, especially those leading to the netherworld, providing the setting for significant encounters. This meaning correlates with their usage in ritual practice, where sacrifices and offerings at gates are necessary as part of lengthier ritual processions, conspicuously so in funerary rites. I contend that the performance of rituals at gates serves to emphasize the liminal status of the rites, in turn affecting (and affected by) the monumental and sculptural program of the gates themselves, as well as their own liminal position.

IV. Sacred Space and Ritual Practice

From a focus on single stops and settings as stages in longer itineraries and rites, we move to a more extensive analysis of the cultic topography of ritual procession. Uri Gabbay goes a long way toward answering questions raised in my paper with his detailed description of the sacred topography delineated by Mesopotamian literary lamentations. He argues that these prayers, which lament an angry god’s abandonment of his city, correlate the god’s cosmic movement, leaving the earthly realm, with the cultic movement of the divine statue,
leaving the temple. Through the ritual performance of the prayers, the urban landscape is imbued with multiple layers of meaning. Gabbay, reminding us of the need to place ritual in its appropriate historical context, draws a contrast between the performance of these prayers in the third and first millennia B.C.E. In the earlier period, he suggests, the topographical content of the prayers mirrored the accompanying processional movement, but by the later period, the recitation of the laments occurred outside of a ritual procession, only in the sanctuary of the god.

Thus far, most of the papers have examined large-scale urban topographies, distinctive natural features, or monumental architecture, but an excessive focus on obvious surviving forms may mask the importance of more transitory structures. Claus Ambos’s paper provides an important counterpoint with a focus on the ephemeral structures built only for specific rituals, whose existence has left no trace outside the cuneiform record. Examining the detailed Mesopotamian ritual texts, he analyzes the architectural forms and the topography of the space they describe. Reed structures and areas demarcated with flour mark the path of ritual purification procedures, not part of the temple cults but rather of the royal cult. These structures replicate a miniaturized cosmic landscape, through which ritual movement may be linked to the movement of the sun(god) through the cosmos. Situated beyond the temple and beyond the city itself, these rites synthesize symbolic forms with space and ritual to accentuate the liminal status of their performer, the king.

Rather than looking at how ritual movement defines sacred space, Yorke Rowan uses evidence of ritual paraphernalia, together with indications of specially marked spaces and structures, to suggest the identification of performative — sacred — space. Supplying an archaeological perspective, Rowan looks at a diverse range of ritual spaces from late prehistoric to the Early Bronze Age in the southern Levant. Concentrating on three sites from the Chalcolithic period, he establishes the increasingly pronounced distinction of formal ritual spaces from domestic areas, but notes the tension between ritual spaces within settlements and those in extramural locations. Rowan suggests that the path to resolving this tension lies in a better understanding of the complexity of mortuary process and ritual surrounding burial and domestic religious practices.

V. Architecture, Power, and the State

Where the challenge of separating ritual and domestic space is evident for the prehistoric period, the focus on monumental structures and official mythologies often hides the existence of less formal practices. Elizabeth Frood’s paper reminds us of this fact, just as she demonstrates the inadequacy of previous arguments that Egyptian temple graffiti are indicative of popular or personal religious practices. Frood shows how graffiti inscribed in Egyptian temple complexes could reconfigure these spaces and adapt them to different social needs. Performed by members of priesthood, she argues, these secondary markings are nonetheless institutional rather than personal productions, marking the processional movements and the daily devotions of the religious elite. Frood’s paper highlights the tendency to view the longevity of monumental architecture as evidence of static traditions. But a structure may stand for generations, while its meaning and purpose are subject to development and evolution as the culture around and within it changes.

While the evolution of sacred architecture in a region may manifest in the continual use, re-use, and recycling of architectural forms, transmitted and transformed across time, the
desire to see continuity can lead scholars to ignore disjunctions in architectural traditions. With this in mind, Matthew Canepa challenges a long-standing and pervasive misunderstanding of Iranian sacred structures. Marshalling a formidable range of archaeological, textual, and visual sources, Canepa demonstrates that it is necessary to reassess the identification of pre-Sasanian temples and sacred structures in ancient Iran as fire temples. Rather than a single linear temple tradition, he shows instead the wide variation among the Elamite, Achaemenid, and Seleukid traditions, such as adaptations, innovations, and discontinued forms. Canepa emphasizes the royal cult and the central figure of the king as ritual performer among the Achaemenids, in contrast to the later Zoroastrian religion.

As Ambos and Canepa show, the ruler is often the primary focus of the official cult. So we might ask: how does royal ideology affect conceptions of space? Ömür Harmanşah argues that the Mesopotamian political ideology of early second-millennium B.C.E. rulers was translated into literature through metaphors describing the ancient Mesopotamian city as cattlepen and sheepfold. Calling on Foucault’s idea of pastoral power, he explores the use of pastoral imagery, from nostalgic representations of the major urban centers in literary texts describing the semi-mythical past, to the visual manifestation of these metaphors in temple decoration. Harmanşah suggests that this presentation of urban space was a conscious reminiscence of the rural past in order to reinforce the conception of the king as shepherd, caring for his urban flock.

VI. Images of Ritual

Continuing the focus on the figure of the ruler, John Baines describes the impact of kingship and state formation on Egyptian temple architecture and decoration at the turn of the third millennium B.C.E. He maps transformations in ritual, architectural, and visual forms: from small-scale perishable structures to the massive, monumental temples of the Egyptian state; from portable decorated artifacts to immovable structures with conventionalized pictorial imagery. Baines shows the development of iconographic practices around the beginning of the dynastic period and the increasingly central depiction of the king as ritual performer.

Just as the implication of Baines’s paper is that the iconographic imagery displays the social order, with the king as the prominent intermediary between the human and divine, Clemente Marconi argues that Greek temple sculpture holds a mirror to the social organization of the ancient Greek world. Taking an anthropological perspective on the role of ritual as an intermediary between the human and the numinous, Marconi re-evaluates several well-known examples of Greek sculptural imagery, revealing them to be representations of ritual. He contends that these images, often of processions and dances, provide settings for ritual movement. Reflecting and enhancing the content and meaning of the cult practices taking place alongside them, they serve to reinforce and commemorate the social order, as well as the relation between the human and the divine.

VII. Responses

The final section brings the volume to a conclusion with responses, from Davíd Carrasco and Richard Neer, which draw together the disparate civilizations and approaches developed in the first and second halves of this volume respectively. Carrasco, dealing with the first eight essays, locates them firmly in the context of the history of religions and, in so doing,
reaffirms the applicability of Eliade’s approach to this topic. In particular, he reminds us of Eliade’s concept of “archetype and repetition” and shows how this theme is itself repeated throughout the volume. Ultimately, Carrasco suggests that we might question which, in the case of cosmos and architecture, is the archetype, and which the repetition.

While considering the second group of essays, Richard Neer reaches a similar conclusion from a quite different perspective. Observing how our conceptions of space are constrained by the limits of our fields and our modes of research, Neer challenges one of the fundamental assumptions of this seminar: the idea of sacred architecture as a reflection of the cosmos. Rather, he makes explicit the reversal that Carrasco touches on in his response, suggesting instead that, in some instances, architecture might be the model on which the conception of the cosmos is based.

Conclusions

The integration of philological data, visual imagery, and archaeological evidence is necessary not only to enable our understanding of architecture and ritual long since partly (or fully) lost, but also to create a coherent framework with which to analyze their interaction. Through close textual analysis, art-historical approaches to the experience of architecture, and anthropological perspectives on ritual, we may advance our knowledge of ancient religious practices.

Despite the extensive critiques leveled at the pan-Babylonians and Eliade, for their often inadequate usage of comparative data, scholars have continued to argue strongly for the utility, indeed the necessity, of comparison with regard to religion in general and sacred architecture in particular. Comparison and the understanding of patterns are vital tools in the interpretation of cultures, and especially ancient religion. It is important to do so with as full as possible understanding of the historical context, or, as Smith notes, we must develop “the integration of a complex notion of pattern and system with an equally complex notion of history.”

This volume then brings together specialists from different fields and disciplines as part of this process, in order to contribute to the discussion of these complex themes, while providing a more firmly grounded basis for comparison.


36 Smith 1982, p. 34.
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NATURALIZING BUDDHIST COSMOLOGY IN THE TEMPLE ARCHITECTURE OF CHINA: THE CASE OF THE YICIHUI PILLAR

Tracy Miller, Vanderbilt University

Temples, ritual, and cosmic symbolism have long been central to the study of pre-modern China. Yet, the discourse on connections between the visual culture of the sacred in China and the rest of the Eurasian continent is as fraught as that of the Mesopotamian tradition described in Deena Ragavan’s introduction to this volume. Indeed even the term “religion,” or its corollary, the dichotomy between the “sacred and the profane,” have their own complex histories inextricably tied to Western societal constructs. Thus, as has been detailed recently by Robert Campany, the use of the term “religion” to discuss the “religious landscape” of Early Medieval China (ca. first–ninth centuries C.E.) is highly problematic.¹ Yet, in the Early Medieval period a new belief system, Buddhism, was introduced from South Asia and did become widespread in East Asia. Although always identified as having “foreign” roots, Buddhist concepts of the cosmos and the place of life within it became an important part of the Chinese cultural landscape. The concern of this paper is to examine how these concepts were expressed visually and to question the role of visual arts in transmitting both the concepts of Buddhism as well as its spiritual power, without reducing the regional complexity of Asia, or even Early Medieval China, to essentializing categories. By inquiring into the impact of new, or newly understood, architectural forms in north China during the Early Medieval period, I hope also to contribute to our knowledge of the potential of sacred architecture to help people achieve their spiritual goals in at least one time and place.

In the following essay, I explore how cosmology embodied in the Buddhist monuments of South Asia was mapped onto the indigenous architectural traditions of the Yellow River Valley. When Buddhism traveled east, the symbolically charged forms of the South Asian altar and temple were not directly transplanted into this new cultural context. Rather, they were translated into a visual language that could be “read” by a new population unfamiliar with South Asian architectural forms.² To illustrate this process, I focus on one example, the Yicihui Stone pillar (The Benevolent [Society’s] Stone Pillar of Kindness and Compassion 義慈惠石柱) of Dingxing, Hebei province. By comparing elements of this structure with the sacred architecture of South Asia, I show how Chinese Buddhist monuments could embody South Asian concepts of time and space through the formal language of Chinese architecture.

¹ Campany 2011.
² Deitrich Seckel discussed the concept of “translating” the architecture of Buddhism into the Chinese visual language in his early article on the pagoda: “Stūpa Elements Surviving in East Asian Pagodas” (1980, p. 250).
A Benevolent Society’s Pillar of Compassion and Kindness

The Yicihui Pillar is a unique monument composed of completely familiar parts (figs. 2.1–4). The structure consists of five elements: a foundation stone (2 m square; 30 cm high), a pillar base (1.23 × 1.18 × 0.54 m) carved with a twelve-petal lotus, the octagonal pillar tapered from bottom to top (two sections totaling 4.54 m in height), and a rectangular stone abacus placed horizontally across the top of the pillar (1.26 × 1.05 × 0.28 m) on top of which sits a 3 × 2 bay temple hall (0.79 × 0.69 m; the roof is a separate piece of stone). All elements were made out of limestone.3 Intriguingly, the pillar itself was said to have been originally made of wood, but was replaced with stone between 567 and 570 C.E. Unfortunately, we have no evidence regarding its original shape.

The overall form of the Yicihui Pillar has long been associated with the funerary pillars marking entry to the spirit path of tombs dedicated to emperors in the Southern Dynasties (fig. 2.5).4 The Yicihui Pillar is similar in its overall composition: both types of pillars are made of stone; consist of base, shaft, and capital; have a built-in rectilinear plaque below the abacus providing information about the monument; and incorporate the lotus blossom as part of the central pillar. But it departs from this type in significant ways. Rather than being elliptical in plan, the Yicihui Pillar is an irregular octagon slightly wider in the east–west direction than north–south and with the same maximum width at its base as the hall above (fig. 2.2).5 Instead of fluting, the surface of the Yicihui Pillar is carved with a text of more than 3,400 characters telling the history of its founding and providing the names of more than 200 members of the devotional society with which the monument was associated (Liu Shufen 1994).6 The lotus form of the base in the Yicihui Pillar is used at the top of the funerary pillar.7 And rather than a leonine animal atop this ripe lotus blossom,8 we find a seemingly undecorated stone platform supporting a Buddhist worship hall in the Chinese style.

The worship hall is rectangular with four columns across the front and three in depth creating a 3 × 2 bay building (figs. 2.2–3). The building is oriented facing southwest, and the front and back facades contain a seated figure in the central bays and windows in each of the side bays. Both south and north figures appear to be Buddhist icons with idiosyncratic

---

3 Fu 2009, pp. 153–54. Based on a comparison between my photographs and those of Liu Dunzhen’s team in the early 1930s, the foundation stone has been replaced. I am not certain whether Fu Xinian is using old or new measurements of this element. The stone has now been covered by the foundation to a pavilion constructed to protect the monument.

4 Liu Dunzhen 刘敦桢 made the connection between the two monuments in his detailed 1934 article on the monument, “Dingxingxian Bei Qi shi zhu 定兴县北齐石柱” (reprinted in Liu Dunzhen 刘敦桢 2007, p. 177).

5 Fu (2009, p. 146) provides a concise overview of the use of stone pillars (referred to as either “stone pillar/column” 石柱 or “tomb memorials” 墓表) in funerary settings from the Han period.

6 Liu Shufen (1994, p. 41) argues that this monument is the precursor to dharani pillars used in Buddhist ritual practice, yet functionally it has a stronger relationship to the steles commissioned by devotional societies across north China during this period. See also Wong 2004, and below. Thanks to Robert Campbell for emphasizing this point.

7 The pillar base carved as a lotus blossom is a common element in the architecture of China and can be traced back to stone carvings as early as 501 C.E. but likely has earlier precedents, e.g., Mogao 254, dated to 465.

8 The creature is very similar to the monumental animals that also frame the spirit paths leading to the tombs of the Southern Dynasty rulers. They are often called bixie 辟邪 because they were thought to guard the tomb. A variety of different stone animals could be used, from lions to magical qilin, and variation may have been an indication of status; see Wu 1994, p. 58.
hand positions (mudrā), pronounced uṣṇīṣa on top of the head, as well as a pointed mandorla reminiscent of a chaitya arch behind the head. The figures are damaged, but their hands were originally positioned in different mudrās. The figure on the southern side holds the right hand up on the chest, and the left hand is across and above the belly in what is likely a position of teaching (either the dharma-chakra-pravartana mudrā or vitarka mudrā). The obtuse angle between the left wrist and hand is typical of figures holding their hands with the palm up, a position seen in paintings of the Buddha teaching on the east walls of Cave 285 at the Mogao grottoes in Dunhuang (dated ca. 538 C.E.) as well as the left hand in the image of “Preaching in a Pure Land” from the Northern Qi caves at South Xiangtangshan, Hebei province, presently preserved in the Freer Gallery of Art (fig. 2.6). This relief, carved at a site only 336 kilometers (209 miles) southwest of the Yicihui Pillar, is thought to date to 565–577. The figure on the northern side is much more difficult to identify, but is distinguished by the locations of the arms to the side and both hands either in the lap or over the knees. It is too damaged, however, to be certain of the original mudrā.

Liu Dunzhen’s analysis of the shrine’s architecture reveals nothing inconsistent with the date of the stone column that supports it. On the contrary, the work is taken as a representative example of traditional Chinese architecture of the period used for audience halls in imperial palaces as well as Buddhist worship halls. The timber-frame column grid structure of the temple/palace hall in China developed in the regional context of the Yellow River Valley, which was rich in timber and loessial soil. From as early as the first millennium B.C.E., ritual structures in the Yellow River Valley employed a full grid of timber columns for primary roof support placed on an elevated platform of pounded earth, which, because interior walls could be non-structural, allow for maximum flexibility of use for a single building type. Even at this formative stage, fired ceramic tiles were already being employed, to a limited extent, for roofing. Pictorial and archaeological evidence from the Han Dynasty (206 B.C.E.–220 C.E.) shows that earthen foundations, ceramic roof tiles, and timber-frame construction continued to be used during the early imperial period for palatial architecture as well as for buildings specifically designed to satisfy ritual functions. Representations of gatehouses and palace halls seen in funerary art from the Early Medieval period attest to the widespread use of this “classical” timber-frame form for the architecture of the imperial court.

As is well known, from as early as the fourth century, we have evidence that the timber-frame buildings used for audience halls as well as worship space in the imperial courts of China were also employed within Buddhist settings. Wall paintings dating to the fifth to sixth centuries found in cave temples of the Mogao grottoes employ Central Plains-style architecture in their representations of the palaces and cities discussed in traditional South Asian Buddhist narrative tales (Sun Ruxian 孫儒僩 and Sun Yihua 孫毅華 2001). The worship hall for the Buddha within the imperially sponsored Yongningsi 永寧寺, constructed in the

---

10 For an overview of developments in the timber-frame tradition of palatial and religious architecture during the early imperial period, see Liu Xujie 2009, pp. 458–500. For a discussion of the use of geometry and the ritual Bright Hall during the Han period and before, see Tseng 2011, pp. 37–88.
11 For more on images of palatial architecture in Tang Dynasty funerary art, see Fu Xinian 1998.
12 The word “tang 堂,” a term commonly denoting timber-frame audience and ritual halls in the Chinese style, was used to describe a hall to house the Buddha in the Tanxi Monastery 檳溪寺 of Dao’an 道安 (312–385); see “Dao’an zhuan 道安傳” in Taishō 2059 (Takakusu and Watanabe 1983–1987, vol. 50, p. 352b)
Northern Wei capital in 516 C.E., was described as having the shape of the Taiji Hall 太極殿, the primary audience hall in the imperial palace.\(^{13}\)

Though constructed more than two centuries after the Yicihui Pillar, our earliest extant timber-frame hall in China is consistent with this shared style of palatial and religious architecture. The main hall of Nanchansi, dated to 782 C.E., shares a number of characteristics with the building crowning the Yicihui Pillar (fig. 2.7). It has a similar three-bay front façade with four columns supporting the deeply overhanging eaves, a centrally placed entry door, and windows in each of the subsidiary bays.\(^{14}\) Details of the timberwork, such as the shuttle shape (or entasis) of the columns, and large bearing block joined directly into the top of the eaves columns, are also shared by the Tang example.\(^{15}\) Where the architecture of the Yichiui stone hall departs from the main hall at Nanchansi, specifically in the lack of corbelled bracketing and the use of square eaves rafters that run perpendicular to the façade all the way to the corner hip rafters, parallels can be found in earlier buildings such as stone shrine architecture from the eastern Han Dynasty (25–220 C.E.) and timber Buddhist architecture from the seventh century still preserved in Japan.\(^{16}\)

Yet, what might be thought of as “decoration” distinguishes this structure from extant ritual halls. Carving on the walls of the side façades and the bottom of the abacus suggest that the building does more than house the Buddha in a Chinese palace; it embodies Buddhist cosmology (figs. 2.2, 8–9). Examination of the underside of the stone, the portion most visible to a viewer looking at the column, reveals detailed carving of lotus blossoms, lotus buds, stylized disks (or Chinese coins), and a complex figure composed of seven interconnected circles.\(^{17}\) These figures are, in fact, the plan of the Buddha hall surmounting the pillar. Four of

---

\(^{13}\) Not only was the main worship hall constructed in the manner of the main audience hall in the imperial palace, but the walls were also covered with short timber rafters and ceramic tiles, as were palace walls (寺院墻皆施短椽，以瓦，覆之，若今宮墻也). Yang Xuanzhi 杨衒之 (d. 555?) 2006, p. 12. See also the English translation by Yang Hsüan-chih (1984, p. 16).

\(^{14}\) It should be noted, however, that the Yicihui hall is two bays in depth, while the main hall of Nanchansi is three bays in depth.

\(^{15}\) Liu Dunzhen notes that the Yichiui Pillar may be the earliest known example of the shuttle-shaped column. The proportions are different from other examples known to him, including the seventh-century timber-frame Middle Gate of Hōryūji and that described in the Northern Song Dynasty Yingzaofashi (published 1103), and appear to be of an earlier style (Liu Dunzhen 2007, p. 180). Based on her study of the Xiangtangshan grottoes, Angela Howard (2008) argues that sculptural style of the Northern Qi reflects a strong influence from the artistic culture of the Southern Dynasties, which may have been directly influenced by southeastern India through maritime routes. The newly “Indianized” style may have contributed to the development of more naturalistic representations of the body characteristic of the Tang Dynasty. The architectural style of the miniature columns in the Yicihui Pillar may be further evidence to support her argument of southeastern Chinese influence on Northern Qi and eventually Tang art.

\(^{16}\) Liu Dunzhen made detailed comparisons with Japanese examples, in particular the Tamamushi Shrine preserved at Hōryūji. This is an interesting comparison, for it is a timber Buddha hall on a pillar and may resemble the original timber structure after which this stone replacement was made. The lack of eaves bracketing is also noticeable here, but Liu compares this to small funerary shrines made of stone from the eastern Han period and in so doing helps to confirm an early date for the architecture. See Liu Dunzhen 2007, p. 181.

\(^{17}\) General descriptions of the underside of the base often describe the disks as Chinese coins; close examination does not reveal a coin shape. The description of the objects as coins may have been influenced by possible associations of the object with Han-period “money trees,” which combine the worship of indigenous deities such as Xi wangmu (西王母 Queen Mother of the West or Western Spirit Mother) with early Buddha-like images. For more on indigenous use of the circle to symbolize heaven in the Han period and before, see Tseng 2011. For an extensive discussion regarding the influence of Buddhist art in these objects, see Abe 2002, esp. pp. 28–51. The coins are in combinations of twos and threes and exist in
these interconnected circles are incised into each of the four corners of the foundation. Two lotus blossoms, each with eight petals, appear on the north and south sides of the foundation. Similarly, one lotus blossom, also of eight petals, is placed on each of the narrower east and west sides. Combined, the ten forms match the number of columns in the building above.\textsuperscript{18} In order to understand the purpose of these drawings, it is useful to know something about the history and purpose of the monument itself.

### History of the Monument

The Yicihui Pillar was erected in central Hebei province during the Northern Qi Dynasty (550–577 C.E.) as a memorial for the burial of rebels fighting against the Northern Wei government between 525 and 528 C.E. — as well as other meritorious acts. After the rebellion was put down, locals gathered the remains of the deceased in the area and buried them in a mass grave. A Benevolent Society Hall (義堂) was erected next to the burial location to feed the hungry. Additionally, a Buddhist ward (僧坊) was built next to the site to recruit monks for meritorious service. In 546 the government road (官路) was moved to the west, and the offering hall and monastic residences were relocated to a site nearer the new road. In 555 and 557, members of this developing Buddhist devotional society provided relief for suffering individuals who were pressed into corvée labor and who suffered from famine (Fu 2009).\textsuperscript{19} In 559 the local government sent a memorial for official court recognition of the deeds of this community. Based on this document, in 562 the Department of State Affairs (尚書省) officially authorized (and provided funds for) the establishment of a memorial pillar. A wooden pillar was erected in 563 and was replaced in 567–570 with a stone version (Fu 2009; Liu Shufen 1994). According to Liu Shufen 劉淑芬 (1994), important Buddhist monks of the period had spent some time in residence within the Buddhist ward, but never planned to remain there permanently. Thus, the Benevolent Society Hall and Buddhist Ward functioned primarily as a charity to aid the suffering of the lay Buddhist community.

The mid-sixth century was also an important time for the followers of Buddhism in north China, as many believed that they were entering the age of the “final dharma” or “age of decline” (mofa 末法). The doctrine of the mofa posited three different periods in the future of Buddhism based on the passage of a certain amount of time from the Parinirvāna of the historical Buddha. Different dating systems were used (the first may be 500 years, second 1,000, and final 3,000–10,000 years), after which Maitreya would descend from Tushita heaven and restore order.\textsuperscript{20} Depending somewhat on the date of the Buddha’s entry into Parinirvāna, a topic of significant debate, the widespread belief in sixth-century north China was that the first two phases would be complete in the between the mid-fifth and sixth centuries (Howard

---

\textsuperscript{18} My thanks to Jinah Kim for making this observation.

\textsuperscript{19} Yi communities of lay Buddhists were frequent sponsors of stone steles in north China from the last decades of the fifth century. These usually took the shape of the traditional commemorative stele known from Qin-Han times (Wong 2004).

\textsuperscript{20} For more on the different dating systems of the mofa, see Nattier 1991.
What has been described as a “pervasive apocalyptic attitude” developed in response to several factors, including actions taken against the Buddhist establishment in northwest India in the early sixth century (McNair 2007, p. 89). The wars in north China during the same period would have confirmed notions that the mofa was soon approaching and that something must be done. As discussed in Sutra of Resolving Doubts During the Age of the Semblance Dharma (Xiangfa jueyi jing 像法決疑經), an “indigenous Chinese scripture” likely composed during the sixth century, sincere assistance to the poor, orphans, elderly, and hungry was the best way to attain karmic merit for self and society (Liu Shufen 1994; Tokuno 1995, p. 257). The large number of devotional societies, like the one that sponsored the Yicihui Pillar, may have been founded as a constructive response to this feeling of crisis.21

Meaning in “Decoration”?

As Fu Xinian’s team points out, the horizontal stone abacus at the top of the column serves as the foundation for the miniature building above it. If these forms had something to do with the building above, in what way could the combinations of circles be related to temple design?

Altars and Symbolic Time

In his discussion of the Śiva temple at Muṇḍeśvarī, Michael Meister has explained the way in which complex building plans were derived from simple, yet symbolically charged, geometries: the circle and the square (fig. 2.10). From as early as the early seventh century, most Hindu temples relied on the Vāstupuruṣa maṇḍala for their plans, physically manifesting the moment of creation (and thus the potential for re-creation) within the towering superstructure of the mountainous temple form. This is accomplished through a layering of symbolism formally tied to the square base of the altar. Thought to have had its origins in the Vedic fire altars constructed of individual square bricks, the Vāstupuruṣa maṇḍala is a yantra, a magical diagram that, when used as a building plan, enables a structure to embody the Puruṣa, the supernal man (Kramrisch 1980, vol. 1, pp. 11 and 67). Norman Brown notes that an important characteristic of Puruṣa (ultimately derived from the deity Agni) is that he represents the generative principle, entering plants and waters and becoming the “embryo within them.” Additionally, “Puruṣa alone is this entire world, both past and future .... From him was born Virāj (the primordial waters), and from Virāj was born Puruṣa. When born he overpassed the earth both in the west and in the east” (Rig Veda 10.91, translated in Brown 1931). Extending out in all directions, the newly created earth takes the form of a square, which can be fixed in time and space through orientation to the cardinal directions. Significantly, the square is also the shape of the foundation of the cosmic Mount Meru (Kramrisch 1980, vol. 1, p. 42). A temple constructed on the basis of the Vāstupuruṣa maṇḍala allows for the “relation of the Supreme Principle (Brahman) and of manifestation [to be] seen as coterminous” (Kramrisch 1980, vol. 1, p. 67). As Kramrisch notes in a quotation from Varāhamihir’s (505–587) Brihat...
Samhitā, “the form of the Vāstupuruṣa maṇḍala is square .... It can be converted into a triangle, hexagon, octagon and circle of equal area and retain its symbolism” (quoted in Kramrisch 1980, vol. 1, p. 21).

The lines and squares of the Vāstupuruṣa maṇḍala also become the physical body of an anthropomorphic conception of the primal creative force. As suggested by Kramrisch, the understanding of the Supreme Principle as an anthropomorphic deity whose traces, in the form of drawings or plan, could uphold the cosmic order was part of the religious substrata of South Asia and is evident in both Brahmanism and Buddhism (Kramrisch 1980). As Kramrisch explains elsewhere in her The Hindu Temple, the altar from which the maṇḍala derives was also a means of representing and controlling time. The altar was built by individual square bricks, which together were a symbolic measure of the seasons, year, and time as a whole. To subdivide this microcosm, the square is divided first by marking the rising and setting sun to the east and west, then by marking north and south and dividing the line, and then, so that by a geometrically progressive series the original two points engender four and eight, sixteen and thirty-two. These stations are marked along the outline of the square diagram .... They encompass all manifestation, in terms of space, as it is beheld on the level of the earth. This initial translation of the rhythm of time into the pattern in space forms the basis of larger cycles than that of the day; they also are supported by the square drawn on the ground. (Kramrisch 1980, vol. 1, p. 30)

When rendered into a building plan, the border is divided into thirty-two units, representing the regents of the four planets who rule over the points represented by the cardinal directions (as the equinoctial and solstitial points) and the regents of the twenty-eight Nakshatras, or the lunar mansions of the course of the moon (fig. 2.11). The central space of the Vāstumaṇḍala, either a point or square based on the layout of the grid, was the space of Brahma, the force of creation. Thus the Vāstumaṇḍala embodies the power of creation, and through the monthly revolutions of the moon, and the solar cycle of days and years, and the power of recreation and rebirth (Kramrisch 1980).

Critical to the implementation of the Vāstumaṇḍala is orientation toward the cardinal directions and protection of the corners, weak points that must be reinforced to eliminate the possible introduction of evil influences. Michael Meister suggests that the circle may have been employed to determine the orientation of the Vāstumaṇḍala partially because of the strength of its geometry, and that the octagon of Mundeśvari’s plan might have been thought to be better able to withstand negative forces than the square, while still retaining its spiritual power. The Śulba Sūtras describe how a gnomon and cord were used to determine the square of the Vāstumaṇḍala and orient it toward the cardinal directions. The technique of using circles to create the square may also have allowed for the incorporation of alternative concepts of cosmological time related to the rotation of the planets and the Zodiac introduced from west Asia during the first centuries C.E. This was not, as Meister emphasizes, presented as a means to replace the local cosmology. The Śulba Sūtras were coordinated with the structure of the Vāstumaṇḍala to create powerful architectural forms able to accommodate different conceptions of the universe. In this way “the Vedic universe, in the Hindu temple as in later cosmology, makes some concessions to a circular world view” (Meister 1981, p. 86). If the Vāstumaṇḍala was employed by the temple builders to gain access to divine forces and harness the cycles of time, then incorporating a new cosmology into the process of its construction might broaden the reach of that power and increase its potency.
Indian Buddhist monuments shared in an architecture culture that was part of the larger ritual landscape of South Asia. Much of the symbolism employed to construct the towering temples dedicated to the deities of the Hindu pantheon was marshaled for Buddhist purposes when desired. As Debala Mitra, Pramod Chandra, and others have discussed, a multitude of architectural types, including the stūpa, cave shrine, and towering temple, were employed in South Asia for religious purposes by Buddhists as well as members of other religious communities. Could Northern Qi builders have known the constructive methods of the Śulba Sūtras and Brihat Samhitā? As if to answer our question, the craftsmen have gone to great effort to show us that the diagram is the generative force between the lotus and the Chinese-style Buddha hall.

In the case of timber-frame buildings within the Chinese tradition, one of the most important aspects is the location of the columns within the structural frame. Knowing this we can see that the diagram of six circles around a center results in a ground plan for a rectangular building with two of the sides divided into three parts, and two into two parts. Thus, the diagrams of interconnected circles work to indicate the location of the corner columns as well as the spacing of the columns between the corners (fig. 2.12). The four corner columns located at the corners of the rectangle drawn around the diagram (rather than by the intersection of the circles themselves) are reflected in the four diagrams at the corner of the abacus and are oriented in the direction of the building on top of the abacus. The plan of a Chinese temple and the plan of a South Asian temple could be generated through a single method.

**Pillars and the Vertical Axis of Progression**

The craftsmen also wanted us to see clearly that the columns located by this diagram were cognate with the lotus as the Buddhist symbol of rebirth. Two images of the diagram appear on the walls of the side facades. These are matched with lotus buds with a prominent circular center on either side of a larger lotus on the foundation stone. Each of the six columns located by the intersection of the circles is matched by an eight-petal lotus on the bottom of the foundation. Finally, the central circle of the diagram itself is used to generate the eight-petal lotus. Again the three objects — lotus, pillar, and diagram — are generated from the one circle, thereby retaining the circle’s symbolic potency.

As is well known, the lotus embodies regeneration, the potential for rebirth in a Buddhist paradise, while following the bodhisattva path toward ultimate personal extinction or nirvana. A natural metaphor for rebirth, the root system of the lotus grows along the bottom of lake or pond. Consequently, stem and bud emerge each spring directly from the water. And when the blossom matures, the petals fold back, and the ripe seeds of the calyx are fully exposed, thereby emphasizing the plant’s generative (and regenerative) potential. Yet, like other monuments known from their Buddhist associations, its full symbolic potential is only

---

22 Although some stūpa shrines appear to have been specifically Buddhist, the same craftsmen were likely employed to build religious structures regardless of sectarian affiliation (Mitra 1971). See also Chandra 1983. Although Mitra and Chandra do not specifically mention caves in their discussions of this issue, inscriptions from Mauryan caves in the Barābar hills indicate that at least one of them was dedicated for Ājīvika, not Buddhist, use (Huntington 1974/1975).

23 There is evidence to suggest that the spacing of columns in imperial palace buildings of Chinese empires was considered important enough for foreign visitors to replicate in their own palaces (Coaldrake 1996).
realized through an examination of the pre-Buddhist context from which it developed. As John Irwin detailed in the 1970s, votive pillars with lotus “bell” capitals long associated with King Aśoka (ca. 304–232 B.C.E.) were often erected at the sites of Buddhist stūpas and could be engraved with edicts, though not always (Irwin 1973). Interestingly, although made of stone, they were originally erected in wood (Irwin 1974). Irwin argues that the column was a pre-Buddhist symbol of cosmic parturition, the device used to separate the earth from the heavens and connect man with the divine abode of the gods. The cosmogonic act not only caused the creation of the square earth, seen in the form of the Vāstumāṇḍala discussed above, but also released the sun, thereby bringing about the creation of time as well as space (Irwin 1976). The bell shape of the capital embodies both cosmogony and reincarnation in its basic form as ripe lotus blossom.

In his series of articles on the pillar, Irwin argues that the symbolism of lotus and pillar was fundamental to South Asian cosmology and was absorbed into the religious monuments of Buddhism at their inception. Stūpas, such as the Great Stūpa at Sanchi, layered the symbolism of both pillar and altar into the pre-Buddhist funerary mound to create a rich religious architecture. Emerging through the square form of the harmikā, marked as sacred by the vedikā railing around it, the pillar (yaṣṭi) extends through three round chhatras, which shelter the sacred remains with a symbol of royalty. The symbol of square (Vāstumāṇḍala and base of the cosmic Mount Meru) is combined with the pillar to form a monument embodying the idea of the Buddha as the source of enlightenment. The eight-petal lotus so prominently displayed on the Yicihui Pillar abacus may function in a similar manner, reworked for an audience unfamiliar with the formal language of South Asian religious spaces. The divisions of the eight petals are suggestive of the eight directions surrounding a generative center adding the cosmogonic significance of the Vāstumāṇḍala to Buddhist monuments through the presence of the Buddha (symbolically or through relics) in the central squares occupied by the generative force of Brahman in the Hindu context. The rite of circumambulation around the body of the Buddha also acts as a means to “turn the wheel of the dharma,” the teachings of the Buddha that are cognate with the Buddha himself.

The numerous parallels between the cosmology embodied in the Vāstumāṇḍala and Aśokan pillars with that documented the Han Dynasty (206 B.C.E. – 220 C.E.) likely facilitated the reception of Buddhism in this new context. As detailed by Lillian Lan-ying Tseng, by the third century B.C.E., the use of the circle to represent heaven and square to represent earth already had a long history in China (Tseng 2011). The nine-square grid was developed in pre-Buddhist China as a means to express the divisions of the earth into nine by Yu the Great.

---

24 For a discussion of the interpretation of lotus symbolism and lotus capitals, see Meister 1992.
25 Although verifying his evidence in a close reading of the Rig Veda, Irwin describes the pillars as an “axis mundi” following ideas developed by Mircea Eliade. For more on Eliade and his influence on our understanding of Asian cosmology, see Korom 1992 and Deena Ragavan’s Introduction to this volume.
26 Although the stūpa form itself was pre-Buddhist, the earliest datable Buddhist stūpas are from the Mauryan period (Mitra 1971).
27 Thanks to Tony Stewart for emphasizing this point.
28 According to Edward Shaughnessy (1993) in his essay on the Shangshu 尚書, the “Yu gong 禹貢” section may date as late as the Qin Dynasty (221–206 B.C.E.). According to Lewis (2005), Sima Qian 司馬遷 attributes the organization of nine provinces of Yu into a geometric grid to Zou Yan 鄒衍 (ca. 305–240 B.C.E.). Also Sima Qian 1999, vol. 74, p. 2344. Lewis emphasizes that the earliest descriptions of the nine provinces were not organized into a grid. I doubt that this would have made the similarities of division any less important; on the contrary, if we conceive of the grid as a type of “science,” cross-cultural similarities may have added to its believability. See also the Zong Bing quote below.
The *Kaogongji* 考工記, dating from the late Warring States period (ca. 481–221 B.C.E.), suggests that the square form of the carriage box and circular form of the umbrella mounted above it were selected because of their formal relationship to the heaven and earth (Tseng 2011). Furthermore, Han Dynasty devices used for divination were constructed out of squares and circles separated by a pin. The square bases were marked with calendric symbols and the round tops with diagrams of Ursa Major, allowing the diviner to “bring the power of the cosmos into the divination to improve its efficacy” (Tseng 2011, p. 49).

We see this at a larger scale in the earliest excavated *Mingtang* (明堂, Bright Hall or Hall of Light) located in the Western Han capital of Chang’an. Here the circle and square, heaven and earth, monthly progression, and the cycle of the seasons were incorporated into a single, multi-storied building organized around a central axis. The building enabled the emperor to perform his intermediary role as the source of communication between heaven and earth and display his heavenly mandate (*tianming* 天命) to rule (Tseng 2011). As in South Asia, the consolidation of multiple systems of knowledge about the cosmos (ancestral worship and the imperial academy were also included in this version) made the monument that much more powerful.

The teachings of Buddhism allowed the larger population to create similar multi-valent monuments with the ability to harness divine power. The Northern Qi patrons of the Yichiui Pillar, those who had seen entire villages destroyed by war, were likely motivated by fear of losing their access to security, if not in this life then in the next. Now firm believers in reincarnation, the population of the sixth-century Hebei region created structures that incorporated methods used to create South Asian religious architecture in order to magically charge their own monuments in familiar ways. Like the temple at Munđeśvarī, an effort appears to have been made to protect the corners of the pillar and hall: the pillar’s irregular octagonal in plan is the rectangular plan of the hall with chamfered corners, the abacus has the seven-circle structural diagram on each of the four corners, and small strongmen (*lishi* 力士) support and turn up the corners of the eaves (fig. 2.13). The circle used to generate both building plan and eight-petal lotus may also be used to embody the movement of time through rotating the circular diagram. The lotus leaves between the petals are located by rotating the construction circles of the eight-petal lotus (fig. 2.14), expressing both the cycle of reincarnation and the turning of the wheel of the law that enables one to escape that cycle. The stone foundation of the pillar itself expresses a rotation of the diagram used to generate the plan of the hall at its apex, as a doubling of the six circles results in a twelve-petal lotus at the base of the monument. Perhaps as an expression of the twelve constellations in the Zodiac, or the twelvefold chain of dependent origination discussed in the *Sūtra of Resolving Doubts Concerning the Semblance Dharma*, the twelve leaves are folded back to reveal the circular calyx of ripe lotus that holds the pillar (Tokuno 1995). By unwinding the circle of the seven-circle diagram, the lotus pillar of cosmic time is able to resolve itself into the space of the Chinese palace that houses the eternal form of the Mahāyāna Buddha.

---

29 For more on the date of the *Kaogongji*, see Boltz’s 1993 essay on the dating of the *Zhouli* 周禮.
30 Tseng details the numerous cosmologies ultimately incorporated into different “bright halls” constructed in the Han period. The *Mingtang* of Wang Mang (9–23 C.E.), which also included aspects of the Imperial Academy and ancestor worship, was only one of three in this period.
31 For more on representations of the Wheel of the Law in Chinese Buddhism, see Teiser 2006.
Conclusion

The introduction of the South Asian maṇḍala as a cosmological symbol allowed pre-existing architectural forms to be subsumed into a new organizational scheme that naturalized the concept of reincarnation. This process, replicated in the form of the Yicihui Pillar, provided a Buddhist devotional society in war-torn north China the means to express their hopes for the rebirth of their loved ones in a better place. The pillar was at once a lotus, tree (original wood), and (now in stone) mountain, providing an elevated view, “diminishing worldly attachments and le[ading] to an appreciation of limitless space and time.” 32 Finally, by time and the concept of reincarnation reached the familiar rectilinear ritual halls through the South Asian methods of temple construction, the lay Buddhist communities in China could have access to their own sages of the past, present, and future. As Zong Bing (375–443) said,

[when the sage rulers of the past were] roaming in sublime freedom, how do we know that they did not follow the Way of Tathāgata (the Buddha)? 33

Of course, the sages of the Chinese past would have been housed in the Chinese-style palace — one made more powerful (and potentially more “divine”) by employing the constructive diagrams of South Asia used to generate the universe to derive its plan.

Figure 2.1. Yicihui Pillar (567–570 C.E.), stone, view from south (photo by the author)

Figure 2.2. Yicihui Pillar, angle view of Buddha hall (photo by the author)
Figure 2.3. Yicihui Pillar, detail of upper Buddha hall, (top) present front (south) facade and (bottom) present back (north) facade (photos by the author)
Figure 2.4. Yichui Pillar, (top) elevation drawing and section drawings cut at (bottom left) base of upper Buddha hall and (bottom right) above lotus pedestal (after Liu Dunzhen 2007, p. 171)
Figure 2.5. Funerary pillar from the tomb of Liang Xiao Jing 蕭景 (477–523 C.E.)
(after Fu Xinian 2009, p. 146)
Figure 2.6. “Preaching in a Pure Land” from the Northern Qi caves at South Xiangtangshan, Hebei province, presently held in the Freer Gallery of Art (photo: Freer Gallery of Art, reproduced with permission)

Figure 2.7. Main hall of Nanchansi, 782 C.E., front facade (photo by the author)
Figure 2.8. Yichui Pillar, detail of underside of abacus (photo by the author)

Figure 2.9. Yichui Pillar, line drawing of underside of abacus (after Liu Dunzhen 2007, p. 171, redrawn to show how construction circles were used to generate the shape of the lotus blossoms)
Figure 2.10. Vāstupuruṣa maṇḍala (after A. Volwahsen 1969, p. 44)

Figure 2.11. Construction circles to determine plan of the Muṇḍeśvarī Temple (drawing after Meister 1981, p. 83)
Figure 2.12. Diagram on Yicihui Pillar superimposed on the section drawing of the Buddha hall (drawing by the author)

Figure 2.13. Strongmen (lishi 力士) or guardian figures supporting corners of the Buddha hall eaves (photo by the author)
Figure 2.14. Use of construction circle to derive seven-circle diagram, eight-petal lotus, and twelve-petal lotus (drawings by the author)
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Excavations in the Hittite capital Ḫattuša have lasted for more than 100 years at present and have brought to light archaeological remains, artifacts, and thousands of cuneiform tablets. These allow contemporary researchers to gain insight into a civilization living in Anatolia between around 1600 and 1200 B.C. During the past few decades, several archaeological excavations have revealed further Hittite villages and cities, like Maşat Höyük (Tapikka), Kuşaklı (Šarišša), Ortaköy (Šapinuwa), Kayalıpinar (Šamuḫa?), and Oymaağaç (Nerik?), to mention just some recently discovered sites in the heartland of Hittite settlement. In almost all cases, archaeological activities have concentrated on exposed positions like hills or centers of the höyüks, where big buildings were found that were often immediately described as a “palace” or “temple.” From an archaeological point of view, those can be distinguished by various features.¹ In fact, Hittite texts employ the expressions É.GAL “big house,” commonly interpreted as “palace” (Hitt. ḫalentuwa-),² and É.DINGIR-LIM “house of the god,” for “temple” (Hitt. karimmi-).³ Nevertheless, due to the absence of significant numbers of administrative Hittite texts, the whole economic system is not yet fully understood, and differences between temple and palace, and their significance at all, are not clear.⁴ Theo van den Hout, for example, has observed that despite the apparent archaeological evidence for a “palace” in Maşat Höyük,⁵ there is no evidence for a major administrative role for this building like the É URE-TAPIGGA “palace of the town Tapigga” in textual sources.⁶

This paper tries to analyze examples of Hittite ritual practice, hinting at temple topography and cosmology visible in Hittite cuneiform texts in order to examine the extent of a possible interpretation of temples and festivals as an image of cosmic concepts.

---

² See Mielke 2011, p. 161 with n. 15 and further literature on the discussion of this term. Mielke also notes the difference between “palace” as building and as institution; the Hittite word seems to refer only to the building, not the institution. See also van den Hout 2003–05.
⁴ See Mielke 2011, p. 161 with n. 17 and further literature.
⁵ Cf. Mielke 2011, p. 165, but see ibid., p. 169, where he points out arguments for an interpretation as a temple.
Ritual Practice

The major body of Hittite texts belongs to the religious sphere, namely, rituals and festivals that provide information about venerated gods, religious beliefs, and offering practice. Moreover, they allow the reconstruction of the development and changes in religious thought. One can therefore differentiate between older Hattian-Anatolian traditions and younger concepts that show influences of Mesopotamian, south Anatolian, and northern Syrian ideas that came to central Anatolia due to political and territorial changes.

The religious ideology of the Hittites, at least in the old Hattian-Anatolian tradition, shows the king as the administrator appointed by the main gods of the country, the Storm-god and Sun-god: “The land belongs only to the Storm-god. ... He made the Labarna, the king, (his) deputy/administrator. ... Let the Labarna keep administering the whole land with his hand.” Therefore, the king states in a building ritual, “To me, the king, the gods, (namely) Sun-god and Storm-god, handed over the land and my house. And I, the king, will protect my land and my house.” The king’s duty, among others, was to worship all gods. Correct worship guaranteed prosperity, wealth, and strength to the king, his family, and the whole country. This reverence for the gods is extensively documented in Hittite festival texts, where it is normally described in a rather stereotyped way: “The king comes out of the palace. [The chief of the palace servants] <hands> a stick to the king. Two palace servants (and) one bodyguard run before [the king]. § The king enters the temple of the Storm-god and steps in front of the altar. ... The king makes offerings in a round to the two gods.” Other texts provide information about the sequence of worship for the gods and details about people attending the ceremony or the precise things that are to be offered: “[King (and) queen drink the Storm-god of Ḫ[att]i three times while standing. He breaks three thick breads. The Hattian singer sings. § [King (and) ] queen drink Ḫebat mušni, Ḫebat Šarruma three times. He breaks x thick breads. The Hurrian singer sings.”

Besides festival texts, descriptions of the worship of gods can also be found in the so-called inventory texts. Here, the god is often taken to an outdoor sanctuary, where offerings and entertainment take place (see below for examples). In contrast with festival texts, it is rarely the king who celebrates those offerings, but priests or the impersonal “they.”

Temple Topography

Hittite festival texts concentrate on the portrayal of offerings and therefore do not provide extensive descriptions of the location or appearance of Hittite temples. Dirk Mielke recently stated, “Larger temples — in Boğazköy (especially Temples 1–7, 30 and 31) as well as in Kuşaklı — were erected in prominent positions on artificially constructed or enlarged natural terraces, whereas Hittite architecture otherwise tended to be integrated into natural topography.” The following textual examples give rudimentary hints about temple locations within

---

7 IBoT 1.30 3–6; CHD L–N 169a.
10 KBo 11.28 rev. v 22‘–28‘; Lebrun 1976, pp. 157, 163.
Hints at Temple Topography and Cosmic Geography from Hittite Sources

towns that seem to support Mielke’s idea: “On the next day the helmeted (?) SANGA-priest, the tazzelli-priest, the hamena-man, the GUDU₁₂-priest and all temple personnel come up to the temple.”¹² The next example describes the king’s arrival at a town named Taḫurpa: “The king goes into Taḫurpa in a coach. As soon as he reaches the gate in town, the ALAM.ZU₉-man shouts aḫa in front of the door. § ... § Then he (i.e., the king) drives up by coach to the gate house. The men of the ritual run before (him). The king goes into the palace.”¹³ Even if this case does mention a palace, the next sample text implies the proximity of temple and palace: “King (and) queen go [again from] the palace to the temple of the Storm-god.”¹⁴ Scanty hints in Hittite texts therefore seem to confirm the evidence of archaeological features that palace and temple were both situated in a prominent place in a town.

A bit more can be said concerning the appearance of Hittite temples.¹⁵ The well-known example of a major state festival called the “festival of the AN.TAḪ.ŠU₉-plant” provides the following information: “King (and) queen go into the temple of the god Zababa. The king is standing in the gatehouse ... King (and) queen step within the temple of Zababa into the courtyard. ... Afterwards, king (and) queen enter the temple of Zababa. They bow again once to the god. ... The king steps to the throne, the queen goes into the inner chamber.”¹⁶ Besides these hints about a courtyard, gatehouse, and inner chamber, one also finds allusions to parts of the inner décor: “The supervisor of the cooks makes a libation in front of the throne three times. ... The supervisor of the cooks libates once at the hearth, once at the throne, once at the window, once at the door bolt, and furthermore once next to the hearth. And for the statue of Ḫattušili he makes a libation one time.”¹⁷ In a cult inventory one can read, “Formerly the god was (standing) [at the rear of the inner room and the community did not see him. Now he is standing at the altar].”¹⁸ Moreover, one can find hints as to the decoration of the altar in cult inventory texts.¹⁹ The mention of temple parts is not restricted to festival texts, as the following example of a mythological text shows:²⁰ “The house (i.e., the house of the god Telipinu) shall release (?) them (i.e., wrath and anger of Telipinu). The central pillar (?) shall let them go, the window shall let them go, the door hinge, the inner courtyard shall let them go, the door shall let them go, the gatehouse shall let them go.”²¹

---

¹² KUB 41.30(+ ) obv. iii 10’–15’; cf. Popko 1994, pp. 270ff. (listed as obv. iii 17’–22’ due to text reconstruction).
¹³ KBo 11.73+ obv. iii 12’–25’ with complements of KUB 58.22 obv. ii 1’–11’; see Nakamura 2002, pp. 151, 153.
¹⁴ KUB 11.34+ rev. vi 40–41; see Nakamura 2002, pp. 236, 238. The text describes the situation in Ḫattuša; see the colophon.
¹⁵ See Görke in press; for archaeological evidence of the architecture with hints concerning Hittite expressions, see Zimmer-Vorhaus 2011, pp. 205–09.
¹⁶ KBo 4.9 obv. ii 7–43; compared to the autography, the photo shows lacunae (hethiter.net/; PhotArch BoFN00966); for a translation, see Klinger 2008, p. 199; Görke 2010, p. 53.
¹⁷ KBo 4.9 obv. iii 1–12; Klinger 2008, pp. 199f.; Görke in press.
¹⁸ KUB 42.100+ rev. iii 36’–38’; Hazenbos 2003, pp. 19, 23.
¹⁹ KUB 42.91 obv. ii 9f.; see Hazenbos 2003, pp. 112, 114.
²⁰ See VBoT 58 rev. iv 25–35 (CTH 323 815’–17’ ff.) mentioning two tables being set up in the temple. Other texts reveal parts of the temple (‘karimmi’), like walls, nails, windows, doors (KBo 26.94 rev. iii 4’–10’ – CTH 348.1.26 85’; KBo 26.83 3’–12’ – CTH 348.1.27 §1’). For those texts, see the online publication on hethiter.net (E. Rieken et al., eds., hethiter.net/).
²¹ KUB 17.10 rev. iv 9–11 – CTH 324.1 §30* (E. Rieken et al., eds., hethiter.net/: CTH 324.1, TX 2009-08-26, TRde 2009-08-26); Hoffner 1998, p. 17 (§26), with a thematic introduction.
Besides information on temples, cult inventories provide an idea of outdoor sanctuaries:

The next day they carry the deity down to the well. They hold thick bread (and) a šarši-(vessel) up before [...] The ḥażgar(-women) go behind [...] They wash the deity in front of the well. Before the altar they take up the garment [from the deity]. They offer 1 sheep. [...] They entertain the deity. [At the time of] sunset they carry [the deity] home (and) place (him) on the altar.22

For the question of where a temple was built, Hittite texts provide only sparse information. From a cult inventory, it becomes evident that places of worship — at least outdoor sanctuaries — might be chosen according to political situations:

The next day the SANGA-priests, the GUDU₁₂-priests, the lords, the noblemen [...] arrive. They carry (Mount) Halwannaš up to the mountain. When (the region) is being oppressed by the enemy, they carry him to the mountain and [place] him [in front of the ḥuwaši] — and the ḥuwaši stands under the poplar. They break 3 loaves of bread of an UPNU(-measure) and they offer beer. When (the region) is not being oppressed by the enemy, they place him at the ḥuwaši under the poplar next to the river and they offer [...] [...] 1 ox (and) 8 sheep; the lord of the district delivers (them).23

Unfortunately, hints as to why a place was chosen or a temple was built on its particular site are extremely rare. In contrast with other ancient Near Eastern civilizations, (almost) no building inscriptions of Hittite rulers have come down to us.24 Within the few Hittite building rituals, one finds the following information: “If one builds a new temple or new houses at an untouched place.”25 This ritual starts with the laying of foundation stones in connection with a sacrifice; the following ritual actions are intended to stabilize, consolidate, and strengthen the foundations of that house that is said to be “on the dark earth” — the netherworld.26 According to the text, the temple is built for a god by the gods — but the choice of place is not explained. Nor does a second building ritual, CTH 414.1, provide information on the choice of place — unfortunately the text is broken. The first paragraph might mention an oracular inquiry to the Sun-god and Storm-god, and one wonders if this includes the question of

22 KBo 26.182 obv. i 7–17; Hazenbos 2003, pp. 68–71. See Ökse 2011 for an overview of Hittite open-air sanctuaries; she stresses their proximity to natural water sources. Cf. Beckman in this volume.
23 KUB 25.23(+) obv i 10’–16’; cf. Hazenbos 2003, pp. 30–40. The text continues with a rather vivid description of the god’s worship: KUB 25.23(+) obv. i 17’–25’: “They set down meat, from the raw (and) from the [c]ooked. (There are) thick breads of the šarši-vessel (and) 1 vessel of beer on the altar. (There are) 30 loaves of bread (and) 4 vessels of beer for provisions. And what towns (are situated) around the mountain, they together bring bread (and) beer. They break bread. They fill the rhytons. They eat. They drink. They fill the cups. Before the deity they begin boxing (and) wrestling. They entertain (the deity). When the leafy branches seize the Sun-god of <Heaven>, they carry the deity home to the town, and they place him inside the temple. They set down meat in front (of him). They break thick bread, and they offer beer.” See Hazenbos 2003, pp. 31f., 36.
24 An exception is the hieroglyphic inscription of Chamber 2, the so-called Südburg Inscription in Ḥattuša; see Hawkins 1995 and Melchert 2002 (for a slightly different interpretation). Building inscriptions are quite common among the hieroglyphic Luwian inscriptions of the Iron Age; see Hawkins 2000. Cf. Beckman in this volume.
25 KBo 4.1+ obv. 1 – CTH 413.1 §1 (S. Görke, ed., hethiter.net/: CTH 413, TX 25.08.2011, Trde 06.05.2011). See an English translation in Beckman 2010, pp. 85–87.
26 KBo 4.1+ obv. 9f. – CTH 413.1 §2: “This temple shall be constant and it shall be eternal on the dark earth” (S. Görke, ed., hethiter.net/: CTH 413, TX 25.08.2011, Trde 06.05.2011).
place. This indifference to place also is found in a third building ritual, CTH 726.1, where a king builds new houses “somewhere.” Therefore, according to Hittite building rituals, there was normally no need to mention the reason for building a temple at a particular place. One might think that the place where a temple was built was either clear to everyone or was of no importance. This impression seems to be strengthened by other text examples. In mythological texts, one reads, “The goddess Inara built herself a house on a rock in the country of the town Tarukki.” This supports the above-mentioned preference in regard to temples and palaces for prominent places, but gives no further concrete reason.

### Cosmic Geography

The last examples showed how difficult it is to retrieve information from Hittite texts on temple topography. The same applies to cosmology and cosmic geography.

Knowledge of Hittite cosmology is mainly based on a few mythological texts. From the Song of Kumarbi (CTH 344), for example, we learn that gods fought for kingship in heaven and that the defeated god fled down to the dark earth (i.e., netherworld). Various gods are living in the dark earth, among them the ancient or former gods, who were driven there by the Storm-god, or Allani, the mistress of the underworld, who lived there in a palace, as told in the Song of Release. Moreover, evil things are locked in large vessels made of bronze, their lids made of lead; they stand down in the dark earth, and whatever goes into them does not come up again. The formation or emergence of the world is only briefly mentioned in mythological texts found in Hittite Anatolia. Within the Hurrian Ullikummi myth, one reads, “When it happened that one cut heaven and earth with a copper knife.” Already in 1970, Otten and Siegelová published a Hittite fragment that mentions a distribution of heaven and earth among the gods: “When they too[k] heaven and earth, the gods separated. The upper [gods] took heaven, but the inferior gods took [e]arth (and) underground land. Everybody took [h]is (part).” Just as Güterbock associated the Ullikummi statement

---

27 KUB 29.1 obv. 1 3f. – CTH 414.1 §1: “[If the king] builds [a new palace somewhere and one covers it] with wood [one speaks as follows: Concerning the palace] that you built, one has asked [Sun-god] and Storm-god” (S. Görke, ed., hethiter.net/: CTH 414.1, TX 25.08.2011, TRde 11.05.2011). This translation applies to a reading a-ar-ai-e-er in KUB 29.1 obv. 1 4, even if the correct form of ariya-/arai- should be ariyaer or arier (see HED 1, 137; HW 2 A 290). Beckman 2010, p. 72, translates “they have worshipped [the Sun-goddess] and the Storm-god properly” (likewise Cohen 2002, p. 35, with a reading a-ar-ai-i-e-er). The photo reveals no gap.  

28 KBo 37.1 obv. 1f. – CTH 726.1 §1: “If the king builds new houses somewhere […] if one lays the foundations, the akuttara-man conducts the ritual and speaks these words” (G. Torri, ed., hethiter.net/: CTH 726.1, TX 04.03.2011, TRit 04.03.2011). See an English translation in Beckman 2010, pp. 77f.

29 KUB 17.5 obv. 1 19f. – CTH 321 §11 (E. Rieken et al., eds., hethiter.net/: CTH 321, TX 2010-11-23, TRde 2010-11-23); see Hoffner 1998, p. 12 (§13), with a thematic introduction.


32 As one learns from a passage of the Telipinu myth: KUB 17.10 rev. iv 15–17 – CTH 324.1 §31″ (E. Rieken et al., eds., hethiter.net/: CTH 324.1, TX 2009-08-26, TRde 2009-08-26); Hoffner 1998, p. 17 (§27), also with a thematic introduction.

33 See also Güterbock 1946, p. 108.

34 KUB 33.106+ Rs. III 42′, 52′ f. – CTH 345.1.3.1 §§22 and 24; E. Rieken et al., eds., hethiter.net/: CTH 345.1.3.1 (TX 2009-08-31, TRde 2009-08-30); Hoffner 1998, p. 64 (§§61, 63), also with a thematic introduction.

35 See also Güterbock 1946, p. 108.

36 KUB 33.106+ Rs. III 42′, 52′ f. – CTH 345.1.3.1 §§22 and 24; E. Rieken et al., eds., hethiter.net/: CTH 345.1.3.1 (TX 2009-08-31, TRde 2009-08-30); Hoffner 1998, p. 64 (§§61, 63), also with a thematic introduction.

37 See also Güterbock 1946, p. 108.

38 KUB 33.106+ Rs. III 42′, 52′ f. – CTH 345.1.3.1 §§22 and 24; E. Rieken et al., eds., hethiter.net/: CTH 345.1.3.1 (TX 2009-08-31, TRde 2009-08-30); Hoffner 1998, p. 64 (§§61, 63), also with a thematic introduction.
with Sumerian mythology.\textsuperscript{36} Otten and Siegelová linked this passage to the Sumerian myth of Gilgameš, Enkidu, and the netherworld: \textsuperscript{37} “... when the heavens had been separated from the earth, when the earth had been delimited from the heavens, (when the fame of mankind had been established,) when An had taken the heavens for himself, when Enlil had taken the earth for himself, when the nether world had been given to Ereškigala as a gift, ...” \textsuperscript{38} Otten and Siegelová already noted that, in contrast with the Sumerian passage with its separation into heaven, earth, and netherworld, the Hittite text obviously only knows a separation into celestial and chthonic realms (1970, pp. 37f.). Itamar Singer elaborated this approach in his treatment of one of Muwatalli’s prayers, where he faced the following discrepancies in two versions of the text:

A. (KUB 6.45+ rev. iii 9–10 – CTH 381):
DINGIR.LUMES DINGIR.MUNUSMES [A]N-aš GE₆-is KI-aš ne-pi-iš te-kán
“male gods (and) female gods of heaven, dark earth, (and) heaven (and) earth”

B. (KUB 6.46 rev. iii 47–49):
DINGIR.LUMES [DINGIR.MUNUSMES] [ne-p]i-aš da-an-ku-ia-aš da-ga-zi-pa-aš ne-[p]-i-[r]iš te-kán
“male gods (and) female gods of heaven (and) of dark earth, heaven (and) earth”

Singer stated in 1996 (pp. 62f.),

The “dark netherworld” is treated differently in the two manuscripts. B takes it as a genitive, providing a twofold division of the pantheon into “male gods and female gods of [heaven] (and) of the dark earth.” I assume that this was the original meaning, followed by a similar bipartition of the universe into “heaven (and) earth.” On the other hand, A takes the “dark netherworld” as a nominative (GE₆-is for dankuiš), which may reflect a different cosmological perception — a tripartition of the universe into the dark netherworld, the (surface of the) earth, and heaven. A threefold division of the cosmos, with gods dwelling in heaven and in the netherworld and men inhabiting the earth, is typical for the Mesopotamian cosmogony.

Also the Hurrian-influenced Song of Ullikummi (CTH 345) and the so-called Theogony (CTH 344) as part of the Kumarbi myths\textsuperscript{39} show a division of the world into three vertical zones: heaven, earth, and underworld. Therefore, different cosmological concepts seem to have existed among the Hittites: an older Hattian-Anatolian twofold world (heaven – earth/netherworld),\textsuperscript{40} and a younger Mesopotamian-influenced tripartition (heaven – earth – netherworld).

\textsuperscript{36} Güterbock 1946, p. 108.
\textsuperscript{37} Otten and Siegelová 1970, p. 37b.
\textsuperscript{38} ETCSL translation: t.1.8.1.4–2.1.2012 (http://etcsl.orinst.ox.ac.uk).
\textsuperscript{39} See Hoffner 1998, pp. 40–42, for the context of the Kumarbi Cycle; Beckman 2011.
\textsuperscript{40} Within a “myth and invocation of fire,” CTH 457.1, the goddess Kamrušepa recites a spell of fire that clearly shows a separation into two: “Up above, let heaven overcome it (i.e., illness). Below, let the Dark Earth overcome it” KUB 17.8 rev. iv 9–10; see Hoffner 1998, p. 33 (§3); F. Fuscagni, ed., hethiter.net/: CTH 457.1 (TX 09.05.2012, TRde 20.01.2012).
I. Tatišvili has elaborated on these hints. She traced elements of Hattian-Hittite cosmology by examining the deities of heaven and earth, their functions, and their interrelationships. One can discern between celestial or upper gods and gods of earth or lower gods. Based on the observation that the Hittite expressions “Sun deity of heaven” and “Sun deity of earth” do not refer to two different Sun deities, “but to two essential functions of the same deity, the two hypostases of the Sun,” Tatišvili stated that the Anatolian Storm-god also functions as ruler of rain and of chthonic waters. Therefore, he obviously succeeds in crossing the boundaries between heaven and underworld and vice versa, like other gods hiding in the underworld and able to return without harm. The two old Anatolian-Hattian spheres — heaven and earth/underworld — do not seem to belong to a particular deity or group of deities. Tatišvili (2007, p. 190) considers it a peculiarity of the Hattian-Hittite cosmology that various sections of the world do not seem to be strictly delimited from one another. Therefore she suggests understanding the gods not as those of heaven and those of earth, “but as the unity of the deities each being the deity of heaven as well of the earth.”

Already in 1994 Haas stated that the netherworld — according to “Hittite perception” (Haas 1994, p. 127) — lies directly beneath the inhabited land, accessible through caves, pits, or wells. The Storm-god of Nerik, for example, descended to the netherworld through a cave and was able to return afterward. Moreover, the netherworld appears as the reflection of the inhabited land (Haas 1994, pp. 127f.). The close proximity of earth and netherworld is also clear in the above-mentioned expression concerning the erection of a new temple: “This temple shall be constant and it shall be eternal on the dark earth.”

To support the assumption of two different cosmological concepts in Hittite Anatolia and to combine it with temple topography, it is worth taking a look at participants in Hittite festivals. Concentrating on passages that describe offering scenes in temples, one can state that large parts of the Hittite population seem to take part in offering scenes, sometimes assisting the king. Within the major state AN.TAH.ŠUMAR festival, for example, which partly reflects older traditions, the following persons are mentioned as taking part in offering scenes at the temple of the god Zababa and its courtyard on the sixteenth day of the festival:

**Courtyard (KBo 4.9 obv. ii 11–36):** royal couple, supervisor of bodyguards, SANGA-priest of ALTAMMA, palace servants, supervisor of palace servants

**Temple of Zababa (KBo 4.9 obv. ii 37–rev. v 17):** royal couple, musicians: ALAM.ZU₉-man, kita-man, ḫalliyari-singer, palwatalla-man, singer; palace officials: supervisor of cooks, supervisor of “table”-men, “table”-men, supervisor of palace servants, palace servants, supervisor of bodyguards, herald; other: barber

**Courtyard (KBo 4.9 rev. v 18–39):** herald, princes, cooks, “holy” priest, lord of Ḫattuša, Godmother-priestess, singers

---

41 Tatišvili 2007, p. 188.
43 See Hoffner 1998, pp. 14–33, for myths relating the disappearance of various gods. Mesopotamian celestial gods seem to lose their power when entering the netherworld, as told, for example, in the Mesopotamian myth Istar’s Descent to the Netherworld.
44 Tatišvili 2007, p. 190.
45 KUB 36.89 obv. 12: “The Storm-god of Nerik was angry and went down into a pit”; see Haas 1970, pp. 144f., and Haas 1994, p. 127.
46 KBo 4.1+ obv. 9f. – CTH 413.1 §2 (S. Görke, ed., het-hiter.net/: CTH 413, TX 25.08.2011, Trde 06.05.2011).
47 KBo 4.9 obv. ii 11–rev. vi 32; see translation and remarks on the contents by Klinger 2008, pp. 199–202; cf. Görke in press. All persons mentioned are listed here, irrespective of their active or passive role.
Temple of Zababa (KBo 4.9 rev. v 40–vi 32): royal couple, palace officials: supervisor of bodyguards, bodyguards, palace servants, cooks, “table”-men, herald, cupbearer; musicians: singers, ḫalliyari-singers, ALAM.ZU₉-men, palwatalla-man, kita-man, others: UBĀRŪ-foreigners, lord of zaḥurti, dignitaries of inner room, assembly, barbers

A second example is the Hittite KI.LAM festival, also part of the old Hattian-Anatolian tradition. This short festival was celebrated only in the Hittite capital and contains unique descriptions of a procession of animal images taking place in the palace’s courtyard and a “great assembly” with offerings to various gods at the ḫuwaši-stones. Also during this festival, many people are mentioned:48

Palace / inner rooms, throne room: king, palace servants
Palace / courtyard: king, palace servants, bodyguards; priests, singers, musicians, dancers, shepherds, military people, people of the towns of Anunuwa and Ḥariyaša
Palace / entrance hall: king, palace servants
Journey to temple: king in a coach, musicians
Temple / entrance hall: king, palace servants, administrators of cities of the Lower Land, the Upper Land, and Land of Ḥattuša
ašuša city gate: royal couple, bodyguards, runners, priests
Great Assembly at the ḫuwaši-stones: royal couple, king’s family, palace servants, bodyguards, singers, musicians, dancers, priests, craftsmen, people of Anatolian cities, foreigners

The old Anatolian festivals therefore seem to include many persons besides cultic and palatial personnel in acts of worship of the god that took place within temple precincts.49 On the other hand, taking a look at participants in younger festivals influenced by Hurrians and Mesopotamians and their threefold vision of the world, one can recognize some differences. With regard to the ḫišuwa festival, one can state that the following participants are mentioned at the end of the first day and the beginning of the second:50 priest of the Storm-god manuzi, “one,” king, palwatalla-man. Even if one does not know who exactly is meant by “one,” it seems likely that it is a member of the cultic personnel.

Concerning the festival for the gods Teššub and Ḫebat of Lawazantiya, about which the third tablet with descriptions of the fifth day is preserved, the persons mentioned seem also to be restricted to priests and musicians.51 The protagonist, often only impersonally mentioned as “he,” seems to be a SAN-A-priest, as the following passage suggests:

Moreover, the SANGA-priest sprinkles fine oil three times in front of the Storm-god and three times in front of the gods of the father. Afterwards, the king sprinkles (fine oil) three times to the Storm-god and in front of the gods of the father three times. They also take up the birds of puri(ya) and the ḫuprašhi-vessel out of the basket into which (the foodstuffs) have been poured.52

---

49 For participants of the nuntarrijāša festival, see Görke in press. Due to the often fragmentary state of the texts, it is sometimes difficult to say whether offering scenes really took place in temples or in some other kind of cultic place.
50 CTH 628; for a recent translation and text assembly, see Klinger 2008, pp. 202–06. For a treatment of the festival, see Wegner and Salvini 1991.
51 KBo 21.34 + IBoT 1.7 – CTH 699; see Lebrun 1977, pp. 116–42.
52 KBo 21.34 obv. ii 61–66; Lebrun 1977, pp. 121, 130; see CHD P 387b–388a, which notes puri(ya)-, wuri(ya)-n. as a Hurrian offering term.
Who exactly is indicated by “they” remains unclear, but again cultic personnel is likely. For the only partially preserved winter festival for Ištar of Nineveh, the following persons are mentioned: queen, HAL-priest, AZU-priest, kireštenna-man, katra-women, BURRITIM-women, 10.IMEŠ-EN.DINGIRIMEŠ, singer.

The last example presented here is part of the above-mentioned AN.TAH.ŠUMŠAR festival. This spring festival was probably compiled under the Hittite king Šuppiluliuma I and combines formerly independent and partly old Hittite rites and festivals with younger traditions. Contrary to the above-mentioned activity in the temple of the god Zababa, the ritual actions of the twenty-ninth day take place in and in front of the temple of the god Ea. As the worship of the Mesopotamian god Ea is known in Hittite Anatolia only from the early Empire period on, these rites therefore belong to younger traditions. According to the text reconstruction by Popko and Taracha, texts belonging to the first tablet of the twenty-ninth day of the AN.TAH.ŠUMŠAR festival mention the ALAM.ZU₉-man, the supervisor of cooks, a palace servant, “table”-men, and the ḪAL-priest.

Remarkable is the reference to a scribe who reads a tablet on which the offerings for the gods are listed: “He (i.e., either king or a priest) invokes all the gods in sequence. But offerings he prepared for those gods to whom the scribe (assigned) sheep on a tablet.” On the second tablet, singer, cupbearer, AZU-priest, and Ḫalliyari-men are mentioned besides the royal couple.

The persons mentioned in festivals that show influences from Hurrian and Mesopotamian thought are on the whole rather small in number. This seems to be comparable to services to gods in other cultures. S. Roth was, for example, able to prove that the house of the temple and its inner sanctum were restricted to god, pharaoh, and cultic personnel during the ancient Egyptian Opet festival. The royal family and Egyptian and alien dignitaries were allowed access only to the temple court and halls. Only outside the temple area, along the processional roads, Egyptian people or military contingents were permitted contact. J. Smith analyzed the biblical book Ezekiel 40–48 according to different hierarchies and was thereby able to map various parts of the temple area and to populate them with different people. In this case too the sanctum was restricted to only a few priests, and attendance grew gradually with an increasing distance.

In contrast with these schemes, the inner sacred part of a Hittite temple seems not to have been restricted to cultic personal, at least not in old Hattian-Anatolian festivals like the AN.TAH.ŠUMŠAR or KILAM. Coming back to Tatišvili’s opinion that in the old Hattian-Anatolian vision of the world with a twofold partition there was no strict limitation between

---

53 CTH 715 only consists of two texts: KBo 33.138 with duplicate(?) KBo 49.287 and KUB 10.63; see Wegner 1995, pp. 164–71 (nos. 38 and 39). The BURRITIM-women are only mentioned in KBo 33.163 rev. 5.
55 See Archi 1993.
56 See Popko and Taracha 1988, pp. 87–99, with explanations for assigning the texts presented in transliteration and translation to the first tablet of day 29. KBo 9.140, which likely does not belong to the AN.TAH.ŠUMŠAR festival, moreover mentions Ḫapiya-men(?) and singers.
58 For the texts belonging to the second tablet of the twenty-ninth day of the AN.TAH.ŠUMŠAR festival, see Popko and Taracha 1988, pp. 99–110.
59 See Roth 2008, pp. 137–45, and especially the schematic drawing on p. 139.
60 See Smith 1987, pp. 47–73, with different schematic drawings.
the two and therefore no reason to separate “normal human beings” from “cultic personnel,”
the observations concerning the number of people entering temples seem to strengthen
her argument. Temples were accessible to a broader part of the population, and offerings to
gods were not open only to priests and closed to the majority of the people. This intimacy
of temple and population may also be reflected in the above-mentioned phrase from a cult
inventory text: “Formerly the god was (standing) [at the rea]r of the inner room and the
community did not see him. Now he is standing at the alta[r].”61

Summary

This paper, even though presenting only some preliminary thoughts and results, comes
to the conclusion that the public attending Hittite festivals of different religious backgrounds
is divergent: texts describing old Hattian-Anatolian rites seem to offer the possibility of a
large audience and many non-cultic people attending the offering scenes in the inner temple
room. Texts influenced by a Hurrian or Mesopotamian cultural background, on the other
hand, seem to describe offering scenes with only cultic personnel and an inner circle of court
dignitaries62 and musicians participating.63 It is tempting to combine this new observation
with already known different cosmological ideas: on the one hand, a division of the world
into two (heaven – earth/netherworld) without strict borders and with the possibility for
gods to move back and forth between the realms, temples without strict rules of access, and
no barring of the public; on the other hand, a division of the world into three (heaven, earth,
underworld) with strict borders and perhaps no possibility for crossing them, restricted ac-
tess to inner temple rooms only for cult personnel, and a select audience.

In sum, this paper suggests that Hittite temples might to a certain extent be an image of
Hittite society. Hittite mythological texts reveal different ideas of the cosmos influenced by
divergent cultural traditions. These also seem to have influenced the manner of celebrating
festivals, at least in regard to the incorporation of smaller or greater portions of Hittite
society.

61 KUB 42.100+ rev. iii 36’–38’; Hazenbos 2003, pp. 19,
23. See note 18 above.
62 See already Alp 1940 for the identification of dif-
ferent circles surrounding the king.
63 One nevertheless has to bear in mind that there
is still a lack of detailed research on Hittite festi-
vals. The festival texts influenced by Hurrian or
Mesopotamian thought are younger than some of
the “older” Hattian-Anatolian ones, and detailed
studies on the changes in texts or forms are absent.
The above-mentioned differences might therefore
partly be due to changes in form or scribal habits.
Hints at Temple Topography and Cosmic Geography from Hittite Sources
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Zimmer-Vorhaus, Caroline
The Jainas, a relatively small but ancient religious group in India,\(^1\) have developed a remarkably complex picture of their religious cosmos. Jaina devotees consider a correct and detailed understanding of the nature of the universe necessary to enable the practitioner to attain enlightenment and to break out of the continuous circle of rebirths by departing from the human regions of the cosmos. Due to the high status that cosmography enjoys in a Jaina context, their temples regularly house depictions of cosmic elements for veneration, and in many instances the architecture itself re-creates cosmographic formations.

The sculptural and architectural reproductions translate highly intricate and convoluted textual descriptions of the Jaina universe into a visual and concrete physical shape in order to make them easier to comprehend. Wall and cloth paintings, carved stone panels, three-dimensional sculpted representations, architectural models, and full-scale temples illustrate various aspects or views of the universe. Small replicas are displayed in shrines as educational tools and objects of veneration. Sacred architecture molded on the cosmos enables worshippers, mendicants, and priests to reenact cosmic and mythical happenings. Particularly widespread are temples inspired by the shape of sacred mountains and certain cosmic continents, to which human beings in reality have no access. The temples offer believers the opportunity to enter extraterrestrial space, to participate in cosmic events, and to anticipate their own enlightenment.

However, ritual practices carried out in Jaina temples, which have no immediate visual connection with celestial structures, also relate to and reenact mythical and cosmic events by transforming the area around ritual objects and ceremonial activities into cosmic and mythical space and time.

This chapter examines correspondences between the cosmic geography and the sacred architecture of the Jainas. It highlights the interaction between sacred and ritual space and the association between mythical events and ritual practices. At the start, a short paragraph introduces the reader to the most crucial Jaina cosmological items. This is followed by a

---

\(^1\) The Jainas make up less than half of 1 percent of the total Indian population. Mahāvīra, the last of the twenty-four enlightened Jaina teachers of this world era, lived in about the fifth or sixth century B.C.E. His teachings, however, appear to have been a codified and standardized version of the wisdom of earlier reformers, and Jainas themselves argue for the existence of Jainism at the time of the Indus civilization in about the third millennium B.C.E. (Hegewald 2009a, pp. 216, 314).
section that illustrates the translation of these concepts into architecture. In addition, myths and legends that describe events that occurred in distant quarters of the universe have led to the creation of ritual implements and venerated objects. These play an important role in Jaina ritual, which has molded the architecture enshrining sacred ceremonial activities.

Jaina Cosmology: Texts and Meanings

Jaina cosmology and cosmography are not about the physical shape and geography of the external world of matter. They are primarily concerned with providing an understanding of the path to enlightenment, and as such their main incentive is soteriological. The soul’s journey toward omniscience is compared to a pilgrimage through the universe (Babb 1998, pp. 49–52). Because of the considerable religious significance of a detailed knowledge of the cosmos as a means to reaching liberation, the Jainas have dedicated a substantial amount of attention to the study of cosmology and cosmography.

The beginnings of Jaina cosmography appear to date back to the fifth or sixth century B.C.E., even though the earliest surviving texts dealing with the subject date from about the first century C.E. The canonical literature, the Āgamas, just like selected philosophical, scientific, and technical treatises, provide minute descriptions of the geography of the Jaina universe. Despite the fact that Jaina perceptions of the cosmos are related to Buddhist, Vedic, and above all Purānic ideas of the world, Jaina cosmography is distinct. The most pronounced points of difference are the Jaina belief that the universe, although it goes through cycles, has no beginning and no end, and secondly, that it has not been created by a god or divine being.

It is noteworthy that we have a variety of different and at times contradictory Jaina accounts of the cosmos. This is partly due to the fact that terminologies changed and measurements were standardized only after the formulation of texts. In addition, there is a certain amount of variation between Digambara and Śvetāmbara descriptions. Further essential aspects are that Indian cosmologies in general developed over a long period of time and in

2 For instance, this is evident from the drawings of the cosmos and the transit of the souls that accompany and illustrate the discussion of the various ways of transit through the universe that lead to liberation, which have been included in the English translation of the Tattvārtha-sūtra and its combined commentaries edited by Kerry Brown and Sima Sharma (1994, p. 49).

3 According to Richard F. Gombrich, this may be partly due to earlier texts having been lost (1975, p. 118).

4 Among the canonical scriptures, the third Upānīya, called the Jīvājīvābhīṣiṣgha, is one of the principal texts dealing with Jaina cosmography. This was further elaborated upon in the Jambūdvīpaśāpaṇaṇīt. The Sūryapraṇāpati and the Candrapraṇāpati primarily deal with Jaina astronomy, an area closely related to cosmography (Bose, Sen, and Subbarayarappu 1971, pp. 42–45). Also Kundakunda’s Tattvārtha-dhiṃgasūtra deals with the structure of the universe and with cosmography. For an analysis of additional texts on Jaina cosmology, particularly from a Digambara background, see S. S. Lishk 1998, p. 9.

5 For similarities with the Vedas, see Surender K. Jain 1997, p. 59, and for those issues relating to the Purāṇas and Buddhist perceptions of the cosmos, see D. C. Sircar 1967, pp. 56–57. The most detailed comparison of all three world systems, Hindu, Buddhist, and Jaina, can be found in Richard F. Gombrich’s article on ancient Indian cosmologies (1975, pp. 119–20).

6 We find a comparable situation in the West. S. S. Lishk reminds us that it was as late as 1878 C.E. that the length of the British mile became standardized (1998, p. 9).

7 Above all, these differences relate to the form of the inner cosmos (Schubring 1995, p. 205), the breadth of the space of the world (von Glasenapp 1999, p. 250), and the number of heavens in the upper part of the universe (Coomaraswamy 1994, p. 26; Brown and Sharma 1994, pp. 92–93, figs. 10–11). Digambaras and Śvetāmbaras make up the two largest groups of Jainas in India.
a vast geographical area by absorbing new cultural elements without necessarily discarding earlier, often conflicting, accounts (Gombrich 1975, pp. 111, 131).

Somewhat confusing to start with are the gigantic numbers and dimensions one is confronted with when dealing with the measurements of the universe and its constituent components.8 Belonging to a religious world system, however, they too have to be viewed from a soteriological viewpoint. In this context, the incomprehensibility of the dimensions express in a striking way the extreme difficulty of attaining omniscience in such a vast and superhuman system (Babb 1998, p. 38).

A large number of detailed accounts of Jaina cosmology and cosmography survive, and these have been analyzed by a number of scholars.9 The aim of this chapter is to introduce the reader to examples where Jaina cosmological ideas have been translated into three-dimensional visual form, especially architecture. Because of the gigantic size and the complexity of the Jaina cosmos, only certain aspects or elements have been given visual shape. It is fascinating to observe which continents and sacred mountains were chosen for representation and veneration in temple complexes and where and when such commissions were made. The following is a brief overview of the basic composition of the Jaina cosmos and of those segments within it that have been translated into Jaina art and architecture.

The Shape of the Jaina Universe

Consistent with the Jaina view of the cosmos, time and the structure of the universe are eternal and self-created. Therefore, Jainism does not have a creation story or cosmogony. Jaina cosmology can be studied on a variety of levels. In Jaina cosmographical texts, the universe as a whole, as if viewed from outside the system, is described. It is explained as consisting of superimposed layers of heavens and hells and a middle world, which is partly inhabited by human beings. This central area accommodates a number of cosmic continents, mountains, rivers, and trees, bringing a superhuman world system down to a more human level.

The Hourglass and the Cosmic Person

The Jaina universe is believed to be vast yet finite and to consist of two major elements, the world of existence (loka, lokākāśa) and that of non-existence (aloka, alokākāśa), alternatively referred to as non-universe space or non-world. The world of existence forms the inner core of this cosmic system and is surrounded on all sides by the hollow sphere of non-existence.10

---

8 These enormous numbers apply to both cosmic time and space. The Jaina universe is measured in terms of a standard unit called a “rope” (rajju). A rajju is said to be the equivalent of ten million joyanas, and a joyana equals about eight miles (Gombrich 1975, p. 130). Based on this conversion, Mount Meru, which is minute when considered within the larger cosmic framework, measures 800,000 miles in height (Babb 1998, p. 38).


10 The key difference between these two areas is that matter and motion are absent from the outer universe. For additional information, see D. M. Bose, S. N. Sen, and B. V. Subbarayappa 1971, pp. 472–75; G. R. Jain 1985, pp. 8, 12–14; Nagin J. Shah 1998, p. 12; and Hegewald 2000, 37 n. 12).
The central nucleus of the Jaina cosmos, which is portrayed as firm and unchanging, is represented by the outline of an hourglass. A second, closely related form, which is slightly more common than the previous one, depicts the structure of the universe as a triangle topped by a diamond shape (fig. 4.1). In paintings and carvings illustrating the Jaina cosmos, either model is frequently compared to the shape of a human being, standing upright with legs apart and arms either raised above the head or akimbo, resting on both sides of the waist with elbows stretched out (fig. 4.2). This conception of the Jaina universe is related to the idea of the cosmic man (loka-puruṣa), though representations portraying the cosmic person as a woman too are widespread.\(^\text{11}\)

It is significant that the various descriptions outlined above all create a tripartite division of the cosmos (tri-loka), consisting of a lower world (adho-loka), a middle world (madhya-loka), and an upper world (ūrdhva-loka, uḍḍha-loka). The central element, which takes the form of a thin disc, coincides with the narrow waist of the cosmic being. Broadly speaking, the lower section of the Jaina universe contains various levels of hells (naraka),\(^\text{12}\) the middle portion consists of the human world and a series of zones inhabited by divine beings, whereas the upper segment of the inner cosmos comprises numerous heavens (deva-loka).

At the apex of the upper world is a small, clearly delineated area, the region of the so-called liberated perfected souls or blissful beings. This inverted umbrella-shaped section at the crown of the universe is known as the siddha-loka or siddha-śilā.\(^\text{13}\) Running like a vertical shaft throughout the entire cosmos is a channel known as the trasa-nāḍī, the sphere of the mobile beings (trasa-jīva). It is striking how small the disc of the terrestrial world is in comparison to the enormity of the heavens and hells located below and above it.

Two-dimensional artistic representations of the abstract hourglass version as well as of the anthropomorphic human-shaped Jaina cosmos are habitually exhibited at the entrance points to shrines and monastic establishments (dharmaśālās) throughout India. Most cosmic depictions have been painted on cloth or paper, carved out of stone, or cast in metal. Positioned at the doors of access to sacred Jaina complexes, cosmic imagery is used as a marker and powerful symbol of Jaina identity (fig. 4.3).

**The Middle World**

More frequent than portrayals of the entire universe are paintings, sculptures, and architectural structures relating exclusively to the middle world (madhya-loka). The central segment of the Jaina cosmos is described as a thin disc, consisting of innumerable concentric

---

\(^\text{11}\) A painting of the cosmic woman has been reproduced in Collette Caillat 1981, p. 53. The idea of the cosmic man is not unique to Jainism. Cosmogonies relating to the puruṣa are equally common in a Hindu context. With respect to the correlation of cosmos and human beings in Jainism, it is fascinating to note that Vasunandi in his Śrāvakācāra describes a meditation in which practitioners imagine their own body as the cosmos, with Mount Meru in the navel, the hells below, the heavenly spheres around the shoulders and the neck portion, and, finally, the place of the liberated souls (siddha-śila) located on the forehead (Jain 1977, p. 38).

\(^\text{12}\) The lower world is supposed to be inhabited by infernal beings (nāraki). Nevertheless, the uppermost levels of the netherworld, known as rayanappabhā, are occupied by demi-gods and divinities. These divine beings can move about freely and also reside in the middle world (Schubring 1995, p. 213; Jaini 1990, p. 128).

\(^\text{13}\) The space at the very tip of the universe is alternatively referred to as the īṣatpragbhāra or the paradise of the perfected. It is located outside the sphere of samsāra, in which all living beings are subject to the cycle of rebirths (Coomaraswamy 1994, p. 26).
islands separated by rings of oceans (samudra). At the core of the flat disc is a solid circular island called Jambū-dvīpa (the rose-apple-tree island). The entrance porches of Jaina temples regularly display carved panels and painted representations depicting the large circular disc of the entire middle world or of a representation of just the innermost island of Jambū-dvīpa (fig. 4.4). This island is regarded as particularly vital as it lies at the center of the universe and is the place where human beings are born and where escape from the cycle of rebirth can be achieved.

In the middle of Jambū-dvīpa rises the world mountain. This peak is known by a number of different names, often listed as sixteen (Caillat 1981, p. 30). Among the most prevalent names are Meru, Sumeru, Sudarśana Meru, Mandara, and Aṣṭāpada. The mountain is located on the central continent or world region (varṣa) of the island of Jambū, called Mahāvideha or Videha, and denotes the axis of the universe (axis mundi) (fig. 4.5). This sacred area, the Mahāvideha-kṣetra, is further subdivided into four countries. Purva-Videha lies to the east, Avara-Videha to the west, Devakurā to the south, and Uttarakurā to the north.

In each of the latter two continents grows a large cosmic tree. The tree found in Devakurā (kurā of the gods) is called the Śālmalī or Kūḍasāmalī (Lishk 1998, p. 21; Schubring 1995, p. 217), and that in Uttarakurā (northern kurā) is referred to as the Jambū tree (Jambū Vṛkṣa). This is the tree after which the entire central world island has been named. The two trees are wish-granting trees (kalpa-vṛkṣas, kalpa-drumas), which are characteristic of the so-called realms of enjoyment (bhoga-bhūmi). In the bhoga-bhūmis, life is effortless, but enlightened teachers of the Jaina religion, the Jinas (conquerors, spiritual victors) or Tīrthaṅkaras (builders of the ford, fordmakers), cannot be born, and liberation cannot be attained. Both continents together are said to contain ten types of kalpa-vṛkṣas.

A fascinating artistic delineation of a wish-fulfilling tree, dating from the seventeenth century, has been assembled inside the compound of the Pārśvanātha Temple at Lodruva (Ludravā) near Jaisalmer in Rajasthan (fig. 4.6). The original sacred edifice was erected in 1152 C.E. but destroyed and rebuilt in 1615 C.E. The tree is made of metal and has been raised on a three-tiered square structure with gateways facing the four directions. According to local legend, it is an artificial replacement of a natural tree that once grew at the site. Many contemporary Jaina temples have similar representations of celestial trees set atop three-tiered structures.

---

14 The number of concentric island continents is said to be innumerable or uncountable (asankhyāt). However, they do not extend forever in space, and there is a limit beyond which there is only empty space (Babb 1998, p. 40).

15 Meru and Sumeru are the most recurring terms. Meru is Sanskrit, and Sumeru (or Sineru) derives from Pali (Gombrich 1975, p. 119). According to S. S. Lishk, there are textual passages referring to the central world mountain as Sudarśana Meru (1998, p. 20) and Mount Mandara (ibid., p. 27). For further usages of these names, see U. P. Shah 1955, p. 117, and Walther Schubring 1995, p. 217. The use of the term “Aṣṭāpada” is attested to by Harihar Singh (1982, p. 154).

16 In the bhoga-bhūmis, the regions of enjoyment, human life is full of happiness, and all desires are granted by the kalpa-vṛkṣas, wish-fulfilling trees. However, as such an environment is not conducive to asceticism, Tīrthaṅkaras cannot be born in these areas of the cosmos. On this topic, see G. Amar 1975, p. 518; Surender K. Jain 1997, p. 61; and Lawrence A. Babb 1998, p. 40. Outside the bhoga-bhūmis lie the karma-bhūmis, which are discussed below.

17 Jaina temples all over India have natural trees growing inside their walled compounds, which are venerated as sacred objects because of their mythic or cosmic associations. Examples of such revered trees are found in the Ādinātha Temple at Ranakpur (Rānakapura) in Rajasthan, behind the Ādiśvara Temple on Mount Śatruñjaya near Palitana (Pālitānā) in Gujarat, and in the complex of the Candraprabha Temple at Phalghat (Palakkad) in Kerala.
pedestals, as may be seen inside the cosmological hall in the pilgrimage complex at Mandu (Māndū) in Madhya Pradesh and next to the Candraprabha Temple at Arrah (Ārā) in Bihar.

The innermost area of Jambū-dvīpa is surrounded by six zones that are separated from each other by long chains of mountains (vāsadhara-pavvaya) stretching from east to west. The mountain ridges contain lakes (mahā-ddaha), which accommodate floating islands in lotus form. Their descriptions appear to have inspired lotus-shaped temples constructed by the Jainas at pilgrimage sites such as Mangi Tungi (Mangī Tungi) in Maharashtra and Hastinapur (Hastināpur) in Haryana (fig. 4.7).

Issuing from the mountain lakes are rivers, eventually flowing into the Lavaṇa Samudra, the Sea of Salt, which surrounds the island of Jambū on all sides. Beyond this circle of water are innumerable concentric rings of land, separated by further bands of oceans. Human beings are said to inhabit Jambū-dvīpa, the next island ring of Dhātakikhaṇḍa, and the inner half of Puṣkaravara-dvīpa, the third island continent from the center. These are referred to as the two-and-a-half islands, the Aḍhāī-dvīpa, or more generally as the manusya-loka, the human universe (fig. 4.8). The two-and-a-half islands are regions of labor (karma-bhūmi) where one has to work for one’s living but where escape (mokṣa) from the cycle of rebirth can be attained. Due to their significant position in the Jaina world system, the Aḍhāī-dvīpa have regularly been depicted in Jaina art, and many representations adorn the walls and entrance halls of temple structures.

Mount Meru is not the only named and significant hill of the Jaina cosmos. Particularly interesting is a cluster of four peaks, surrounding the central world mountain and creating a group of five, known as the pañca-meru. Mount Meru or Sumeru is located at the center of Jambū-dvīpa. Mount Vijaya and Mount Acala are situated on the second island continent called Dhātakikhaṇḍa, to the east and west, respectively. Hills number four and five, called Mandara (a term also used for the central world mountain) and Vidyunmāli, respectively, are located in the eastern and western sections of the inner half of Puṣkaravara-dvīpa, the next concentric island ring, creating an east–west line of five revered hills. There are ample illustrations of the pañca-meru in Jaina art (fig. 4.9). Metal sculptures dating from the thirteenth and fifteenths centuries, respectively, that display all five mountains stacked to create one tall pillar-like peak are housed in the Śvetāmbara Hastiśālā of the Lūṇ-vasahī at Mount Abu (Ābū Parvata, Delvāṛa), Rajasthan, and in the Digambara Jaina Temple at Surat (Sūrat), Gujarat. Even more typical are such conical metal representations, measuring about one

---

18 Based on different textual traditions, Jaina scholars have provided different names for the seven world regions of Jambū-dvīpa. While Walther Schubring refers to them as Mahāvideha, Bharata, Hemavaya, Harivāsa, Eravaya, Hiraņṇavaya, and Rammaga (1995, p. 217), it is more common for them to be named as Bharata, Haimavata, Hari, Videha, Ramyaka, Hairanyakya (or Hairanyavata), and Airāvata (Jain 1997, p. 61; Lishk 1998, p. 20; Brown and Sharma 1994, p. 77). It is noteworthy that all versions contain an area referred to as Bhārata-kṣetra or Bhārata-varṣa, the land of India as we know it from our modern perception of world geography. This is the place where the twenty-four Jinas of the present age have all been born (Jindal 1987, p. 224; Gombrich 1975, p. 131).

19 Walther Schubring provides the names of the rivers originating at the apex of the mountains and the directions into which they flow (1995, pp. 218–19).

20 Halfway through the island of Puṣkaravara is said to be an impassable mountain ring. This is called Mānuṣottara Parvata, and Jainas believe that beyond this only so-called tiryāicas (sub-humans or animals) reside, and no human being can survive there.

21 Occasionally the pañca-meru are referred to as sudarśana (Amar 1975, p. 521). Yet this term is more regularly applied to Mount Sumeru, the central peak of the assembly of five.

22 For a reproduction of the latter example, see U. P. Shah 1955, pl. 29, fig. 78G). Gopilal Amar disagrees with this identification and considers it to be a rep-
meter in height, of Digambara shrines in Tamil Nadu and Kerala. In central India, the shape of the statues is usually more straight sided (fig. 4.10).

There is an infinite number of concentric island rings that surround the central island of Jambū-dvīpa. Most texts on Jaina cosmography provide the names for at least the sixteen innermost and the sixteen outermost concentric island rings (Lishk 1998, pp. 16–18). The only other island, apart from Jambū-dvīpa, that has frequently been portrayed in Jaina art is the eighth island from the center, called Nándiśvara-dvīpa. On this island too there are a large number of mountains and shrines (garbha-grhas) dedicated to the Tīrthaṅkaras. There are four Añjana Parvatas, mountains of black color, which are located in the cardinal directions. Each of these four peaks is surrounded by four crystal- or curd-colored mountains, the Dadhimukha Giris, and by another eight golden mountains, the Ratikara Giris. All together, they create four groups of thirteen mountain peaks each, which are located in the cardinal directions. According to the descriptions, there is a natural, self-created Jaina temple at the summit of each of the hills, creating a total of fifty-two sacred mountains and shrines of the Jainas on the island of Nándiśvara.

Many Jaina temples in the north of India contain stylized diagrammatic representations of the eighth island that have been carved on circular stone plaques. These are referred to as citra-paṭas, and most show a central mountain hub, surrounded by four lozenge- or diamond-shaped groups of thirteen pavilions (fig. 4.11). Unlike Jaina texts, which describe the island of Nándiśvara as a ring, sculptural and architectural reproductions portray it as a solid disc or as a round or staggered temple space, respectively. Nándiśvara-dvīpa depictions from the south of India follow a different tradition. The Digambara examples are made of metal and have representations of the fifty-two mountains arranged in a three-dimensional pyramidal form (fig. 4.12). Each continent of the Jaina universe is described as having an elaborate system of rivers and lakes, as well as innumerable mountains, forests, gardens, and sanctums dedicated to the fordmakers. The account of the middle world provided here is only a brief and simplified description. However, many of the components delineated above have been translated into architecture in the form of Jaina temple structures. Sacred architecture, as a stage for the performance of cosmic and mythical actions, is the focus of the following paragraph.

23 This brief account is based on the relevant text passages in the Trīṣaṭṭiśalākāpuruṣacarita, the Harivamsa of Jinasena, the Trilokasara of Nemicandra, the Sthānāṅga Sūtra, and the Āvaśyaka Cūrṇi as summarized by U. P. Shah (1955, pp. 119–20) as well as on the descriptions by Willibald Kirfel (1990, pp. 253–57), S. S. Lishk (1998, pp. 54–57), and Gopilal Amar (1975, pp. 525–29). There is a certain amount of variation among these accounts.

24 The shrines positioned on the peaks of these hills are all said to have one hundred and eight garbha-grhas or platforms, each housing or supporting a statue of one of the Tīrthaṅkaras. Based on this concept, Jaina temples throughout India regularly have large numbers of sanctums, and those in northwestern India in particular often have fifty-two shrines (devakulikās), making such complexes representative of Nándiśvara-dvīpa.

25 For a detailed examination of this unusual feature and possible explanations for it, see Hegewald 2000, pp. 26–27.

26 Further illustrations can be found in Jyotindra Jain and Eberhard Fischer 1978, p. 19, and in U. P. Shah 1955, pl. 24, fig. 63.
The Cosmos in Jaina Architecture

Particularly fascinating is the close connection between descriptions of the universe and Jaina temple architecture. Many Jaina sacred structures are direct microcosmic illustrations of macrocosmic items outlined in the literature. It is remarkable how closely cosmological texts and architectural compositions are related and that the temples directly bear the names of cosmic elements. Especially widespread are shrines that house sizeable models or that themselves re-create certain extraterrestrial continents and sacred mountains. In the following, I discuss the most prevalent forms of Jaina cosmic architecture.

Jambū-dvīpa Temples

The innermost island of the Jaina universe, Jambū-dvīpa, has frequently been displayed as a symbol of Jaina identity in the entrance porches of sacred structures. In addition, there are three-dimensional representations of this continent. In the shape of sculptural and large-scale architectural replicas, the complex geography of the cosmic island, including its mountain ranges and rivers, could be modeled more accurately than in small paintings or relief carvings. Walkways and galleries allow visitors in some shrines to study the cosmic reproductions from various levels and viewpoints.

Large sculptural models of the central world continent have regularly been accommodated inside Jaina temples. In the so-called Cosmological Temple at the pilgrimage site of Bahubali (Bāhubali) at Kumbhoj in Maharashtra, a sizable replica is found in the principal sanctum on the ground floor (fig. 4.13). In other sacred edifices, the representations are housed on a raised story, usually located above a figural image enshrined below. This is the case in the Ādinātha Temple on the sanctified Jaina hill known as Pisanhari-ki Maria (Pisanhārī-kī Maṛhiyā) near Jabalpur in Madhya Pradesh. Both constructions date largely from the twentieth century.

One of the most detailed monumental reproductions of Jambū-dvīpa is venerated at Ajmer (Ajmīr) in Rajasthan. Behind the main temple, known as the Śrī Siddhātu Caityālaya, the Nasiyan or Soni Jaina Temple (1864) is a large multi-storied hall. The Svarna Nagarī Hall displays a huge architectural model of the central world continent with a tall central mountain reproduction, locally referred to as Sumeru Parvata (fig. 4.14). Immediately above the summit of the mountain are the heavenly realms. In Ajmer, these are symbolized by representations of the vaimānika-devas, gods in their celestial vehicles or airships, which have been suspended from the ceiling on long ropes. Devotees can view the entire assemblage from galleries on various levels. Believers meditate on the nature of the universe and reflect on the path to enlightenment.

The vaimānika-devas circulating around the top of the sacred hill are related to the jyotiṣk or jyotīṣa deities, which are divinities of light, equated with the planets. The Jainas venerate nine planets, the nava-grahas. These have been depicted at the foot of the pedestals supporting Jina statues (Nagar 1999, pp. 33, 76) and adorn door lintels as, for instance, in the Pārśvanātha Temple at Khajuraho (Khajurāho), Madhya Pradesh (Hegewald 2006, p. 407). In the south of India, especially in Tamil Nadu, three-dimensional sculptural illustrations of the

---

27 In Jainism, the nine planets are the sun, the moon, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, Saturn, Rāhu, and Ketu (Nagar 1999, p. 367). Initially, Rāhu and Ketu were treated as one (ibid., p. 373).
group of nine planets are commonly displayed for veneration in the halls providing access to Jaina shrines (fig. 4.15).

Besides models of Jambū-dvīpa contained within temple edifices or large halls as discussed so far, there are freestanding architectural conceptions illustrating this theme. An open-air representation of the central world island has been raised in the western corner of the Śvetāmbara temple complex in the fort of Mandu in Madhya Pradesh (fig. 4.16). In Mandu, the tall mountain rising at the center of the Jambū-dvīpa reproduction is embodied by a tall pillar, surrounded by the world regions located to the north and south of Mahāvideha. The sacred depiction is used as a pedagogical tool by monks and saintly teachers and as an object of religious contemplation.

The probably largest and most complex reconstruction of the geography of Jambū-dvīpa was fashioned at Hastinapur in Haryana in the twentieth century (fig. 4.17). The enormous reproduction of the central world disc measures about thirty-five meters in diameter and has been furnished with simplified mountain chains and water channels. The latter signify the cosmic rivers on Jambū-dvīpa and bear clear labels precisely identifying and naming them. The Lavaṇa Samudra, the Sea of Salt, surrounding the island of Jambū, is represented by a circular water channel enclosing the cosmological monument (fig. 4.18). A small boat allows visitors to travel around the Sea of Salt and to examine the geography of the innermost world continent. At the center of the assembly rises the tall Sumeru Parvata in the shape of a lofty tower. This measures about sixty meters in height, and an internal staircase provides believers and visitors with the opportunity to climb the cosmic mountain and to gaze down from various stories and directions onto a miniature adaptation of the world we live in. On this microcosmic scale, the structure of the universe becomes more comprehensible. The devotees seem to partake in a view down onto the world of man, which is offered only to the liberated souls, who have floated to the apex of the universe. Through this act, believers figuratively forestall their own enlightenment.

Meru Temples

As described in the previous paragraph, depictions of the central world mountain, Mount Meru, regularly constitute an element of larger cosmic re-creations. Nevertheless, mountain representations can exist independently. When forming the sole focus of a sculptural or architectural model, more attention has generally been paid to the various constituent segments and superimposed levels of the sacred hill. Mount Meru is described as having three receding tiers and to be crowned by a self-created or natural Jaina shrine (cūlikā) (fig. 4.19). In three-dimensional reproductions that have regularly been accommodated in Jaina temples throughout India, the structure at the summit of the mountain is usually represented by either a single or a four-faced statue of a Jina (caturmukha, caumukha), sometimes seated beneath a canopy or inside a small pavilion. Although Digambara and Śvetāmbara Jainas both venerate meru, they appear to be more widespread in a Digambara environment.

---

28 The construction of the Jambū-dvīpa Rachanā was inspired by Śrī Jñānamatī Mātā Jī, an influential Jaina nun, prolific writer on Jaina cosmology, and founder of the Digambara Jaina Institute of Cosmographic Research at Hastinapur, north of Delhi.

29 A relatively rare case of a meru sculpture with four standing statues on the apex is enshrined inside the Digambara Candraprabha Temple in Arrah.
Small versions of meru sculptures in metal and larger ones in stone are revered inside the garbha-grhas of Jaina temples all over India. While bronze replicas are particularly typical of the south of India, stone versions are more common in the north. In most instances, these form the primary focus of veneration. They are referred to by the generic term meru, combined with the name of the fordemaker or the main representative of a group of four Tīrthaṅkaras, placed at the apex (fig. 4.20). The latter examples illustrate that not all meru temples explicitly house depictions of Mount Meru, the central world peak. There are other sacred hills and mountain chains located on Jambū-dvīpa and on adjacent island rings, and these have similarly been given visual shape. Other peaks are simply referred to as merus or parvatas as generic terms without a specific denomination.

Even clearer than the sculpted versions discussed above in the section on Jaina cosmology are architectural reproductions of the five sacred mountains, the paṅca-meru of the Jaina universe. At Taranga (Tāraṅgā) in Gujarat, large stone representations of the five merus, dating from about the fifteenth to sixteenth century, have been enshrined in a freestanding pavilion located in the southeastern corner of the Ajitanātha Temple complex. Others are housed in larger temple structures. It is fascinating that the group of five holy mountains has often been accommodated on raised floor levels. Two examples are those venerated on the first story of a shrine inside the Tuṅk of Lālcand Modi Premcand on Mount Satruñjaya at Palitana (Pālitānā), Gujarat, and in the so-called Cosmological Temple at the pilgrimage site of Bahubali, at Kumbhōj.

There are other cosmic and mythical mountains whose sculptural reproductions are revered inside shrines or that have been transformed into Jaina temple structures themselves. Most prominent among these are Aṣṭāpada, Sameṣṭa Śikhara, and Mount Kailāśa. The Mallinātha Temple, alternatively known as the Vastupāla Vihāra or the Vastupāla-Tejapāla Temple, on Mount Girnār near Junagadh (Junagaṛh) in Gujarat, has three major sanctuaries connected to a central hall (maṇḍapa). The eastern garbha-grha is dedicated to Pārśvanātha and contains a figural representation. The chapels on the other sides contain large-scale reproductions of cosmic mountains. The shrine to the north houses a sizeable model of Mount Aṣṭāpada and that to the south a large replica of Sameṣṭa Śikhara. Both mountain representations fill almost the entire space of the dark and unlit sanctums.

Sameṣṭa Śikhara, the mountain worshipped in the south shrine on Mount Girnār, is a model-like portrayal of the actual Mount Paraśnātha, a popular hill and pilgrimage destination in Bihar. Such miniature reproductions of holy pilgrimage sites are referred to as “manifestations” of the real sites, avatāras or uddhāras (Shah 1955, p. 117). Twenty of the twenty-four Tīrthaṅkaras are supposed to have attained enlightenment at the summit of Mount Paraśnātha.

Mount Aṣṭāpada, the second mountain avatāra on Mount Girnār, is famous as the place of liberation (nirvāṇa-sthān, mokṣa-bhūmi) of the first Jina Ṛṣabhanātha. This is attested to...
in the *Triṣaṣṭi* and the *Abhidhāna Cintāmaṇi*, according to which Aṣṭāpada Parvata is additionally known as Kailāśa, Harādri, or Sphaṭikādri Mountain (Shah 1955, p. 116). Following other religious interpretations, Kailāśa and Mount Meru are believed to be identical (Lishk 1987, p. 59), which suggests that Aṣṭāpada can be equated with Mount Meru too. Based on these accounts, it becomes clear that it is not so much a particular single named hill that is the focus of veneration, but the general idea of a sacred peak.

Shallow relief carvings of Aṣṭāpada are to be found at most sanctified sites in northwestern India and are typical of eastern and central India, especially in a Śvetāmbara context (fig. 4.21). The Aṣṭāpada Temple in Jaisalmer is particularly well known; however, it is closed to non-Jainas. The same theme is remarkably prevalent at Jalor (Jālor) in Rajasthan, where two temples, one in the fort and one in a twentieth-century complex at the foot of the hill, have been dedicated to the veneration of this specific cosmic mountain. The Aṣṭāpada Temple on the outskirts of the town consists of a large mountain formation contained inside a glass structure. Yet the revered hill practically takes up all the internal space. The carvings adorning the mountain monument with its eight terraces are incredibly detailed and represent legends associated with the hill.

There are other artistic models of cosmic and mythical mountain peaks. The Ādinātha Temple at Ayodhya (Ayodhyā) and the Barā Jaina Temple at Jabalpur contain small modern sculptural delineations of Mount Kailāśa. A temple in Campapuri (Campāpur, Campāpuri) in Bihar re-creates its shape in architecture (fig. 4.22), and a large arrangement at Sonāgiri (Sonāgiri) in Madhya Pradesh, which represents Kailāśa, incorporates 108 miniature shrines into its layout. It is intriguing that Mount Sonāgiri itself, on which the latter reproduction was erected, is said to have the same number of temples, indirectly relating the local pilgrimage site to the cosmic and mythological mountain of the Jaina religion. An even larger reproduction of the sacred hill was under construction at Hastinapur in 2000.33

**Nandiśvara-dvīpa Temples**

Jaina shrines that re-create in architecture the characteristics of the island of Nandiśvara are especially close visual translations. The main features of the island are its four groups of thirteen mountain peaks located in the cardinal directions, with each peak topped by a small Jaina temple. There is a large number of temple edifices throughout India, which house fifty-two sacred mountain statues (fig. 4.23). Others, going by the same name, simply consist of fifty-two shrines accommodating Jaina icons.

It seems that the Nandiśvara-dvīpa pavilion in the compound of the Ajitanātha Temple at Taranga, dating from about the fifteenth to sixteenth century, is among the earliest surviving architectural examples (fig. 4.24). The Nandiśvara-dvīpa pavilion is located adjacent to the small building containing a model of the *pañca-meru*, mentioned above. Similar, though on a larger scale, is the Nandiśvara-dvīpa Temple (1840 C.E.) in the Tuṅk of Ujambi Hemabāī on the northern ridge of Mount Śatruñjaya. Whereas the structure at Taranga is a small pavilion, which remains closed on ordinary days, the cosmological temple on Mount Śatruñjaya is a large edifice, which is open to visitors on a regular basis. In both shrines, the cosmological reproduction forms the central object of veneration, and there are no additional chapels

---

33 Nearby, a truly monumental reproduction of Mount Aṣṭāpada was being raised at the same time.

---

housing figural or other representations. In the middle of the sanctum at both sites rises a single mountain sculpture, which is emblematic of Mount Meru. Following the same scheme, however, on an altogether larger scale, incorporating courtyards and side shrines, is the Nandiśvara-dvīpa Temple in the complex at Jalor.

Dating from the eighteenth or nineteenth century is a similar replica of the island of Nandiśvara in the sanctum on the first floor of the Digambara Meru Temple in Old Delhi (fig. 4.25). The garbha-grha below used to hold a figural representation but is now empty and not in use any longer. This might indicate that in this multi-shrinched temple structure, the cosmological model was regarded as more important or sacred than the statue below. The inner walls of the upper sanctum, containing a reproduction of the fifty-two mountains and shrines on Nandiśvara-dvīpa, are elaborately painted. In the Delhi temple, we do not find just a single Sumeru Parvata at the center of the spatial conception. Instead, there is a line of five mountain sculptures, depicting the pañca-meru, portrayed in the same way as the surrounding cosmic mountain peaks.

In addition, there are many contemporary examples of Nandiśvara-dvīpa temples or subsidiary shrine rooms belonging to larger complexes. The Pañcāyatī Temple at Arrah has an early twentieth-century extension, which contains a large model of the eighth island continent (fig. 4.26). Here, the color of the mountain replicas reflects the black, white, and either golden or brown coloring of the peaks as described in the cosmic literature. While in this case, the pañca-meru group at the center consists of small pillar-like sculptures, those found in the center of the enormous twentieth-century Nandiśvara-dvīpa hall in the Digambara Jaina Prācīn Baṛā Mandir compound at Hastinapur are large towers dominating the entire cosmic reproduction (fig. 4.27). In recent years, substantial Nandiśvara models have regularly been created in the south of the subcontinent too. A particularly impressive example is venerated in a temple at the foot of Ponnūr Hill in Tamil Nadu.

Mythical Structures

So far we have concentrated only on cosmic edifices. In Jaina writings, however, there is a close relationship between cosmic and mythical structures and events, often with no clear differentiation between the two. Strictly speaking, cosmology deals with the shape and development of the universe in space and time, while Jaina mythology is primarily concerned with the lives of the twenty-four omniscient Jinas and their divine attendants who are supposed to inhabit various regions of the Jaina cosmos. Because certain events in the lives of the Tīrthaṅkaras are regarded as having taken place in distant quarters of the universe and to have involved spaces and structures not mentioned as such in cosmographical literature, the two exist in close correlation.34

A number of items that play a significant role in Jaina mythology and the lives of the fordmakers have been translated into art and architecture to enable devotees to participate

---

34 In order to explain the close relationship between mythical and cosmological issues, Lawrence A. Babb refers to the pañca-kalyāṇa-pūjā of Pārśvanātha, which leads through various states of existence in different parts of the universe (1998, p. 38). For other examples, see Gopilal Amar 1975, p. 518. A further area expressing the interrelatedness between cosmic and mythical aspects is temple rituals. All ritual activities conducted within Jaina shrines are related to and symbolic of cosmic and mythical space (Jain 1977, p. 36).
in mythical events as part of temple rituals. The life stories of all twenty-four Jinas are closely related and follow a standardized scheme. All are said to have been born into a family belonging to the kṣatriya caste. After their birth, they are taken to Mount Meru, where they receive their birth ablutions from the god Indra (Hegewald 2011, p. 210) (fig. 4.28). We have seen that many statues of the Tīrthaṅkaras are seated on meru platforms, making direct reference to this story.35 Besides, Jaina temples have ceremonial stands, known as sinhāsana, that fulfill the function of a meru support during rituals. The ritual implements are made of metal or wood which has been covered with sheet metal. Small portable metal images are placed on the ritual supports and bathed with a number of purifying substances (fig. 4.29). The ablutions performed on the small metal icons are believed to apply themselves directly to the main sculpture (mūla-nāyaka) housed in the central garbha-gr̥ha.

After their childhood, the Jinas are awakened by the gods and made aware of their destiny as spiritual teachers. Consequently, they renounce the world to become wandering ascetics, and after strenuous austerities reach enlightenment.36 Having attained omniscience (kevala-jñāna), the Tīrthaṅkaras deliver their first formalized teachings. For this purpose, the gods create an amphitheater-like open-air construction. This is referred to as a samavasaraṇa, or more colloquially as samosaraṇa or samosaraṇ, which literally means “assemblage.” It is fascinating to note that representations of meru and samavasaraṇas are visually closely related and often difficult to tell apart (Hegewald 2011, pp. 213–14). Both consist of three terraces topped by a platform (pīṭha) accommodating a single or multiple Tīrthaṅkara statues.

Most descriptions of the samavasaraṇa mention a tree, usually referred to as a caitya tree (caitya-vṛkṣa), growing at the apex of the structure. The Jina who has attained enlightenment takes his seat on the platform beneath the sheltering canopy of the tree. Subsequently, the gods create three duplicates of the omniscient being, leading to a caturmukha or fourfold image facing the cardinal directions (Shah 1955, pp. 85, 88). If a samavasaraṇa is not available, a sinhāsana stand can take its place and fulfill its function in rituals (Hegewald 2011, pp. 210, 222–24).

Samavasaraṇas have been depicted in a variety of media. We have paintings, carved panels, small metal sculptures, and larger stone versions, which are revered inside temple settings, as well as large-scale architectural representations. Carved versions appear already in early Orissan caves dating from the first century C.E. There are many stone panels and painted examples in Jaina temples throughout India, dating from the eleventh to thirteenth centuries. Architectural models generally date from later periods, such as the eighteenth to twenty-first centuries, and express an unbroken continuity of the samavasaraṇa theme.

In the village of Pavapuri (Pāvāpurī; ancient Pāpā) in Bihar, a modern samavasaraṇa marks what is believed to be the actual place of Mahāvīra’s first sermon. However, mythical preaching auditoriums were raised at many sites throughout India as reminders of the goal of enlightenment and are not always linked to an actual historical or mythical event. Other demonstrative illustrations are the monumental samavasaraṇas at Papora (Paporā) in Madhya Pradesh and at Ramtek (Rāmṭek) in Maharashtra (fig. 4.30). Full-scale samavasaraṇas frequently incorporate portrayals of the sacred tree into their design, as can be seen in the temple at the foot of Mount Satruñjaya (fig. 4.31). The latter structure illustrates another important aspect of samavasaraṇa temples, dating from the twentieth and twenty-first centuries.

35 I have argued this elsewhere in much detail (Hegewald 2005, pp. 491–93).
36 Paul Dundas has described and analyzed patterns in the life stories of the fordmakers (1992, pp. 18–19).
Contrasting with earlier reproductions, these recent monuments have been provided with an internal space. Traditionally, samavasarāṇas are solid symbolic formations that cannot be entered and as such are similar in concept to stupas (stūpa).37

Although the examples discussed above demonstrate very faithful re-creations of the samavasarāṇa, every Jaina temple, what ever shape it takes, is symbolically regarded as a replica of the mythical preaching auditorium (Dundas 1992, p. 31; Nagar 1999, p. 172).

**Temple Ritual as Reenactment of Sacred Events**

Jaina architecture has been molded by ritual practices and by a distinctive form of image veneration. Due to a pronounced ritual of giving (dāna), the significance of Jaina statues as models and ideals more than as holy beings one can personally address and communicate with,38 Jaina temples accommodate large numbers of figural icons and abstract venerated symbols. These are held in usually complex multi-storied and multi-shrined sacred edifices, which in their spatial structuring are distinct from the temples of other religious groups on the subcontinent.39 Many elements of Jaina ritual are directly linked to cosmic and mythical actions performed by gods and enlightened beings in distant regions of the universe, which are reenacted in present-day temple ritual throughout India. The rituals surrounding the meru as cosmic and mythical structure make direct reference to the birth ablutions the Tīrthaṅkara receives from the god Indra on Mount Meru. Temples in the shape of samavasarāṇas and any other Jaina shrine too symbolize the first formalized preaching of the jina after his attainment of enlightenment. Śiṁhāsana ritual stands can signify either of these two items in ritual practices.

*Meru, samavasarāṇa, and śiṁhāsana* play a particularly vital role in the dedication rituals surrounding sacred sculptures. Jaina icons have to be formally installed and consecrated through the performance of specific ceremonies in order to function ritually and to be transformed into potent religious objects. In a Jaina context, these installation and consecration rituals are known as the pāṇca-kalyāṇa-pratiṣṭhā-mahotsava or the jina-bimba-pratiṣṭhā (Babb 1998, p. 66; Jain 1983, p. 114; Fischer and Jain 1974, p. 35). The rituals aim at reenacting the five central events in the life of a fordemaker. At the end of the sequence, the Tīrthaṅkara has figuratively “re-lived” the five auspicious occasions of conception, birth, renunciation, omniscience, and release. Only in this fully enlightened and liberated state can the images be enshrined in the sanctums of temples. These consecration rites are usually conducted on a small replacement statue made of metal (Fischer and Jain 1974, p. 35). The two aspects of the rituals, birth (*janma-kalyāṇaka*) and enlightenment (*nirvāṇa-kalyāṇaka*), are reenacted on meru and samavasarāṇa supports or on a śiṁhāsana stand.

The re-fashioning of the birth ablutions is a lengthy and costly endeavor. However, bathing ceremonies are not performed just as part of the celebrations of the pāṇca-kalyāṇa pūjā.  

---

37 For an in-depth analysis of this issue and other occurrences illustrating this modern tendency, see Hegewald 2011, pp. 218–19).

38 This clearly differentiates Jaina ritual from Hindu image worship, in which through the ritual of *daśana* a direct encounter and visual exchange with the divinity are provoked. On the Hindu ritual of adoring statues, see Eck 1981, pp. 3–17, 33–38; and Mallebrein and Lobo 1998. On Jaina figural veneration, see Jaini 1990, pp. 191–203; Hegewald 2009a, pp. 29–37; 2009c, pp. 91–93.

39 On this topic, see the monograph by Hegewald (2009a) or one of the concise summaries of the subject by the author (Hegewald 2001, 2002, 2008, 2009c, pp. 94–101).
They should be performed every morning for all Jinas housed in a temple. Therefore, these ablutions form one aspect of the pūjā of eight substances (aṣṭa-prakārī-pūjā), but are similarly a preliminary to any major ritual or veneration in general (Babb 1998, p. 69). When the bathing ceremony is not performed as part of the sequence of the pañca-kalyāṇa-pūjā, it is more often referred to simply as jala-pūjā (water worship) or abhiṣeka (ibid., p. 85). Priests or devotees conducting a lustration ceremony are meant to imagine themselves as Indra, and any bathing ritual is symbolically regarded as representative of the birth of the Tīrthaṅkara.

Especially interesting are the rituals associated with Nandiśvara-dvīpa temples. According to Jaina mythology and cosmology, Nandiśvara-dvīpa is the island to which the gods retire after having celebrated the pañca-kalyāṇa, the five auspicious events in the life of a fordmaker. It is believed that the gods venerate the images at the summit of the fifty-two mountain peaks three times a year. It is imperative that the island of Nandiśvara is inaccessible to humans and that the edifices, which re-create the topography of the eighth island continent in architecture, make extraterrestrial space accessible to human beings. The temples constructed in our world allow devotees to participate in ritual actions, which are reserved for the gods only.

During the festive periods in October, February, and June, Jainas all over India celebrate the aṣṭāhnikā festival (aṣṭāhnikā-parva-pūjā). As part of the celebrations, believers observe a fast and worship the citra-paṭas of Nandiśvara-dvīpa displayed in Jaina shrines and visit Nandiśvara-dvīpa temples. The festival period is concluded with a chariot procession (rathayātra) during which the male members of the community visit all the Jaina temples of a village or town (Jain 1977, p. 40; Jain and Fischer 1978, p. 19; Lishk 1998, pp. 54–57), imitating and participating in the divine actions of the gods.

Conclusion: Temple Topography and Ritual Landscapes

The analysis in this chapter has interpreted Jaina temple topography as an embodiment of cosmic symbolism and Jaina ritual as a reenactment of mythical events. This has established a close link among the macrocosm, its microcosmic representation — temple architecture — and ritual practice. Jaina shrines were not built in isolation but exist as part of a larger ritual landscape. There are sets of pilgrimage sites, which should be visited in sequence, and the environment surrounding sanctified sites was consciously shaped to reflect universal sacred standards. As a consequence, temples not only contain meru sculptures but also have regularly been erected on natural mountain sites, which through layers of legends have been imbued with a particular sanctity.

40 The gods are believed to venerate the statues from the eighth to the fifteenth day (which is the full-moon day, pūrṇimā) of the bright half of the months of kārtika, phālguṇa, and aṣāḍha, roughly corresponding to October, February, and June.

41 The particular meaning that the aṣṭāhnikā festival holds for Jainas is clearly expressed by the fact that it is the only festival to which the older religious advisers to Jaina householders (sravakācāras) devote any attention (Jain and Fischer 1978, p. 19).

42 The significance of the concept of landscape in Jaina art and architecture, as constructed, conceptualized, represented, cosmic, and ideological landscapes is analyzed in detail in Hegewald 2009b.

43 The conscious re-structuring of the site of Pava-puri, as the place of enlightenment and the first sermon and death of Mahāvīra, is a particularly good example of this (Hegewald 2009b, pp. 424–27).
Cosmographical texts provide the Jaina community with detailed descriptions of large numbers of island continents, oceans, world regions, planets, heavens, and hells. A comparatively small number of these have been depicted in Jaina art and architecture. Most common are representations of the island of Jambū, of various cosmic mountains (merus), and of Nandiśvara-dvīpa, the eighth island continent. Indirectly at least, the second and the third island rings, Dhātakīkhaṇḍa and Puṣkaravara Dvīpa, are present in pañca-meru arrangements too.

These specific items of Jaina cosmology appear to have been chosen because of the particular relevance they have for members of the Jaina community. Jambū-dvīpa lies at the very center of their universe. India, as well as the rest of the physical world as we know it, is believed to be located on this central continent. The island of Jambū and the next concentric one-and-a-half island rings are the only places in the vast Jaina cosmos where human beings can be born, live, and attain enlightenment. The area of the Aḍhāī-dvīpa is also where most of the merus portrayed in Jaina art are situated. These sacred mountains play a crucial role in Jaina mythology and ritual. It is at the top of cosmic and mythical mountains that infant Jinas receive their first ceremonial bath from the god Indra, and where they reach liberation at the end of their life. As such, mountain peaks are symbolic markers of focal points of transition in a pure and religious life. For this reason and in order to partake in mythical and cosmic events, devotees conduct arduous pilgrimages to holy mountains at the summit of which Tīrthaṅkaras have attained omniscience.

Related but at the same time distinct is the island of Nandiśvara. According to Jaina belief, only the gods can reach the eighth island continent and venerate the images housed in the shrines at the summit of the fifty-two sacred mountains. Therefore, an elaborate Jaina festival, conducted three times a year, developed around the veneration of this island and gained great importance with the Jainas. Because humans cannot visit Nandiśvara-dvīpa, substitutes were created for the reenactment or the symbolic participation of humans in this auspicious cosmic act. The aṣṭāhnikā festival is unique to the Jainas.

This final point seems to have played a crucial role in the creation of the other cosmic temple types as well. While there are similarities with the cosmological literature of Hindus and Buddhists, the specific layout of the Jaina universe is distinct and so are its artistic representations. In contrast to the Jainas, Hindus and Buddhists do not appear to have conceived such literal translations of the cosmos into three-dimensional sculptural and architectural forms.44

Although examples from the early centuries C.E. have been preserved, cosmological depictions date largely from later periods. It was during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries that Jaina sacred architecture started to develop an individual language, differentiating itself more clearly from the edifices of other religions in India. Particularly during the rebuilding of many sites during the relatively peaceful period of the fifteenth century, distinct types of cosmological temples were developed and constructed more widely all over India. Cosmological and mythical architecture clearly gained in popularity during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries and has continued to steadily gain in significance to the present day.

44 The superstructures of Hindu temples are equated with Mount Kailāśa, while the domes of Buddhist stupas are believed to represent Mount Meru. Also certain architectural arrangements in Southeast Asia have been found to have cosmological meanings. Most of these constellations, however, are quite abstract and less literal or immediate translations of cosmographic concepts than the cosmic Jaina sculptures and shrines examined in this chapter.
It appears that the primary aim for the creation of cosmological illustrations and shrines has been to visualize the complex nature of the Jaina universe. By making it more accessible and understandable to the laity, the representations aid them in their quest for enlightenment and final liberation. Additionally, the specific pictorial, sculptural, and architectural forms, reflecting ideas expressed in Jaina cosmology, provide the Jaina community with a discrete group of cosmic models in art and architecture and with a unique set of rituals and festival cycles. These relate exclusively to Jaina philosophical and soteriological concepts. Finally, the temple structures provide devotees with a stage for the reenactment of mythic proceedings and allow human beings to participate in divine and cosmic events and to anticipate their own enlightenment.

Figure 4.1. The Jaina cosmos as a whole is visualized in the shape of an hourglass, as can be seen in this mural from a Jaina temple in Ponnur, Tamil Nadu (all photographs are by the author)

Figure 4.2. The Jaina cosmos has often been represented in the shape of a cosmic person, as in this marble relief from a temple on Mount Śatruṭjaya in Gujarat
Figure 4.3. Simplified representations of the cosmos function as markers of Jaina identity, as here above the gateway of a Jaina temple at Arrah in Bihar.

Figure 4.4. Paintings of Jambū-dvīpa (left) and the two-and-a-half island continents (Aḍhāī-dvīpa) of the middle world (right) from Mandu in Madhya Pradesh.
Figure 4.5. Carved panel of the middle world, showing the central mountain as a tall pillar decorating a small shrine on Mount Śatruṭjaya in Gujarat

Figure 4.6. Large-scale model of a wish-fulfilling tree (kalpa-ṛṣṭa), venerated in the temple complex at Lodruva in Rajasthan

Figure 4.7. The cosmic Lotus Temple or Kamal Mandir at Hastinapur in Haryana has been set inside a circular water basin
Figure 4.8. Large mural of the Adhāi-dvīpa adorning the walls of the cosmic shrine in a Jaina temple at Ponnur in Tamil Nadu

Figure 4.9. A line of metal representations of the five sacred mountains (pañca-meru) arranged in a Jaina shrine at Sanganer in Rajasthan
Figure 4.10. A central Indian metal statue in which the *pañca-meru* are shown one above the other in a tower-like shape from a Jaina temple in Seoni in Madhya Pradesh.

Figure 4.11. Carved marble *citra-pāta* illustrating the eighth cosmic island of Nandiśvara-dvīpa, from a temple at Kumbharīa in Rajasthan.
Figure 4.12. Three-dimensional Digambara representation of Nandiśvara-dvīpa in the shape of a metal pyramid, from Melsittamur in Tamil Nadu.

Figure 4.13. Large Jambū-dvīpa model enshrined on the ground floor of the Cosmological Temple at Kumbhoj in Maharashtra.
Figure 4.14. A vast model of the central world continent is housed inside the Svarṇa Nagarī Hall in Ajmer in Rajasthan.

Figure 4.15. Statues of the nine celestial gods, the nava-graha, displayed in the detached hall of a Jaina temple in Venkundram in Tamil Nadu.
Figure 4.16. Open-air representation of Jambū-dvīpa in a Śvetāmbara temple complex in the fort of Mandu in Madhya Pradesh

Figure 4.17. The Sumeru Parvata tower at the center of this monumental Jambū-dvīpa reconstruction at Hastinapur in Haryana measures about sixty meters in height
Figure 4.18. View from the mountain tower at Hastinapur onto the circular disc of the central island continent surrounded by the Sea of Salt.

Figure 4.19. The _meru_ has three tiers and is topped by a Jina temple, as shown in a contemporary wall painting from Mandu in Madhya Pradesh.

Figure 4.20. The _meru_ of Pārśvanātha is a white marble representation, housed in the main shrine of a Jaina temple in Allahabad in Uttar Pradesh.
Figure 4.21. Painted relief carving in marble showing Mount Aṣṭāpada in a Jaina temple at Varkanna in Rajasthan.

Figure 4.22. The Kailāśa Temple in the sacred temple complex at Campapuri in Bihar re-creates in architecture the mythical shape of this cosmic mountain.
Figure 4.23. Spatial arrangement of the four groups of thirteen mountain statues inside Nandiśvara-dvipa temples, based on the temple example from Jalor in Rajasthan.
Figure 4.24. One group of thirteen mountain representations housed inside the cosmological pavilion at Taranga in Gujarat

Figure 4.25. View into the Nandiśvara-dvīpa shrine on the first floor level of a Jaina temple in the old part of Delhi
Figure 4.26. In the Nandiśvara-dvīpa temple in Arrah in Bihar, the coloring of the mountain replicas reflects the textual descriptions of the cosmic peaks.

Figure 4.27. The pañca-meru at the center of the Nandiśvara-dvīpa temple in Hastinapur are tall tower-like statues.
Figure 4.28. Relief carving from Patan in Gujarat showing Indra and other gods performing the birth ablutions on the Jina at the summit of Mount Meru

Figure 4.29. A lay woman performing rituals on a Tīrthaṅkara statue placed on a sinhāsana ritual stand in a temple in Vijayawada in Andhra Pradesh.
Figure 4.30. Architectural representation of the mythical preaching auditorium of the Jinas, the samavasaraṇa, from Ramtek in Maharashtra.

Figure 4.31. Monumental samavasaraṇa structure in Palitana in Gujarat whose roof structure imitates the canopy of a tree.
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THE CLASSIC MAYA TEMPLE: CENTRALITY, COSMOLOGY, AND SACRED GEOGRAPHY IN ANCIENT MESOAMERICA

Karl Taube, University of California, Riverside

With their elaborate sculptural programs and often detailed texts, Classic Maya temples have dominated our understanding of the ancient Maya. Indeed, for too long we have described their communities as “ceremonial centers,” as if the monumental structures were hollow edifices only used for occasional, calendrically timed events. Although during the past fifty years Maya archaeological field research generally has turned away from the monumental architecture in favor of daily human existence, still they remain. Oddly, few studies have investigated what the “pyramids” meant to the people who created and sustained them for centuries. In this study, I focus on some of their underlying meanings, including the basic symbolic significance of being humanly created, ordered structures replicating the four-cornered house and the maize field. From this basic model, temples also encapsulate the world center framed by the intercardinal points. As such, ancient Maya temples evoke imagery pertaining to the household hearth and the pivotal world tree as forms of the axis mundi. In addition, pyramid temples are also symbolic mountains often evoking Flower Mountain, a paradise realm of honored ancestors. As zoomorphic mountains, many have entrances as fanged maws, the dark interior being a symbolic cave. The sides of these doorways frequently exhale elaborate breath scrolls, denoting the temples as living entities providing vital soul essence, in ritual practice probably in the form of aromatic incense.

Thanks to sixteenth-century sources and the highly developed writing and iconography of the pre-Hispanic Maya, much can be said of the symbolic significance of ancient Maya temples. In addition, the Maya were by no means in isolation from other cultures of ancient Mesoamerica, and the well-documented contact period Aztec of central Mexico constitutes a major source of information concerning the function and meaning of Mesoamerican temples. Moreover, native forms of temple structures — quite independent of Christian churches — continue to the present among the Ch’orti Maya and other peoples of Mesoamerica, including the Huichol of west Mexico (Girard 1962; Schaefer 1996; Zingg 1938). Moreover, as symbolic domiciles of gods and honored ancestors, ancient Maya temples relate to both ancient and modern vernacular architecture, including construction and dedication ceremonies as well as architectural terminology of contemporary Maya houses.

Aside from being palatial domiciles for exulted gods, Maya masonry temples are also stony mountains, the dark interior chamber constituting a symbolic cave. In a watershed paper published some twenty years ago, linguist Jane Hill (1992) defined the concept of Flower World, a realm pertaining to ideas of the soul and the paradise afterworld among Uto-Aztecan peoples, pertaining largely to central and western Mexico and extending as far
as into the O’odham (Pima and Papago) as well as the Hopi region of the American Southwest. However, Flower World is not limited to one great language family, but also appeared among the Classic Maya and still more ancient Olmec of southeastern Mesoamerica (Taube 2004a; 2006; 2010b). For the ancient Maya, this region was a blossoming mountain, flowers being a basic symbol of the soul. In this study, I will note that Maya temple pyramids often denoted this sacred place, or “Flower Mountain,” with the attendant music and incense symbolizing the fragrant soul essence of the gods and ancestors contained within.

## Temples as God Houses

In a broad, cross-cultural study of ancient monumental architecture in both the Old World and the Americas, Bruce Trigger (1990, p. 121) noted that temples were widely regarded as houses for divine beings:

> the temples of the early civilizations were usually designed to be the earthly dwellings of gods rather than assembly places for communal worship. Much of the cult was conducted in seclusion inside these buildings, which in many cultures were called literally “god houses.”

This certainly is the case for ancient Mesoamerica, with the sixteenth-century Yukatek Maya referring to a temple as *k’uh nab*, or “god house,” with similar terms readily found in other Maya languages (see Taube 1998, p. 428). Similarly, Carl Lumholtz (1900, pp. 8–9) mentions that while the Huichol refer to houses as *kii* (related to the Hopi term *kiva*), their community temples “are called toki’pa, which means ‘house of all.’” In an important discussion of Classic Maya texts concerning temples and other monumental architecture, David Stuart (1998, pp. 376–78) notes that such buildings are commonly referred to as *nah* or *otot*, both terms referring to both house and structure in Mayan languages (fig. 5.1a–d). Among the Aztec, the term for temple was *teocalli*, specifically meaning “god house,” with *teo* meaning “divinity” and *calli* “house” (Molina 1977, p. 100).

Although the Classic Mayan terms of *nah* and *otot* refer to both house and structures in general, ancient Maya temples were very much domiciles, that is, places of rest and residence for divine beings. Dating to the Late Classic period (A.D. 600–900), a small monument from Copan, Honduras, depicts the embodiment of Maya divinity, or *k’uh* in Maya script, seated in the doorway of a “god house” (fig. 5.1f). The accompanying text describes it as *uwaybil k’uh*, or “sleeping place of the god,” to denote a domicile. In addition, the roof corners have a pair of holes, indicating that a curtain hung over the entrance of the occupying deity. It is no coincidence that many entrances to Classic Maya temples have similar curtain holes at the sides of doorways to establish both privacy and the inert “sleeping” nature of those inside (Taube 1998, p. 429). In contrast to mosques and churches, ancient Maya temples are typically small to only house the deity image and its ritual regalia, rather than being places of public worship. Instead, the loci of public ceremonies were the temple stairways and adjacent plazas below.

Aside from being relatively small and private places, ancient Maya temple chambers were dark, with the only source of light from the doorway, probably often covered by a curtain. Maya temple doorways often appear as cave entrances with zoomorphic fanged maws both in art, and with actual structures at Copan, Honduras, and in the northern Maya lowlands of Campeche and Yucatan, Mexico. Among the Maya, darkness pertains directly to spiritual
power. Stone (1995, p. 17) notes that the colonial K’iché of highland Guatemala sequestered idols in dark places to conserve their spiritual force, and it is likely that ancient Maya temples or “god-houses” functioned similarly. For contemporary Ch’orti, dimness protects sacred objects, the favored places to contact supernaturals being “dark rooms or in dark places in the forest” (Wisdom 1940, p. 431). According to Rafael Girard (1962, p. 194) — who participated in many Ch’orti temple ceremonies in highland eastern Guatemala during the mid-twentieth century — darkness (condición de oscuridad) is a basic, shared trait of Ch’orti temples.

The Aztec sign for the third day name of the 260-day calendar, Calli, meaning “house,” is a masonry temple on a raised platform (fig. 5.1e). As Stuart (1987) notes, this day sign clearly relates to the Classic Maya yotot logograph, a temple in profile with a stepped platform and thatch roof (cf. fig. 5.1a–b). While Calli designates the third Aztec day name, its ancient Maya equivalent was Ak’bal, meaning “darkness,” the same meaning also recorded for the Zapotec of Oaxaca (see Thompson 1971, p. 73). In addition, the Aztec patron of the day Calli was Tepeyollotl, or “heart of the mountain,” the jaguar god of caves (Seler 1963, vol 1, p. 73).

As houses for gods and royal ancestors, ancient Maya temples are three-dimensional models of the cosmos. They had many metaphors for the earth, including a crocodile, the circular domed form of a turtle floating on the sea, or a square space with the central sides denoting the directions or its corners at the intercardinal points (Taube 1988). Although strikingly different and even contradictory concepts, the attendant imagery overlaps in many ways. Clearly enough, temples and houses correspond to the four-sided model, constructions of concerted effort, including also a basic element of Maya life, the maize field. As noted by Charles Wisdom (1940, p. 429) in his classic work on Ch’orti ethnography,

> Four is of greatest ritual significance for men, probably because it is the sum of the corners of the milpa. It is also applied to the altar and the world, as both are in the form of squares.

According to Maya sources, the cutting of the fields expresses the same making of the four-sided world. As a maize field or house, physically exacting and often dangerous acts of human labor create the four-sided world, including cutting jungle for fields or erecting the massive roof beams of a house. As with “barn raising,” these conditions are difficult if not impossible without the concerted social effort of a “community” outside of the immediate family. For this reason, the large expanses of quadrangular fields also relate to four-sided houses and towns, all socially constructed human space (Taube 2003a).

The concept of humanly created things — whether a four-legged table, a field, or a house — concerns far broader concepts of ancient and modern Maya cosmogony. Thus in the following Yukatek Maya account recorded by Harriet de Jong (1999, p. 285), the ordered world is a divinely created place:

> In the sky, there is that thing that supports the earth above the sky above the earth. It is like a table with four corners and it is like a house with four poles. In this way, the sky is held above the earth this is the way that god has made it.

Among Yukatek Maya, “the world, the village and the milpa are thought of as squares with four corners lying in the four cardinal points of the compass and with defined central points” (Redfield and Villa Rojas 1934, p. 114). According to William Hanks (1990, p. 299), this four-sided plan relates closely to Yukatek conceptions of place: “In most socially significant spaces, including towns, homesteads, plazas, and traditional cornfields, the four corners plus
the center define the space as a whole.” Other sources note that the square plan is a basic Yukatek model of the world (Redfield and Villa Rojas 1934; de Jong 1999, p. 285). Evon Vogt (1976, p. 58) notes very similar concepts among the Tzotzil Maya of Zinacantan:

Houses and fields are smale-scale models of the quincuncial cosmology. The universe was created by the VAXAK-MEN, gods who support it at its corners and who designated its center, the “navel of the world,” in Zinacantan center. Houses have corresponding corner posts; fields emphasize the same critical places, with cross shrines at their corners and centers.

The nearby Tzotzil of Chenalhó also perceive a four-sided earth: “The world, osil balamil, is a square like the house and the fields. The sky rests on four pillars, just like those of a house” (Guiteras-Holmes 1961, p. 254). Similarly, the Ch’orti compare the world to four-cornered altars and maize plots (Wisdom 1940, pp. 429–30). The milpa earth metaphor is especially developed in the Quichean *Popol Vuh*, which describes the act of creation as the measuring of a four-sided maize field (D. Tedlock 1996, pp. 63–64, 220).

Although the four-cornered world is a basic Mesoamerican model embracing maize fields, houses, and by extension temples, the world directions are by no means limited to the intercardinal points, which conceptually relate to the furthest dawn and dusk points of the summer and winter solstices. However, the cardinal points are also clearly present. Whereas the earlier Olmec portrayed the maize god framed by directional celts at the four corners, their caches feature greenstone celts to the four cardinal points (see Taube 2005). An Early Classic royal burial at Rio Azul in the northern Peten of Guatemala, Tomb 1 features the glyphs of east, north, west, and south placed appropriately in the center — and not the corners — of all four walls (see Freidel, Schele, and Parker 1993, fig. 2.8d). For the Ch’orti, the four directional sky gods simultaneously correspond to both the cardinal and intercardinal points:

The sky deities inhabit each of the four world-directions, but they also inhabit intermediate positions between the cardinal points, thus forming the universe into a square as well as into a diamond. (Wisdom 1940, p. 427)

Clearly, much of this ambiguity is because whereas the four-sided cosmic model is fundamental to Mesoamerican thought, the corners of maize fields and structures, including temples, are not at the cardinal directions but rather at the perceived point of the annual passage of the sun to the highest points of dawn and dusk to the summer and winter solstices, as is documented for the Ch’orti as well as for the Hopi of the American Southwest (see Girard 1962, p. 15; Hieb 1979, p. 577).

In ancient Maya thought, four aged gods support the sky at the world directions and simultaneously at the intercardinal points as well. Commonly referred to as God N in the Paul Schellhas (1904) system of Maya deity classification, he can appear architecturally at the corners of temples as the four cosmic corner posts. A Late Classic panel from La Corona, Guatemala, has four God N deities supporting the roof of a temple (fig. 5.2a). At Chichen Itza, Yucatan, God N figures with upraised arms often appear in the upper jamb area of doorways and columns, much as if they support the roof (fig. 5.2b; see Seler 1902–1923, vol. 5, pp. 291–301).

The Late Classic Temple 11 at Copan has two massive God N sculptures at the northeast and northwest corners of the building, recalling the La Corona scene (fig. 5.2d). William Fash
(1991, p. 168) notes that they constitute “the largest anthropomorphic figures ever carved in the Maya area,” and these great stone beings probably concern another basic theme of God N — his relation to sacred mountains. The sides of the inner doorway of the virtually adjacent Temple 22 feature a pair of God N sculptures holding up a saurian sky monster bearing cloud scrolls at both sides (see Maudslay 1889–1902, vol. 1, pls. 12–15). Their backs morph into the heads of “Witz Monsters” — zoomorphic embodiments of mountains — witz being the term for mountain in both ancient texts and contemporary Mayan languages (fig. 5.2e; for Witz Monster identification, see Stuart 1987, pp. 17–18). Cylindrical columns from the North Colonnade at Early Postclassic Chichen Itza portray four God N figures in sky-bearer pose emerging out of cleft Witz heads, much as if they were the quadripartite personifications of directional sacred mountains (fig. 5.2c). Carved in roughly the fifth century A.D., Tikal Altar 4 depicts a much earlier version of this theme, with quadripartite aspects of this god emerging from caves in four Witz Monster heads (see Jones and Satterthwaite 1982, fig. 58). The quadripartite God N figures probably relate to the yearbearers, the four directional day names out of a series of twenty naming each of the fifty-two years of the 365-day Maya calendar (see Thompson 1971, pp. 124–26). Among contemporary K’iche’ of Momostenango, they are the Mam, meaning “grandfather,” each embodying a specific mountain (B. Tedlock 1982, pp. 99–100, 147–48). Similarly, the Mam Maya of Todos Santos associate the four directional yearbearer days with specific mountains, known as “the lords of the mountain” (dueños del cerro; Oakes 1951, p. 71).

Both the Late Postclassic Maya Codex Dresden (pp. 25–28) and the roughly coeval Codex Borgia (pp. 49–53) of highland Mexico feature passages concerning the directional yearbearer days, gods and their temples, and, in addition, cosmic trees. Along with directional mountains, world trees denote the cardinal or intercardinal points, with a central one constituting the pivotal axis mundi. In Maya thought, their quadripartite arrangement relates to the corner posts of a house as a basic world metaphor. The colonial Yukatek Book of the Chilam Balam of Chumayel account of world creation describes a directional world tree as a housepost (horcon in Spanish) sustaining the sky (yokmal ka’an; Roys 1933, pp. 32, 100). Similarly, contemporary Ch’orti refer to the four cosmic posts supporting the sky as oi, “tree trunks set into the ground to support the roof and walls of a house” (Fought 1972, pp. 377–79).

Classic Maya four-sided lidded vessels often symbolize houses or temples (Houston 1998, pp. 349–51; Taube 1994a). For one Late Classic vase, the Maya maize god presides, with the lid occupied by a pair of birds denoting both roof and sky as well as being probable supernatural messengers (fig. 5.3b–c). In addition, birds often perch atop world trees, again linking the concept of house or temple to cosmic tree symbolism. With its cross motif, the rectangular roof finial is notably similar to a temple incised on a Late Classic brick from Comalcalco, Tabasco, containing a censer in its chamber (fig. 5.3a). Ceramic cache vessels from the Motagua Valley region of eastern Guatemala can also appear as houses, with one even displaying the doorway (fig. 5.4c). At Copan, many cylindrical cache vessels are trees with cacao pods sprouting from the trunk and a lid with a capping water lily blossom (fig. 5.4a). For the illustrated example, it appears that there were four vents for the incense, clearly relating to directional symbolism and the four cacao pods placed on the lid and sides of the lower vessel chamber. One Late Classic Copan cache vessel incorporates both the four-sided temple or house with cacao pods growing from the corner beams and lid roof, again topped with a water lily flower (fig. 5.4b; see McNeil, Hurst, and Sharer 2006, p. 242).
Combinations of sacred house and tree also appear on Early Classic ceramic cache vessels from the Escuintla region of south coastal Guatemala. One example has cacao pods “growing” from the central four sides rather than the corners of the Copan vessel (fig. 5.5a–b). For another Early Classic piece, in this case in the collection of the Museo Nacional de Antropología of Guatemala, spiny elements protrude from both the box and lid (fig. 5.5c; see also Schmidt et al. 1998, no. 252). These spikes, also commonly found on incense burners, allude to the green trunks of ceiba trees, symbolizing the axis mundi among ancient and contemporary Maya.

Both vessels contain supine human figures with oddly outspread arms and legs, suggestive of human sacrifice (fig. 5.5b–c). Their pose recalls the later Aztec earth deity, Tlaltecuhtli, including the massive Tlaltecuhtli Stone recently discovered at the base of the Templo Mayor in Mexico City, which has a circular wound in its abdomen, strongly suggesting heart sacrifice (see Draper 2010, p. 113). Moreover, the second Escuintla cache vessel — evidently a woman due to the skirt and lack of a loincloth — displays a prominent hole in the center of her body, much like the Aztec Tlaltecuhtli Stone (fig. 5.5c). This orifice surely held or contained an offering, perhaps an upright ear of maize, as symbol of the “earth navel,” or world center. The Aztec capital of Tenochtitlan often appears as a nopal cactus growing from the abdomen of a supine victim (e.g., Teocalli of Sacred Warfare, Codex Azcatitlan pl. XII). For the aforementioned Codex Borgia year-bearer pages, world trees grow from the abdomens of supine earth goddesses (see Codex Borgia pp. 49–53). For the fifth tree of the world center, two maize ears project from the body, along with a growing maize plant as the axis mundi (see Codex Borgia p. 53). Simon Martin (2006) has compared the Codex Borgia supine females to the famed Sarcophagus Lid of K’ínich Janaab Pakal of Palenque, who also lies on his back with a cruciform tree rising above his abdomen (fig. 5.8f). In view of its box-like form and lid, Mary Miller (1992) noted that it resembles a huge cache vessel, and in fact four large jades were placed at his feet and hands with a fifth over his loins, clearly relating to ancient Mesoamerican practices of cached jade offerings (Taube 2005, p. 25).

Both Escuintla examples have jade earspool on the sides of the “roof” lids, relating to well-known monumental caching practices of the Classic Maya and still earlier Olmec with jades placed at the four cardinal or intercardinal points (Taube 2005). Dating to roughly 600 B.C., an Olmec-style cache from the center line of a pyramidal temple platform at San Isidro, Chiapas, had four jade earspools and accompanying celts framing a central bowl (Lowe 1981, figs. 6, 13). An Early Classic centerline cache in the foundations of Temple 26 at Copan contained four earspool blanks at the four directions and another two in the center, perhaps to denote the zenith and nadir along with a jade image of the maize god with his legs raised above his head, a pose adopted by the maize god to denote the central world tree — a theme discussed below in terms of temple architecture (see fig. 5.6a, c–d; Taube 2005, p. 25, fig. 2a). At the Classic-period site of Salitrón Viejo, Honduras, jade earspool fragments were placed at the four corners of a temple platform as a dedicatory cache (Hirth and Hirth 1993, pp. 176–77). Far to the west in the Valley of Mexico, early colonial Aztec descendants placed dedicatory ritual offerings of precious stones or idols to the four corners of a newly created house, along with a sacrificial chicken (Garibay 1979, p. 129).

Stacked Witz heads occupy the four corners of Copan Temple 22 to frame the structure by four cosmic mountains (see Fash 1991, pp. 122–23). Similarly, four shrines oriented to the intercardinal points surround contemporary, nearby Ch’ortí temples. According to one Ch’ortí informant, they are the four posts and directional gods at the world corners (Girard
For the Ch’orti temple at Cayur, a leaf-covered cross referred to as a “tree cross” (árbol de la cruz), as the world tree stands before the central altar with two pits at its base, one to the god of the world center and the other for his consort, the earth goddess. For other Ch’orti temples, there is only one pit at the base of the foliated cross (ibid., pp. 197–98). The community Huichol tuki temples have a hole in the center of the structure for blood, seawater, and other offerings usually covered with a stone disk supporting the temple hearth (Schaefer 1996, p. 346; Zingg 1938, pp. 180–82). This hearth is to Tatewarí, Grandfather Fire, his main shrine at Teakata being the cosmic center of the Huichol world. He is the Huichol version the Aztec fire god Huehueteotl, inhabiting the world center of tlalxicco, meaning “earth navel” (see Sahagún 1950–1982, book 6, p. 88).

The strikingly similar temple pits of the contemporary Ch’orti and Huichol readily recall the sipapu holes within Pueblo kivas of the American Southwest. However, although a widespread feature of native sacred architecture, floor pits for receiving offerings are not known for ancient Maya masonry temples. In part, this may be because the primary elite place for sacrificial offerings was portable stone or ceramic censers, with much of the ritual focus concerning fire rather than libations to the earth (see Stuart 1998; Taube 1998). However, the lack of open floor pits in ancient Maya temples may also be because many temple chambers constituted symbolic caves, the doorway and stairs below being the symbolic entrance.

Given the importance of world trees in ancient and contemporary cosmology, one would expect to see tree imagery and symbolism present in Maya monumental architecture. Located in virtually the epicenter of the walled site of Becan, Building 2 in the south plaza of Temple X constitutes an excellent example (for map, see Campaña Valenzuela 2005, p. 49). An Early Classic stucco facade on the roof crest features a frontally facing image of the maize god in contortionist position as the world tree (fig. 5.6a; see Taube 2005, p. 25, fig. 2a). The serpent head and body remaining on the upper left portion of the trunk clearly were on the other side as well, with much of the curving body still present. Rather than two snakes, the Becan facade surely denotes a bicephalic serpent hanging from the tree, as is found in later art at Palenque (see fig. 5.8e–f). The maize god displays the quatrefoil motif on his “trunk,” a basic symbol of caves from the Olmec to the early colonial descendants of the Aztec (see Taube 2010a). Although its branches extend into the heavens, the world tree also offers access to the dark underworld, as is also reflected in the foliated cross and offering pits in Ch’orti Maya temples.

Aside from Becan, other Classic Maya trees have quatrefoil cave signs, a convention first known for Late Preclassic Izapa (see Norman 1973, pls. 45–46). This probably relates to the large, natural cavities appearing inside massive ancient trees, such as the well-known Sequoia redwoods of the northwest United States. As “living caves,” great Maya trees may have been treated with special reverence as oracular portals to the heavens and underworld. The fingers of the Becan maize deity are oddly extended, and as Stephen Houston (pers. comm. 1997) points out, they denote growing roots, as can also be seen on the finely incised Early Classic tripod vase commonly known as the “Death Vase” (fig. 5.6c). Here the maize deity appears as a cacao tree before a stepped pyramidal platform flanked by two other foliated figures in the same headstand pose. Behind the personified trees looms a zoomorphic Witz mountain, marked with blossoms and Ak’bal signs denoting darkness.

The Early Classic vessel combines the three themes of temple pyramid, tree, and mountain, and this is also the case with the Becan facade, as two outwardly facing Witz heads flank the maize god tree (fig. 5.6a). For the better-preserved example at viewer’s left, a round
element with a pendant tassel projects from the brow, this same device partly preserved on the other mountain. Although the interior paint and stucco details are effaced, the outline is consistent with Early Classic Maya portrayals of flowers. As with the incised vase, the Becan facade portrays a maize god tree growing out of Flower Mountain, a theme discussed below. However, the Becan figure has an extra detail — the pair of diagonal elements projecting from the better-preserved side of the headdress. The bands on the oval upper portions and pendant tassels readily identify these as gourd rattles, as can be seen being shaken by a deity in a roughly contemporaneous incised Early Classic vessel scene (fig. 5.6b). The same vase portrays another pair of rattles between the legs of the maize god in the same the world-tree contortionist position at Becan (fig. 5.6c). The meaning of the rattles with the Becan maize-god tree and Flower Mountain remains unknown, although it may concern the widespread Mesoamerican identification of music with flowers, with this building being a place of song and performance (see Hill 1992; Taube 2004a).

For the Early Classic Maya, the best-preserved temple is Rosalila, in the heart and center of the Copan Acropolis (Agurcia Fasquelle 2004; Agurcia Fasquelle and Fash 2005). Rosalia is one of a remarkable series of structures beginning with a building containing the probable tomb of the founder, K'inich Yax K'uk' Mo', and ending with Temple 16, which, although constructed in the late eighth century — some 450 years later — still evokes the founding king buried deep below (Agurcia Fasquelle and Fash 2005; Taube 2004c). Constructed in the late sixth century A.D., Rosalila is covered with an elaborate program of painted stucco sculpture, much of it referring to K'inich Yax K'uk' Mo' (fig. 5.7). The temple is a three-tiered building with the total height of the preserved portion being roughly 13 meters, not counting the supporting platform below (Agurcia Fasquelle 2004). However, this was probably not the total height, as the uppermost level is poorly preserved, with the complete form of the capping crest still unknown.

The frontally facing skull in the center of the uppermost tier of the principal, western side of Rosalila is a monumental version of the “Quadripartite Badge,” a skeletal bowl containing three offerings, the central element being the stingray spine used in penitential bloodletting (fig. 5.8c–f). More specifically, this offering vessel is a censer, commonly shown with the aforementioned spikes as well as smoke rising from the burning offering (fig. 5.8c; Stuart 1998; Taube 1994a, 2009). In previous research (Taube 2004c), I suggested that the uppermost portion of Rosalila featured a pair of serpents emerging directly out of this censer, their heads appearing on the central lower tier of the temple (fig. 5.7). Although there are scenes of serpents rising from burning offerings, the uppermost region was more complex. For one, the sides of the probable censer bowl have the remains of downturned serpent snouts with feathers, clearly denoting the tips of “serpent wings,” that is, wings with feathers extending from the faces of profile serpent heads (see Bardawil 1976). In fact, many Early Classic examples of “Quadripartite Badge” censers appear with a long-necked aquatic bird as the bowl (see Hellmuth 1987, figs. 75–82, 269). However, the feathered snouts of much larger serpent wings flank the uppermost portion of the great serpent bodies. Given the fact that these creatures have prominent scaly and taloned bird limbs below their heads, the wings were probably on their backs, making them dragon-like “avian serpents.” Since only the snout tips of these massive wings are intact, the uppermost tier must have been much higher. Rather than a pair of serpents emerging from the censer bowl, it is more likely that the upper facade was a single bicephalic serpent hanging from a world tree.
Occupying the central axis of the Copan Acropolis, Rosalila may have supported a tower-like form portraying a cruciform world tree with a winged bicephalic serpent above a skeletal offering bowl, much like the cited examples from later Palenque (figs. 5.7, 5.8e–f). This would make the entire structure much taller than its intact state and might help explain the large window-like gaps separating the descending winged serpents from the central censer bowl. These would lighten the load of the upper crest while the southern and eastern walls would provide support for not only the bicephalic serpent but also the arms of a cruciform tree. In this regard, it is important to note that the final structure of the Copan Axis, Temple 16, had a temple superstructure in the form of a tower, having four massive piers and a stairway leading up to at least a second story (see Taube 2004c).

In terms of Rosalila, the central tier supporting the suggested censer and world tree is a frontally facing Witz head flanked by two others in profile, these largely obscured by the limbs and body of the bicephalic serpent. Of course, this composition recalls the Early Classic facade at Becan, where the maize-god world tree and bicephalic serpent grow out of flanking Witz mountain heads (fig. 5.6a). Although I am not aware of any floral symbolism on the facades of Rosalila, there is another interesting detail. As in the case of the Becan facade, pairs of rattles with bands on the gourd chambers appear on the brow of the mountain (fig. 5.7). As suggested for the Becan structure, this motif may denote Rosalila as a mountain temple of music and song.

Mention has been made of the world trees of Palenque with censer offerings bowls at the base. The Cross Group at Palenque is composed of three temples containing interior shrines with elaborately carved tablets. For the Temple of the Cross and the Temple of the Foliated Cross, the central portion of these tablets feature world trees resembling the form and dimensions of a Christian cross (see fig. 5.8e–f). However, it is also likely that a similar cross was on the eastern, frontal roof comb of the third structure, the Temple of the Sun. In a detailed rendering of the roof by Jean-Frédéric Waldeck, who resided in Palenque from 1832 to 1833, the central element of the roof comb appears to be a cruciform world tree, much like the aforementioned example from the Temple of the Cross (fig. 5.9c). Thus the same trefoil element appears at the top of the cross and a stingray spine at the base. The thin horizontal element crossing the tree appears to have been beads, as can be seen on the body of the bicephalic serpent hanging from the Temple of the Cross tree (fig. 5.8e). In addition, it is likely that the supporting skeletal censer was also present below, as can be seen in a relatively recent photograph by Merle Greene Robertson (1991, fig. 133).

In Waldeck’s illustration, the central tree is flanked by two figures in the world-bearer pose commonly found with God N, and two others appear on the opposite, western side of the Temple of Cross (fig. 5.9c–d). This probably portrays the four skybearers framing the central world tree, and a similar composition appears at the outer edges of the roof comb. For the frontal, eastern side, two cartouches contain human figures backed by curving elements (fig. 5.9c). These devices denote the solar K’in sign, and it is likely that the figures are either the sun god or royal ancestors apotheosized as this deity. It should be noted that Waldeck’s illustration is quite different from Robertson’s reconstruction of the Temple of the Sun roof comb (see Robertson 1991, fig. 134), although her painstaking documentation does corroborate major portions of the much earlier image. In a photograph by Robertson (ibid., fig. 149) of the cartouche to the viewer’s right, the head and arm of the skybearer can readily be discerned (fig. 5.9a). In addition, the corners of the cartouche rim bear the remains of
skeletal heads. Now known to be centipedes, these heads are commonly found on the edges of solar disks, including other Palenque examples (fig. 5.9b).

Two more solar disks occupy the west side of the Temple of the Sun roof comb, and the central figure also was probably backed by a fifth. This composition would create four solar figures flanking a fifth on the western side. Although at first glance it would appear that this figure would embody a western sun, it is quite the opposite. This being would be the dawning eastern sun facing its diurnal path to the west, a convention also seen with K'inch Yax K'uk' Mo' as the rising sun on the western-facing stairway of Copan Temple 16 (Taube 2004c). This also holds true for the earlier underlying Rosalila temple, which features a massive winged sun god on its principal western side (fig. 5.7). In other words, such western-facing sculptures are not passive, inert objects awaiting the first solar rays but rather are living embodiments of the sun itself traveling from east to west.

Among the most basic symbols of the world center in ancient Maya thought is the humble three-stone hearth of Maya households, often referred to as yoket in a number of Maya languages and probably in Classic Maya inscriptions as well (Stuart 2011, p. 220). When Tzeltal Maya construct a house, the horizontal roof beams frame these stones in the center of the home, “over the center of the house floor where the hearth or cooking fire will be made” (Berlin, Breedlove, and Raven 1974, p. 143; see fig. 5.13). Linda Schele identified the glyphic sign for these hearthstones in Classic Maya texts describing the creation of the great Bak'tun cycle beginning on August 14, 3114 B.C., and ending on December 23 of A.D. 2012 (fig. 5.10a–b; see Freidel, Schele, and Parker 1993, pp. 65–71). In other words, the creation of the present Bak’tun cycle concerned the setting up of the central hearth and by extension the cosmic house or temple (see also Taube 1998, pp. 432–46; Looper 2003, pp. 158–85; Stuart 2011, pp. 216–24). A Late Classic ceramic vessel often referred to as the Vase of the Seven Gods features the old merchant deity known as God L with six other gods seated in darkness (see Coe 1973, no. 49). The accompanying text explicitly refers to the 4 Ajaw 8 Kum’u date beginning the present Bak’tun cycle, and along with the seven gods, there are three bundles, surely relating to the hearthstones.

During the Early Classic period (A.D. 250–600), Witz mountain heads appear with the three stones in their mouths, and by symbolic extension, the interior of temple chambers as well (fig. 5.10d–e). Structure E5-5 at Tonina has a stairway shrine as a frontally facing Witz head with two stones at the corners of its mouth (fig. 5.10d). In its open maw, the shrine contains a third, actual stone sphere, or hearthstone, with considerable evidence of burning on the chamber walls and ceiling. An immediately adjacent stela, Tonina Monument 106 portrays a very similar Witz head with three oval stones in its mouth (fig. 5.10e), probably the very same Structure E5-5 shrine (Taube 1998, p. 438). As far as I am aware, the placement of an actual hearthstone in the mouth of the Tonina shrine is unique. For most Classic Maya temples, this hearth probably would be a stone or ceramic censer, and as I have stated, “incense burners are the kitchen hearths for the gods and ancestors” (Taube 1998, p. 446).

For Classic-period Seibal, the supreme title for rulers could be paraphrased as the “sacred king of the hearthstones,” the same three-stone sign found in inscriptions describing the mythic event of 3114 B.C. (fig. 5.10c). One of the most striking temples at this site is Structure A-3, a Late Classic radial pyramid with four stairways, each with a stela and an altar at it base (see Smith 1982, pp. 12–19; Schele and Mathews 1998, pp. 179–82). In addition, a fifth stela occupies the center of the temple superstructure, creating a cosmic plan of the four directions and world center. Buried below this central stela was a cache of three jade boulders, clearly
relating to the three hearthstones denoting the royal title of Seibal (see Smith 1982, figs. 18a, 187; Schele and Mathews 1998, p. 182; Taube 1998, p. 441). Another royal title pertaining to the three hearthstones appears on a Late Classic Maya vase featuring a supine jaguar floating or swimming in water (fig. 5.10f). The accompanying text states that he is the way, or spirit co-essence of the yoket ajaw, or “hearthstone king.” His stomach spots form the house cosmogram, with four at the corners framing three smaller ones in the center (fig. 5.10g). As a terrestrial creature floating on water, this jaguar may allude to the earth itself, and the splayed position of the limbs recalls both Maya portrayals of the cosmic crocodile as well as the aforementioned Aztec Tlaltecuhltli.

In his study concerning glyphic texts pertaining to ancient Maya monumental architecture, David Stuart (1998) identified a number of verbs pertaining to temple dedication. One of these Stuart deciphered as och k’ak’ or “fire enters,” whereas another is based on the aforementioned K’in marked censer bowl emitting fire scrolls (fig. 5.8a–b). Stuart (ibid., pp. 394–95) relates these explicit fire references to house dedication rituals among contemporary Maya peoples, including the Tzotzil, Ch’ol, and Yukatek Maya. Evon Vogt (1976, p. 52) provides a detailed description of such a ceremony among the Tzotzil of Zinacantan:

An assistant then hangs a rope from the peak of the house, the end of which marks the center of the floor, where a hole is subsequently dug. A number of roosters and hens corresponding to the number and sex of the family members are hung by their feet from the end of the rope, with the heads concealed inside the hole. With the exception of one black rooster saved for burial in the center hole, their heads are cut off with a knife and the blood is allowed to drain in the hole … their heads and feathers are buried with the blood as an offering to the Earth Lord. The shaman then censes the remaining black rooster …. He then buries the entire bird in the center of the “grave”….

The nearby Tzeltal perform a very similar house dedication, beginning with setting up and firing the household hearth: “The three hearthstones (yoket) are brought in and placed and a fire is started.” The ritual culminates in the sacrifice of a rooster suspended from the ceiling above the central hearth and parts of its body offered to the four corners of the structure:

It is hung feet down from the center of the house until dead. In each corner of the house, a portion of the chicken is buried as an offering to the plants whose materials were used in construction, requesting that these plants do no harm to those who reside in the new house. (Berlin, Breedlove, and Raven 1974, p. 150)

This offering recalls the aforementioned early colonial Aztec dedication of the offering of “stones of good color” to the house center and corners, as well as the ritual killing of a chicken. In addition, Stuart (1998, pp. 393–94) cites similar ceremonies for Aztec temple and house dedications as well as among the contemporary Nahua of Veracruz.

**Temples as Mountains**

In this study of ancient Maya temple imagery and symbolism, I frequently mention mountains, including their appearance on corners of buildings as well as their central facades. Based on his ethnographic fieldwork in highland Chiapas, Evon Vogt (1969, pp. 595–96)
suggested that lacking major mountains, the ancient lowland Maya created pyramids as symbolic mountains with their dark interiors being symbolic caves:

there appears to be a significant conceptual parallel between the sacred mountains ... with their caves on their sides ... in highland Maya communities such as Zinacantan, on the one hand, and the steep-sided pyramids with their corbeled vault passageways in lowland Maya sites, on the other.

In a major work devoted to ancient Maya cave symbolism, Andrea Stone (1995, p. 35) subsequently argued that masonry temple interiors are indeed symbolic caves. In support, Stone illustrated a Late Classic vase portraying the rain god Chahk seated in an explicit mountain cave that is also his divine palace, or temple, much like ancient Maya renderings of such structures (fig. 5.11c). Located in the northern Peten of Guatemala, La Pailita Cave contained a large, stucco-covered image of Chahk seated as if he were on a throne, clearly denoting the cave as a shrine or temple (see Graham 1997). The sculptural style and associated ceramic sherds suggest that this Chahk was fashioned in the second or third century A.D. For the aforementioned Vase of the Seven Gods, God L sits in a clear merging of mountain and temple, having a thatched temple roof supported by a mountain of superimposed Witz heads (Coe 1973, p. 109). As in the case of the Chahk temple cave scene, this building profile resembles an inverted “L” and is notably similar to not only Maya portrayals of temples, but also the central Mexican day sign Calli, which, as has been mentioned, is also a temple (fig. 5.1e).

In the Maya area, the merging of temple chamber and cave is of great antiquity and appears in the North Wall mural from the Late Preclassic site of San Bartolo, located in the northern Peten of Guatemala (Saturno, Taube, and Stuart 2005, pp. 14–18, fig. 12a). Dating to the first century B.C., the scene features a zoomorphic mountain bearing an ancient and bent tree, flowering plants, and wild beasts (fig. 5.11b). The mountain’s undulating canine is clearly a stalactite, thereby denoting caves as fanged mouths of stony mountains with their teeth as speleothems (ibid., p. 14). The mountain exhales a massive plumed serpent, a widespread symbol of breath and wind in ancient Mesoamerica (Taube 2001, 2003b; Saturno, Taube, and Stuart 2005). Along with bearing the maize god and other figures, it carries a yellow flower on its back and breathes two more from its snout, a theme discussed below. The scene probably constitutes a version of the emergence myth of Mesoamerica and the American Southwest, here with the maize god and humans conveying food and water out of the ancestral cave of origin (Saturno, Taube, and Stuart 2005).

Aside from the San Bartolo mural, the roughly contemporaneous Takalik Abaj Monument 15 from the south coastal region of Guatemala portrays a sacred mountain containing a human figure in its fanged open maw, in other words, a cave chamber (see Schieber de Lavarreda and Orrego Corzo 2010, fig. 8.3a). Although damaged, the back of this freestanding monument appears to depict a feline and a serpent atop the mountain, immediately recalling the San Bartolo scene. The massive Monument 2 from nearby Izapa, Chiapas, constitutes another Late Preclassic example of a figure in a mountain cave (fig. 5.12a). The maw contains not only a human figure but also jaguars and a pair undulating floral elements at the sides. Although the latter could be vines, they probably are serpents with blossoms on their backs. Although heavily eroded, the upper part of these elements strongly resembles early Maya renderings of serpent heads (fig. 5.12b–c). If indeed floral snakes, they would be entirely comparable to the example emerging from Flower Mountain at San Bartolo (fig. 5.11b).
Monument 2 stands in front of Mound 30i of Izapa Group B, suggesting that it denotes the symbolic cave interior of the earthen platform (see Lowe, Lee, and Martinez Espinosa 1982, pp. 196–99, figs. 9.1, 9.15, 9.17). A similar and probably still earlier sculpture at Tiltepec, Chiapas, constitutes an exceptionally early form of the Witz creature, again containing a human figure in its widely open mouth (fig. 5.12d). The curving back and very narrow base suggest that it also was placed against a mound rather than being a freestanding stela, in other words, a mountain offering symbolic access to the interior of a temple mound. Although it may seem unusual to have stone monuments against pyramids, a basic fact for coastal Chiapas and Guatemala is that alluvial cobbles constitute the sole source of stone construction, with no readily available limestone or sandstone for ashlar masonry blocks or even lime plaster. For that reason, masonry temple superstructures do not exist, meaning that any monumental allusion to a cave would be better put at the lower slope of a platform rather than above in a temple superstructure of wood and thatch. Considering the impressive size of the Izapa and Tiltepec carvings, they probably were the symbolic stony cave “temples” of earthen mounds. It could well be that the aforementioned Witz mountain facade at Tonina and the many other projecting stairway blocks of Classic-period basal platforms relate to this early southern piedmont tradition (see fig. 5.10d).

The cave maw temple theme of the Maya occurs still earlier with the Middle Formative Olmec (900–500 B.C.). Situated in highland Morelos, Mexico, the site of Chalcatzingo has a mountain on its east side portraying finely carved petroglyphs rendered in Olmec style, as one would find at the contemporaneous site of La Venta, Tabasco, in the southern Gulf Coast region. For Chalcatzingo Monument 1, a skirted woman sits in a zoomorphic cave maw rendered in profile, with elaborate breath scrolls emanating from its mouth (fig. 5.13a). On the opposite north side of the same mountain face, there is Chalcatzingo Monument 13, which features another mountain cave occupied by a deity that I consider as a foliated or growing aspect of the Olmec maize god, identified by the back-curving cranial foliage resembling a hammer claw (fig. 5.13b; see Taube 2004b, pp. 94–99). An adjacent fragment of this monument demonstrates that it also had the elaborate breath volutes found with Monument 1 (fig. 5.13b). The mouths of these Chalcatzingo creatures are halved quatrefoil cave signs, and a third example from the same site portrays this zoomorphic mountain facing frontally with its mouth not only as a full quatrefoil but also as an obvious entrance to an actual chamber (fig. 5.13c). As in the case of the later Izapa and Tiltepec monuments, it probably was placed against a platform, the interior temple chamber constituting the symbolic cave of a humanly constructed hill.

For all three Chalcatzingo monuments, flowering plants emerge from the corners of the quatrefoil mouths and thus probably constitute early versions of Flower Mountain. Roughly some five hundred years later, there is the exceptional Maya example from the North Wall mural at San Bartolo (fig. 5.11b). Portrayals of Flower Mountain are widespread in Classic Maya art, including the previously discussed Early Classic Death Vase and the Becan stucco facade, both also portraying the maize god as a central figure (figs. 5.6a, d, 5.13). The cave maw can exhal[e] a pair of serpents from corners of the mouth when viewed frontally or as a single serpent when Flower Mountain is portrayed in profile (figs. 5.11c, 5.14a–b). The probable floral serpents flanking the maw of Izapa Monument 2 may well be breath emanations from the cave chamber (fig. 5.12a).

Although masonry temple chambers are not a Maya southern piedmont tradition, this is by no means the case where quarried stone was readily available, including Copan as
well as the Maya lowlands to the north, recalling Evon Vogt’s suggestion that lowland Maya pyramids and temples replicate natural features of the Maya highlands to the south. Dedicated in A.D. 715, Copan Temple 22 has stacked Witz heads at its four corners and a central doorway explicitly portrayed as a massive fanged maw. In a recent study devoted to this temple, Jennifer von Schwerin (2011, p. 283) notes that it concerns “the creation of maize and the emergence of humanity from Flower Mountain.” According to von Schwerin (ibid., p. 281), “The structure’s facades represented a fertile mountain, with flowers, maize and flowing water.” In support of the Flower Mountain interpretation, von Schwerin (ibid., figs. 14, 17d) identifies a series of sculptural motifs roughly a meter high as flowers, which may have topped the first-story cornice. Moreover, she notes that on this first level there were twenty maize gods emerging from Witz heads with blossoms on their brows, in other words, Flower Mountain (ibid., p. 283, figs. 2, 12).

The sides of the fanged doorway maw have a pair of elements resembling beaded streams of falling water (see von Schwerin 2011, fig. 15). However, rather than being fluid, these devices probably denote the moist breath of the mountain cave. The bicephalic jade serpent on the Tablet of the Temple of the Cross exhales similar beaded forms from its nostrils (fig. 5.8e). Dating roughly a hundred years after Copan Temple 22, temple doorways as zoomorphic maws are widespread in the northwestern Maya lowlands, especially with Rio Bec and Chenes architecture in the states of Campeche and Yucatán. In many cases, breath scrolls emerge from the corners of the mouth (see fig. 5.15c). According to Baudez (1999), the long-snouted zoomorphic masks on Rio Bec, Chenes, and Puuc facades are representations of the “Cauac Monster,” the same being that Stuart (1987, pp. 17–18) epigraphically identified as the zoomorphic Witz head. For Rio Bec and Chenes architecture, the fanged doorway is composed of a principal frontal head with flanking profile ones below, creating a form resembling an inverted “T,” with a lower jaw often projecting out horizontally as the low platform for entry (fig. 5.15c). However, although an architectural necessity to physically walk into the building, the lower jaw conceptually forms the lower extension of the T-shaped doorway, thereby creating the quatrefoil cave motif found far earlier at Chalcatzingo.

Many Classic Maya “Witz Monsters” have a prominent blossom in the center of the brow, denoting them as Flower Mountain (fig. 5.14; Taube 2004a; Saturno, Taube, and Stuart 2005). Similarly, for both the Puuc region and Chichen Itza, the many Witz temple facades are actually Flower Mountain, again with one or more blossoms on the forehead (fig. 5.15a–c, e; Taube 2004a, pp. 85–86). Michael Coe (2005, pp. 172–73) notes that the Chenes-style stucco facade at Ek’ Bahlam, Yucatán, is Flower Mountain, in this case with many round blossoms on the brow and cheeks and breath scrolls emerging from the corners of the mouth (see Vargas de la Peña and Castillo Borges 2001, pl. 14). The interior of this structure contained a royal tomb with a vault capstone depicting the deceased king as the maize god, again linking this being of life and resurrection to Flower Mountain (see ibid., pl. 18). In the Chenes area proper, temple doorways at El Tabasqueño, Hochob, and Manos Rojas display prominent flowers on the brow of the upper, frontally facing Witz head to identify it as Flower Mountain (fig. 5.14a–c; for Manos Rojas, see Gendrop 1983, fig. 76).

For all three Chenes sites, the mountains also have feather-crested serpents running across their brows (see fig. 5.15a–c). While the central Mexican feathered serpent tends to be a rattlesnake with quetzal plumes covering its entire body, the ancient Maya preferred to depict it as a snake with simply feathers on its brow, much like the crest of the male quetzal (fig. 5.15a–d; see Taube 2010a, figs. 24c–h, 25). As in central Mexico, the Maya plumed serpent
embodies the living force of breath and wind. Thus, whereas Witz Monster facades in the Yucatan typically have breath scrolls emerging from the corners of the mouth, the doorway at Hochob has feather-crested serpents with floral tails instead, although breath scrolls also emerge from their mouths (fig. 5.15d). Although in profile, the earlier plumed serpent emerging out of Flower Mountain at San Bartolo maw could translate into two serpents exiting the corners of the mouth if viewed frontally, as has been discussed for the breath elements on Witz facades in Yucatan as well as Early Classic Maya examples of zoomorphic mountains exhaling pairs of serpents (figs. 5.10d–e, 5.11b; see Taube 2004a; Saturno, Taube, and Stuart 2005, figs. 13a, 16c). The celebrated and roughly coeval EVII-sub pyramid at Uaxactun had plumed serpent balustrades on all four sides with their upturned throats displaying rows of feathers, much like the feathered-serpent scene at San Bartolo (ibid., fig. 17b). These sculptures constitute early forms of the later plumed serpent balustrades known from central Mexico and Postclassic Yucatan, including the famed northern stairway of the Castillo at Chichen Itza. Rather than being mere Architectural ornaments, these beings serve as symbolic roads or vehicles for celebrants ascending or descending sacred architecture (Taube 2002).

Conclusions

Ancient Maya temples incorporated cosmic symbolism in terms of the four directions and world center, with the corners of both buildings and the periphery of the cosmos represented by such metaphors as standing old men, mountains, house posts, world trees, and precious stones, many of these themes overlapping in both subtle and jarring ways. But what does it all mean? Clearly enough, as in the case of contemporary Maya houses, ancient temples were replications and encapsulations of the world, or, as Stacy Schaefer (1996) noted in her excellent study of Huichol temples, the “cosmos contained.” However, with the four directions — whether cardinal or intercardinal — temples frame the central world axis, the “pivot of the four quarters,” linking the entire horizontal plane to the bright sky above and the dark realm below. A symbolic hearth commonly denotes this central place, often represented by the three hearthstones or a sacrificial censer. This central, fiery place probably symbolizes not only the heart of the structure but also the source of its breath as rising clouds of smoke. At times, a world tree grows from the censer, again denoting it as the pivotal axis mundi. As themes related to world creation, many aspects of temple symbolism embody concepts of antiquity, such as ancient world trees, aged men as sky supporters and great mountains, in other words, “as old as the hills.” Indeed, the monumental scale of temple pyramids denotes permanence, with many of these in continued use for hundreds of years. However, although ancient, such thematic motifs as growing trees, old but still powerful world-sustaining gods, and breathing cave doorways exhaling breath scrolls and serpents also denote Maya temples as living entities providing a vital link between humans and the numinous realm of gods and ancestors.
Figure 5.1. Maya glyphs and related imagery pertaining to Mesomerican temples (aside from f, all drawings by author): (a) Early Classic yotot glyph of house or temple, detail of carved vessel from Tikal (after Culbert 1993, fig. 108d); (b) Late Classic yotot glyph, Palace Tablet, Palenque; (c) Late Classic glyph of temple possibly read as wih teh nah, Copan Altar Q; (d) Late Classic text referring to a temple as the sak xok nah, detail of painted capstone, Ek’ Balam; (e) Late Postclassic highland Mexican day name House, or Calli, as temple in profile, Codex Borgia p. 19; (f) stone temple model with text labeling it as uwaybil k’uh, Late Classic Copan (drawing courtesy of Stephen Houston, from Houston 1998, fig. 17)
Figure 5.2. The aged Maya deity, God N, in temple architecture (drawings by author): (a) Late Classic portrayal of God N figures serving as corner supports for temple, detail of Late Classic altar, from La Corona, Guatemala (from Taube 1994b, fig. 1a); (b) God N as capital of column, Chichen Itza, Yucatan (after Seler 1902–1923, vol. 5, p. 301); (c) detail of four God N figures emerging out of cleft mountains on cylindrical column, Northwest Colonnade, Chichen Itza (from Taube 1994b, fig. 2a); (d) head of massive God N sculpture from northeast corner of Temple 11, Copan; (e) God N figure with mountain Witz head as his back, inner doorway of Copan Temple 22.
Figure 5.3. Classic Maya four-sided vessel as a temple palace: (a) Late Classic Maya graffito portraying three temples, Comalcalco (drawing courtesy of Stephen Houston); (b) Late Classic Maya vase with maize god enthroned in palace with the lid as the roof (drawing by author after Coe 1973, pp. 140–41); (c) detail of lid of b portraying supernatural bird on roof (drawing by author)
Figure 5.4. Late Classic Maya cache vessels as trees and houses: (a) Cylindrical cache vessel with cacao pods and blossom topping lid, Copan (drawing by author after Stromsvik 1941, fig. 20c); (b) Four-sided Copan cache vessel as structure with cacao pods and blossom on lid (drawing by author after McNeil, Hurst, and Sharer 2006, fig. 11.10); (c) Cache vessel as a house with painted doorway, Guaytan (drawing by Stephen Houston, from Houston 1998, fig. 14)
Figure 5.5. Early Classic cache vessels from the Escuintla region of southern Guatemala (drawings by author): (a) Cache vessel with cacao pods on sides and directional jade earspools on lid (after Sotheby’s 1984, no. 183); (b) interior of vessel a portraying supine human figure (after Sotheby’s 1984, no. 183); (c) cache vessel with spines of ceiba tree and interior portraying supine and apparently sacrificed female figure (after photograph by author)
Figure 5.6. Early Classic imagery pertaining to music and maize god: (a) Maize god in contortionist position as world tree supporting serpents and flanked by zoomorphic mountains; note diagonal pair of gourd rattles on right side of headdress (drawing by author after Campaña Valenzuela 2005, p. 50); (b) Early Classic deity shaking pair of rattles, detail of incised ceramic vessel (drawing by author after Hellmuth 1988, fig. 4.2); (c) Maya maize god in contortionist position with pair of rattles between legs, detail of same vessel as b (drawing by author after Hellmuth 1988, fig. 4.2); (d) detail of Early Classic incised vessel with central figure as the maize god in contortionist position as a cacao tree backed by a stepped pyramid and a floral mountain (detail of drawing courtesy of Stephen Houston after Kerr and Kerr 2000, p. 972)
Figure 5.7. The Early Classic Rosalila Temple at Copan, Honduras
(drawing by author after Barbara Fash)
Figure 5.8. Classic Maya fire offerings, censers, and world trees: (a) Maya dedicatory verb, *och k’ak’*, or “fire enters” (drawing by author after Stuart 1998, fig. 8b); (b) Maya glyph read as *e’el nah*, or “house burning,” detail of text from (drawing by author after Stuart 1998, fig. 11a); (c) Late Classic zoomorphic censer with solar K’in sign on brow (from Taube 1994a, fig. 8e); (d) censer with world tree above quatrefoil cave, detail of Late Classic vase (drawing by author after Coe 1978, no. 16); (e) world tree emerging from zoomorphic censer, detail of Tablet of the Temple of the Cross, Palenque (drawing by author); (f) world tree and ruler K’ínich Janaab Pakal atop censer, detail of Sarcophagus Lid from the Temple of the Cross, Palenque (drawing courtesy of Simon Martin from Martin 2006, fig. 8.5a)
Figure 5.9. Roof crest facades from the Temple of the Sun, Palenque: (a) Intact portion of world bearer and solar disk from northern side of the eastern facade; note remains of centipede heads on upper portion of solar disk (drawing by author after Robertson 1991, fig. 140); (b) solar disk with four centipede heads, House A of Palenque Palace (drawing by author after Maudslay 1889–1902, vol. 4, pl. 6); (c) early rendering by Jean-Frédéric Waldeck of east facade of the Temple of the Sun roof crest (detail after Baudez 1993, pl. 25); (d) portrayal of west facade by Jean-Frédéric Waldeck (detail after Baudez 1993, pl. 26)
Figure 5.10. Hearthstone symbolism in Classic Maya epigraphy and art: (a) Glyph referring to the first (or green) hearthstone place concerning the beginning of the Bak’tun cycle beginning in 3114 B.C., Quirigua Stela C (from Taube 1988, fig. 3a); (b) hearthstones with fire sign, Tonina (from Taube 1988, fig. 3d); (c) emblem glyph for Seibal (from Taube 1988, fig. 3b); (d) Early Classic stairway shrine as Witz head with two hearthstones portrayed at base of stucco facade and actual stone in the interior maw, Structure E5-5, Tonina (from Taube 1988, fig. 4b); (e) Early Classic Witz head with three stone in mouth, compare pair of exhaled serpents to the examples appearing on the adjacent shrine of Structure E5-5, detail of Monument 106, Tonina (from Taube 1988, fig. 4c); (f) water jaguar described as the way spirit of the “hearthstone lord,” detail of Late Classic vase (after Houston and Stuart 1989, fig. 3); (g) detail of central belly spotting on water jaguar.
Figure 5.11. Temples and caves in ancient Maya art: (a) Late Classic portrayal of temple in profile with roof and stepped platform, detail of Late Classic Maya vase (drawing by author after Kerr 1992, p. 443); (b) Late Preclassic Flower Mountain and cave resembling inverted “L,” detail of North Wall mural, San Bartolo (detail of drawing by Heather Hurst, from Saturno, Taube, and Stuart 2005, fig. 5); (c) Chahk seated in cave temple, detail of Late Classic vase (drawing by author after Coe 1978, no. 11)
Figure 5.12. Preclassic imagery pertaining to mountains and caves (drawings by author): (a) Human figure seated in zoomorphic mountain cave flanked by felines and probable floral symbolism, Izapa Monument (drawing by Ayax Moreno, courtesy of the New World Archaeological Foundation); (b) Late Preclassic coral snake from West Wall mural, San Bartolo (after Taube et al. 2008, fig. 54a); (c) Late Preclassic mural fragment with serpent and flowers, Naranjo, Guatemala (drawing by author after Anonymous 2008); (d) stone monument with figure in cave maw, Tiltepec, Chiapas
Figure 5.13. Middle Formative Olmec cave iconography at Chalcatzingo, Morelos (drawings by author): (a) Woman seated in zoomorphic cave exhaling elaborate breath scrolls (from Taube 2010b, fig. 5.5c); (b) probable form of Olmec maize god in zoomorphic cave with breath scroll fragment (after Angulo 1987, fig. 10.12); (c) frontal view of Chalcatzingo cave as quatrefoil with passageway through mouth (from Taube 2010b, fig. 5.5b)
Figure 5.14. Classic Maya portrayals of Flower Mountain (all drawings by author): (a) Flower Mountain exhaling serpent with sun god in its maw, detail of Early Classic vase from Kaminaljuyu, Guatemala (from Taube 2004a, fig. 10d); (b) Early Classic Flower Mountain with large blossom on brow, note snakes exhaled from corners of mouth, Structure 5D-33-2nd, Tikal (from Taube 2004a, fig. 12b); (c) Flower Mountain with large cave maw, detail of Late Classic vase (from Taube 2004a, fig. 12d)
Figure 5.15. Flower Mountain iconography appearing in temple architecture from the northern Maya lowlands (all drawings by author): (a) Bicephalic plumed serpent with clouds and central blossom on back, El Tabascueño (see c); (b) bicephalic plumed serpent with clouds and blossoms on back, Hochob (after Seler 1916, fig. 20); (c) Flower Mountain facade, El Tabascueño (from Taube 2004a, fig. 13d); (d) plumed serpent with floral tail as breath of temple mountain maw, Hochob (from Taube 2010a, fig. 25c); (e) Puuc-style portrayal of Flower Mountain with blossom on brow, Osario platform, Chichen Itza (from Taube 2004a, fig. 14c)
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SEEDS AND MOUNTAINS:
THE COSMOGONY OF TEMPLES IN SOUTH ASIA

Michael W. Meister, University of Pennsylvania

In the preface to his volume The Golden Germ: An Introduction to Indian Symbolism, F. D. K. Bosch (1960, p. 9) commented tartly that “the idea of a clear-cut whole is as incompatible with Indian symbolism as, for instance, the idea of a town enclosed within its ramparts is with that of a tropical primeval forest.” Yet, in the body of South Asia’s material remains, this rampart and forest might seem the same. His “golden germ” (the hiranyagarbha) is a widely shared origin myth in South Asia, commonly found in popular texts and imagery — the seed, egg, or womb opening out, like the calyx of the ripe lotus, to support deities or divine emblems (Maxwell 1982; Hayward Gallery 1982). The temple — as does the lotus — stands between water and sky.

This early cosmogony (Muir 1863, pp. 3–53) also referred to a skambha column that levered apart earth and heaven, referenced architecturally as early as the Mauryan-dynasty freestanding pillars of the third century B.C.E. (Irwin 1973, 1974, 1975, 1976) that Coomaraswamy (1931; Meister 1992, pp. xvii–xviii) interpreted as scepters with insignia, their capitals in the form of a “ripe lotus” much more naturalistically represented bearing elephants or nature spirits on the railings of the Buddhist stūpa at Bharhut, around 100 B.C.E. (fig. 6.1).

John Irwin (1973, 1974, 1975, 1976) less felicitously later described these capitals as “dying” lotuses, allying them with an Indian “water cosmology” (Coomaraswamy 1993) still referenced in popular imagery today.

Atharva-veda

Stella Kramrisch (1981, pp. 89–97) many years ago pointed to a “construction” within the cosmological speculation contained in the Atharva-veda (book 15) that, to her, foreshadowed the form of the Hindu temple a millennium and a half later. As she (1983, pp. 89–97, passim) described,

1 An influential early translation can be found in Muir (1863, p. 18): AV 10.8.35: “Skambha established both these [worlds] the earth and sky, Skambha established the wide atmosphere, Skambha established the six wide regions, Skambha pervaded this entire universe ...”; 41: “He who knows the golden reed standing in the water, is the mysterious Prajāpati”; see also Meister 2007.

2 Griffith 1895–1896, vol. 2. AV 15.1.1: “The hyperbolic glorification of the Vṛātya or Aryan Non-conformist”; AV 15.3.1–10: “For a whole year he stood erect. The Gods said unto him, Why standest thou, O Vṛātya? He answered and said, Let them bring my couch. They brought the couch for that Vṛātya. / Two of its feet were Summer and Spring, and two were Autumn and the Rains. / Brihat and Rathantara were the two long boards, Yajnāyajniya and Vāmadevya the two cross-boards. / Holy verses were the strings lengthwise, and Yajus formulas the cross-tapes. / Sacred lore was the blanket, Devotion the
The creation of the Sole Vrātya who is Mahādeva and the transfiguration of the Vrātya has three phases: the birth of a god, the vision of that god, and the building of his monument. The sole Vrātya incorporates into his presence the four directions of the extended universe. Time accompanied him on his way. The sole Vrātya is a choreographed monument of deity built up by the words of hymns. The sole Vratya now arises as the lord of the space-time universe, himself the central pillar of a four-sided pyramid.

Amala Fruit

The purpose of this paper is to question and problematize South Asia’s material remains. By the first century B.C.E., in both Buddhist caves and Brahmanical columns, the lotus had been joined (and was later replaced) by the seed of the amala fruit (emblic myrobalan or Indian gooseberry) (fig. 6.2) continuing in the fifth century C.E. into the Gupta period as an emblem of cosmic parturition (fig. 6.3, right).

The āmala[k]ī fruit, and its tree, however, was known and valued much earlier in Ayurvedic texts, such as the Garika Saṁhitā, for its rejuvenative properties: “the physician should consider the pulp (the fruit) of ... āmalaki as ambrosia” (Sharma 1976–2001, vol. 1, p. 14). This provided ground for a legend of King Aśoka’s last gift (before his death) of half an āmala, then made into a tonic and distributed to the whole of the Buddhist community (Strong 1983, pp. 286–92).3

Āmalakas were used to crown stone temples in the fifth century C.E. and later (Bhattacharyya 1963, p. 267);4 and named by the Chinese pilgrim Xuanzang (1906) in the seventh century as crown for an “Āmalaka stūpa,” the Bodh Gaya temple, and a shrine in honor of Aśoka’s last gift.

Conceptually rising from the sanctum’s center, through the sheath of the tower, above the upper vedi (uttaravedī “sky-altar”), a column held the āmalaka, as the lotus-calyx had once

---

3 Strong 1983, pp. 288–91: “Eventually, all Aśoka had left was a half of a myrobalan (āmalaka) fruit .... ‘This today is my final offering; / my kingship and identity are gone. / Without good health, doctors, or medicinal herbs, / my only recourse is the assembly of noble ones.’ ... Thereupon the myrobalan half was mashed, put in a soup and distributed to the community. ... ‘I gave to the sangha this earth, / with its Mandara mountain, / and its dark blue blouse, the ocean, / and its face adorned with many jewel mines. / May the community enjoy the fruit.’ ... The ministers therefore gave four koṭis of gold pieces ... in order to buy back the earth.”

4 Kramrisch 1946, p. 354: “Amala means without impurity, stainless; thus the name Amala-sīlā ‘pure stone’ was given to it, especially by the Buddhist monks. ... When, however, as generally in the Vāstu-śāstra, Āmalaka begins with a long ‘a’ it is the fruit of the Emblic Myrobalan, whose shape it remotely recalls.”
opened to the sky (fig. 6.4). Development of āmalaka-crowned temples in the fourth–fifth centuries C.E. is one of this paper’s themes. Their significance ties them to themes of this symposium.

Terra-cotta models from the Gandhāra region of Pakistan (Nasim Khan 2009) include domed chapels as well as perforated incense covers with a crowning pot, corner āmalakas on stems, and dormers between. These in function suggest the sheltering cottage roof of a rock-cut caitya cave at Guntupalli several centuries earlier, yet in form are radically different from vihāra chapel models from Gandhāra (fig. 6.5). Yet their perforated form can even suggest the sheltering surround of perforated stūpas on the upper levels of the Buddhist mountain-cosmogram at Borobudur, Java, centuries later (fig. 6.6).

Gupta-period Caves and Mountains

In India, the earliest Gupta-period stone temples cited (Cunningham 1880a) are rock-cut shrines at Udayagiri near Vidisha and Temple 17 at Sanchi in central India from early in the fifth century (fig. 6.7). Temple 1 at Udayagiri was built under an existing rock ledge, Cave 7 carved from a giant boulder, and others cut into the prepared rock face of the ridge. Temple 17, built on the top of the sacred Buddhist hill at Sanchi eight miles away, is, in my terms, a “constructed cave.” The “flat-roofed” temple at Tigawa, probably a half century later, still follows a “flat-roofed” formula.

Of a similar flat-roofed lineage temple constructed under a rock ledge at Badami, Karnataka, Carol Bolon (1979, p. 255) observed, “The overhanging cliff was certainly the inducement for placing the temple here. It acts as a mountain-śikhara for the ‘flat’-roofed temple.” At Bilsar [Bilsad], Uttar Pradesh (Cunningham 1880b, pp. 19–21; Williams 1982, pp. 73–76), however, in the reign of Kumāragupta, small models on uprights of a pratōlī gateway — associated in inscriptions on two freestanding columns dated 415 C.E. with a svarga-sōpāna or “flight of steps [leading] to heaven” (Bhandarkar 1981, p. 269) (fig. 6.13) — represent an altar platform crowned by corner and central āmalaka (fig. 6.8).7

---

5 Dhaky (1974) documents the presence of a “sky linga” above the crowning āmalaka of some temples in the seventh century.

6 This model (IS.244-1960) in the form of a domed chapel was found at Pir Pai along with an āmalaka-crowned lid (Nasim Khan 2009). A similar “grey terracotta cover for an incense burner” in the Victoria and Albert Museum is identified (collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O479639/lid-unknown/) as a gift of M. Longworth Dames (1850–1922), “probably found in Banu District, Punjab” [Banu was founded in 1862; the NWFP district in 1901], and dated fifth–seventh century. “At the top is an upward-pointing aperture; three arched apertures are arranged around the lower part of the cover, with 3 birds supporting an ‘amalaka’-shaped form at the top.”

7 Fleet 1888, pp. 44–45: “(L. 7.) — at this temple of the divine (god) Svāmi-Mahāśēna, whose wondrous form is covered over with the accumulation of the lustre of the three worlds; who is the god Brahman-ya; (and) who resides at ... ... —this great work has been accomplished by Dhruvasharman, who follows the path of the customs of the Krita age, and of the true religion, (and) who is honoured by the assembly ... ... (L. 10.) — Having made a gateway, charming, (and) ... ... the abode of saints, (and) having the form of a staircase leading to heaven, (and) resembling a (pearl)-necklace of the kind called kaubērachchhana, (and) white with the radiance of pieces of crystalline gems; — (and having made), in a very proper manner, a [religious] almshouse (?), the abode of those who are eminent in respect of virtuous qualities; resembling in form the top part of a temple; — he, the virtuous-minded one, roams in a charming manner among the items of religious merit (that he has thus accumulated)...."
Even though these early chapels — freestanding or “rock cut” — seem not to have had constructed towers (Cunningham 1880a),8 inscriptions early in the Gupta period compare their effect to “the lofty peak of the mountain Kailāsa”9 and “as lofty as the peak of a hill and bearing the luster of the moon.”10 The important Gupta site of Udayagiri, Madhya Pradesh, paired such rock-carved and constructed cells with reliefs of Vishnu sleeping the cosmos into existence and Varaha, his boar incarnation, lifting the earth up from the cosmic ocean (Willis 2009). In the sixth century, the Vaishnava “Gupta” Temple at Deogarh, Uttar Pradesh, narratively adorned its walls with reliefs of Vishnu saving an earthly king from a flood, Man and God-man (Vishnu and a sage — Nara-Narāyana) discoursing in the Himalayas, and cosmic Vishnu awaking from his sleep on the cosmic ocean to a new day of creation (Lubotsky 1996).

**Early Āmalaka Temples**

Imminent parturition may also have been the symbolism of loose structural āmalakas early in the fifth century used as part of the construction of a temple in the Mukandara pass, Rajasthan (Meister 1981), with leaves elegantly carved within their bi-curved cusps (fig. 6.9, upper left). Surviving architectural pieces — a dormer fronton with musician and its backing, cornices, and a socketed crowning slab — suggest a superstructure with roll-cornice stories and corner and crowning āmalakas (fig. 6.9). The proliferation of foliage on this temple’s architectural elements reinforces the perception of parturition, reflected also by the multiplying āmalakas of its superstructure.

Bilsar’s “altar platform” can provide a mountain-like model for small “āmalaka” temples — the sign becoming its semantic substance — but is not yet a temple śikhara. Shrine-models on the sanctum doorframe of the early sixth-century “Gupta” temple at Deogarh offer possible models for an earlier shrine such as Temple 17 at Sanchi (fig. 6.10), and they stand in sequence with more nearly integrated “latina” shrine-models placed on the walls of Temple D at Bilot, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Pakistan, late in the sixth century (fig. 6.11, top right) (Meister 2010a, pp. 18–20; 2011). Reconstructed from fragmentary remains, Deogarh and Bilot’s śikharas provide new evidence for fundamentals of the Nāgara temple marked by crowning

---

8 Of Sanchi’s Temple 17, Alexander Cunningham (1880a, pp. 60–62) wrote, “The flat roof, the square form, and the stern simplicity of this structural temple, all point to the rock-hewn cave as its prototype.” For “Gupta-style” he proposed six characteristic features: flat-roofs, “T”-shaped doorframes, river goddesses marking the entrance, continuation of the portico’s architrave as a molding around the temple, pillar capitals with addorsed lions, and “bosses of a peculiar form, like beehives with short side horns.”

9 Fleet 1888, pp. 76–78. “Gangdhār Stone Inscription of Vishvavarman (423–424 CE);” “(L. 22.) — He who has adorned (this) city on the banks of the Gārgārā with irrigation wells, tanks, and temples and halls of the gods, drinking-wells, and pleasure-gardens of various kinds, and causeways, and long pools, just as if (he were adorning his own) beloved wife with different sorts of ornaments; … (L. 28.) — He, the illustrious Mayūrākṣhaka, — who is sprung from a family possessed of wisdom and prowess; whose heroism is renowned in every region; who holds himself under control; (and) who has accomplished, in his son Vīshṇubhata and also Haribhata, the duty of (continuing his) lineage, — caused to be built by his sons, the favourites of great good fortune, this shrine of the divine (god) Vīshnu, which blocks up the path of sin —, seeing the aspect of which, resembling the lofty peak of (the mountain) Kailāsa, the Vidyādhāras, accompanied by their mistresses, come and gaze into it with happy faces that are like waterlilies, as if it were the very lustrous surface of a mirror …” (emphasis added).

10 Bhandarkar 1981, pp. 276–79, “Inscription of Kumāragupta I: The Year 116 [436 CE]”: “… a settlement of merchants … of the dignified name of Śrīdēva …. (Line 6), who constructed (a shrine of) the god (Pinākin), as lofty as the peak of a hill and bearing the lustre of the moon” (emphasis added).
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and corner āmalaka — both as precursors for Temple A at Kāfirkot (Meister 2010b, pp. 17–18) and a distant antecedent of the profligate “āmalaka”-bearing ṣekhari temples in North India of the tenth century and later (Hardy 2002).

For this architectural evolution, the emblematic amala fruit — like the stone āmalaka recently found buried at the Shahi site of Gumbatuna, Talash, Dir (fig. 6.12, bottom) (Meister 2010a) — provided the essential “seed,” the luminous, pure source pouring radiance down the mountainous śikhara of the evolving temple. To quote the Mandasor inscription of 529 C.E. (Basham 1983), recording the replacement of a structure built earlier in the fifth century, “(The temple) which has broad and lofty towers and thus resembles a mountain, is pale-red like the mass of the rays of the moon just risen ... charming to the eye ..., the lovely crest jewel of the western ward (of the town)” (Bhandarkar 1981, p. 330).11

Mandasor: Architecture and Poetry

It is important to note that this Mandasor inscription is not, as Fleet (1888) and Bhandarkar (1981) treat it, an imperial Gupta inscription, despite its mention of Kumaragupta I, nor is the date suggested for the foundation of the silk-weavers’ Sun temple (Kṛta 493 = 437–438 C.E.) that of the inscription itself, which records the temple’s reconstruction in Kṛta Era 579 = 473–474 C.E.12 Basham (1983, pp. 93–94) refers to the block of stone on which this inscription is written as “perhaps the finest relic of the Gupta age” but the inscription’s author as a “hack poet ... not a great poet — he used all the stock epithets and similes of the poetry of his time.” The inscription is “one of the major sources for the social history of the period, and one of the main pieces of evidence for its high culture and urbanity,” but “Our translation is rather free, for a close translation of Sanskrit poetry is impossible without sacrificing every bit of the poetic feeling of the original”: “The silk weavers ... with hoarded wealth had this incomparably noble temple made for the god with the burning rays” (ibid., p. 101).

Among translators of this inscription, Basham (1983, pp. 102–03) as a historian is perhaps the most sensitive to the chronological shift from the temple’s construction to its commemoration: “The size of the original temple is not known, and it may have been comparatively modest, despite the hyperbole of the description .... This is not the end of the inscription, which commemorates not only the building of the temple, but also events which took place 37 years later”:

37. This house of the sun has been again repaired ... made altogether most noble ....
38. It is very high and white, as though touching the sky with its lovely pinnacles, a resting place for the first clear rays of the rising moon and sun.

---

11 Fleet (1888, pp. 84–88) varied this slightly: “(L. 16.) — While he, the noble Bandhuvarman, the best of kings, the strong-shouldered one, was governing this city of Dashapura, which had been brought to a state of great prosperity — a noble (and) unequalled temple of the bright-rayed (Sun), was caused to be built by the silk-cloth weavers, as a guild, with the stores of wealth acquired by (the exercise of their) craft; — (a temple) which, having broad and lofty spires, (and) resembling a mountain, (and) white as the mass of the rays of the risen moon, shines, charming to the eye, having the similarity of (being) the lovely crest-jewel, fixed (in its proper place), of (this) city of the west.”

12 For his analysis of the Kṛta Era, see Bhandarkar 1981, pp. 187–201.
Yet what may the poetry imply? Verse 30 describes the original temple with the phrasing “Vistīrṇṇa-tunga-śikharaṁ śikhari-prakāśam=abhudgat-ēndv-amala-raśmi-kalāpa-gaurāṁ …” — the temple’s spire (śikhara) likened to those of a mountain range (śikhari-prakāśam); verse 38 describes the rebuilt temple with similar phrasing, “very lofty, burnished, as if it were touching the sky with (its) attractive spires” (manōharaiḥ śikharaiḥ), and as having “become the receptacle of spotless rays of the moon and the sun at (their) rise” (amala-mayūkh-āyatana-bhūtain); verse 43 invokes Śiva’s “tawny matted hair covered with the spotless digit of the moon” (amalina-śaśi-lēkhā-daṁthuraṁ) (Bhandarkar 1981, pp. 324–32).

A Tumain inscription, GE 116 = 436 c.e., records a shrine constructed “as lofty as the peak of a hill [giri-śri(śṛṅ)ga-taṅgaṁ] and having the luster of the moon”; yet between Tumain and the founding of the silk-weavers’ temple at Mandasor and Mandasor’s renovation, rhetoric and architecture had evolved. From śṛṅga to śikhara (“horn” to “top-knot”) = tower, the temple became a receptacle for the pure light of the rising moon or sun (tawny, pale red, or white). Amala as an adjective in these inscriptions refers to this purity, but may by this period be entangled with a synecdoche of the temple’s crown — a “receptacle of spotless rays,” āmalakas marking every spire.

Archaeology versus Ideology

And yet temples constructed in the early fifth century have seemed to archaeologists to be only sheds, “flat-roofed” cave-like openings to a sacred world (Meister, Dhaky, and Deva 1988). From the “griddle”-topped natural boulder containing Cave 7, and the rock ledge sheltering Cave 1 at Udayagiri, to Temple 17’s “constructed cave” on Sanchi hill nearby (fig. 6.7), these early Gupta temples need further social context. The temple — formulated in this period to mediate between earth and sky, cosmic waters and ultimate ether — was not a simple machine (Willis 2009).

Even before the reign of the Guptas, small shelters of impermanent materials had been placed on platforms — as at Pawaya (Williams 1982, pp. 18–22) — and then expanded, with societal implications (fig. 6.12, top). No shrine sanctum survives at Pawaya, but the scale of the site, the remains of a torana gateway, and sculptures once crowning freestanding pillars link its political rulers to an Indic framework of cosmic and royal expansion (ibid., pp. 52–55; Garde 1940–1941). Such early shrines were placed in contexts that served more than the ritual needs of the sects that first may have made them. As parts of larger complexes and political agendas, these may provide parallels we can discuss between South Asian temples and Mesopotamia and other parts of the world.

13 Bhandarkar’s shift to “pale red” from Fleet’s “white” may well be based on the actual color of a rising harvest moon. Monier-Williams (1899, p. 81) gives as definitions of amala “spotless, stainless, clean, pure, shining.”

14 Of the preceding Nāgas, Williams (1982, pp. 18–19) wrote, “The chief site where a Nāga style might be expressed is Pawaya, the most established of the dynasty’s centers. No sculpture from here, however, seems to belong to the third or fourth century. Even if some isolated fragments are assigned to this period, their paucity makes it difficult to think of Pawaya as a major artistic center where a new and non-Kushan style was formulated so early. In one way, however, the Hinduism of the Bhāraśiva Nāgas may have borne tangible fruit” referring to the “major architectural remain … a brick pyramid originally of two terraces .... A similar terraced structure supporting a linga of Śiva was constructed at roughly the same time at Ahicchatrā.”
At the site of Bilsar, Uttar Pradesh (Williams 1982, pp. 73–76), two inscriptions dated 415 c.e. on freestanding pillars record (Fleet 1888, pp. 44–45) that, “in the augmenting victorious reign of the Mahārājādhirāja, the glorious Kumāragupta [...] the restorer of the ashvamēdhā-sacrifice, that had been long in abeyance,” a pratolī gate, abode of saints, religious almshouse, and the two columns on which the inscriptions were written were donated in the compound of an existing temple (fig. 6.13) (Bhandarkar 1981, p. 270):

At this temple of Lord Mahāśēna, the divine (one), whose wonderous body is produced out of the mass of the lustre of the three worlds; who is the god Brahmanya; (and) who resides at … this magnificent work has been accomplished by Dhruvaśarman. Having constructed a gateway, charming (to the eye), (containing) abodes of sages, having the appearance of a staircase leading to heaven [emphasis mine], … (and having constructed), in a very proper manner, a (religious) alms-house (?), a structure eminent in qualities, and as beautiful as the best of mansions; — he, of righteous intention, moves about piously among the pious. May Dhruva continue in bliss!

Of how these spaces were integrated or ritually used we have hardly any evidence. Cunningham (1880b, p. 18) suggested in the nineteenth century that a small cubical temple, on the model of Sanchi 17, with a cella and portico, once stood above a flight of stairs west of the surviving gate.15 I might suggest an alternative — a platform more like the āmalaka-marked “altar” represented on the gateway (figs. 6.10, 6.13). If so, like the aśvamedha sacrifice itself — the sacrifice of a horse, whose perambulations for a year before indexically defined the expanding domain of the ruler — it may have represented an earlier ritual.

Through the fifth and sixth centuries, a significant series of such extended sites was created, intended to integrate royal ambitions with earlier cults and communities. At Garhwa [Gaḍhwa] (Williams 1982, pp. 152–55), for example, on the Gangetic plain, parts of a pratolī gateway also remain (fig. 6.14), as well as three inscriptions from Chandragupta and Kumāragupta’s reigns (Bhandarkar 1981, pp. 244–47, 270–71, 293–94) — two dated 406–407 and 416–417 c.e. — that refer to gifts to “a Brāhmaṇa of the township of Sadāsattra” for main-tenance of an almshouse (in a “place of perpetual almshouse[s]”). A gathering of Brāhmaṇas is represented on the toranā crossbeam, to the right of a central image of Viṣṇu Viśvarūpa (multi-formed cosmic progenitor), under worship as if in a shrine (Maxwell 1988, pp. 131–36); solar and lunar images are shown at either extremity, with processions that converge back toward the central Viśvarūpa (Meister, Dhaky, and Deva 1988, p. 32) (fig. 6.14).

Fleet (1888, pp. 268–69) published a fragmentary inscription from Garhwa dated 467–468 c.e. that he thought referred to building of a flat-roofed temple.16 Of this inscription, Bhandarkar (1981, p. 84) only notes, “It is dated Gupta year 148 and records the setting up of an image of Anantasvāmin (Vishṇu) and the endowment of a grant.”

15 Cunningham also commented: “It is somewhat in favour of this view that there is a flight of steps leading upwards from the Toran pillars towards the West.”

16 “Having caused (a temple having) a flat roofs [sic] to be made, for the sake of increasing the religious merit of ... ... (and) having installed the feet of (the god) Anantasvāmin ... ... perfumes, incense, garlands ... ... for the purpose of repairing whatever may be- come ... ... torn, there have been given twelve ... ... belonging to the entrance of ... which belongs to the feet of the divine (god) Chitrakūtāsvāmin.”
A further terraced site, with a torana gateway and inscription dated 520 C.E., is at Nagari near Chittorgarh (Bhandarkar 1920), although the present temple is from a later period. The upper cross-beam of the Nagari gateway had small altar platforms with single amalakas set to either side of phaṁsana-pedimented roofs as part of its architectural representation (Meister 1976) (fig. 6.15).

Architecture’s Semiotic Function

If a stone or rock-cut temple’s sanctum was meant to be an opening in the cosmic strata — what Kramrisch (1983, p. 424) called the “uncreate” — acting as a ‘womb’ or garba-grha (womb-house) for creation, the icon made visible within proliferates into the expanding world. This iconography is made explicit in sculpture (Buddhas, fig. 6.6; Viśvarūpa, fig. 6.14), and equally so in how temple architecture evolved (Meister 1985, 1986) (figs. 6.10–11).

A prototype for architecture’s semiotic function can be found in the third century B.C.E., when the Mauryan royal family had caves excavated from a ridge of rock in wilderness Bihar to shelter Ājīvika ascetics — the Barabar caves, most prominently the Lomas Rśi and Sudāma (Huntington 1974–1975), a sage’s wattle-and-thatch cottage carved to one side in the interior gloom as a lithic emblem of ascetic power (Meister 2003).17 A similar rock-cut cottage was used a century later to shelter a stūpa as caitya in a (Buddhist or Jain) cave at Guntupalle, Andhra Pradesh (Mitra 1971, pp. 44–46) (fig. 6.5, right).

Rock-cut Buddhist cathedral caves (Dehejia 1972) for many centuries after explored stone-carved architecture’s semiotic function, the emblematic stūpa within representing cosmic Buddha, a construction most explicitly expressed in Southeast Asia in the maṇḍala-mountain at Borobudur, around the eighth–ninth centuries (Krom 1927; Dumarçay 1978) (fig. 6.6).

That the Indian temple could actuate the mountain of its earliest metaphors, building up forms and plans to materialize that image over centuries, becomes the detailed history of temple architecture in South Asia — perhaps most exceptionally made manifest in the rock-cut monument at Masrur, Himachal Pradesh, excavated in the seventh century, likely with royal patronage (fig. 6.16) (Meister 2006, 2008, 2009). Location of this complex was conditioned by a perpetual spring to fill the large excavated tank as well as by views of the Himalayan mountain range that the temple mirrored.

Beginning with a rock ridge facing the southern snow-covered Dhauladhar range, the temple’s multiple spires were first carved out, then courts and a compound at a lower level facing the excavated rectangular tank. (The courts are partly filled by rubble from the destruction wreaked by earthquakes, most recently in 1905.18) Conceptually planned with cardinal halls leading to a central sanctum, the core of this temple was dedicated to Shiva, joined by Surya, Brahma, and Vishnu in an outer ring of shrines and entries, embedded in the mass of the temple or separated out (fig. 6.17) (Meister 2008, 2009) — cosmogony producing

---

17 Meister 2003, p. 9: “The form of the hut has taken on a rhetorical use, emerging as a sacred shelter, striated as if straw, polished as if the golden germ of creation itself. The hut has become a sign, indexical of its vernacular source but iconic in its use.” See also Renou 1998.

18 Punjab Government 1926, p. 35, cites document no. 619, dated April 27, 1905, that gives extensive details of a major earthquake affecting this region in that year (Meister 2006, n. 1).
cosmology. As mountain range and palace of Shiva on Mount Kailasa, this temple complex was organized to make cosmic multiplicity and expansion manifest.

The typology of temple-mountain spread with Hinduism to Southeast Asia with cosmic and royal implications intact, the temple remaining both a source and model of the ordered world, most famously at Angkor Wat in Cambodia in the twelfth century, and later in the kingdom of Ayutthya in Thailand — seeds and mountains, the cosmogony of India, infusing and fulfilling temple architecture throughout.
Figure 6.1. (left) Lion pillar, reconstruction of 1862 excavation, Vaishali, Bihar, second century B.C.E. (after Irwin, based on Cunningham 1871, pl. 22); (inset) stūpa decoration, with a ripe lotus supporting an elephant, Bharhut, Madhya Pradesh, ca. 100 B.C.E. (photo by author); (right) lion capital, Besnagar, Madhya Pradesh, first century B.C.E. (American Institute of Indian Studies, Center for Art and Archaeology, Gurgaon)

Figure 6.2. (left) Capital, portico pillar, caitya cave, Bedsa, Maharashtra, first century B.C.E. (photo by author); (center) drawing of makara pillar, Besnagar, Madhya Pradesh (Cunningham 1880a, pl. 14); (right) photomontage of Besnagar pillar capital and makara crown (American Institute of Indian Studies)
Figure 6.3. (left) Interior pillar, Karli, caitya cave, first century C.E. (K. Smith, Fischer Fine Arts Library Image Collection); (center) photomontage of āmalaka fruit (A. Sinha), Besnagar drawing (from fig. 6.2), and lotus (photo by author); (right) iron pillar, Delhi, Qutb Minar, early fifth century C.E. (Meister)

Figure 6.4. (top left) Garuda-Brahma Temple, Alampur, Andhra Pradesh, ca. 696–734 C.E.; (bottom left) Bhimgaja column, Badoh, Madhya Pradesh, 860 C.E.; (right) conceptual sketch of a formative latina Nāgara temple (photos and drawing by author)
Figure 6.5. Gandhara, Pakistan: (left) Incense cover or shrine model, Shahji-ki-Dheri; Pir Pai, (center, two views) terra-cotta votive chapel, fifth century C.E. (after M. Nasim Khan 2009, figs. 18.1–2, 18.7); (right) stūpa in sheltering cottage, Guntupalli, Andhra Pradesh, caitya cave (after Mitra 1971, fig. 14)

Figure 6.6. Buddhist monument, Borobudur, Java, Indonesia, ninth century: (left) aerial plan (B. Richardson, American Council for South Asian Art); (right) circular upper terraces, perforated stūpas with interior Buddhas (photo by author)
Figure 6.7. Early Gupta rock-built shrines: (top, left to right) Temple 1, Udayagiri, Madhya Pradesh, and Temple 17, Sanchi, Madhya Pradesh (photos by author); Kankali Devi Temple, Tigowa, Madhya Pradesh; (bottom) Cave 7, Udayagiri (American Institute of Indian Studies)

Figure 6.8. (left) Representation of āmalaka platform, temple gate, Bilsar, Uttar Pradesh; (right) detail (after Williams 1982, pl. 81)
Figure 6.9. (left) Architectural remains, Śiva Temple, Darra, Rajasthan, early fifth century C.E., and (right) hypothetical photo reconstruction (Meister 2011)
Figure 6.10. (top left) Model, Bilsar, Uttar Pradesh; (center, right) Temple 17, Sanchi, Madhya Pradesh (American Institute of Indian Studies), superstructures superimposed from models on doorjams, Deogarh, Uttar Pradesh, “Gupta” Temple, (Meister); (bottom left, center) Deogarh shrine models and (right) model from Bilot, Kyber Pakhtunkhwa, Pakistan, Temple D, south wall, sixth century C.E. (photos by author)
Figure 6.11. Reconstructed elevation drawings, Deogarh “Gupta” Temple and Bilot Temple D, sixth century C.E. (drawings by author); (bottom left) Temple A reconstruction, Kafirkot, Kyber Pakhtunkhwa, Pakistan, ca. 600 C.E. (by author); Kandariya-Mahadeva Temple, Khajuraho, Madhya Pradesh, ca. 1025 C.E. (photo by author)
Figure 6.12. Pawaya, Madhya Pradesh, fourth–fifth centuries C.E.: (top) site plan (modified from Williams 1982, figs. 2–3) with photos of two freestanding column sculptures (Vishnu and palm) (photos by author); (center inset) plinths (American Institute of Indian Studies); (center) parts of toraṇa crossbar (Meister/Williams); (bottom) āmalaka stone recently excavated at Ghumbat (District Dir), Kyber Pakhtunkhwa, Pakistan (L. Olivieri)
Figure 6.13. Bilsar, Uttar Pradesh: sketch plans of site (after Cunningham 1880a, pl. 5); upright of gateway (Beglar 1871) (British Library); detail of āmalaka platform (after Cunningham 1880b, pl. 6), early fifth century C.E.
Figure 6.14. Remains of pratoli gate, Garhwa, Uttar Pradesh, early fifth century C.E. (Beglar 1871) (British Library)
Figure 6.15. Nagari, Rajasthan, early sixth century C.E.: upright and crossbar of torana gateway (Meister); site plan and reconstruction of torana (after Bhandarkar 1920, pls. 20, 23)
Figure 6.16. Masrur, Himachal Pradesh, rock-cut Śiva Temple, ca. 725–750 C.E.: from north (J.-H. Rice) and east-northeast (Meister); section and plan (after Meister 2006, fig. 24)
Figure 6.17. Conceptual plan, embedded and expanding shrines Masrur, Himachal Pradesh, Śiva Temple
(after Meister 2008, pl. 22.3)
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INTRINSIC AND CONSTRUCTED SACRED SPACE IN HITTITE ANATOLIA

Gary Beckman, University of Michigan

In this essay I discuss the venues at which reverence was shown by the Hittites to the parahuman providers of life-sustaining water. Some of these loci were natural features of the landscape, whether situated in the countryside or within a town or city. Others had been fashioned by human hands, generally following a model presented by nature. In particular, a number of pools and reservoirs, imitative of natural ponds and lakes, served both as cultic sites and as sources of water for a settlement.

A well-known mythologeme featured in several rituals of the Hittite culture of Late Bronze Age Anatolia describes the consequences for the world when an angry god or goddess abandons his or her post:

Mist seized the windows. Smoke seized the house. On the hearth the logs were stifled. [On the altars] the gods were stifled. In the fold the sheep were stifled. In the corral the cows were stifled. The sheep refused her lamb. The cow refused her calf.

[The deity] went off and took away grain, the fertility of the herds, growth(?), plenty(?), and satiety into the wilderness, to the meadow and the moor. [The deity] proceeded to disappear into the moor. The ḫalenzu-plant spread over him. Barley and wheat no longer grew. Cows, sheep, and humans no longer conceived, and those who were (already) pregnant did not give birth in this time.

The mountains dried up. The trees dried up, so that buds did not come forth. The pastures dried up. The springs dried up. Famine appeared in the land. Humans and gods perished from hunger.¹

The sterility occasioned by the divinity’s absence is here epitomized through the imagery of drought, for water was perceived by the Hittites as the most important among the elements that sustained the thriving of nature and humans.² This essential substance was provided by rivers and springs as well as by precipitation sent by the Storm-gods resident upon the numerous mountain peaks of the region.

To begin with water from above: the Storm-god of Ḫatti — or of heaven, personification of the rains — stood atop the Hittite pantheon, along with the Sun-goddess of the city of Arinna, who embodied the generative powers of the earth. In the central panel of the rock sanctuary of Yazılıkaya³ located just outside the gates of the capital Ḫattuša (fig. 7.1), the two deities greet each other at the head of converging processions of gods and goddesses,

¹ KUB 17.10 (CTH 324.1.A) i 5′–18′. Translation slightly modified from my rendering in Hallo and Younger 1997, p. 151.
² For a survey of the place of this element in Hittite cult, see Erbil and Mouton 2012.
³ The standard work on this shrine is Bittel et al. 1975; see also Seeher 2011.
respectively. Note that the Storm-god stands upon two heavily burdened mountain deities, identifiable by their scalloped skirts. This iconographic feature, probably symbolic of a rocky hillside, is also visible in the anthropomorphic Anatolian Hieroglyphic sign (§) for divine mountain around which what we might call the “coat of arms” or tuğra of Hittite king Tudhaliya IV is assembled (fig. 7.2).

Among the “Thousand Gods of Ḫatti,” the Storm-god was joined by innumerable local avatars, most connected with particular towns or mountains, as in the instance of Zaliyanu of the city of Kaštama, whose name might be written with either the cuneiform determinative for god or with that for mountain, thus demonstrating the close association — or even identity — of deity and topographical component. Of course, this relationship is also expressed by the depiction of the Storm-god supported by mountains just mentioned. Zaliyanu’s contribution to fertility is clearly stated in the following excerpt from an incantation: “Mount Zaliyanu is first (in rank) among all (the gods). When he has allotted rain in (the town of) Nerik, then the herald brings forth a loaf of thick bread from Nerik.”

Storm-gods were worshipped in most Hittite cities, as were mountains in various towns. In a long prayer of King Muwattalli II, many of the sections invoking the gods of particular localities conclude by calling upon their “mountains and rivers.” And for the sake of completeness, anonymous “mountains, rivers, springs, the great sea, heaven and earth, winds, and clouds” might be included in the lists of deities summoned to witness treaties concluded by the Great King.

Within Ḫattuša, the Storm-god and the Sun-goddess were almost certainly the proprietors of the expansive Tempel I, the only one of the more than thirty religious structures thus far excavated there to be provided with twin cellas. In the town of Zippalanda, cultic activity centered on the eponymous Storm-god and the nearby Mount Daḥa, the distinction between whom is not entirely clear. This worship was conducted not only within the settlement but also at a stele erected on Mount Daḥa itself, where a tent had previously been set up to accommodate the ritual preparations. On the road between the capital and Zippalanda was situated Mount Puškurunuwa, on whose slopes each year the king made offerings to a herd of sacred deer and a number of deities, including the mount itself, during his spring progress known as the Festival of the Crocus (AN.TAḪ.ŠUMŠAR). A portion of these ceremonies took place at the gate of an ḫilamar-building, a substantial structure whose presence shows that the sacred site had been modified.

On the occasion of major festivals, distant mountains such as Mount Šarišša, Mount Tudḫaliya, and Mount Arnuwanda could be summoned to Ḫattuša to participate in the ceremonies. For instance, note this invocation:

Hey, Mt. Šarišša, get up! Hasten back to His Mighty Majesty and the Mighty Queen (Tawananna), the watchmen (of the land of Ḫatti), for the fattened oxen and rams! Let it come about that they are strong and protected! Let good news always find them, His Mighty Majesty and the Queen, on the throne of iron! Let it happen that only joy is present!

To the extent that this participation involved the actual physical presence of the mountains, this was undoubtedly achieved through the use of their cultic representations, which might be either anthropomorphized with various attributes or in the form of a mace.

Furthermore, the numinous nature of mountains, which after all constituted the most impressive features of the topography of the Hittite homeland, rendered them an appropriate location — that is, sacred space — for making contact with para-human elements of the cosmos beyond Storm-gods and the mountains themselves. “Stone Peaks” (NA₄ ḫekur) were frequent sites for various religious activities, including the royal ancestor cult. As demonstrated by Theo van den Hout, mausolea constituted a subset of the “Peaks,” themselves labeled “Stone Houses” (Ē.NA₄). Cuneiform texts inform us that such royal structures could be endowed with extensive agricultural lands and personnel, whose surplus would yield economic support for the continuing cult of the deceased ruler. Unfortunately, no ḫekur is so clearly described in the cuneiform records that we can with certainty identify it on the ground today, but we do know of a number of likely candidates for this designation.

The most well-known of these prominences modified for religious purposes is Yazılıkaya (fig. 7.3), a shrine that incorporated and extended a large limestone outcropping. Erosion and the carrying off of building stones by local villagers have made the recovery of the earlier stages of construction problematic, but it is clear that by the thirteenth century the massif had been complemented and indeed closed off from unauthorized entry by structures erected before it. The reconstruction in figure 7.4 indicates a melding of natural and man-made elements by which the products of human activity have been integrated into the natural environment. In the absence of any recognized ancient textual reference to Yazılıkaya, its particular religious function remains uncertain. Undoubtedly Chamber A, with its files of deities culminating in the meeting of the Storm-god and Sun-goddess (fig. 7.1), was the primary cult room of the complex and was perhaps the scene of the New Year’s ceremonies of the Hittites.

Chamber B, on the other hand, which has its own entrance, may well have served as the mausoleum of King Tudḫaliya IV, whose image in the embrace of his patron deity Šarruma graces one of its walls (fig. 7.5). Mortuary interpretation of the cleft is supported by carvings of an underworld deity in the shape of a dagger with an elaborate pommel composed

---

17 The last two of these oronyms were adopted as personal names by several Hittite monarchs; see Freu 2006, pp. 239–41, and Lebrun 2006, pp. 253–54.
18 KBo 21.67+ (CTH 591) iii 19′–27′, ed. Klinger 1996, pp. 320–21. The fattened animals here should be understood as the offering presented to attract the divine mountain.
19 See Haas 1994, pp. 496–98.
20 Note KUB 9.28 (CTH 442) i 10′f.: ḪUR.SAG-ı šu-uppa-i pī-di ku-wa-pī-it [wa]-a-tar e-eš-zi “on the mountain, in a pure place, wherever there is water.”
21 See van den Hout 2002 and Imparati 1977.
23 For relevant literature, see note 3.
24 See Otten 1956.
of four lions\textsuperscript{25} (fig. 7.6) and a file of twelve chthonic gods\textsuperscript{26} (fig. 7.7). Also lending support to this understanding of the passage’s use are the artificial niches\textsuperscript{27} which could have accommodated the cremated remains\textsuperscript{28} of the ruler and funerary gifts.

Another remarkable peak is that of Gavurkalesi, a massif situated 60 km southwest of Ankara bearing a large relief in which two gods approach a seated goddess (figs. 7.8–9). Recent renewed exploration\textsuperscript{29} at the site has shown that in Hittite times the entire precinct was surrounded by a wall and that the prominent outcropping was incorporated within a cyclopean enclosure, cutting off view of the relief from the outside (fig. 7.10).\textsuperscript{30} In addition, a small cell was cut into the rear of the rock. Although now empty, this space may well once have held the ashes of an important person; it is certainly too small for most other purposes. That is, Gavurkalesi might represent another “Stone House,” although probably not the mausoleum of a Great King, given that its location is more than 250 km from the Hittite capital.

Within Ḫattuša itself, several outcroppings deserve our attention.\textsuperscript{31} Nişantepe\textsuperscript{32} (fig. 7.11), which bears the severely weathered Anatolian Hieroglyphic inscription referred to as Nişantaş\textsuperscript{33} (fig. 7.12), is an alternate candidate for the mausoleum of Tudḫaliya IV. It may well be the “Eternal Peak” that the latter’s son Šuppiluliuma II claims to have fashioned for him, since the cuneiform record in which he mentions this act of filial piety duplicates at least in part the content of the Hieroglyphic Nişantaş text.\textsuperscript{34} Perhaps Tudḫaliya himself had intended Yazılıkaya to be his final resting place, but for some reason his heir decided that it was not well suited for this purpose and constructed a different “Stone House” for him.

It is also possible that Yenicekale\textsuperscript{35} and Sarıkale,\textsuperscript{36} yet other massifs within the walls of the capital, as well as Cihanpasha in the wider vicinity of Ḫattuša\textsuperscript{37} and Kızıldağ\textsuperscript{38} farther afield, were ḥekur. All of these elevations feature human modifications to the natural topography to be dated to the Hittite period.

I turn now to earthly sources of water. The Hittites conceived of rivers and springs as minor goddesses and therefore as sacred spaces.\textsuperscript{39} We saw earlier that they could be included within general enumerations of the numina of a particular locality, and they might also be the focus of reverent attention.\textsuperscript{40} Thus when drawing water from a particularly hallowed source, it might be advisable to make an offering. For example, in a rite imported into Ḫatti from a southern province, we read,

When Palliya, King of Kizzuwatna, set up the Storm-god of Kizzuwatna and worshipped him in fulfillment of a vow, from seven springs he took water of purification

---

\textsuperscript{25} Seeher 2011, pp. 113–15.
\textsuperscript{26} For a meditation on this group, see Masson 1989.
\textsuperscript{27} For a photo of these cavities, see Seeher 2011, p. 107, fig. 115. According to Seeher (p. 106), these hollows had once been provided with doors or lids that allowed them to be closed securely.
\textsuperscript{28} See the royal cremation rite described in Kassian, Korolev, and Sidel’tsev 2002, pp. 260–81.
\textsuperscript{29} See Lumsden 2002 and cf. Kühne 2001. The site was already explored by von der Osten (1933, pp. 56–82).
\textsuperscript{30} Thus the carvings were not intended for public view like so much Hittite rock art. On the socio-political function of ostentatious monumental display in ancient Anatolia, cf. Glatz and Plourde 2011 and Seeher 2012.
\textsuperscript{31} See Schachner 2011, pp. 164–72.
\textsuperscript{32} See van den Hout 2002, pp. 78–80.
\textsuperscript{33} Laroche 1970.
\textsuperscript{34} See Güterbock 1967.
\textsuperscript{35} Schachner 2011, pp. 164–65.
\textsuperscript{36} Naumann 1983.
\textsuperscript{37} Strobel 2010.
\textsuperscript{38} Bittel 1986.
\textsuperscript{39} See Haas 1994, pp. 464–66, and Haas and Koch 2011, pp. 175–76. To judge from the number of texts mentioning their worship, it seems that springs were more important in cult than streams. On sacred space in Hittite religion, see Beckman 2004.
\textsuperscript{40} See KBo 16.71+ and dupl. (CTH 635, ed. Popko 1994, p. 103) i 10′ for the sacrifice of oxen to a luli, “pond.”
of the city of Lawazantiya, and for the water of purification (in payment) he [took] these things: one shekel of silver, one blindfold, one woolen kišri, one bolt of [blue] woolen cloth, one bolt of red woolen cloth, one flask of fine oil, three unleavened breads of moist flour, and one jug of wine to the seven springs.41

Such activity obviously took place onsite, but springs could also be honored in ceremonies performed within a temple, although in one instance the spring Kuwannaniya receives her sacrificial loaves out through the window of the shrine, as befits a component of the landscape.42

An essential component of Hittite urbanism was the storage of water for drinking, washing, industrial use, the extinguishing of fires, and so on. At present, more than twenty reservoirs have been identified at seven sites,43 most of which were supplied through the damming of small streams. But aside from their obvious practical functions, several of these artificial bodies of water have yielded deposits of cultic vessels,44 suggesting a sacred character. Particularly interesting is a small, tapered, quasi-trapezoidal basin (22.5–24.0 × 1.5–5.0 m) situated next to Gebäude J on the royal citadel Büyükkale,45 which was apparently filled solely by rainwater. This sink was divided by a cross wall into two unequal parts, from the smaller of which were recovered numerous votive vessels recognizable by their miniature size and/or specialized shapes, as well as three of the ritual objects known as “libation arms.”46 This was definitely a site of worship.47

Of exclusively cultic use, as shown by its slight dimensions (5.19 × 1.40 m) and limited accessibility, is a grotto that Hittite builders excavated just south of the workshop annex of Tempel I in the capital in order to reach a small spring.48 The capstone over the narrow entryway depicts a king in his priestly garb, while a stele set at the head of the stairway bears a worn Anatolian Hieroglyphic inscription that seemingly mentions “the divine spring Lurahu(ta).”49

Since it is situated on a mountain terrace too distant from any settlement to serve as its water supply, we may conclude that an artificial pond fed by springs about two and a half miles from the Hittite town of Kuşaklı/Šarišša (fig. 7.13)50 was also solely a focus for worship. Together with its plastered skirt, the nearly round basin measures approximately 135 m in diameter. Nearby were excavated the remains of a structure that displays similarities to that of Hittite temples. Festival texts from both Ḫattuša51 and Šarišša52 describe ceremonies to be conducted at a stele (ḫuwaši) erected at the Šuppitaššu spring outside the latter town. Our complex is surely to be identified with this Šuppitaššu.

Another very impressive manmade sacred pond is to be found at Eflatun Pinar53 (fig. 7.14) near Lake Beyşehir, which features a monumental facade presenting a schematic
representation of the Hittite cosmos (fig. 7.15). At its center are enthroned the rather worn images of a male and a female figure, presumably depicting the Storm-god and the Sun-goddess. Above them hover symbols of the sun, while below, supporting them, are five mountain gods. The installation beneath and in front of the deities was formed by the diversion of the waters of an adjacent natural spring around the periphery of an artificially shaped basin. An ingenious mechanism adjacent to the facade allowed the direction of the flow so that water would, if the operator so desired, issue into the pond from holes in the lower portion of the mountain deities rather than flow in directly from the main channel and seep in through vents on the lateral embankments. In the pool and next to the platform situated directly opposite the central facade (fig. 7.16) were recovered the remains of offerings and votive vessels. This constitutes another definite locus of cultic activity, although the reservoir might also have had secular purposes in connection with an unexcavated urban site not too far away.

Created entirely through human effort without the advantage of a natural spring was the Ostteich/Südburg complex at Ḫattuša (fig. 7.17). Here a 6,000 sq. m rectangular hollow was excavated and buttressed with thick earthen banks, then filled with water piped in from the wooded slopes south of the city. In the sediments that collected in the pond thus constructed, archaeologists found many fragments of votive vessels. Subsequently, stone-built chambers were installed into both the western and northern corners of the pond’s embankment. The western structure has been largely destroyed, but the northern one has survived almost intact, thanks to the protection afforded by the later Phrygian city wall constructed over it (fig. 7.18). Within this Chamber 2 were erected two relief slabs, one depicting the Sun-god and the other the building’s patron, Šuppiluliuma II, the last attested Hittite Great King (fig. 7.19). The furnishings were completed by an Anatolian Hieroglyphic inscription (fig. 7.20) wherein this ruler sets forth his great martial deeds. He concludes this text with this statement: “Here ... I constructed a ‘Divine Earth Road’” (line 18), obviously referring to the chamber itself. This term (DEUS.) corresponds to the cuneiform ideogram KASKAL.KUR, literally, “road to the underworld,” 55 which the Hittites employed to designate those openings in their karst landscape into which streams disappeared, only to emerge again at some distance.

For the ancient Anatolians, these dolines were sacred spaces, paths to the chthonic realm, and accordingly they received reverent attention. 56 At the Südburg, Šuppiluliuma has constructed a personal gateway to the netherworld, possibly in anticipation of his own funerary obsequies. Note that in his depiction within the shrine, he wears the horns of divinity, while traditionally Hittite monarchs were divinized only upon their deaths. 57

In summation: I have shown that while the cosmic forces immanent in the world as experienced by Hittite men and women could be worshipped in urban temples and at unmodified natural features in the countryside, sacred space in which these powers might be honored and served was also constructed by this civilization through the modification of peaks and springs, both within and outside of settlements. At the extreme, as in the case of the Südberg at Ḫattuša, the Hittites created a sacred space ex nihilo, albeit in imitation of naturally occurring numinous places. 58

---

55 See the pioneering study by Gordon (1967).
57 On Hittite monarchs, their deaths, and their iconography, see van den Hout 2002.
58 The role of the king as mediator between the human and divine spheres of the universe allowed him as patron of all official building activities to render a constructed space sacred. See the rite translated in Beckman 2010, pp. 77–78.
Figure 7.1. Central panel in Chamber A at Yazılıkaya (after Akurgal 1961, fig. 19)

Figure 7.2. Anatolian Hieroglyphic “arms” of Tudḫaliya IV in Chamber B at Yazılıkaya (after Bittel et al. 1975, p. 183)
Figure 7.3. Plan of late thirteenth-century structures at Yazilikaya (after Seeher 2011, fig. 142)

Figure 7.4. Reconstruction of late thirteenth-century structures at Yazilikaya (after Bittel et al. 1975, fig. 111)
Figure 7.5. Tudḫaliya IV in the embrace of his patron god Šarruma at Yazılıkaya
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Figure 7.6. Sword-god in Chamber B at Yazılıkaya
(photo by R. Tayfun Bilgin)
Figure 7.7. File of chthonic deities in Chamber B at Yazılıkaya (photo by R. Tayfun Bilgin)

Figure 7.8. Portion of the reliefs at Gavurkalesi (photo by R. Tayfun Bilgin)
Figure 7.9. Reliefs at Gavurkalesi (after Kohlmeyer 1983, fig. 16)

Figure 7.10. Plan of Gavurkalesi (after Kühne 2001, fig. 11)
Figure 7.11. Plan of Nişantepe (Boğazköy) (after Neve 1993, fig. 122)

Figure 7.12. Anatolian Hieroglyphic inscription at Nişantepe (Boğazköy) (photo by the author)
Figure 7.13. Plan of Šuppitaššu (after Ökse 2011, fig. 5)

Figure 7.14. Plan of Eflatun Pınar (after Ökse 2011, fig. 2)
Figure 7.15. Eflatun Pınar facade (after Ökse 2011, fig. 3)

Figure 7.16. Constructions on the long sides of the pool at Eflatun Pınar (after Bachman and Özenir 2004, fig. 32)
Figure 7.17. Südberg/Ostteich at Boğazköy (after Neve 1993, fig. 218)
Figure 7.18. Südberg Chamber 2 entrance (Boğazköy) (photo by R. Tayfun Bilgin)

Figure 7.19. Relief of Šuppiluliuma II in Südberg Chamber 2 (Boğazköy) (photo by R. Tayfun Bilgin)

Figure 7.20. Anatolian Hieroglyphic inscription in Südberg Chamber 2 (Boğazköy) (photo by R. Tayfun Bilgin)
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ON THE ROCKS:
GREEK MOUNTAINS AND SACRED CONVERSATIONS

Betsey A. Robinson, Vanderbilt University*

... to converse with Orpheus and Museaus and Hesiod and Homer — how much would any of you give to do this?
— Plato, Apology 41a

The perceived places and perspectives of divine beings reflect complex realities of space, identity, and ideation in classical antiquity. Mountains were home to the gods, and it was in such places that humans might encounter deities and vestiges of their presence. Poetic imagery, from Olympian omniscience and Apollo’s Parnassian gaze to the descent of the Heliconian Muses reified the sacred charisma of such mountains. For humans, mountains offered highly affective climbs and climactic revelations. Along the way, springs, streams, and caves marked the presence of gods and invited reverence and propitiation. In the creative arts, devotees explored new means of expressing the essences of places and summoning divine populations. Mountain prospects gave poets new metaphorical ranges for articulating the challenges of composition, the nature of inspiration, and initiation into the highest ranks of achievement. Indeed, they offered locations and means for conversing with gods and heroes.

This paper is part of a larger project exploring two Greek mountains, Helicon and Parnassus, and their most renowned sanctuaries, the Mouseion or “Vale of the Muses” and the Sanctuary of Apollo at Delphi. Given their proximity to each other and their intertwined traditions, the mountains and their sacred sites invite comparison, yet their “parallel lives” remain to be written.¹ My work engages with spatial, religious, and cultural discourses in classical antiquity, and considers real places, resident deities, and representations thereof. It is grounded in close looking and formal analysis, and it proceeds from the premise that

* I would like to express my thanks to Deena Ragan, the Oriental Institute, and my fellow participants in the symposium “Heaven on Earth,” particularly Clemente Marconi and Christopher Faraone, for helpful comments and enthusiastic discussion. For earlier and ongoing discussions of material in this paper, I am grateful to Daniel Berman, Emily Gangemi Campbell, Tracy Miller, David Petrain, Albert Schachter, and Barbara Tsakiris, as well the Sacred Ecology Faculty Seminar at the Robert Penn Warren Center for the Humanities at Vanderbilt University. Any mistakes remain my own.

The translation of the lead epigram is by G. W. Most (2007).

¹ For earlier studies of Greek mountains, see especially Buxton 1992; and Langdon 2000. For overviews of Parnassus, its region, and the Delphic sanctuary, see McInerney 1999; Scott 2010; and Weir 2004. For the topography, traditions, and sacred ecology of Helicon, see Hurst and Schachter 1996; and Robinson 2012 (with further bibliography).
experiences and expressive media deserve, and reward, consideration together. My goal is not to provide simple explanations of complex phenomena but to stir the pot, to consider associations and suggest readings and responses by a knowledgeable and visually literate segment of society.

Here I shall begin on the slopes of Helicon and Parnassus and briefly consider the Vale of the Muses and the Sanctuary of Apollo in the last three centuries B.C.E., when Greece fell under the sway of powerful outsiders, first Hellenistic dynasts and, later, Romans. I will then turn from the mountains themselves to their representation on two carved relief panels. The first, showing Helicon personified, hereafter called the Euthycles stele after its dedicator, was found in 1889 in the Vale of the Muses. The other, the so-called Archelaos relief, portrays gods and poets in a mountainous setting; it was discovered near Rome around 1650. Enlivened with inscriptions, both reliefs speak to the significance of place and the nature of inspiration, but by means of different representational strategies. Seen against a backdrop of archaeological evidence, and understood by analogy to contemporary poetry, the panels’ images and words can be read together to offer insight into perceptions and experiences of sacred landscapes, divine agency, and human institutions. Under the influence of new centers, particularly Ptolemaic Alexandria and Imperial Rome, where poets and artists adapted and inverted traditions for new audiences and purposes, Helicon and Parnassus evolved from well-traveled places into the symbols of creative inspiration and genius that they remain to this day.

Mountain Sanctuaries

Helicon and Parnassus, like other Greek mountains, were not themselves inherently sacred or objects of worship (fig. 8.1). Rather they were special because of their complements of sacred sites and religious festivals and other meaningful rituals that drew ever more diverse interests. Mountains were believed by classical Greeks to be the habitats of gods, given their “divine predilection for heights.” The highest mountain in Greece, Olympus was known as the home of Zeus and the Olympian gods by the time of Homer (e.g., Iliad 15.21; Odyssey 24.351), but a variety of other deities also inspired reverence on other mountains. Lower in altitude, and with their east–west ranges permitting and channeling transit, Helicon and Parnassus were more geographically and culturally central. Their fame lay in their reputations as places of human contact with divinity.

The Muses were northern Greek divinities, born on Olympus in Pieria (Hesiod, Theogonia 53–62). They sang to Zeus, to “give pleasure to his great mind within Olympus,” where they were born (Theogonia 36–37), and there they carried on for Homer (Iliad 2.484–485). But they also came to possess Helicon. Already in the Archaic period, common traditions and toponyms could be found, as the Muses, and eventually their cult, migrated south and were assimilated with traditions of local Nymphs. On Helicon, the Muses were worshipped with Zeus, and on Parnassus, they preceded Apollo’s arrival but were thereafter honored alongside him. Thus, by the Hellenistic period, the Muses could be considered at home on Olympus.

---

2 See Buxton 1992; Langdon 2000; I accept Langdon’s contrast (esp. pp. 463–64) between Greek attitudes toward mountains and belief systems “where a broad cosmic view imbues the mountains themselves with divine power.”


5 Parke 1981, pp. 104–06.
Helicon, or Parnassus. In poetic invocations, they are rarely tied down to one place, and epithets like “Pierian” continue to recall their northern origins alongside their southern habitat. But when it came to meetings with the Muses, and poetic initiation more generally, Helicon developed a reputation as the primary point of contact.

The fertile piedmont of Helicon seems a fitting habitat of the Muses, particularly the upland valley near the ancient hill town of Askra. There, the Archaic poet Hesiod claimed that he was pasturing his lambs when those daughters of Zeus visited him, handed him a laurel wand, and inspired him to compose the *Theogony* (22–34). In his *Works and Days*, the poet added further personal details, his dislike for Askra (*Opera et Dies* 640), and that he dedicated a tripod, won in a victory at Chalcis, to the Muses on the site of his Heliconian visitation (650–659). The historicity of Hesiod and the integrity of his corpus have been debated since antiquity, but for the residents of the region and the nearby city of Thespiae, they became important traditions and sources of identity and honor.6

Centuries after Hesiod’s lines were written, a Mouseion took shape in the valley between Askra and the flank of higher Helicon.7 The history of the sanctuary is characterized by negotiations between locals and outsiders, from the Pergamene Attalids to the Alexandrian Ptolemies and, later, elite Romans.8 All invested in Hesiod’s historicity and the actuality of his inspiration at that locale. Musical competitions seem to have taken place in the valley by the mid-third century B.C.E., and by the early 220s, they became sacred games of the Muses managed by nearby Thespiae.9 A crucial point in the development of the games came with their reorganization and elevation to crown competitions with the financial backing of Ptolemy IV (r. 221–205 B.C.E.) and Arsinoe III.10

Excavations in the Vale of the Muses have uncovered one of the boundary stones that marked the holy ground of “the Muses of Hesiod,” as well as the remains of an altar, one or two stoas, and a theater, all dating to the period that followed; there appears to have been no temple.11 The minimalist architecture subtly served the needs of the Muses’ cult, neither detracting from, nor competing with, the sensory impact of the mountain, the valley, and its perennial water sources, including streams equated with Hesiod’s Permessus and Olmeus (*Theogonia* 5–6). Far more conspicuous was the statuary that gradually came to animate the site.

A brief catalog will serve to characterize the collection. Some statues are known from the second-century C.E. traveler Pausanias’s *Description of Greece* (9.29–31), which focuses on images of deities and heroes and largely excludes other works.12 He counts multiple groups of Muses, and one statue of their nurse, Eupheme.13 A sculptural group of Apollo struggling with Hermes for a lyre, and two statues of Dionysos, were also present. The poets included

---

7 For the setting, see Roux 1954; Wallace 1974; Robinson 2012, esp. pp. 228–30.
8 Schachter 1986; Robinson, in press. Pergamene interest in the Heliconian Muses is attested already under Philetaerus (d. 263 B.C.E.).
9 See Manieri 2009, pp. 313–433; Schachter (2012) reconstructs the early history of the Mouseia, cataloging critical inscriptions reviewing earlier work.
11 Boundary stone: *IThesp* 65; Schachter 1986, p. 160; Veneri (1996, p. 80) suggests that, more than followers of Hesiod, the association saw to the curation, study, and diffusion of Hesiod’s works. For the architectural remains, see Roux 1954.
12 See Moggi and Osanna 2010, pp. 376–91; Robinson 2012.
13 See Robinson 2012, pp. 243–44. Although some were wrought by classical masters, they were likely assembled in the third century B.C.E. or later.
the shepherd Linus, Thamyris,\textsuperscript{14} Arion, Sakadas, and Orpheus surrounded by bronze beasts. Finally, there was a statue of Hesiod. Among the prize tripods displayed, the oldest was \textit{said to be} the very one that Hesiod won at Chalcis. Visitors were made to understand that it came specifically from his victory in a contest against Homer, a theme of great interest to Hellenistic and Roman partisans.\textsuperscript{15}

Remains found in the valley include the bases of long-lost statues that once portrayed figures of a very different order. Most honor prominent Romans — would-be and actual benefactors. Lucius Cornelius Sulla received a statue, as did Julius Caesar.\textsuperscript{16} Images of the wife and mother of a Republican official, Marcus Junius Silanus, were erected on a semicircular base in 34–30 B.C.E.; Silanus himself may have stood to their left on a block, now lost, calling to mind a poet with his Muses.\textsuperscript{17} Between 30 and 27 B.C.E., the Thespians dedicated a statue of Octavian, son of the deified Caesar, to the Muses, recognizing him as savior and benefactor.\textsuperscript{18} They added portraits of the emperor’s closest kin about fifteen years later: on one base stood Agrippa (friend and son-in-law) and his family. Probably holding a baby daughter, Agrippa stood alongside his wife Julia and their boys, Gaius and Lucius (then heirs to the throne), as well as the empress Livia.\textsuperscript{19} Another statue and inscription presented Livia as a companion to the Muses and savior of the world.\textsuperscript{20} Her son, Tiberius, the second Roman emperor, was featured with a statue of his own.\textsuperscript{21} Such dedications would slow in the early first century C.E., even as the games flourished.\textsuperscript{22} In addition to festival attendance, other, more informal, visits are documented.\textsuperscript{23}

The demographics of the reconstructed assemblage are striking: groups of Muses consorted with Apollo and Dionysos, accompanied by legendary poets and the heroized Hesiod but few, if any, historic counterparts — not Boetian Pindar or Corinna, and certainly not his greatest rival, Homer.\textsuperscript{24} Elite Romans eventually joined them. Genealogy and family ties were emphasized: women were prominent, and, sometimes, children were included. The Muses and at least one poet, Linus, were honored with annual sacrifices (Pausanias 9.29.6–7).

\textsuperscript{14} This is a unique case where Pausanias’s account has been matched by an archaeological find. An inscribed base identifies the artist as Kaphisias and the donor Philetairos, the founder of the Attalid dynasty of Pergamum (\textit{IThese} 303). An epigram was added in the early Julio-Claudian period (\textit{IThese} 312), discussed in Robinson 2012, pp. 244–45.

\textsuperscript{15} Pausanias (\textit{Description of Greece} 9.31.3) is very specific; an anonymous, undated epigram (\textit{Anthologia Palatina} 7.53) is inspired by this legend. For the rivalry between Homer and Hesiod and their followers, see below.

\textsuperscript{16} Sulla: \textit{IThese} 397–98; Caesar: \textit{IThese} 420. For these and subsequently mentioned figures of the late Republic and early Empire, see Robinson 2012, pp. 237–42.

\textsuperscript{17} \textit{IThese} 400/401/401bis; discussed in Plassart 1926, pp. 440–41, no. 76. Such a group would prefigure a theme that later became popular on Roman relief sarcophagi of the second and third centuries C.E., as discussed by Zanker (1995, pp. 267–89). His mother seems also to have received a second statue of her own: \textit{IThese} 402.

\textsuperscript{18} Octavia (soon Augustus): 30–27 B.C.E.: \textit{IThese} 421.

\textsuperscript{19} Family of Agrippa: \textit{IThese} 422–23; Rose 1997, pp. 13–14, 149–51.

\textsuperscript{20} Livia (other candidates: Julia and Antonia Minor): \textit{IThese} 424.

\textsuperscript{21} Early “emperor and son of an emperor”: \textit{IThese} 428.

\textsuperscript{22} Schachter 1986, pp. 173–79; Robinson 2012, pp. 240–42.

\textsuperscript{23} For example, Plutarch (\textit{Amatorius} 728–29), and presumably Pausanias.

\textsuperscript{24} An epigram is preserved from a statue that Bacchiadas of Sicyon erected of himself at the Mouseion; Schachter 1986, p. 158, with bibliography.
Near the top of Helicon’s eastern peak, some scholars recognize Hesiod’s altar of Zeus (*Theogonia* 4) among ancient remains. The spring of Hippocrene is found a little below, where it was reputedly struck by the divine horse Pegasos. By the Hellenistic period, it probably appeared much as it does today, as a deep fissure in the bedrock, lined with irregular courses of stone. Although it was only one of the Muses’ bathing spots in Hesiod’s lines (*Theogonia* 1–7), its mountaintop setting excited imaginations above all. For Callimachus, the spring was also favored by Athena (*Hymn* 5.70–136), and the Latin poet Ovid imagined the goddess flying in to see it after its creation (*Metamorphoses* 5.262–263). The fame of Hippocrene, and Pausanias’s itinerary, suggest that the climbing of Helicon to drink from the spring was a regular practice, if not certainly a formalized ritual. Those who reached the top were also shown ancient lead tablets preserving Hesiod’s *Works and Days* (Pausanias 9.31.4), which strengthened claims of Hesiod’s historicity and the charisma of the place.

Archaic and Classical references to Helicon have a Hesiodic ring. For example, the Muses are simply Heliconiadae (Heliconian maidens) to Pindar (*Isthmian Odes* 2.34; *Paean* 7b.16) and a fourth-century B.C.E. epigrammatist (*Anthologia Palatina* 7.709), and Euripides’s mention of the “home of the Muses on Helicon” (*Hercules furens* 791) finds a parallel in the Achilles Painter’s rendering of a Muse seated on Helicon on a white-ground lekythos of the mid-fifth century. Mouseia proliferated in philosophical schools and libraries in the Hellenistic period, first among them the Alexandrian Mouseion, founded by Ptolemy I (r. 304–282 B.C.E.) and cultivated by his son, Ptolemy II. While the pre-eminence of the Alexandrian institution is clear, its Heliconian counterpart benefitted from its reputation as “the real thing,” the home of Hesiod’s Muses. Homer, in contrast, was claimed by many Ionian cities and honored with shrines on Chios, Delos, at Smyrna, and in the Alexandrian Mouseion, where Ptolemy IV added a Homereion, perhaps best known for the image of Homer surrounded by personifications of all the cities who called him their own. At the same time, Ptolemaic patronage of the Heliconian sanctuary of Hesiod’s Muses ensured its success.

In Hellenistic intellectual circles, the interest in alternatives to epic form and content and attempts to validate increasingly diverse genres was paralleled by growing esteem for Hesiod and his works, spurring a rivalry between his followers and those of Homer. The association of Helicon, the Muses, and Hesiod was sealed by the work of Callimachus of Cyrene, a scholar and poet active in Alexandria during the second quarter of the third century B.C.E. (under Ptolemy II and III). In a passage from the prologue to his first book of *Aetia* (or “causes,” poems explaining the origins of local cults), Callimachus located Hesiod’s visitation by the Muses on Helicon — though not on its flanks but at the summit, by Hippocrene (*Aetia* I, 25–26).

For more recent identifications of ancient remains as a watchtower, and summaries of earlier opinions, see Wallace 1974, pp. 23–24; Aravantinos 1996.

The earliest attestation is in Aratus (*Phaenomena* 205–23), but it is likely an earlier tradition. See Robinson 2006.


For the date of the epigram, see Müller 1996, pp. 34–35. Lekythos: Munich, Staatliche Antikensamm-
frag. 2.1–5 [Pfeiffer 1949/1953]). It was there that Callimachus, too, claimed to have encountered the Muses, thus fashioning himself as a “new Hesiod,” and his Aetia a sort of modernized sequel to the Theogony. A major difference, however, was that Callimachus presented his meeting with the Muses as a dream, already a literary convention. Most of his original lines have been lost, but the basic outline is reconstructed from poetic references and scholia. For Callimachus, the dream conceit offered an opportunity to recombine Heliconian, or Aonian, landmarks into an allusive, symbolic landscape. In contrast to Hesiod’s “actual” meeting, Callimachus’s dream maintained a distance between human and divine spheres, leaving the poet license to elevate himself, from mere messenger to discussant, and to develop the Aetia as a lengthy conversation. As Hunter and Fantuzzi have noted, Callimachus’s attention to the Heliconian Muses and the subsequent rise of Ptolemaic interest in the Heliconian Mouseion must be more than coincidental. Together they secured the place of Helicon as the locus classicus of poetic inspiration. I return to Callimachus’s Roman legacy below.

The Helicon range runs west into the higher Parnassus massif. On a southern exposure, the Delphic sanctuary of Apollo was one of the most hallowed Greek sites, and by the Hellenistic period, it was bursting at the seams. Established by about 800 B.C.E., it was the seat of a revered oracle and the site of sacred agones. Musical competitions honoring Apollo might go back to the eighth century, and to the Pythian Games, traditionally founded in 583 B.C.E., the Soteria were added in the third century, in honor of Zeus the Savior as well as Apollo. In contrast to the minimalism of the relatively new Heliconian sanctuary, ancient Delphi was jammed with buildings and statuary, and room had to be made for late installations by Hellenistic dynasties and leagues. Most prominent are the two stoas and terraces that break out of the precinct on either side. On the west, a stoa was built in honor of the Aetolian leadership against attacking Gauls in 279 B.C.E. Its pendant across the site was built by Attalus I of Pergamum toward the end of the century, in what ranged from “friendly emulation” to fierce one-upmanship. Delphi and its games continued through the Roman imperial period, flourishing especially in the late first and second centuries C.E.

The Temple of Apollo stood at the center of the sanctuary. It was the office of the oracle, the climax of any visit, and a physical point of intersection between Apollo and the Muses. Although they are “often mentioned together” in the literary record, Delphi offers the unique example of a cult of the Muses associated with an Apolline oracle. Writing around the turn of the second century C.E., Plutarch (De Pythiae oraculis 402c) recalled the spot on the temple terrace, where the “fair-haired Muses’ fount of holy water” once rose, and where the Muses were established “as associates and guardians of the prophetic art … beside the stream and the shrine to Earth, to whom it is said that the oracle used to belong …” (402d). The spring coexisted with successive Archaic temples of Apollo, but the foundations of the late Classical

---

33 Fantuzzi and Hunter 2004, pp. 51, 54; Harder 2012, p. 96
34 Harder 2012, p. 94 (on dream convention).
35 Descending from Callimachus (Aetia frag. 2a, esp. line 30 [Pfeiffer 1949/1953, vol. 2, pp. 102–03]; Hymn 4.75), Aonian reappears in Latin poetry (discussed below).
37 Fontenrose 1988; Amandry 1990.
38 Amandry 1990, p. 286.
temple — the final instantiation, built during the third quarter of the fourth century B.C.E. — covered it completely. 44 Plutarch also preserves the tradition that the first Delphic Sibyl was said to have been reared by the Muses on Helicon (De Pythiae oraculis 398c), underscoring the proximity and cultural connections of Parnassus and Helicon.

Even when the Muses’ spring disappeared, their representation in the eastern pediment of the new temple upheld their association with Apollo. The building that is seen in ruins today was visited in its prime by Pausanias (10.19.4), who described marble pedimental groups depicting Dionysos and the Thyiaides on the west and, to the east, Apollo, Artemis, Leto, and the Muses. Excavations have produced corroborating, albeit fragmentary, evidence. 45 The dedication of the west pediment to Dionysos was a novelty, for although the god had long been a presence at Delphi, he was not previously featured in its monumental art. 46 Apollo’s place over the main entrance, in contrast, was as familiar as it was appropriate, echoing his epiphany on the preceding temple’s east pediment, a reference reinforced by the widely spaced, staid, non-narrative figures, which would have looked “stiff, old-fashioned, and conservative” in their time. 47 The kitharode Apollo sat upon a tripod at the center of his pediment, flanked by sister, mother, and a chorus of Muses, some seated on rocky bases. Centrally placed and long lived, the presentation on the temple was probably highly influential in bringing the Muses into the train of Apollo as patrons of poetry and music. 48 Thus even at Delphi, negotiations of cultic relationships were ongoing, and the prominence of the site ensured the impact of new traditions. Farther afield the distance between Parnassus and Helicon was gradually elided, as in a third-century epigram attributed to Theocritus: “The fresh roses and this thick creeping-thyme are a gift to the Heliconian Muses; the dark-leaved laurel branches are for thee, Pythian Paean [Apollo], since the rocks of Delphi gave thee this bright foliage to wear” (Anthologia Palatina 6.336). 49

Mountains in Relief

Greek sanctuaries were always places where individuals and collectives promoted themselves even as they demonstrated piety. In the Vale of the Muses and at Delphi, we have seen how politics and patronage shaped sites and inflected traditions. In turning to the two reliefs, from real places to representations thereof, it is important to make a few points about
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44 Roux 1976, pp. 136–45; Parke 1981, p. 108. For the temple, see Croissant 2003; Ridgway 2001, pp. 17–21; Barringer 2008, pp. 144–61. Construction, perhaps driven by Athens, began before the middle of the century and had progressed to the roofline by 340/339 B.C.E., but the temple was completed only around 327/6, a decade after the Greeks’ defeat at Chaeroneia by Philip II of Macedonia. For a comparable, and nearly contemporary, group reconstructed in the pediment of the Temple of Apollo Patroos in Athens, see Thompson 1952, pp. 108–10; Ridgway 2001, pp. 19, 62 n. 7.


48 Ridgway 2001, pp. 254–55. Representations of the Muses, sometimes with Apollo Musagetes, proliferated in the art and poetry of the Hellenistic age, as, for example, on the altar of Athena Polias at Priene, late third to mid-second century B.C.E. (Ridgway 2001, pp. 164–67, with bibliography), or in an unusual relief, probably part of a pediment, found at the Arcadian villa of Herodes Atticus, perhaps also late third or second century (Spyropoulos 1993, pp. 264–66, with thanks to A. Kuttner for drawing this to my attention). For a votive relief from Didyma, on which the Muses and Apollo occupy separate tiers, see below.

Hellenistic art and culture. With the rise of royal capitals, cultural production was decentralized and diversified. Personification proliferated as a mode of expressing abstract concepts, including space and place. Features of the natural landscape also gained a more significant profile in art and literature.\(^{50}\)

The Euthycles stele (fig. 8.2) is one of many offerings to the Muses to have been uncovered in the Heliconian Mouseion. There is strong agreement that it dates to the late third century B.C.E., based on letter style, which would put its dedication in the period in which the sanctuary was gaining international attention and fame.\(^{51}\) Despite its local limestone and unpolished low-relief carving, the work is remarkably ambitious.\(^{52}\) With its height originally about three times its width, the stele is divided into three parts, of which the middle is a recessed panel, a window framing a view of a male figure rising up between two eminences. It is especially the hair that makes the man. Locks radiate from the brow with lateral tufts falling from the temples in distinct strands, almost perfectly symmetrical. A full beard reaches the clavicles, long and full like the hair, and again, anything but unruly.\(^{53}\) The face is damaged, leaving some details open to interpretation: where excavator Jamot saw great blind eyes, Deonna read wildness.\(^{54}\) The figure’s frontal torso shows well-developed, if flatly rendered, musculature; but from the abdomen down, he is “hidden” below the horizon. He drapes his right hand over one peak, palm down and fingers spread, while the back of his downturned left hand has fractured away, leaving only the fingers intact, clutching its peak.

The giant must be Helicon.\(^{55}\) His form derives from the tradition of allegorizing natural features and phenomena with human figures. He shares a full beard and mature appearance with personifications of waterways and winds, and of the kinds of creatures that lived in the wilds, satyrs, centaurs, Pan, and the like. Mountains are never common among personifications, but there are examples, particularly in the Roman period.\(^{56}\) Implied scale, pose, and abundant, truly leonine, hair communicate forceful character, and indeed, Helicon’s appearance here would seem to suggest his association with a wild, uncivilized place.\(^{57}\)

The figure’s placement between the peaks locates him on his mountain. Such integration of figure and landscape again reflects late Classical and Hellenistic interest in depictions of
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\(^{50}\) For surveys, see Pollitt 1986; Smith 1991; Ridgway 2000; 2001.

\(^{51}\) Athens, National Archaeological Museum inv. no. 1455; \textit{IThesp} 274. The stele was found among the remains of a chapel on the site of the ancient altar in the Vale of the Muses. See Jamot 1890; Deonna 1907; Pottier 1908; Lechat 1908; Peek 1977; Schachter 1986, pp. 160–61; Hurst 1996; Veneri 1996; Kaltsas 2002, p. 305, cat. no. 640; Vottéro 2002, pp. 95–96, no. 34; \textit{LIMC} 4.1, p. 573, s.v. Helicon I, no. 1 (O. Palagia).

\(^{52}\) As Jamot (1890, pp. 549–50) writes, “sans doute, l’artiste qui a sculpté cette figure étrange n’était qu’un marbrier de petite ville. Cependant s’il n’était pas lui-même un maître, il appartenait à une époque où il y avait encore des maîtres.”

\(^{53}\) Jamot (1890, p. 550) likened it to seaweed; its resemblance to sculptured lions and lion-head spouts might suggest that the carver was a specialist in architectural sculpture.

\(^{54}\) Jamot 1890, p. 550; Deonna 1907, p. 336.

\(^{55}\) Despite early debate (with suggestions ranging from Hesiod himself to Boreas and Pan), this is now widely accepted, as per Kaltsas 2002, p. 305, cat. no. 640.

\(^{56}\) See Foss 1982, esp. p. 184. Paralleling Ovid’s portrayal of the Lydian mountain (or god) Tmolus as the judge of a contest between Apollo and Pan (\textit{Metamorphoses} 11.173–79) are images of Mounts Tmolus and Sipylus on Roman provincial coins — as busts of bearded males resembling traditional river gods (\textit{BMC} Sardis 78; \textit{BMC} Magnesia ad Sipyrum 25–23) or as a mature, heroic nude (\textit{BMC} Tmolus Aureliopolis 1 and 5). I am grateful to Emily Gangemi for alerting me to this material.

\(^{57}\) See Brilliant 1993, esp. p. 305 on the symbolism of hair.
divinities within their native habitats, generally distilled into their most characteristic features. Most common are reliefs of nymphs (and often Pan) within grottoes defined by “rocky” frames that, from the third quarter of the fourth century B.C.E., were dedicated in numinous caves in Greece, and later in southern Italy.58 The rendering of cave canopies ranges from sharply faceted or doughy undulations on marble examples to the delicate shelly surfaces of later fictile art. In fact, a very similar figure appears on a relief found in the Cave of Pan on Mount Parnes, variously dated between the mid-fourth century and the first half of the first century B.C.E.59 Indeed, the resemblance is strong enough to suggest a common model. The plaque from Mount Parnes depicts three female figures and a reclining male, Achelous, within a recess in a rocky landscape, with smaller figures posed around the frame, a nude youth and herm on one side and Pan on the other. At the very center, a male figure is rendered as if rising from behind the lip of a cave. His scale is greater than his neighbors, but only his left arm, shoulders, and (poorly preserved) head are exposed. On the Euthycles stele, however, the sculptor everted this norm and simplified the landscape to its essence, evoking the boundless space of mountain heights, and a giant towering over his peaks.

A slightly earlier document is also illuminating. That document, a fragment of poetry by Corinna, blurs the distinction between men and mountains in a way that would have delighted her Boeotian audience, probably mid- to late fourth century B.C.E.60 She poses Helicon against neighbor(ing) Cithaeron, not as mountains per se but heroic contestants in a singing duel watched by the Muses and other deities. After Cithaeron is proclaimed victor, Helicon erupts from cultured competition to terrifying violence: “But, filled with harsh griefs, Helicon [ripped out] a bare rock … and the mountain … groaning pitifully he hurled it from on high into a myriad stones.”61

A similar duality characterizes Helicon on the Euthycles stele: The formidable mountain speaks for himself through an inscription in hexameter verse. The lightly incised letters would have required a close look to be read, even if darkened with paint. Three lines across the upper frame identify the stele as a dedication to the Muses by an individual usually reconstructed as “Euthycles”:

Euthycles, son of Amphicritus, has made a dedication to the Muses, adorning it with epic verses. May their grace be everlasting, and keep safe the fulfillment of his family and his name.62

The image is directly below, and below that, there follows a direct invocation from Helicon himself, claiming oracular power, and sanctioning the authority of Hesiod and his Works and Days:

Like this, facing you, very aged, like a mortal, I, Helicon, not ignorant of the Muses, proclaim an oracle: “For mortals who obey Hesiod’s injunctions there will be good laws and the land will be full of fruits.”

61 Trans. Larmour 2005, p. 27.
62 Trans. Most 2007 (Loeb).
This kind of pronouncement would have been *lingua franca* in Boetia, a land well endowed with oracles, but a unique one so far attested in the Vale of the Muses. Finally, inscribed around a lightly carved laurel wreath is an homage to Hesiod, poet of Helicon and the Muses:

Hesiod, son of Dius, the Muses and godly Helicon
in most beautiful hymns [and the son of Amphicritus
he makes homage to this illustrious] man.

These last words reinforce Hesiod’s connection to the place and its divine population. The “learned” reference to his father, Dius, and its homonymic allusion to Διός-Zeus, father of the Muses, as well as the likely renaming of Euthycles by his patronym, stress the importance of lineage. The wreath suggests that Euthycles was himself a victorious poet in the sacred games of the Muses.

The Euthycles stele is a precious document. Details and provenance allow us to reconstruct its original display context in the Mouseion and to imagine its function and reception. Image and words together functioned as an ephiphany. Although Helicon stands as if ready to wreak havoc, his metered words are those of a wise old man who knows the Muses’ art. To read the inscription was to recite it aloud: every reading repeated the dedicatory ritual and uttered the oracle, renewing its promise, and reinforcing Hesiod’s hold on the mountain.

Very different devices — formal and epigraphic — are at work in the Archelaos relief, from Bovillae, Italy (fig. 8.3). The marble plaque has two discrete parts. At the bottom is a conventional sacrifice scene, while the upper two-thirds map a mountain in three divinely populated registers. While both scenes are clearly outdoors, a striking contrast is set up between circumscribed ritual space and the unbounded mountain setting above. The pairing of scenes is not unique in ancient relief, but the particular subjects, the careful composition, and the delicate carving distinguish the work.

Although most scholars recognize the relief as the image of a sacred mountain and an allegory of poetic inspiration, much else is still subject to interpretation, and the work has been the topic of continued debate since its discovery. There has been a tendency to identify

---


64 Trans. adapted from Most 2007 (Loeb), merging that of Hurst 1996, p. 61, based on restoration by Peek 1977.

65 See Hurst 1996, p. 61; Hesiod does not name his father in preserved poems; the name Dios “arose out of a misunderstanding of [*Works and Days*] 299” (Most 2007, p. lxiv) and was transmitted by the fourth-century B.C.E. historian Ephoros (*apud* Strabo, *Geographia* 13.3.6). This inscription is the earliest preserved primary source.


67 For ancient reading and effects, see Meyer 2007; Day 2010, pp. 224, 230.


historic persons among the figures on the plaque and to extrapolate specific contexts of production and dedication. Proposed dates range from the third century B.C.E. to the mid-first century C.E., with the median the second half of the second century B.C.E. The primary context of the work, and its relationship to a model or models, remain unresolved.

My approach is to proceed from provenance and stylistic dates — neither completely satisfying, but valid starting points — to interpretation. A marble relief signed by a Greek sculptor, Archelaos, son of Apollonios of Priene, the plaque was found among the remains of an ancient villa not far off the Appian Way in Bovillae, southeast of Rome. The date can be bracketed between the second half of the second century B.C.E., suggested by letter style, and the second half of the next century, based on formal and iconographic parallels. Even within this tighter frame, a variety of scenarios are possible. On one hand, it could have been commissioned by, or in honor of, a victor in sacred Greek agones, dedicated at a sanctuary or the victor’s city, and later transferred to Italy. On the other hand, it might have originated as an “educational pinax” appropriate to a cultural institution like a school or library, but equally at home in a Roman villa, such as the one in which it was found. Ridgway has furthermore hypothesized that Archelaos carved the relief for a Roman patron as late as the first century B.C.E. I believe that the particular assortment of subjects, characters, and motifs support this hypothesis. While I can only add my voice to the clamor of opinions about this famous work, my sense is that it finds its best fit in the cultural milieu of “Golden Age” Rome, of Catullus, Gallus, Virgil, and Propertius, of the Odyssey landscapes, and of the early Tabulae Iliacae, one of which was found in the same villa.

Let us look closely at the plaque. At bottom left, a mature bearded male figure is enthroned and surrounded by devotees. They occupy a shallow space, backed by the smooth surface of a curtain, hung from a series of six Doric columns; only the abaci are visible above the subtly scalloped edge. That this godlike figure is Homer is indicated with a tiny inscription on the smooth band below. Other inscriptions name the figures that are gathered around him, revealing them to be not humans but personifications. At left, Time and the Inhabited World crown Homer. Genre figures (literally — a diminutive Myth, then History, Poetry, Tragedy, Comedy) gather at an altar, behind which a large humped bovid stands. History, a male figure, sprinkles incense on the altar; Poetry holds two torches aloft; Tragedy and
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70 Scholars have recognized Chronos and Oikoumene as portraits of an astounding range of Hellenistic dynasts, biasing them toward eastern production and earlier dates. As Ridgway notes (2000, p. 207; 2001, p. 262), the figures are small, and modern disagreement over their identifications is reason enough to doubt that likenesses were intended. She furthermore argues (2001, p. 265) against assumptions of production and dedication in the Hellenistic east, as well as explanations for its relocation to Italy as booty or by a proud owner.

71 The latest estimate was offered in 1764 by Winckelmann (2006, p. 310), who believed that it was executed in the reign of Claudius (41–54 C.E.).


73 For letter style, see Newby 2007, p. 174. Ridgway (2000, p. 208) finds similarities to neo-Attic reliefs of the late second and early first centuries B.C.E., but notes that personifications align better with works of the later first century B.C.E.


75 Ridgway 2000, pp. 207–08, developing an idea proposed by E. Voutiras.

76 Ridgway 2000, p. 208.

77 For provenance and the Tabula Iliaca Capitolina (Rome, Capitoline Museum inv. no. 316), see Ridgway 2001, pp. 265–66; Small 2003, pp. 93–96. For the Odyssey Landscapes, now in the Vatican Museums, see O’Sullivan 2011, pp. 116–49. If pressed, I would opt for a date in the middle or third quarter of the first century B.C.E., as, e.g., Ridgway (2001, p. 266) notes, a “late first-century B.C. date for the Archelaos Relief may be stretching the evidence” (2001, p. 266).
Comedy raise arms in reverence. Behind them, four smaller female figures stand in a tight cluster, their postures signaling interest or apprehension; a small child tugs on a garment as if angling for attention. She personifies Nature, and they are virtues, Valor, Memory, Faith, and Knowledge. In reading each name, the viewer would enumerate the genres of literature and the benefits of learning.

This scene is related to votive plaques of a kind that became common in the late Classical and Hellenistic periods and was revived by neo-Attic workshops of the late Republic and early Empire. Worshippers honor deities in conventional settings; the honorands are distinguished by their larger scale and were probably understood as the gods themselves. Perhaps such panels communicated greater pious effect than a simple statuette of similar cost, as Smith has suggested. A viewer familiar with the type, when contemplating the Archelaos relief, would recognize the epiphany and empathize with worshippers, witnesses. A more textured understanding would come in reading and contemplating the richer, allegorical meanings. Certainly the godlike Homer is seen as a source for all literary production, eternally and everywhere, as well as cultural virtues and values. That it depicted Homer’s apotheosis in the Alexandrian Homereion, as sometimes suggested, would be an unusually specific reading, but a valid interpretation then as now.

If the lower frame suggests a quasi-narrative ritual, the upper reaches offer an expansive landscape populated by a divine assembly: Zeus and Mnemosyne, the Muses, and Apollo. Most of the figures are distributed across three parallel groundlines; however, several slight departures energize the composition. Zeus reclines in an exalted position just below the mountaintop — which coincides with the pointed top of the relief. His outcrop seat and the adjacent background are rendered as softly undulating “rocky” surfaces, a treatment that comes and goes throughout the upper tiers. The tilt of his head directs the viewer’s eye down to Mnemosyne, the mother of the Muses, who stands on her own rocky ledge with hand on hip, returning Zeus’s gaze. Also given her own ground at far right, one of their nine daughters dances downhill toward her sisters. The others are distributed across two frieze-like tiers, some standing, others sitting on rocky seats. In the lower level, right of center, one Muse stands with Apollo and the omphalos in a stylized grotto. Its vault is rendered with a slight overhang that lifts up to press against the groundline above then descends as a wall on the right. In the narrow space beyond, a statue of a victorious poet stands in lively contrapposto on a square base; a prize tripod is rendered in low relief behind him. The poet is as tall as Apollo, but his segregation and slight vertical displacement, as well as his statuesque presentation, set him apart. He is a mortal, not quite intruding on the realm of the gods.

For our purposes, the plurality of the Muses, rather than their individual identities, matters most. Given the careful labeling of all figures in the lower panel, however, the lack of names above is striking. Most of the figures are based on well-known types, some known
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78 For examples, see Kaltsas 2002, pp. 224–26, cat. nos. 472–73, 475 (Athens, National Archaeological Museum inv. nos. 1332–33, 1841 — from the Athenian Asclepieion); pp. 304–05, cat. nos. 638–39 (inv. nos. 1453, 1485 — Hellenistic reliefs from Laconia and Bithynia). For the often-compared “Munich Relief” (Munich Glyptothek inv. no. 206), on which the sacrifice also takes place in a curtained-off space, see Smith 1991, pp. 186–87 (third century B.C.E.); Ridgway 2000, pp. 208–09 (late second century B.C.E.).


in earlier examples, and it seems certain that they must have been recognizable, or meant to be. 82 Cohon’s hypothesis, that they appear in Hesiodic order, is appealing. 83 What can be said of place, so strongly evoked by topography and relief? The presence of Zeus could be taken to mean Olympus, but while that was his supreme abode, he was honored at altars on other peaks, including Helicon and Parnassus. 84 Likewise, Apollo’s omphalos suggests Delphi, but serves equally as an attribute of the god. The cave in which he stands with a Muse is, however, more provocative. While no great cave has been uncovered in the excavations of Delphi, ancient sources refer to a variety of Parnassian grottoes and cavities—of the Python, of the Pythia, and, well above the sanctuary, the Corycian Cave. 85 Ancient references on the Delphic oracle, alone, include stomion (mouth), muchos (recess), and antron (cavern), but their meanings are often obscure; they seem alternatively to denote a natural or constructed feature, or to be purely figurative. 86 By the Hellenistic period, in any case, a numinous Delphic grotto cave was a well-known topos, to be echoed in a similar, conventionalized Heliconian or Aonian counterpart in imperial sources. 87 Based on figures and landmarks, scholars have tended to identify the mountain in the upper half of the relief as Parnassus or Helicon, or to identify the aspects of each as discrete reference points. 88 But as we have seen, their distinct iconographies were always evolving and sometimes converging, even at Delphi.

The figure at the right clearly represents a victorious poet who either commissioned the relief for himself or was honored with its dedication at home or at the site of his triumph; his event is debated: was it epic or lyric poetry? 89 It has also been identified as the statue of an esteemed forebear, such as Callimachus or Apollonius of Rhodes (unlikely indeed) or Hesiod and his tripod—more appealing, if unprovable. 90 The scene is sometimes likened to an invocation found in the prologue or opening lines of a poem. 91 I would amend this slightly. It is a visual counterpart to literary accounts that tell of rather than asking for—inspiration and that describe confrontations with divinity that ultimately lead to immortality. Hesiod’s meeting with the nine Muses at the beginning of the Theogony is the matrix composition. The Greek tradition culminates in Callimachus’s “sacred conversation”; the distance maintained in his dream conceit is comparable to that imposed by the artist in his placement and handling of the poet’s form. Roman poets would use similar scenes to play with genre, advertise accomplishments, and imagine their own initiation into legendary ranks.

83 Cohon 1991–1992, reading left to right, top to bottom; it is worth noting that his identifications are not unanimously accepted and debate continues; see Ridgway (2000, p. 207) for measured support, Small (2003, p. 92) for doubt.
84 See Langdon 2000: Parnassus (Lucian, Timon 3; the scholiast on Pindar, Olympian Odes 9.70; Apollodorus, Bibliotheca 1.7.2), Helicon, Hymettus, Lycaeon, and Helicon in mainland Greece, with others on Crete and in Asia Minor.
87 See Lycophron, Alexandra (207); in Latin, a passing place-reference in Ovid (Metamorphoses 3.14) can be compared to Lucan’s more developed scene-setting (Pharsalia 5.82–170). For a Heliconian cave, see Catullus 61; Propertius 2.30.26; 3.3.27–34 (see below); and cf. Virgil, Georgics 3.10–12.
90 See Pollitt 1986, p. 16; for Hesiod, Preuner 1920, p. 420.
How are we to understand the coupling of a thoroughly Hesiodic mountain of the Muses and the scene of Homer’s worship below? Given what is known of the sophistication and the factionalism of Hellenistic scholarship, they would be strange bedfellows in that world. If we look to Rome, however, the themes and their combination find a better fit. Indeed, in what remains of this paper, I shall discuss how the plaque’s composition might be explained in the context of Roman rethinking of the Greek heartland and its traditions, a process that involved “elements of domestication, usurpation, syncretism and continuing dialogue, which may not admit of being resolved into a single linear narrative.”

A Roman general might insert himself into the sacred landscape, as did Lucius Aemilius Paullus, Titus Quinctius Flamininus, and Lucius Mummius, with dedications at the Panhellenic centers. Or, he might physically transfer traditions (and more famously, plundered works of art) as Marcus Fulvius Nobilior did in importing the cult of the Muses to Rome (to be worshipped with Hercules alongside their Roman counterparts, the Camenae) after his campaign against the Aetolian League in 189 B.C.E. Poets and sculptors working for educated patrons, like their Hellenistic predecessors, further embraced and transformed received traditions. The observation that Roman artists reworked imagery and mixed metaphors in ways “that may make one wonder at times whether they were thinking clearly of the geographical position of the places which they named or merely throwing together evocative words borrowed from Greek poetry” applies as well to many Hellenistic Alexandrians. In fact, from Ennius to Ovid, creative conflations alternate with references suggesting the firsthand experience of poets and patrons. New values were attached to well-known topoi, and new associations were made, not through naïveté or confusion, but as a negotiation of genealogy and geography, at once subtle and significant.

The works of Callimachus were especially influential for Roman writers, but Helicon became “the mountain of all poets, not just of Callimacheans.” His dream conceit especially provided opportunities to explore genre, to exploit place and landscape as symbols, and to blur lines between human and divine realms. Thus, Quintus Ennius, who had accompanied Nobilior in Greece, and probably visited Helicon and Parnassus, bragged that no Roman had before him climbed the “rough rocks of the Muses” (Annales 208–09 [Skutsch 1985]), and he began his Annales with a mountain vision that would soon rival those of his Greek predecessors in its iconic status. Once again, fragments and later references support a Heliconian setting (Lucretius, De rerum natura 1.117–119; Propertius 3.3.1–2). It appears that, after invoking the Muses, Ennius wrote of a dream and, in it, an encounter with the shade of Homer, who encouraged him to proceed with his grand designs. A conversation with Homer on Helicon

93 See Tzifopoulos 1993; Yarrow 2006.
96 See Schachter 1990; Robinson 2012, pp. 247–51. Even geographical points that appear distant on the map are often intervisible in reality — for example, Helicon, Parnassus, and Acrocorinth to the south — with transpositions of traditions often following sightlines (see Robinson 2006).
98 See above.
99 Zetzel 1977, p. 251; 1983, pp. 95–96; Skutsch 1985, pp. 143–67. Given the piecemeal evidence, Skutsch argues that Ennius replaced a meeting with the Muses with the meeting of Homer” (p. 148). While internal evidence (Ennius, Annales 7) “makes it very probable that [Ennius] spoke of a mountain” (p. 150), and the Augustan poets clearly place his meeting on Helicon, Skutsch thinks it “certain that he did not name the mountain.”
was unprecedented, but it might be expected for a figure who, like the legendary bard, would make a name in epic.

Poets of the first century B.C.E. further developed the imaginative mountainscapes of Callimachus and Ennius, populating them with an evolving cast of characters — divine, legendary, and now, increasingly, historical. An actual or imagined visit to Helicon by the poet Gallus is known from the sixth Eclogue (64–73) of Virgil. In his retelling, Gallus was met by a Muse and led uphill from the Permessus into the Aonian mountains to be greeted by her sisters — a so-called chorus of Apollo — and ultimately Linus, who presented him with a set of pipes, said to have belonged to Hesiod and to Orpheus before him. Thus Gallus was initiated into the highest classes of poets — the heroic and legendary.

Still later in the first century B.C.E., Propertius claimed poetic descent along an “untrodden path from the Sisters’ mount” (3.1.16–17), thus evoking Helicon and aligning himself with Ennius and Gallus while also touting his own originality. Elsewhere he asked Greek forebears — Callimachus and the generation-earlier Philetas — to allow his entry into their midst: into their grove (3.1.1–6). In another poem (3.3), a Heliconian landscape takes shape in a dream. Propertius offers a detailed plot and rich visual and spatial impressions. Climbing Helicon, the poet is spotted by Apollo from Parnassus, then directed back downhill, where the Muse Calliope instructs him to abandon epic for elegy. He finds the Muses in their lovely home:

Here was a green grotto lined with mosaics and from the hollow pumice timbrels hung, the mystic instruments of the Muses, a clay image of father Silenus, and the pipe of Arcadian Pan; and the birds of my lady Venus, the doves that I love, dip their red bills in the Gorgon’s pool, while the nine Maidens, each allotted her own realm, busy their tender hands on their separate gifts .... (Propertius 3.3.27–34)

Propertius’s cave of the Muses is clearly an allusive feature rather than a “real” landmark, and so too, the “Gorgon’s pool,” a rebranding of Hippocrene. Such landmarks are evocative and symbolic, rather than imitative or mimetic, and they are paralleled in mythological and sacro-idyllic landscapes that gained interest in Roman wall paintings in the late first century B.C.E. I believe that such imagery provides the keys to reading the Archelaos relief. In merging Heliconian and Parnassian themes, inserting set pieces, and posing Homer before them, it would have been well received in the intellectual milieu of Rome from the early second century forward, but especially in the mid-late first century B.C.E. It may be worth remembering that this would coincide with the period in which statues of Romans came to dominate the Heliconian Mouseion.

Thomas has emphasized that in the process of syncretism or transculturation, “identification of one god with another usually did not mean the eradication of one in favor of the other, but a situation in which two or more ‘pictures’ of the divinity were maintained in

---

100 See Cairns 2006, pp. 120–25; Ross 2008; for my suggestion that the passage maybe influenced the actual experience of a visit to the Heliconian Mouseion, and a discussion of other interpretations, see Robinson 2012, pp. 249–50.

101 Philetas of Cos was poet, scholar, and tutor of Ptolemy II Philadelphus; see Hardie 1997; Cairns 2006, pp. 127–28.


tension.” The same can be said of representations of divine places and phenomena. As I have argued, Helicon was inspiration for Hellenistic poets, and their Roman inheritors continued to employ that mountain to articulate the challenges of composition as well as the genealogy of genres. The Archelaos relief graphically merges sacred geographies, bringing the realms of Hesiod and Homer together, yet maintaining a division. Homer is a mediator, functioning much as he does in Ennius’s Annales, or as do Callimachus and Philetas for Propertius, and he is an example. But inspiration comes from “the rough rocks of the Muses” above.

Two sacred mountains and two sanctuaries, one ancient and bursting at the seams, the other, much newer, and for all its reputation, sparsely developed. Delphi was centered on an oracular temple and regularly enlivened by festivals. Also an important festival site, the Mouseion lacked even a temple but boasted a great art collection — highlighting gods, poets, and, increasingly, human lineages. In each case, settings and sacred topography inspired reverence, rituals and monuments amplified effects, and art and poetry captured the essences of the real places, and the places of humans. Through Roman ascendancy, lines were blurred from afar and traditions liberalized. By summoning divine inhabitants and human forbears, historic or legendary, and by juxtaposing familiar themes with innovations, poets and artists alike situated themselves in an honored tradition and set themselves apart. These developments maintained the centrality of Greek sanctuaries and their settings in ongoing negotiations of religion, culture, and power.

Figure 8.1. The mountain ranges of Parnassus and Helicon, view to the north across the Corinthian Gulf from Corinth, with the Perachora peninsula in the foreground. Parnassus looms in the distance to the west (left), while two peaks of Helicon stretch to the east (right) (photo by Betsey A. Robinson)

---


105 Lamberton 1988a, p. 146.
Figure 8.2. The Euthycles stele, from the Mouseion on Helicon. Late third century B.C.E. Athens, National Archaeological Museum inv. no. 1455 (height: 1.19 m) (© Hellenic Ministry of Culture and Tourism / Archaeological Receipts Fund)
Figure 8.3. The Archelaos relief, from Bovillae, Italy. Second or first century B.C.E. London, British Museum inv. no. 2191 (height: 1.18 m) (© The Trustees of the British Museum)
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Introduction

In 1909, Arnold van Gennep published his foundational work, *The Rites of Passage*, analyzing the patterns of the transitional rituals that punctuate human lives, including those surrounding birth, marriage, and death. In the course of this work, he correlated the shift in social status with the spatial movement that formed an integral part of many of these rituals, assessing the symbolism of doorways, which often featured prominently, thus:

> The door is the boundary between the foreign and the domestic worlds in the case of the ordinary dwelling, between the profane and the sacred worlds in the case of the temple. Therefore to cross the threshold is to unite oneself with a new world. (van Gennep [1909] 1960, p. xx)

Although his analysis may be dated, the symbolism of the gate remains a worthy, and to-date under-studied, topic for consideration in the context of Sumerian tradition.

The doors and gateways of Sumerian temples and cities were visually distinctive, monumental structures, marking and enabling the passage between one space and another. Their appearance in the mythology, especially as part of divine itineraries, and their occurrence in cult practice suggest that movement through the gate may symbolize the transition from one part of the cosmos to another. This paper addresses the function and meaning of gates, with a particular focus on the Sumerian tradition in the literary and administrative texts from the late third and early second millennium B.C.E.¹ Through close examination of these

* Some of the ideas presented here are greatly expanded and revised from a small section of my dissertation (Ragavan 2011, pp. 206–12). I am very grateful to John Brinkman, Gertrud Farber, Andrea Seri, Piotr Steinkeller, Irene Winter, and Chris Woods for commenting on various drafts of this paper. Assessment of the Ur III sources was considerably facilitated by the use of the Database of Neo-Sumerian Texts (http://bdts.filol.csic.es/) and the Cuneiform Digital Library Initiative (http://www.cdli.ucla.edu/). Unless otherwise noted, translations generally follow, or are modified from, the standard text editions. The names and full bibliographic details for the Sumerian literary sources generally follow Cunningham 2007. Any errors, naturally, are my own.

¹ The bulk of the Sumerian literary material discussed here comes to us from copies made in the Old Babylonian period (ca. 1900–1600 B.C.E.), whereas the administrative documents on which I focus date to the preceding Ur III period (ca. 2112–2004 B.C.E.). The idea that some of this literary material does reflect or reproduce earlier traditions relies in part on the few surviving manuscripts that do date to the late third millennium, as well as the cumulative evidence that Mesopotamian religion showed remarkable continuity over time in many respects. Nevertheless, the
Deena Ragavan

various sources, I aim to question the extent to which these mythological journeys may correlate with ritual movement, similarly punctuated by stops at the actual gates that permitted access through city, precinct, and temple walls.

Gates in Cosmology and Mythology

The Sumerian cosmos comprised heaven (an) above and earth (ki) below. Below the surface of the earth lay the abzu, the underground waters and the netherworld, Sumerian kur, also meaning mountain. Mesopotamian cosmology postulated the existence of cosmic gates, situated in the mountains visible on the horizon to the east and to the west. These were the gates of heaven, used primarily by the sun god Utu (Akkadian Šamaš), but through which the celestial bodies — the moon, the stars, the planets — would pass to enter and exit the skies. Although direct reference to these gates is scarce, textual mentions of the mechanisms associated with physical gates are found as early as the Ur III period (ca. 2112–2004 B.C.E.).

The eastern gate of heaven enables the entrance of the sun into the visible sky; through the western gate, the sun sets and passes through the netherworld, realm of the dead, before returning once again to the world above. Images of these gates are known from Old Akkadian cylinder seals depicting the sun god stepping through a gateway.

Several Sumerian myths dealing with journeys to the netherworld from the surface of the earth indicate that the entrance to the netherworld is marked by a gate or gatehouse. Most notably, the myth of Inana’s Descent describes the journey of the goddess to the netherworld, in order, she claims, to witness the funerary rites of her sister’s husband. After making the decision to leave, the narrative first recounts how she abandoned each of her earthly cult centers and gathered her divine powers and raiments before setting out. On the way, she dismisses her vizier, Ninšubur, whom she has instructed to perform laments on Inana’s behalf. Then she approaches the gate of the netherworld and hails the gatekeeper (Inana’s Descent, lines 73–76; Sladek 1974).

The myth is normally understood to depict the movement of the goddess in her astral form, the planet Venus, which, in the course of its natural orbit, dips below the horizon. As she encounters them, the gates of the netherworld, just like the cosmic gates of sunrise and sunset, clearly mark the boundary between the earth’s surface and the netherworld.

In Inana’s Descent, the name given to the entrance to the netherworld is “palace Ganzer” (e₂-gal ganzer). This is also the name of the gate outside which Gilgameš sits and cries in the possibility of innovation, motivated by social or political change between periods (most clearly marked by the shift in the usage of Sumerian to Akkadian for administrative documents between the Ur III to the Old Babylonian periods) should be held in mind. Contemporary material written in Akkadian, as well as useful parallels from later eras of Mesopotamian history, may also be drawn upon, should they serve to illuminate the often opaque religious traditions.

1 As in one Ur III personal name: ur-si-gar-an-na-ka “The-one-of/Dog-of-the-bolt-of-heaven” (AUCT I 461 obv. 3). References to gods opening, or functioning as, the “bolt” (gišsigar) of these doors/gates are more common than reference to the gate itself.
3 In general, see Horowitz 1998, pp. 358–59; for the Sumerian evidence, see Katz 2003, pp. 192–94.
4 Alster 1974, pp. 28–29; Wilcke 1976; Heimpel 1982; Katz 2003, pp. 95–98; Cooley 2008. Other interpretations are also offered, including that of Buccellati (1982), for which see below.
Entering Other Worlds: Gates, Rituals, and Cosmic Journeys in Sumerian Sources

The myth of Gilgameš, Enkidu, and the Netherworld, where it again indicates the border between the worlds of the living and the dead. The term also appears, although without clear reference to the netherworld, in the myth Inana and Enki, which describes the goddess’s journey to Eridu, where she steals the divine powers (me) from her father, Enki. After she returns to Uruk, Inana grants several place names, one of which is “The house Ganzer was built.”

A comparable example appears in the myth of Enlil and Ninlil (Behrens 1978), which describes the banishment of the god Enlil to the netherworld following a sexual encounter with the goddess Ninlil. The goddess nevertheless follows him on his journey, continuing to have sex with him as he adopts different disguises, and after each encounter, giving birth to another deity. Their first meeting after his arrest takes place at the gate of the city of Nippur, where the goddess conceives Nergal, the male ruler of the netherworld (Enlil and Ninlil, lines 54–65). Katz observes that this may imply “that the gate symbolized the dividing line between the Nippur of the living and the realm of the dead. Though Enlil and Ninlil does not name the city-gate gāner, it provides a functional parallel.”

This idea is supported by two further texts, which characterize the grave as the gate to the netherworld. The Death of Dumuzi describes the grave as “a great door” preventing ascension from the netherworld, while another text, concerned with evil demons emerging from the same location, states that “in the grave the gate is open for them.” These examples, then, utilize the image of the gate as a symbol of the border between the worlds of the living and the dead.

Although the myth of Inana and Enki does not describe a netherworld journey, despite the mention of the term gāner, other elements may be relevant here. The final stop upon the goddess’s return to Uruk is the gate of her Gipar-shrine, which is the entrance to her inner chamber (Inana and Enki II iv 56–57). The term used for the latter is aγrun, which is most similar to the place name aγrun of the ruler of the netherworld: Erebšigal (erreš-ki-gal). A lexical list gives the equation ki-ur₃-ra = ni-r₂-ib ki-tim “entrance to the netherworld” (Antagal G: 19 + 22 = MSL 17).

7 abul gāner igi-kur-ra-ka dur₂ im-ma-ni-in-gar / 6bil₂-ga-mes ir₂ im-ma-an-pa₂ sig₇-sig₇ im-ĝa₂-ĝa₂ “At the gate of Gāner, in front of the netherworld, he sat down. Gilgameš wept, he was sobbing ...” (Gadotti 2005, p. 310, lines 167–68).
8 e₂ ga-an-ze₂-er bā-du₃ mu-šē₃ ba-an-sa₄ (Inana and Enki II vi 41 = Farber-Flügge 1973, p. 60). See also: ibid., pp. 92–94, 220; Alster 1974, pp. 25–26 and Katz 2003, pp. 85–86. It is uncertain that this toponym can be reasonably identified with the entrance of the netherworld, usually written gāner(igi.kur.za) or gāner(igi.kur), but in Inana and Enki spelled phonetically: ga-an-ze₂-er. Compare the spelling given in lexical lists, e.g., Diri Nippur 138: ga-an-ze₂-er = igi.kur.za = da-ni-n[a] (MSL 15, 16). This spelling could suggest a verbal form; Alster suggests “let me get away!” (1974, pp. 25–26), but it is worth noting that the verbal root ze₂-er or zi.r “destroy, tear out, remove” is the same used to describe how Inana is stripped of her accoutrements as she enters the gates of the netherworld.

9 Ninlil’s temple, where Enlil is arrested, is called ki-ur₃, which means “foundation.” This title frequently appears in conjunction with the epithet ki-gal, also a term for “foundation,” but literally, “great place,” and another name for the netherworld (as in the name of the ruler of the netherworld: Ereškigal (erreš-ki-gal)). A lexical list gives the equation ki-ur₃-ra = ni-r₂-ib ki-tim “entrance to the netherworld” (Antagal G: 19 + 22 = MSL 17).

11 urugal₂ ig gal-am₃ igi-ĝa₂ ba-an-gub ur₅ nu-mu-un-da-e₁₁ “The grave is a great door; it stands in front of me, it (the grave) does not let me ascend” (Death of Dumuzi, line 41).
12 Udughul A vii 47–49: a-ra-li-a giri₃ [mu]-˹un-ne˺-e-gar / urugal-la₂ ka₂ mu-˹un-ne˺-e²-gal₂ / abul šu₂₂-a-šē₃ e₃-meš “In Arali (the netherworld) the path is laid out for them / In the grave the gate is open for them. (The demons) went out the main gate toward the sunset” (Geller 1985, p. 34, lines 250–52).
13 This function is not reserved exclusively for gates, however, as other myths also have boundaries marked by natural features, particularly rivers, as in the myth of Ningišzida’s Journey to the Netherworld (Jacobsen and Alster 2000). The myth Enlil and Ninlil also has Enlil cross a river as part of his journey after he has exited the gate of Nippur (Enlil and Ninlil, line 93).
often applied in myth to the inner sanctum of the sun god, Utu (Heimpel 1986, pp. 128–29). As the place where the sun spends the night, it could, by extension, allude to the netherworld (Caplice 1973). The agrun also appears in yet another tale of Inana, that of Inana and Šukaletuda (Volk 1995), in which the goddess again leaves behind her cities to travel to the kur. This part of the myth is unfortunately quite poorly preserved, but it may be the location of the garden where Inana lies down to rest at the end of her journey (Alster 1974, p. 30).

In both Inana’s Descent and Enlil and Ninlil the gate to the netherworld and the city gate of Nippur respectively are just one stop on a longer itinerary, in both cases destined for the netherworld. In Inana’s Descent, the entrance to the netherworld is the final stop after Inana abandons her seven cult cities. On her return journey in Inana and Enki, she travels from Eridu, stopping seven times, her journey then culminates in Uruk, where she goes first to the Gate of Joy (II iv 29–32) before proceeding to the gate of her shrine.

In order to enter the netherworld, which is envisioned as a walled city, Inana must pass through a series of seven gates; at each gate she is required to give up an item of jewelry or clothing, in order to gain access. She is thus stripped of her powers until finally she is naked, vulnerable, and eventually lifeless. The text Ur-Namma A (Flückiger-Hawker 1999, pp. 93–182), a literary description of the death of the founder of the Ur III dynasty, also implies seven gates when he gives gifts to seven gatekeepers as part of the funeral.

Two additional examples are not explicitly connected with the netherworld: the myth How Grain Came to Sumer recounts the decision of Ninazu to go to the netherworld/mountain (kur) and includes his idea to begin this journey by going to “Utu of the seventy doors.” This may indicate Utu’s position at the gate of the netherworld, or at least the gate which the sun god passed through by night (Katz 2010, p. 112 n. 18). The roughly contemporary Old Babylonian epic of Etana, which recounts in Akkadian the mythical king’s flight to heaven on the back of an eagle, mentions in its introductory lines that “full seven gates were bolted against the hero.”

It is possible that the Mesopotamian conception of the entrance to the netherworld as having seven gates is dependent mainly on the text of Inana’s Descent. This convention is certainly in evidence throughout the later Akkadian literature dealing with the netherworld.

---

14 The term is closely associated with abzu, the underground cosmic waters, domain of Enki and by-name for his temple in Eridu (Cunningham 1997, p. 12; Woods 2009, p. 200, n. 67).
15 There is some variation among the manuscripts for these lines, with one adding seven extra cities, while two sources abbreviate the list to her main cult centers, Uruk and Zabalam (Sladek 1974, pp. 183–86). A parallel may be seen in the prologue to Inana and Šukaletuda, although the text following the mention of her temples in Uruk and Zabalam is lost and by the time we can resume the narrative, the story has moved on to describe an encounter between Enki and a raven. On this itinerary, see Buccellati 1982, pp. 3–5; Katz 2003, pp. 254–56.
16 On the geographic setting of this route, see Jacobsen 1960, p. 181.
17 “i₃-du₈₆” g[al] “kur-ra imin-bi ni₃₂-ba ba-ab-šum₂-mu” “He gives gifts to the seven great gatekeepers of the netherworld” (Ur-Namma A, line 76).
18 How Grain Came to Sumer, line 31: ɒtu 9tig 70-am₃.
19 Translation after Foster 2005, p. 535 = Old Babylonian version, I/A 10. On the various interpretations of this line, see Foster 2005, p. 535 n. 3 and, earlier, Lambert 1980, pp. 81–82. Etana appears as a helper (a₂-dah) and gatekeeper in the netherworld in Elegy on the Death of Nanaya, line 97 (Kramer 1960; Sjöberg 1983) and an Old Babylonian Hymn to Utu (Cohen 1977, p. 14, lines 78–79).
20 The seven gatekeepers mentioned in Ur-Namma A here being derived from Inana’s Descent; see Katz 2003, p. 124 n. 32; and Flückiger-Hawker 1999, p. 171: “This line appears to be a contamination of that version [of Inana’s Descent], or another tradition.”
— most obviously in the Akkadian counterpart to Inana’s Descent, Ištar’s Descent, and the myth Nergal and Ereškigal, the latter showing the strong influence of its predecessors.21

It is not clear whether the gate to the netherworld and the gates of heaven were identified, although they both fulfilled an equivalent function. In Nergal and Ereškigal, the entries to heaven and the netherworld are clearly separate, with movement between the two via the ascension of a staircase, which reached the Gate of Anu, Enlil, and Ea (Nergal and Ereškigal (late version), lines 13′–14′). The Nineveh version of the Etana myth does contain a numerical parallel, where the eagle relates passing through the gate of Anu, Enlil, and Ea, and then the gate of Sin, Šamaš, Adad, and Ištar (Etana [Nineveh version] III/B 3–6) — seven gods in total.22

The conception of a gatehouse with seven gates is inconsistent with the typical Mesopotamian city gate, which would feature only up to three (Katz 2003, p. 192). The famous Ištar gate of Babylon, for example, comprised two gateways, the outer gate smaller than the second, inner one. The thickness of most of these walls meant that monumental gateways did not allow simply a step or two to pass from one area to the next, but formed dark passageways, or were viewed as significant buildings in their own right, as in the case of E-dubla-mah at Ur, the gatehouse providing access to the ziggurat court.

Dina Katz has argued against any architectural significance for the number, asserting instead that the sequence held “an important literary function” allowing the gradual removal of Inana’s powers and amplifying the narrative tension (Katz 2003, pp. 192–93; 2005, p. 82 n. 93).23 The recurrence of the number seven as a typological feature explains the correlation between the number of stops Inana makes en route to Uruk in Inana and Enki, and the number of cities she abandons in Inana’s Descent, as well as the number of gates at the entrance to the netherworld.24 The seven stops do not represent a realistic itinerary, but hold further meaning.

It is worth emphasizing the plurality of gates in a Mesopotamian city. Within the bounds of the city wall lay another enclosed space: the sacred precinct, wherein the temples of the city stood. This area too was typically walled and accessed by numerous different gateways. The sacred precinct contained numerous buildings, including temples as well as other cultic facilities, but was typically dominated by the main shrine of the god of the city. This was his/

21 The Akkadian myth Nergal and Ereškigal is known in its earliest version from the Middle Babylonian period (in general, see Pettinato 2000; for English translation, Foster 2005, pp. 506–24 with detailed bibliography and references there). In the course of the story, the god Nergal stations fourteen gods at gates (lines 66–73). Although the text clearly uses the term bābu “gate, entrance,” it is possible that the number refers to the doors or door leaves, and each god is being stationed at either side of the gate, in the usual manner of the sculpted gateway guardians. Alternatively, each gateway, as noted earlier, contained an inner and outer gate, and both the whole and the parts could be defined in the same manner (Novotny 1999, esp. p. 28 n. 15, on the latter theory). In the late version, access is provided through seven gates clearly mentioned (i 20–26; iii 38′–44′).

22 For other Akkadian-language texts featuring, or implying, seven netherworld gates, see Horowitz 1998, pp. 358–59; note particularly: An Address of Marduk to the Demons (p. 356) and Utukku Lemnutu V 62–63 (Geller 2007); both texts are part of the magical literature dealing with exorcising demons.

23 Also: Katz (1995) arguing that the need for Inana to undress in the myth is also a narrative device and does not represent the tradition of the dead being naked.

24 Ferrara raised the question of a possible relationship, “apart from the obviously toponymic one,” between these myths (1978, p. 354).
her house (Sumerian \(e_2\)), which was not just a single structure, but a walled estate, whose gateways typically led into an open court in which stood the main temple. The example of the Ištar gate, noted above, was just one of eight gates that enabled access to the inner city, raising the possibility that the sequence in Inana’s Descent describes a circumambulation rite, or other type of ritual procession.\(^{25}\)

The symbolism of the number seven in Near Eastern literature is widely attested (Reinhold 2008). In myth, it is often applied to groups of divine beings, typically those who assist or accompany major deities, as well as demons (CAD S s.v. *sibittu*; KAR 142).\(^{26}\) These divine or demonic groups frequently occur in magical texts, especially incantations against demons. Several Sumerian examples of such incantations also utilize the number seven or sevenfold repetition to mark divisions of the cosmos, particularly seven heavens (\(an\)) and seven earths (\(ki\)) (Horowitz 1998, pp. 208–20). There is little evidence outside of the magical literature for the existence of seven heavens and earths,\(^ {27}\) although lexical texts do indicate the equation of the number seven with the Akkadian term *kiššatu* “all, totality,”\(^ {28}\) which may mean that it is a way to convey a large, complete, or innumerable unit. Sanders, however, suggests that “[t]his operation seems to be a device of ritual language whereby an anonymous cluster of objects is transformed into a sharply defined and unified group. This would explain why it is only in texts with strong ritual associations that parts of the cosmos are divided into seven” (Sanders 1999, p. 236). If the number seven is a feature of magical language, it may therefore have ritual or magical significance when it occurs in mythological texts. This value may be due to the lunar calendar, with the connection between seven-day periods and the performance of purification rituals and offerings (Cunningham 1997, p. 26).

As observed above, a common interpretation of the myths of Inana (Inana’s Descent, Inana and Enki, Inana and Šukaletuda) has been that they depict the celestial movements of the planet Venus, and that any ritual journey associated with the myth was secondary: an earthly reflection of the goddess’s cosmic travels. Nevertheless, it is clear that the texts incorporate some very strong ritual elements.

The most relevant passage in this context describes the lament that Inana’s vizier, Ninšubur, is instructed to perform before the gods Enlil, Nanna, and Enki on behalf of her mistress:

> When I have gone to the netherworld,
> Perform the laments for me on the mounds,
> Play the šem₃-instrument for me in the assembly,
> Go around the temples of the gods for me!
> Scratch your eyes for me, scratch your nose for me!
> Scratch at your upper thighs, the secret place, for me!

\(^ {25}\) See further below and Gabbay, this volume.

\(^ {26}\) These groupings appear in several of the myths previously discussed: the gods who seize Enlil in Enlil and Ninlil are “the fifty great gods and the seven gods who decree the destinies” (lines 56–57: *dingir-gal-gal ninnu-ne-ne / dingir nam-tar-ra imin-na-ne-ne*); the Anunakene, who pass judgment on Inana in the netherworld, are its “seven judges” (Inana’s Descent, line 167); the demons who seize Dumuzi as a substitute for Inana in the netherworld (Inana’s Descent, lines 351–52). Groups of seven appear in the earliest literature, both Sumerian and Semitic, from the Early Dynastic III (ca. 2500 B.C.E.) (Cunningham 1997, pp. 20, 25–26).

\(^ {27}\) Horowitz points to much later Hebrew and Arabic traditions that seem to echo this formulation, but finds no direct evidence in the Mesopotamian material (1998, pp. 216–18).

\(^ {28}\) Nabnitu XIV 32–36 (= MSL 16 135); RA 16, 166 ii 24 and dupl. CT 18 29 ii 19 (after CAD K s.v. *kiššatu* A).
Like one who has nothing, dress in a single garment for me,
Alone [set] your foot in the Ekur, the temple of Enlil!
When you have entered the Ekur, the temple of Enlil,
Make a lament before Enlil:
“[Father] Enlil, don’t let anyone subdue your child in the netherworld,
Don’t let your precious metal be mixed in the dirt of the netherworld
Don’t let your precious lapis lazuli be split with the mason’s stone
Don’t let your boxwood be chopped up there with the carpenter’s lumber.”
(Inana’s Descent, lines 33–46)

The first part of Ninšubur’s instructions correlates to known ritual practices, specifically, lamentation rites associated with both funerary and divine cults. Both the playing of the šem₃-instrument and the circumambulation (niĝin) of temples are well attested in connection with the performance of laments (er₂) (Heimpel 1998; Gabbay 2011; Gabbay, this volume).²⁹ The commands to mutilate her face and body and to dress in rags are common to other myths dealing with mourning (Alster 1983).

The lament that Ninšubur is to recite compares the killing of Inana to the destruction of precious metals, wood, and stone. These lines are clearly intended to describe the goddess, but mention materials used in the manufacture of divine statues (Buccellati 1982, p. 5; George 1985). Buccellati (1982) raised the possibility that Inana’s Descent was inspired by ritual practice, specifically, the destruction and renewal of a cult statue. The earthly stops would then represent the progress of the statue prior to its destination, where the statue was ritually stripped and destroyed, just like the goddess as she passes through the gates of the netherworld. Although the evidence for such a ritual procession is limited,³⁰ it is feasible that, just as cult statues could be born, they could also die.³¹

Rather than as an account of destruction, it may be feasible to read the items of clothing and jewelry that Inana gives up at each gate in the context of funerary ritual.³² The literary

²⁹ Indeed, the Eršema (er₂-šem₃-ma “laments of the šem₃-instrument”) is a name given to a specific genre of prayer, which was written in a Sumerian dialect known as Emaral, which is closely associated with both lamentations and the goddess Inana (Cohen 1981; 1988, pp. 11–15).

³⁰ One issue with this proposal is the absence of any mention of Nergal or his cult center, Kutha, from the Sumerian text. In contrast, the Akkadian version equates the netherworld with the city of Kutha when the gatekeeper admits Ishtar through the first gate (lines 40–41). Ereškigal, queen of the netherworld and sister of Inana, is the only one featured, and it is likely that Nergal did not supplant her until a later period (Katz 2003, pp. 385–89, 404–20). There is the possibility that the destination was Ereškigal’s cult city, but her cult is scarcely attested. One example of offerings to her, alongside her son, Ninazu, is known from pre-Sargonic Lagas (DP 51 obv. ii 6–iii 5) and just one reference to the construction of a temple for her is known from an inscription of Umu in the Old Akkadian period (RIME/2.11.6.2 and discussion in Katz 2003, pp. 352–55). She does receive gifts and offerings in a funerary context: a sacrificial sheep in the Ur III period occurs as part of the rites for the deceased Šu-Suen (YBC 4190 rev. i 21; see further below) and various items in the funeral of Ur-Nanna, according to the literary description, at least (Ur-Nanna A, lines 97–101).

³¹ The usual verb in Sumerian for the production of a statue is tu.d “to give birth,” e.g., Gudea Statue A iii 2–3: alan-na-ni-še₃ “he fashioned it [diiorite] into his statue.” On the fashioning and consecration of the divine cult statue, see in general Walker and Dick 2001 and especially ibid., pp. 5–6, for the early periods; on these rituals as analogy to birth, see Boden 1998, pp. 170ff.; for the repair of a damaged statue: TuL 27 (Walker and Dick 2001, pp. 228ff.). Note that the removal of a statue for repair was accompanied by ritual laments and mourning (Boden 1998, pp. 139–40); see also Hurowitz 2003, pp. 155–56.

³² An alternative and much later parallel may be seen in the first-millennium Babylonian New Year’s Festival, in the course of which the king is divested
account of the funerary of Ur-Namma (Ur-Namma A) describes the burial of the king and the accompanying rites, although in sometimes opaque literary language. Following the burial, the text recounts Ur-Namma’s journey to the netherworld (Ur-Namma A, lines 72–75), his arrival, and welcome (lines 76–83) before the elaborate offerings to gods (lines 84–131), including both gifts of objects, food offerings, and animal sacrifices. The deities who receive these offerings are specifically chthonic deities, among them Ereškigal. Several of the items offered are also found among the articles relinquished by Inana, including garments, her pin, and her symbols of power (Katz 1995, p. 223). It is quite likely, however, that whoever wrote down Ur-Namma A was acquainted with the text of Inana’s Descent, based on other allusions. In addition, the items offered to Ereškigal are known from several other literary sources.

Ur-Namma’s arrival at the netherworld is not stated outright but is signaled in the text by his presentation of gifts to the seven gatekeepers (Ur-Namma A, line 76). The nature of these gifts is not explicit, but the use of the term "nig₂-ba (Akkadian qīštu) “gift, votive offering” suggests that these are objects, rather than animal sacrifices or food offerings, consistent with Inana’s Descent. It seems that these gifts, along with the subsequent offerings to particular chthonic gods, are the grave goods to be placed in the tomb of the deceased (Katz 2003, p. 334; George 2003, vol. 1, pp. 488–89). The implication, then, is that at the grave (which, according to some texts, is the gate of the netherworld), gifts are required to gain entry.

Gates in the Ur III Cult

The need for especial protection at gates and doors is evident from the practice of placing apotropaic figures, particularly lions and bulls, at entrances as freestanding statues, terra-cotta reliefs, and as decorations on or around the doors. Such sculpted guardians are well known from the royal palaces of the first millennium B.C.E., but the tradition is clearly a long-standing one (e.g., Huxley 2000, pp. 119–22). Literary descriptions provide further attestations for the importance of these figures. The hymn to the chthonic goddess Nungal,
for example, has a lengthy description of the fearsome gate of her temple, featuring mythical beasts, scorpions, lions, eagles, and snakes (Nungal A, lines 13–24).  

The rituals associated with the installation of these figures are not well documented for the earlier periods, but first-millennium texts do provide detailed instructions on the placement and type of various apotropaic figurines, as well as the appropriate accompanying incantations (Wiggermann 1992, pp. 58–64). Of interest here is the fact that the twin gods situated on either side of the gate, Meslamtaea and Lugalirra, are both chthonic deities (ibid., p. 59).  

The tradition of gods associated with the netherworld standing guard at gateways is reflected in the myth of Adapa, which features Dumuzi and Gizzida as the doorkeepers of “Anu’s gate.”

The need for such protection might be explained by the possibility of evil demons or other dangers lurking in doorways or sneaking into houses through unguarded doors and windows. This fear is widely attested in the Akkadian magical literature: one incantation against the bite of a dog, for example, describes the animal as “crouched at the threshold.”  

Incantations against Lamaštu, a female demon linked to the death of infants, especially in childbirth, relate how she goes along or blocks “the gate of the child,” here likely a reference to the vulva, or birth canal. One incantation in particular describes the role of the twin gods driving her out through the window and past the door socket, while another explicitly states that she enters through the “door of the house.”

Given the potential dangers lurking in gates and doors and the prophylactic measures taken against them, it is not surprising then that passage through gates also required special procedures. An extant Old Babylonian prayer indicates that it was intended to be recited for the well-being of the king as he entered the city gate of Ur. The possibly third-millennium Naram-Sin inscription describes the installation of inscribed snakes at the door to the court of the temple of Erra in Kutha (Erra and Naram-Sin, lines 48–49 = Westenholz 1997, pp. 198–99).

The hymn Nungal A (Sjöberg 1973) describes the temple of the goddess as a prison — indeed, the name of her temple, E-kur, is a term for prison in a late text (Maul 1988, no. 57 rev. 6; after Civil 1993, p. 75 n. 6) — but the image that is presented is clearly very similar to that of the netherworld. In this case, at least, the entrance to the temple is the entrance to the netherworld. On the Nungal hymn, the E-kur, the prison, and the netherworld, see Sjöberg 1973; Frymer 1977; Hallo 1979, 1985; Civil 1993; and Heimpel 1996b.

The pairing of these two gods can be dated at least to the early second millennium B.C.E. based on a hymn to the two together, Ibbi-Suen B (Sjöberg 1972; Katz 2003, p. 424). Tintir, the detailed topographical listing of the shrines and structures of Babylon, probably from the late second millennium, indicates the existence of 180 stations (manzāzu, standing places for divine statues) of the gods Lugalirra and Meslamtaea throughout Babylon (Tintir V 86). It is possible that many of these were situated at gateways across the city. A. R. George remarks on the often demonic character of the gods occupying the city’s large number of minor, but also most accessible, shrines. Despite the numbers, few locations are given, although one exception is the shrines of the Asakku demons, seven in number, and mostly situated at temple gates (George 1992, p. 369).

Note in particular the first-millennium incantation en₂ ab.ta nam.mu.un.da.ku₄.e.ne (“Incantation: they shall not enter through the opening”), which specifies the gate, the threshold, and various parts of the door as the origin of various malevolent forces (Borger 1969).

“Both the (two) gods saw her; they had her go out through the window, they made her slip out past the door socket” (YOS 11 19: 6; BIN 2 72: 6–7).

“She came in through the gate of the house; she was slipping past the door socket” (BIN 2 72: 6–7).
literary prayer RBC 2000, which has been interpreted as a petition to enter the netherworld (Veldhuis 2003), reads in part: “may its door ... stand open; may its bolt ... turn around.”

Substantial evidence is available for gates both as recipients of offerings and as the focus of other ritual activities in the late third millennium B.C.E. There are several rituals that appear to be primarily associated with festivals involving entering and exiting the temple or city. At Girsu a ritual known as the “bringing out of the milk eaters” (ga₂-gu₇-e₃-a) featured provisions of oil and dates for the city gates (Sallaberger 1993, pp. 299–300). While this may be a festival for the entry or exit of the young, still suckling flocks, we also find mention of the god Ningišzida, a chthonic god who took a boat ride to the netherworld (Jacobsen and Alster 2000), the shed (ga₂) of his barge, as well as offerings for deceased rulers of the city. The use of oil to ritually anoint gates and door parts is known to have been a common practice (Zettler and Sallaberger 2011, p. 27), but the dates could have been food offerings for the gate itself. Provisions of dates for the temple of Nanna, specifying a gate, the goddess Haia, the “place of the throne,” as well as the statue of a dead king (Amar-Suen) are also a feature of a group of texts from Ur.

Also at Girsu, a festival for the goddess Bau features offerings to the city gate upon her return from a journey (Sallaberger 1993, pp. 292–93 on the u₂-Šim “fragrant grass/herb” festival). Attestations of ritual journeys of divine statues, indicated by the phrase dingir [PLACE]-še₃ du “the god going to [PLACE],” do not necessarily specify offerings to gates. The same may be said for most festivals for deities exiting and entering their shrines.

It is possible that these offerings in this context are linked to rituals known from later periods for the “Opening of the Gates” (Akkadian pīt bābi), which formed a part of the regular cult practice. This ritual of opening was likely a necessary part of the daily cult, to enable its main practitioners to enter the temple first thing in the morning (Linssen 2004, p. 36). The ritual was also a key element in certain specific festivals; the Babylonian kislimu ritual, for example, requires the opening of the gate alongside the recitation of a balag-lamentation (Çağirgan and Lambert 1991–1993, pp. 91, 100). From the periphery, Emar in the mid-second millennium B.C.E., we have detailed ritual texts describing the opening and closing of the cemetery gates during the month Abû (Emar 452 and 463; see Fleming 2000, discussion pp.

mah as the city-gate of Ur, rather than the gate to the temple complex, contra Charpin 1986, pp. 285ff.). The prayer has also been understood as a plea for release from prison (Hallo 1985) and even as a love charm (Katz 2004).

The texts typically specify two, three, or four gates by name (abul bara[q] d’utu “City Gate of the Chapel of Utu”; abul 4-2a₃u₂ “City Gate of Bau”; abul e₂-gal “City Gate of the Palace”; abul 4nanše “City Gate of Nanše”) or specify the location at the four gates (e.g., ITT 5 6925 obv. 2: abul-4-ba). For this rite as a circumambulation, see Gabbay, this volume.

Ningišzida: Orient 16 103 159 rev. 1; the shed of his barge: ITT 5 6823 obv. 6; deceased rulers, Gudea and Ur-Namma: ITT 5 6823 rev. 1–2.

MVN 13 129; UET 3 105, 111, 133, 139, 142; UET 3 147 has ki-a-nag “libation place” instead of statue; UET 3 110, 232, and 257 are very similar but with no mention of Amar-Suen (UET 3 257 adds mo₂ Su-ni-r an-na-ka “the boat of the standard of heaven); see further Sallaberger 1993, pp. 75ff. UET 3 201 and 218 also describe offerings for the temple of Nanna and its three gates as part of a monthly lunar festival. Zettler and Sallaberger 2011, esp. p. 3. See also SNAT 409 with offerings in Umma to the “great gate” (obv. i 12: ka₂ gu-la) and the “huge city-gate” (rev. i 22: abul mah) as the god Šara enters the city/temple (Sallaberger 1993, pp. 238 and 243). See Linssen 2004, pp. 36–39, on the rites in Hellenistic Babylonian, and especially p. 36 n. 79 for bibliography. See also Cohen 1993, pp. 138–40; see CAD B s.v. bābu b’ for other Old Babylonian and later rituals at gates.

Named for the ninth month of the calendar; see Langdon 1980, pp. 135ff.
Fleming observes that, “[t]he timing of these offerings alone suggests a focus on the underworld. The 25th to the 27th days cover the last stages of the moon’s light and influence ... In Mesopotamian tradition, the 28th and 29th days of every month belong to Nergal and the underworld” (Fleming 2000, p. 186).

Gates do occur as recipients of sacrificial animals as part of long lists of offerings to every part of a temple.\(^{55}\) By far the most frequent offerings of sacrificial animals for gates, however, are those for the “gate of the shrine” (\(ka₂ \text{ eš₃}\))\(^ {56}\) coupled with the gate of the Gipar (\(ka₂ \text{ gi₆-par₄}\)) at Uruk. These offerings were closely associated with the cult of Inana, particularly in her aspect as Nanaya, the planet Venus and the visible manifestation of the goddess in the sky.\(^ {57}\) While this gate received regular offerings (\(sa-du₁₁\)) as part of the cult,\(^ {58}\) other specific offerings for the gate clearly had to do with disappearance of the goddess (\(nig₂-ki-zah₃ \text{ “offering for the place of disappearance”}\)); that is, when the visible form of Inana disappeared, it meant the entrance of the goddess into the netherworld (Cohen 1993, pp. 475–76).

Perhaps also connected are certain offerings that were part of lamentation rites for various goddesses linked to netherworld journeys. These rites, known as \(qi-ra-num₂ \text{ (Akkadīan gerrānum)}\), were practiced in the cities of Ur and Uruk (Cohen 1993, pp. 472ff.). In one instance, a lamentation offering for Inana is expressly said to be provided at the gate.\(^ {59}\) It is possible that this was the assumed location of many of the other offerings of this type, which detail was simply not provided as a matter of course in the often laconic receipts. Other offerings for pairs of goddesses (Annunitum and Ulmašitum; Belat-Suhner and Belat-darraban), who are likely also forms of Inana, also appear and are said to take place “at the gate of Geštinana.”\(^ {60}\) Similarly, offerings for the gate of Ninsun, a goddess usually cast as the divine mother of the Ur III rulers, may also relate to the royal funerary cult.\(^ {61}\) These texts seem to deal with a procession from Ur to Ku’ara, and in both cases the gate of Ninsun is the first to receive a sacrifice after the offerings in Ur are completed, that is, the first stop upon reaching Ku’ara. Weiershäuser, however, has recently connected these offerings with the royal funerary cult, which concurs with Geštinana’s role in myth as a mourning goddess (2012, pp. 347–56).

---

\(^{55}\) The gate of Enlil in Nippur appears as a recipient of offerings for every part of the temple complex, but it is also the location of certain statues, particularly those associated with the royal family. See PDT 2 1173; TCL 2 5501; MVN 15 146 and Sallaberger 1993, pp. 98–99, on gate complex as location of statues, and especially BiOr 9 173. See also above, on food offerings of dates for the statue of Amar-Suen.

\(^{56}\) Although the name of the shrine is not specified, it is most likely the temple of Inana (Sallaberger 1993, p. 212).

\(^{57}\) For Nanaya as a form of Inana, see Heimpel 1982, pp. 15ff. and Steinkeller, forthcoming. On these offerings, see Sallaberger 1993, pp. 212ff.; on the offerings at the gate as part of the Queen’s cult, see ibid., p. 220, and Weiershäuser 2008, p. 63–64. Westenholz notes an oracular text (W 19900: 1) that mentions the entrance of Nanaya, possibly into the Eanna temple, and connects it to a royal hymn which positions Nanaya “at the liminal location of the doorway” (Westenholz 2007, p. 310).

\(^{58}\) E.g., MVN 18 82.

\(^{59}\) OIP 115 31 obv. 1–2 has the regular offering of 1 fattened sheep for the lamentation of Inana at the gate of ... .

\(^{60}\) SAT 2 47 obv. 1–4 has 2 goats for Belat-suhner and Belat-darraban at the gate of Geštinana (for these two goddesses, see Cohen 1993, pp. 136ff. and 252ff.; as foreign imports and as the personal goddesses of the Ur III queen, Šulgi-simti, see Sallaberger 1993, p. 19); OIP 115 128 obv. 1–4 has 2 goats for Annunitum and Ulmašitum at the gate of Geštinana.

\(^{61}\) TCL 2 5514 obv. 16; TCL 2 5482 rev. i 4. For the latter, see Sallaberger 1993, p. 107. AUCT I 488 is also related and all three may be connected to the cult of Geštinana (Weiershäuser 2012, p. 351).
We move now from the funerary cult to the actual burial proceedings. Thanks to detailed monthly expense records, we know a great deal about the funeral of Šu-Suen, one of the Ur III kings (ca. 2037–2029 B.C.E.). As part of the preparations for his burial, a number of animals were offered first to several netherworld gods (Ninazu, Ereškigal, Ninšubur in Enegi, and Ningišzida in Gišbanda) in a boat and then to a series of gates: the great gate of the moon god Nanna; the great gate of the king; ... ; the great gate of the throne; the gate of the throne of Šulgi; the gate of the throne of Amar-Suen — the latter two being former kings of Ur. This sequence is part of the second of four rituals, focusing “on the residents of the netherworld and [preparing] for the coming event.” That is to say, the sacrifices for the gates prepared the way for the king’s burial, his entrance into the netherworld.

Šu-Suen’s journey did not end there. One month after his burial, further offerings were made by his successor to a group of netherworld gods including to “Šu-Suen at the gate of Šulgi” and “Šu-Suen at the gate of Utu” as well as to the deified entrance to the netherworld, Ganzer. Steinkeller argues that, “the ritual behind this group of offerings symbolized Šu-Suen’s journey through the netherworld to assume his ... station in the sky.”

These texts show a disparity between the different groups of offerings: the sacrifices as part of the burial having the gates themselves as recipients, while the rites taking place after the funeral give the gates as the location of the offering, which is itself directed at the deceased king. The idea that the gate itself was the intended recipient would not be exceptional; other inanimate objects that constitute focal points of the cult, such as thrones or beds, were also known to receive offerings. It is also feasible that these offerings were in fact directed at the gateway guardians, the sculpted animal, mythical, or divine figures described above, which decorated or were stationed by the gate. Alternatively, the doorkeeper of Enlil, Kalkal, received offerings separate from, although alongside, those for the gate of Enlil (e.g., PDT 2 1173 i 6–7; see Such-Gutiérrez 2003, vol. 1, p. 106).

Of the gates receiving sacrifices as part of the funeral, three are “of the throne,” two of which belong to dead kings and one unspecified. These thrones are quite probably a reference to the cult of the dead: it seems that a throne or chair, or seated statue of the deceased, formed the focus of much of the post-burial cult (Katz 2010, pp. 111–12 n. 15; Katz 1999; Sallaberger 1993, pp. 147ff. esp. n. 696; Winter 1992), which included the transport of the throne as part of ritual processions to other cities (Jagersma 2007, p. 298). While these thrones may have been housed in their own building when not on the road (Sallaberger 1993, p. 147 n. 698), it is possible that they, like other statues, were sometimes situated in the gate complex of the temple (ibid., p. 99).

---

62 YBC 4190+MVN 13 120 (Sigrist 1999; Katz 2007).
63 YBC 4190 rev. i 20ff. and MVN 13 120 obv. i–rev. 2: 1 sila₄ abul ‘Nanna / 1 maš₂ abul lugal’ 1 sila₄ / 3Nin-giš-zi-da / 1 sila₄ 4Nin-a-zu / 1 sila₄ abul ₄⁷U₂ gu-za / 1 sila₄ ka₂ gu-za Ṝul-g / 1 sila₄ ka₂ gu-za Ṝan-ar₂₄-Suen; see Katz 2007, p. 175.
64 Katz 2007, p. 179.
65 PDT 1 563 obv. i 9–16.
66 Steinkeller, forthcoming, and bibliography there on the ascension of dead kings of the Ur III to heaven.
67 A similar division may be seen between the offerings for goddesses at the gate of Geštinana and offerings for the gates of the Gipar themselves.
68 Also suggested by Sigrist (1992, p. 176), citing part of Šu-Suen’s funerary rites (MVN 13 120).
69 For Kalkal as the doorkeeper in myth, see Nanna-Suen’s Journey, lines 258ff. (Ferrara 1973). In somewhat similar fashion to Inana’s Descent, when the moon god, Nanna-Suen, arrives at the gate of Nippur he hails the gatekeeper (lines 258–64), then provides a lengthy list of offerings that he is bringing for Enlil (lines 265–308). See also Sallaberger 1993, pp. 98–105.
The location of statues of dead rulers at gates may have something to do with the association between semi-mythical kings and the entrance of the netherworld. Etana, Gilgameš, and Dumuzi are all semi-mythical kings of Sumer, and all take cosmic journeys. Etana appears in the Elegy to Nanaya alongside Neti, gatekeeper of the netherworld as part of a funerary ritual and as a steward (nu-bandā₃) who opens to the door of the netherworld in an Old Babylonian Hymn to Utu (Cohen 1977). In the Hymn to Utu, Etana appears alongside Gilgameš, who is also in the Elegy to Nanaya, as well as among the gods receiving offering as part of Ur-Namma’s funerary proceedings. Dumuzi’s chthonic associations are well documented, but his position in myth as a former king of Uruk should not be ignored in this regard. “Famous kings who have died” are also recipients of offerings as part of Ur-Namma’s funeral, and their attestation in the text immediately following the offerings to the seven nameless gatekeepers of the netherworld could be suggestive (Ur-Namma A, lines 76–77).

Conclusions

In mythology, gates are used to symbolize the boundary between worlds: the visible and the invisible; the human and divine; but most often the worlds of the living and the dead. In some instances, this access was not through a single gate, but through seven — a number with strong ritual and magical overtones. In incantations, seven is used to divide and inventory(?) the cosmos — a usage echoed in the literature for gates and divine itineraries. Other ritual elements in these myths suggest that they reflect, or are reflected in, actual ritual practice, raising a possible correlation between divine journeys and ritual offerings at gates. This is especially true for journeys to the netherworld and literary depictions of funerary practice.

A variety of sources indicate that gates of cities and temples were magically and ritually significant locations, demanding protection against evil influences and necessitating propitiatory measures to enable safe passage. Routine offerings to gates as part of the temple are definitely attested, but it is in specific contexts and part of certain festivals that they occur in larger numbers and as part of a sequence. City and temple gates are typically the focus of ritual activity in rites of entry and egress, but such rites are especially well known for the cults of the various manifestations of Inana, a goddess whose mythology was concerned primarily with lamentation and journeys to the netherworld. Finally, the funerary rituals of Šu-Suen, king of Ur, demonstrate the importance of offerings to gates as preparation for his burial and entry into the netherworld.

If ritual, as I note in the introduction to this volume, is a performance intended to direct the gaze of its participants, then in this instance, I would argue that these sacrifices and offerings serve to underline the liminal status of the proceedings, emphasizing both movement (from one world to the next) and separation (by marking the boundary). This performance is both reflected and reciprocated in the multiplicity and shape of this particular architectural form, its monumentality (depth and dimension), sculptural decoration, as well as its

---

70 Note also that the group of offerings from Ur mentioned earlier associate the goddess Haia, the place of the throne, and the statue of the deceased Amar-Suen with the gate of the temple of Nanna.
71 For Neti, Gilgameš, and Etana in these texts, see now Katz 2003, pp. 376–77.
72 This is not, however, to give credence to the idea that, after Šulgi ascended to heaven, he became a doorkeeper (i₃-du₈) of the netherworld (Steinkeller, forthcoming; cf. Hallo 1991, pp. 158–59).
attendant mythology. The evidence suggests that the symbolism of the gate as a cosmic boundary in mythology was acknowledged through ritual practice. Above all, sacrifices at gates were necessary for entry (human or divine) into the netherworld.
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**BIN 2**

**BiOr 9**
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“WE ARE GOING TO THE HOUSE IN PRAYER”:
THEOLOGY, CULTIC TOPOGRAPHY, AND
COSMOLOGY IN THE EMESAL PRAYERS
OF ANCIENT MESOPOTAMIA

Uri Gabbay, Hebrew University, Jerusalem

I. Introduction

Balağ and Eršema prayers written in the Emesal register of Sumerian played an important role in the temple cult of ancient Mesopotamia, probably from as early as the third millennium B.C.E. and until the first century B.C.E.¹ They were sung by the gala (kalû) priest and were accompanied by musical instruments, some of which gave these genres their names: the balağ-instrument accompanied the Balağ prayers, and the šem-instrument (Akkadian halhallatu) accompanied the Eršema prayers (literally, “laments of the šem-instrument”).² The content of these prayers is usually mournful, lamenting the destruction of cities and temples. There are many indications that Emesal prayers were not always sung statically, but were rather connected to processions and circumambulations. This is evident not only through ritual texts but also even in the wording of the prayers themselves, which uses a large range of verbs of motion, such as e₃ “to go out,” di-di “to wander,” niĝin “to circle,” ul₄ “to hurry,” te “to approach,” and ku₄ “to enter.” At times, the spatial aspects of the content of the prayers and the ritual instructions prescribing their performance (or a combination of both) appear to correspond to the general theological, and on occasion also cosmic, significance of the prayers. The following article investigates the theological and cosmic significance of cultic motion, especially with regard to the directions of these motions, using internal evidence from the prayers themselves, ritual texts, and administrative documents. These spatial aspects of motion will be connected with the literary content, structure, and theology of Balağ and Eršema prayers.

¹ In the following article, the first letter of genres of Emesal prayers is capitalized, hence Balağ, Eršema, Šuila, but non-capitalized balağ refers to the musical instrument. The article uses textual data from various periods and locations, even though at times this could admittedly be a risky task. In my opinion, the careful use and comparisons of these materials can reveal the religious and theological system in which the prayers were performed during the various periods. Once such a system is recognized and defined, it is possible to trace the continuity and changes that occurred within it, at times connected to historical developments and at times to internal religious developments. I would like to acknowledge the extensive use I made of the CDLI and ETCSL digital resources, and especially BDTNS, in the preparation of this article. I thank Professor Wolfgang Heimpel for reading and commenting on an earlier draft of this article.

² The problems related to the identification of these instruments will not be dealt with here; see Gabbay forthcoming a, VI.
II. Spatial Aspects in Emesal Prayers

According to the ancient Near Eastern religious perception, one of the most important things a person can ask from a god, under normal circumstances or in a normal state, is for this god to remain calm. Divine wrath is terrible and, if not calmed in time, can be directed toward the god’s own city, temple, and people. To assure that the god remains calm, his statue is seated in his cella, where he receives supplications, offerings, and music. The physical resting of the god on his seat is connected to the mental and theological resting of the god’s mind. The following paragraph examines how the content of some Balağ prayers, describing the divine wrath and asking for its appeasement, is related to the locations and directions of motion described in the Balağ.

II.1. “Theological Topography”

From a literary point of view, the content of Emesal prayers, especially Balağ compositions, is often arranged circularly, beginning and ending in the temple. The god is described as leaving his own city due to a catastrophe, or causing catastrophe by leaving his city. This catastrophe is the subject of the lament. At times the lamentation is uttered by the goddess of the city, the city’s only survivor, roaming and circling the streets, witnessing all the destruction and death. At the end of the Balağs, the god is asked to return to his city, to sit on his throne, and to never leave it again. Therefore, almost all Balağs and Eršemas end with a section that asks the god to stay in his temple and remain calm. This theology varies slightly in different Balağs, depending on the god to whom they are directed. In Balağs to Enlil, Enlil is described as raging and thereby leaving his temple and city, causing destruction to his own city and the entire land. After lamentations, he is asked to return to his city and calm down. In Balağs to Enki, the situation is a bit more complex. Enki is described as leaving his city as a result of Enlil’s rage, causing him to be plagued by a disturbed state of mind. After the destruction is over, and perhaps after Enlil himself has been pacified, Enki is asked to return to his city, sit in his temple, and be calm.\(^3\) A lament about the abandoned and destroyed city and the goddess roaming its parts is nicely depicted in the Balağ abzu pe-el-lā₂-am₃, “the Abzu is defiled,” addressed to the god Enki. It is especially preserved in the first millennium B.C.E, but is also partially known from the Old Babylonian period.\(^4\) The first section mourns the destruction of the temple:

\begin{verbatim}
3 This literary structure is also found in the Sumerian Eridu Lament (ETCSL c.2.2.6).
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
line 1 The abzu is defiled! Eridu is plundered!
The true House! The abzu is defiled! Eridu is plundered!
The true House, the House of Enki,
The true House, the House of Damgalnuna,
5 The true House, the House of Asarluḫi (= Marduk),
The true House, the House of Panunanki (= Zarpanitu),
The true House, the House of Sukkalmilha,
The true House, the House of Muzebas’a (= Nabû),
The true House, the House of Nammu,

10 The true House, the House of Nanše,
The true House, the House of Ara (= Usmû)!
\end{verbatim}
The Abzu, which was built in a pure place,
Eridu, which was built in a good place,
My still E-engur,

My purified standard,
My glorified standard,
The grand courtyard, my small abzu,
The grand courtyard, my large abzu,
[...], my perfect thing!

My holy dais, set up facing east,
Babylon, my city having sighs,
My open House into which gifts were brought in,
My chamber of cedar, by the edge of the sea,
The midst of the šegbar which no one can see.

Its front is in tears, its midst is in tears,
Its front, one enters it in tears!
Its midst, one exits it in sighs!

The abzu mentioned in the first line is the body of subterranean waters where the god Enki cosmically abides. But it is also the name of the temple of Enki, where his statue both mythologically and cultically abides. The implication of the abzu being defiled is that Enki, who should be sitting in the abzu both cosmically and mythologically, is not there. He left not only his abode in the cosmic abzu, but also his earthly temple. Therefore, the various parts of the abandoned temple, once glorious structures, are now described as defiled, leading to tears and sighs within them.

The next section contains a passage that describes the goddess of the city, Damgalnuna, and her entourage, rushing out of the temple complex to meet the god Enlil, who brought the destruction, in order to calm him down. On her way to him, she utters a lament over her destroyed city:

Because of the defiled abzu we are rushing to him,
And we, because of the defiled abzu, we are rushing to him,
The lord Enki, because of the defiled (abzu) we are rushing to him!
The lord, because of the defiled abzu, does not dwell in the abzu,
The lord Enki, because of the destruction, does not dwell in Eridu!
The lord does not dwell in the abzu, he is silent,

The lady Damgalnuna does not dwell in Eridu, the lady is is silent!
[That lady …] is going to him because of her defiled House,
[...] is going to him because of her plundered assembly,
She is going to him because of her destroyed cattlepen (and) [...],
She is going to him because of her destroyed treasure house (and) slain people,

She is going to him because of her defiled funerary offerings,
She is going to him because of her outer House in which an enemy passed,
She is going to him because of her holy places which were set aside,
She is going to him because of her defiled banquet hall!
Day and night she cries out, she is going to him,

She cries out over her destroyed cattlepen; she is going to him,
She moans over her uprooted sheepfold; she is going to him!
On account of her House she walks about bending down, she cries bitterly,
On account of her defiled cella she walks about, she cries bitterly,
On account of her leveled treasure house she walks about, she cries bitterly!
“Your storm! ... I sat down!” she cries feverishly,
My-Lady, “What will become of me?” cries feverishly,
Lady of the House, “Enlil, how long?!” says prostrating.
She is going to him because of her defiled House, her plundered city!

After this section, the goddess begins lamenting the temple. Later she begins wandering and circling the outskirts of the city in lamentations, passing alongside the canals and ditches and out to the fields and steppe outside the city, from where water and vegetation used to be brought to the city:

I am circling (ām-niĝin-e-en), I am circling the plundered place!
I am circling! I am circling the plundered place, ...
My one of the ditches lies in the ditches, ...
My one of the canals lies in the canals! ...
My one who went to the vegetation was carried off,
My one who went to the water was carried off,
My one who carried vegetation does not carry vegetation for anyone, he was carried off,
My one who carried water does not carry water for anyone, he was carried off!
The dogs who know me made me known to the enemy,
The dogs who do not know me follow the enemy!

The rest of the composition is not well preserved, but may have continued with a description of Enki and Damgalnuna returning to their shrines (and, cosmically, to the abzu), perhaps after Enlil was calmed, and then asked to stay in their cellas. In compositions addressed to Enlil, there is added emphasis on heart pacification, since the entire catastrophe was caused by his raging heart.

Indeed, such descriptions are found in Balaği to Enlil, for example, in a section found toward the end of several such compositions in the Old Babylonian period and in the first millennium B.C.E. The opening lines of this section describe the god returning to his city, accompanied by his entourage and his balaği-instrument:

We are going to the House in prayer, in prayer!
We are going in prayer (with) the balaği-instrument fit for the House!
We are going to Enlil in prayer (with) the circumambulating balaği (balaği niĝin-na)!
We, god and man, are going to Enlil in prayer (with) the balaği!
We, god and man, who were circumambulating, are going in prayer!
We are going to that House in supplication!
We are going to that Place in supplication! We are going to Enlil!
We are going to calm the heart of the lord! We are going to Enlil!
We will calm the heart of the lord! We are going to Enlil!

This section continues with a very long list of gods who are invoked to help calm the god. At the end of the list, and prior to the supplication of the mother goddess, a general

---

5 Cohen 1988, p. 52, line 60: $u₄$-da$^7$ // $u₄$-ma$^1$, but BM 54745 on which this line is preserved seems to have: $u₄$-zu // $u₄$-ki (collated).

reference to the gods is made, followed by mention of the city to which Enlil is now returning, namely, his city of Nippur:7

The gods of heaven, the gods of earth,
The Anuna-gods standing in heaven,
The Anuna-gods standing on earth!
The bar of Nippur! The bolt of Nippur!

Then another section follows, either of the Balağ prayer itself, or in the first millennium especially in the Eršema prayer that is appended to it, with a concluding plea or supplication asking Enlil not to abandon his city, not to bring destruction again, and to calm his heart from now on. An example is the first-millennium Eršema alim-ma umun ǧir₂-ra, which is appended to the Enlil Balağ am-e bara₂ an-na-ra:8

May your heart be calmed! May your mind be pacified!
Alas, lord! May An calm you!
Lord, Great Mountain, Enlil! May your heart be calmed!
In the shrine Ekur, may I calm his heart! May I pacify his mind!
Lord of the lands! May I calm his heart!
How long? Great Mountain Enlil! May your heart be calmed! May your mind be pacified!

After the lamenting and mourning and when the god is present in his dwelling, the heart pacification is meant to ensure that calamities and misfortunes will not recur.

II.2. Cultic Topography

Although this may seem entirely hypothetical, I would like to offer a cultic topographical analysis of the content of the sections cited above, beginning with the Balağ abzu pe-el-la₂-am₃. The original topographical context of this Balağ was most probably Enki’s temple in the city of Eridu, the E-abzu. Later, it was also performed in other temples, especially the Esağil of Babylon, and indeed the name of this temple was added to the litanies of this Balağ, as in other compositions.

In the discussion above, I related to Enki leaving his city in the theological, as well as cosmic, levels. But there is also a cultic and very concrete level to this. Cultically, in a calendrical or other cultic occasion, Enki’s representation, as a statue or symbol, leaves his abode, the abzu, and is directed in procession out of the temple. Returning to the first section of the Balağ cited above, it is evident that the sequence of localities enumerated in this literary description reflects a movement from the inner cella of the temple outward. The section begins with a general introduction, mourning the destruction of the entire temple complex and city, syncretizing it, in the usual way known in Emesal litanies, also with the temples of Marduk and Nabû. Then, the text becomes more specific, beginning with the mention of E-engur (line 14), another name for the subterranean body of water, here probably referring not to the whole temple but to the main cella within it. It is possible that in the context of

7 See CT 42, 3 v 40–43 (Cohen 1988, p. 290: e+269–72). In the first millennium B.C.E., the address to the gods of heaven and earth is slightly different, and after the mention of the bolt of Nippur, bolts of other cities are added, see, e.g., Cohen 1988, p. 310: c+225–32.
8 SBH 22: 29′–38′ // BaM Beih. 2, 19 r. 1′–5′ // BL 163+ r. iv 11–21; see Gabbay forthcoming b, no. 14.
a procession leaving the temple with the image of Enki, this is the starting point. The cultic personnel that will begin the process are in the cella and are removing the statue of Enki, or another of his representations, from his seat. The text continues with a mention of the cultic standards (lines 15–16), probably referring to standards in the cella or at its entrance, through which the procession is leaving. The text continues with a mention of the court-yards (lines 17–18), known to be situated outside the inner cellas of Mesopotamian temples, implying the movement of the procession through these courtyards. The mention of the dais facing east (line 20) refers to another cult room located at the eastern part of the temple, probably close to the east gate,9 implying perhaps that the procession was leaving the temple through this gate. From there the procession may have reached the external parts of the temple, the place where offerings were normally brought as greetings to the god (line 22) by those persons who could not enter the actual temple. Then, it may have proceeded to a cedar porch or chamber (line 23: ma ṣē-erīn-a), located near the gate,10 perhaps containing in its inner part an image of a wild goat or ram, associated with Enki and the abzu, and now not seen by the procession leaving the gate (line 24).11 Finally, the procession is standing outside the temple, facing its front for the last time (lines 25–26), before proceeding on its journey away from the temple (line 27).

The next section cited above (lines 39–63) contains a passage that explicitly describes the utterance of the participants of a procession (either the same procession leaving the temple earlier or an additional one that joined it) in the first-person plural, rushing out of the temple with the images of the god Enki and his consort Damgalnuna. The procession in this passage seems to pass by cultic areas outside the main cellas of Enki and Damgalnuna, such as the treasure house, the place for funerary offerings, the “outer House,” and the banquet

9 The east shrine of Mesopotamian temples was considered a place of divine judgment and divine assemblies. In the third millennium B.C.E., for example, the Šugalam gate, identified by Heimpel (1996, pp. 20–21) as the east gate of the Eninnu temple in Girsu (see below, section IV), is considered a place of divine judgment (Gudea cylinder A viii: 6; see Edzard 1997, p. 74; cf. Heimpel 1996, pp. 20, 25), and a dais (bara₂₂) located at the area of the gate, where the procession route Ĝirnun ended, is likewise considered a place of divine judgment (Gudea cylinder A xxii: 20–22; see Edzard 1997, p. 83; cf. Heimpel 1996, pp. 20–21, 25–26). The dais at the Ĝirnun procession route is also clearly associated with the rising sun in a different passage, where it is mentioned just before the gu₂-en-na assembly and throne hall, probably indicating that they were situated close to each other (Gudea cylinder B xvi: 7–18; see Edzard 1997, p. 97). As pointed out to me by Professor Andrew George in a remark following a lecture on this topic in the annual conference of the Israel Society for Assyriology and Ancient Near Eastern Studies in Beer-Sheva (February 2012), the eastern annex of Marduk’s Esaĝil temple in Babylon in the first millennium B.C.E. (as well as the eastern annexes of Aššur’s Eršara temple in Assur and Anu’s Rēš temple in Seleucid Uruk, built on the model of the Esaĝil) was probably the location of the Ubšu-ukkina and the Du₆-ku₃, where the divine assembly met to pronounce destinies; see George 1999 (differently: Pongratz-Leisten 1994, pp. 47–64). The connection of the east part of temples to divine judgment and decisions on destinies is of course connected to the image of the sun god Utu/Šamaš as the divine judge.

10 Note that a cedar porch or chamber (a-ga erin) is considered the place of judgment in an inscription of Gudea found on a few bricks and thus may be associated with the place of judgment applied to the eastern gate and dais (see n. 9 above); see Edzard 1997, pp. 141–42, no. 44 (cf. Heimpel 1996, pp. 19–20, 24); and cf. Gudea cylinder A xxii: 3–4 (Edzard 1997, p. 83; cf. Heimpel 1996, pp. 19–20, 25). Note that ma ṣē-erīna-a in the Balaĝ is the Emesal equivalent of a-ga erin in the Gudea inscription, as in another case where Emesal ma corresponds to a-ga: a-ga balaq-a-bi gu₄ gu₃ nun di (Gudea cylinder A xxviii 17; see Edzard 1997, p. 87), and ma balaq-qa₂₃ gu₄ gu₃ di nun-n[a?] (SBH 50a: 18).

11 “The midst of the šegbar which no one can see” occurs also in the myth Enki’s Journey to Nippur, line 47 (ETCSL c.1.1.4).
hall (lines 49–53), implying perhaps that the procession is still in the temple complex, but not in its main shrine.

According to one of the following passages in the composition, the procession now begins a mournful circumambulation (niĝin) of the temple and city (lines 90–91), passing alongside the canals and ditches (lines 92–93). From there it turned to the fields outside the city, from where water and vegetation used to be brought to the city (lines 94–97), at the border of the steppe lying outside the city, where dogs dwell and wander (lines 98–99).

After the circumambulation of the city, passing through the steppe outside the city, the procession heads back to the city and temple. This image is found in the passage from the Enlil Balağ cited above, which again describes the utterance of the participants of the procession in the first-person plural that they are going to the city where they will calm the heart of Enlil (“We are going to calm the heart of the lord!”). The participants are carrying the image of the god, as well as the balağ-instrument that participated in the circumambulation of the city (balağ niĝin-na). After naming the long list of gods while making their way into the city, the procession arrives at the city gates, addressing their bars and bolts (“The bar of Nippur! The bolt of Nippur!”).

Finally, when the procession arrives at the temple, they seat the image of Enlil in his cella and complete the prayer with a section asking Enlil to remain calm and not to abandon his city again. In the cited passage from the Eršema, this is explicitly said to take place in the temple (“In the shrine Ekur, may I calm his heart! May I pacify his mind!”). As noted, pleas for the pacification of the heart of the deity are appropriate at the end of a ritual, when the god is re-seated on his throne. The address to the deity in the second person may indeed imply that the gala priest is addressing the statue of the god in front of him, seated back in his cella.

III. Cultic Topography in Rituals versus Spatial Aspects in Emesal Prayers

I assume that the reconstruction according to content proposed in the previous section of the article reflects the earlier performances of the Balağ prayers. However, in the first millennium B.C.E., the traditional Balağ and Eršema prayers were more and more associated with the cella of the god. At times, they were performed before or after a procession but, unlike in earlier periods, were usually not part of it. What was sung, then, during the procession? On festive occasions, in which the king also participated, especially the Akitu festival, Šuila prayers were recited (Shibata forthcoming). In other cases, a specific form of Eršema prayers was used, natively called Ritual (kidudû) Eršemas, as opposed to the Eršemas that were appended to Balağs and actually served as their final section. The difference between the Ritual Eršemas and those appended to Balağs is that while the latter compositions end with a supplication for the appeasement of the god’s heart, which is appropriate for their performance in front of the god in his cella, the Ritual Eršemas do not normally contain such sections. Indeed, these Ritual Eršemas, which do not contain a supplication for calming the god, are not usually performed before the sitting god in his cella (but see section III.3 below).

---

12 E.g., various Emesal prayers are performed before and after procession in the spring festivals in Assur; see Maul 2000, pp. 402–06. See Gabbay forthcoming a, VII.4.2.

13 For an analysis of Šuila prayers in their topographical context, see Shibata forthcoming, I.5.1.
III.1. Procession from the Temple: Cult and Prayer

A first-millennium B.C.E. ritual text describes the cultic acts to be performed when a divine statue has to be repaired and is removed from its throne to be taken to the workshop (Farber 2003, p. 209, lines 1–10):

If a divine statue falls into a critical state of disrepair and the god has the desire to be renovated ... you enter the presence of this god ... at night, when there is no one around, and cover him with a cloth. You leave and light a pile of wood. You perform a Balağ (takribtu). 14 You make this god rise from his pedestal, and the kalû-priest uncovers his head. He beats his chest and says “Woe!” He sings (the Ritual Eršema) urû₂ a-še-er-ra (“The city is in sighs”). He takes the god by the hand. Until the god enters the workshop and takes his seat, he must not cease singing.

The Ritual Eršema urû₂ a-še-er-ra, “The city is in sighs,” is sung, probably over and over again, in a procession leaving the cella of the god, and heading toward the workshop. The cultic activity is not over yet. It will take a while until the statue, and consequently the god himself, will be seated back in his temple. Meanwhile the god spends his time outside his temple, a liminal and awesome state, which may be explained as a sign of divine wrath. It is no coincidence that the procession occurs at night, before the sun has risen. The absence of celestial light is an image of the absence of the divine presence, both theologically, as the god leaving his city in rage, and concretely, as the statue of the god leaving its cella. It is not yet the time to calm the divine anger. This will be done when the god is headed back to his seat after the repair, and the entire ritual is over. Indeed, the Ritual Eršema urû₂ a-še-er-ra, “The city is in sighs,” does not contain a supplication for calming the angry god, but only describes the divine abandonment caused by divine wrath. 15 The prayer begins with a lament over the destroyed city and temple (lines 1–3):

The city is in sighs! How long will it stay destroyed?
My city, Nippur, is in sighs! How long will it stay destroyed?
The brickwork of Ekur is in sighs! How long will it stay destroyed?

These lines describe the lament over the city and temple, evidently caused by the god abandoning it, and cultically mirrored by the damaged image of the god leaving his shrine in procession. As noted above, in addition to the theological and cultic abandonment, this situation is also evident cosmically, as the sun concealing itself from mankind at night, when the ritual is performed.

The next lines describe the goddess of the city lamenting her city. A few lines in her lament relate to the coming out of the “Word” of the god, that is, the god’s destructive decision to leave the city by commanding its destruction (lines 24–27):

It is overwhelming! It is overwhelming! It comes out from the city!
The Word of great An is overwhelming! It comes out from the city!
The Word of Enlil is overwhelming! It comes out from the city!
He made my city cry out in bitter misery! Its people were heaped up!

---

14 See Gabbay 2011, pp. 70–73.
15 For this Eršema, see Cohen 1981, pp. 117–21, no. 35; Gabbay forthcoming b, no. 50.
The lament describes the destructive Word of the god as leaving the city. This destructive divine Word is a common motif in Emesal prayers and is often described as its result: the destruction itself. The Word leaving the city in the passage above is not only the command to destroy the city, but also its actual destruction. And this destruction is the consequence of the god leaving his city. This is true theologically, as the absence of the god from his city enables its destruction, but is also reflected cultically in the concrete ritual act of the procession leaving the temple toward the workshop.

The end of the composition is still mournful and contains no supplication or wish for the end of the destruction or for the god’s pacification. As mentioned, this absence of supplication is in agreement with the cultic setting of the prayer during the procession of the statue leaving his shrine, a ritual enactment of the divine abandonment, which is not the time for supplications. The time for this will only be when the god returns to his seat in his temple.

III.2. Procession to the Temple: Cult and Prayer

A ritual text, known from Seleucid Uruk, describes the cultic acts that should be performed when the restoration of the image of the god in the workshop is completed and it undergoes purifying rituals on the riverbank (Mayer 1978, pp. 444–58). The ritual begins at night (line 3), when offerings are made to various gods, mostly nocturnal, including stars, and Nuska, the lamp god (lines 3–5). During this period, two Balaţs, including their accompanying Eršemas, are performed (lines 9–12), one of which is the Balaţ u₄-dam ki am₃-us₂, “It reaches earth like Day” (line 9), known from other sources to be performed at the end of the night before dawn.¹⁶ Then, at dawn (line 13), offerings and libations are performed, including another Balaţ and Eršema (lines 13–28), after which the text describes the return of the statue of the god from the river to his cella (lines 28–32):¹⁷

The god will head to the temple from the river bank. The king will hold the hand of the god and will recite …¹⁸ The kalâ-priest (singing the Ritual Eršema) nir-ĝal₂ lu₂ e₃-ne (“Prince, appearing!”) will hold the hand of the god …. When he arrives in the main gate of the temple (the kalâ-priest shall sing the Ritual Eršema) e₂ ša₃-ab ḫuĝ-ĝe₂₆-ta (“House, so that the heart be calmed!”) … until the god sits in his seat, the [recitation]s(?) and prayers will be performed …

The Ritual Eršema nir-ĝal₂ lu₂ e₃-ne, “Prince, appearing!” which includes about a hundred lines, is one of the longest known Eršemas in the first millennium B.C.E.¹⁹ What is unusual about this Ritual Eršema is that it ends with a supplication, a very rare phenomenon in Ritual Eršemas. The composition begins with a description of the appearance of the god (lines 1–2):

Prince, appearing — who can fathom you? Honored one, prince, appearing — who can fathom you?

¹⁶ For ritual attestations prescribing the singing of the Balaţ u₄-dam ki am₃-us₂, and other Balaţs, to a cultic performance just before dawn, see Gabbay forthcoming a, VII.6.1.

¹⁷ The translation of this passage is based on Mayer’s (1978, p. 446) transliteration and on the copy in BaM Beih. 2, 1.

¹⁸ Perhaps restore: [g]aⁿ[¬n][¬a]²³[umun-e]²⁵, referring to the recitation given in full in lines 31ff.

¹⁹ See Gabbay forthcoming b, no. 54. The Eršema is preserved on BL 9a+BL 73.
The god is described as appearing, using the verb $e_3$ which is also used for “going out.” Here the verb is used in its known nuanced meaning of “appearance” and in a non-finite construction, indicating the presence of the god who is already outside his shrine, both in the divine and cultic realms.

But since the god is now heading back to his temple and will soon be seated in his seat, supplications can begin. And indeed, the Eršema ends with a long supplication. It first begins with a litany asking various gods to make a supplication to the god heading back to his temple, in his different names (lines a+39–51):

May he who knows what is in his heart say a prayer to you, lord!
May he who knows what is in the heart of An say a prayer to you, lord!
May he who knows what is in the heart of the honored one say a prayer to you, lord!
May he who knows what is in the heart of great An say a prayer to you, lord!
May he who knows what is in the heart of the Great Mountain, father Enlil, say a prayer to you, lord!
May he who knows what is in the heart of Enki say a prayer to you, lord!
May he who knows what is in the heart of Asarluḫi (= Marduk) say a prayer to you, lord!
May he who knows what is in the heart of Enbilulu say a prayer to you, lord!
May he who knows what is in the heart of Muzebasa’a (= Nabû) say a prayer to you, lord!
May he who knows what is in the heart of Dikumaḫa say a prayer to you, lord!
May he who knows what is in the heart of the great hero say a prayer to you, lord!
May he who knows what is in the heart of Nuska say a prayer to you, lord!
This day, oh god, balaĝ-instrument of laments, this day has risen! May he say a prayer to you, lord!

The list of gods enumerated in this passage, beginning with An and ending with Dikumaḫa, is a standard sequence of gods in first-millennium B.C.E. litanies in Emesal prayers.20 But the addition of Nuska at its end (line a+50) is very rare.21 This alludes to the time of day in which the Eršema was performed. According to the ritual text, the performance occurred just after sunrise. Nuska is the lamp god, associated in the first millennium B.C.E. especially with the very last stage of the night, just before dawn. Indeed, he participated in this cult before the final stage of the ritual (see above). Now that the sun is rising, Nuska is mentioned for the last time, since there is no more need for the use of the lamp, and it can be blown out. Once the lamp is off, and the sun has fully risen bringing daylight, the supplication turns to address this (line a+51): “This day, oh god, balaĝ-instrument of laments, this day has risen!” The image of the rising sun is linked to the favorable appearance of the god, soon to be seated on his throne, at the end of the procession. The supplication continues, addressing various gods,22 ending with a litany mentioning Kalkal, the doorkeeper, Enlilazi, the

---

20 See Gabbay forthcoming a, IV.5.1 with table 2.
21 For the litany “May he who know what is in the heart,” addressed to various gods (Marduk, Ninurta, Utu), using fixed sequences of divine names, but adding Nuska to them at the end, see Gabbay forthcoming a, IV.5.1 with table 3.
22 Note that Nuska is mentioned here too, but as a god in the sanctuary of Nippur, and not as the lamp god connected to the night performance.
overseer, and Ur-Suena, the herald of the temple (lines a+62–64), all standing at the temple’s gate, alluding to the procession approaching the temple:\textsuperscript{23}

May Kalkal, the great doorkeeper of Ekur say a prayer to you, lord!
May the lofty overseer Enlilazi say a prayer to you, lord!
May Ur-Suena, the herald of the outer shrine say a prayer to you, lord!

Now that the procession is almost at the temple, the supplication can be more explicit, asking the gods to plea to the main god directly, in the second person, not to abandon his city and temple again (lines a+65–82):

“Do not abandon your city!” may they each say to you, may they each say a prayer to you!
... “You are its lord! Do not abandon it!” may they each say to you, may they each say a prayer to you!
“You are its shepherd! Do not abandon it!” may they each say to you, may they each say a prayer to you!

The supplication ends by asking the god, again perceived as the sun or day that has already risen, to return and remain in his temple (a+83):

“Day, return to that House! Do not abandon it!” may they each say to you! may they each say a prayer to you!

By now, the procession probably passed through the gate of the temple, and according to the ritual text, another Eršema is now to be sung until the god takes his seat: “House, so that the heart be calmed!” (see above). Unfortunately, the content of this prayer is not known since no manuscript of it could be identified. But another ritual text also prescribes this prayer to the very end of a procession, just before the god is seated on his seat.\textsuperscript{24} It is obvious according to the incipit that the prayer dealt with the pacification of the heart in relation to the entrance into the temple.

After the procession is over and the restored god is reseated, the ritual text prescribes offerings, and an unspecified Balağ prayer is sung (lines 32–34), obviously including an Eršema ending with a plea for the pacification of the god’s heart, recalling the destruction, and asking for the future appeasement of the god.

\textbf{III.3. Performance in the Temple: Cult and Prayer}

Lastly, I would like to address three short Ritual Eršemas that actually contain “heart pacification units” per se. These are the Eršemas ur-saĝ ǔt-ù₄₈-lu “Hero Utulu,” kur-gal a-a “Great Mountain, father Enlil,” and i-lu-ke₄ i-lu-ke₄ “She of ‘alas!,’ she of ‘alas!,” directed to Ninurta, Enlil, and Inana, respectively, all ending with similar heart

\textsuperscript{23} Note the mention of the gods Kalkal, Ur-Suen, and Enlilazi in Ur III documents listing offerings in the context of entering (ku₄) into the temples of Enlil and Ninlil in Nippur, at times involving the balağ-instrument as well (Sallaberger 1993, part 1, pp. 98–105).

pacifications. Cohen (1981, p. 27 n. 136) noted the exceptional nature of these Ritual Eršemas and concluded that the heart pacification unit that appears at their end is due to their poor scribal craftsmanship. However, I do not agree that these Eršemas are poorly composed, and I believe that the solution to the inclusion of three heart pacification units, unlike other Ritual Eršemas, is found in the ritual setting of their performance. Following is the heart pacification unit of the Eršema ur-sağ "ut-u₁₈-lu in one of its versions (lines 12–23): 26

Day! So that the heart be pacified! Storm! So that the mind be pacified!
Heart of the great hero! So that the heart be pacified!
Heart of Utulu! So that the heart be pacified!
Heart of the lord Dikumahā! So that the heart be pacified!
Heart of the beautiful woman Baba! So that the heart be pacified!
Heart of Nintinuga! So that the heart be pacified!
Heart of the Lady-of-Isin! So that the heart be pacified!
Heart of Gašan-gutešasiga (= Tašmētu)! So that the heart be pacified!
Heart of My-Lady Nanaya! So that the heart be pacified!
Heart of (variant: Princess) the lady of Ḫursaģkalama! So that the heart be pacified!
Heart of (variant: Princess) the lady of Eturkalama! So that the heart be pacified!
Heart of (variant: Princess) the lady of Babylon! So that the heart be pacified!

According to my proposed classification, such prayers should be sung in front of the sitting statue of the god in his or her cella, the appropriate place for the god to be pacified. Indeed, short ritual instructions appended to two of these Eršemas (ur-sağ "ut-u₁₈-lu and i-lu-ke₄ i-lu-ke₄) prescribe these compositions to the cella. Thus, the composition cited above is to be sung before the statue of the goddess in her cella on the third day of each month according to a Late Babylonian tablet: 27

During (each) month, on the third day, before the evening meal, in the shrine of Tašmētum (this composition) shall be sung

The performance of this Eršema in the evening may imply that the goddess will soon have the opportunity to pacify the god intimately when they go to sleep together. 28

IV. Cultic Topography in Ur III Administrative Documents

Although no tablets containing Balağ prayers have survived from the third millennium B.C.E., it is most likely that Emešal prayers already existed in this period (Cooper 2006). Many tablets dating to the Ur III period mention administrative transactions involving the gala priest, laments (er₂), and the balağ-instrument, at times all in the same context, and it

26 This version is found in CT 42, 12: 12–23 and CTMMA 2, 14 (Maul 2005, pp. 95–96): 12–23. Another version is found in MLC 382: 2′–19′. See Gabbay forthcoming b, no. 60.
27 See CT 42, 12: 26; cf. Cohen 1981, p. 41. A slightly different version of the same Eršema, found on MLC 382, has a similar instruction (lines 21′–22′): “Month-

ly, on the third day, accompanied by a ḫalḥallatu-instrument, in the shrine of Nanaya, before Nanaya (this composition) shall be sung” (cf. Cohen 1981, p. 41). The same tablet has a similar instruction for the Eršema i-lu-ke₄ i-lu-ke₄ (r. 14–15). See Gabbay forthcoming b, nos. 60, 78.
28 For this motif, cf., e.g., the concluding line of the Šamaš Hymn (Lambert 1960, p. 138, line 200).
is probable that such attestations refer to a performance of Emesal prayers ("laments" er₂) by the gala, to the accompaniment of the balaĝ-instrument. In addition, many documents mentioning the gala, the balaĝ, or laments (or the combination of these elements) often imply a cultic movement. Thus, processions may be referred to when gates are mentioned in such documents, implying a cultic movement through them (see Ragavan, this volume).

IV.1. The Circumambulating balaĝ in Ĝirsu

The most instructive evidence from Ur III documents involves circumambulations. The following section focuses on Ur III documents from Ĝirsu that record provisions of flour and beer for rituals involving the "balaĝ of the day circumambulating the city" (balaĝ u₂-da iri niĝin-na). Of special interest are three documents that list provisions in relation to various topographical designations, indicating cultic "stops" in which offerings and other ritual acts were performed.

The following table summarizes the various topographical stops.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document</th>
<th>Ritual Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCTI 1, 796 (No Date)</td>
<td>For the Houses of the gods (For the Piriğ-gin₇-du canal) The runners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVN 2, 143 (month 12, year Šu-Suen 1)</td>
<td>For the lament of offering (For the House of Antasura) Offering materials at the meadow of the bank of the Piriğ-gin₇-du canal and the bank of the Tigris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLC 2, 23 iii: 4-11, ii: 14 (month 12)</td>
<td>Offering of the royal ša₃-ge-guru₇ rite (For the U₃-sur canal) The qa-qa₇ e₃-a rite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Offering materials for Šugalam and Uruk-House (For the NINA-DU canal) The balaṣ of the day circumambulating the city</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Divine balaṣ of the day circumambulating the House and city Offering materials for the garden at Kisura Magan-boat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Offering materials for the Cow-of-laments instrument at Antasura Divine balaṣ of the day circumambulating the city Offering materials for the mouth/gate of the Ĝir(?) canal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[Offering materials] for the Piriğ-[gin₇-du canal] (?) — For the Cow-of-laments instrument at Antasura</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>— — Meal of the king at the Holy-City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>— — Offering at the Bird-House</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The picture that arises when taking these documents into account, and with due caution that they do not all necessarily refer to the same rite, is that a procession with the circumambulating balaṣ headed northwestward and probably returned circularly southeastward. The first document (TCTI 1, 796) records rituals in the temple complex, including offerings, lament, and a royal prayer, then moving outside through the Eninnu’s east gate (šu-ga-lam), and turning westward to a stop at what is probably the west gate (e₂-unu ki “House-Uruk,” that is, the house facing Uruk at the southwest), creating a course of at least a semicircle around the temple from east to west. The procession then begins a circumambulation with the balaṣ-instrument. Following this, the procession arrives in Antasura, where a performance with

---

35 For the identification of Šugalam as the Eninnu’s east gate, see Heimpel 1996, pp. 20–21.
36 The names e₂-unu ki and i gi e₂-unu ki were the subject of some discussion. Sallaberger (1993, part 1, p. 298) understood (igi) e₂-unu ki as a place outside of Ĝirsu, and Heimpel (1996, pp. 20, 23) noted that it may also refer to a gate, the west gate according to his reconstruction. It seems to me that e₂-unu ki and i gi e₂-unu ki should be distinguished in Ur III documents, the former being the name of the gate, as in our document and in ITT 5, 6823 (mentioned in the context of other gates), and the latter referring to an area outside the city facing (igi) this gate (i.e., located to the west of the city), as in the documents RTC 311, MCS 8, 65, MVN 2, 149 (all with the provisions for balaṣ u₄-da i gi e₂-unu ki še₃ on še₃).
37 It should be noted that this is the only occurrence where the circumambulating balaṣ-instrument is mentioned in connection to a circumambulation around the temple and not only in connection to other locations in and out of the city, and indeed the phrase balaṣ u₄-da e₂ i ri niğin is mentioned here rather than the regular phrase, which omits e₂ “House” (I follow Heimpel 1998, p. 13, in understanding the phrase as balaṣ u₄-da e₂ i ri niğin, rather than balaṣ u₄-da-ke₄ i ri niğin as understood by Sallaberger 1993, part 1, p. 297).
the “Cow of laments” instrument occurs. Antasura was located outside the city, close to the western border (sur) between the regions of Lagaš and Umma, probably northwest of Ĝirsu. From there the procession may have proceeded to the Piriĝ-gin₇-du canal (if restored correctly), perhaps in the northern area as well, since it is associated with the Tigris, which flows north of Ĝirsu (see below).

The second document (MVN 2, 143) may describe the continuation of the procession and part of its way back to the city. It begins with rations for the “runners,” here referring to participants in the hurrying procession. It then mentions the Piriĝ-gin₇-DU canal and proceeds to the House of Antasura, the reverse order of localities that appeared in the previous document (if restored correctly). From there it turned to the u₃-sur canal, associated with the Piriĝ-gin₇-DU canal in other documents as well, and according to its name, probably situated in the border area too (sur). From there the procession must have proceeded southward to the NINA(-še₃)-DU canal (which also ran through Ĝirsu), here probably referring to the southwestern part of the canal, and arrived at the gardens of Kisura, which was probably situated upstream on this canal, northwest of Ĝirsu. Then the document mentions the balaĝ circumambulating the city, perhaps implying that the procession was about to return to Ĝirsu, probably circumambulating it while doing so (cf. below), although this final destination is not documented in the text.

Some detailed information is derived from the third document (HLC 2, 23), probably referring to the procession headed eastward back to Ĝirsu, giving more details for the way between the Piriĝ-gin₇-DU canal and Antasura, although these details do not entirely agree with the previous tablet, and may indicate a different course. It first mentions the meadow between the Piriĝ-gin₇-DU canal and Antasura, although these details do not entirely agree with Heimpel that it refers to the Šem₃-instrument; for a discussion of “cow instruments,” see Gabbay forthcoming a, VI.4.8.7.

38 For the understanding of ab₂-bi₂-ra as a syllabic writing for “ab₂-er₂-ra” (see OBTR 27: r. 1: ab₂-er₂, an-ta-sur-ra), see Heimpel 1998, p. 15 (but I do not agree with Heimpel that it refers to the Šem₃-instrument; for a discussion of “cow instruments,” see Gabbay forthcoming a, VI.4.8.7).

39 Since Umma lies northwest of the Lagaš region, I understand Antasura to lie in the northwestern area of the border (and not west as described by Heimpel). Note that the element an-ta “upper” may point at this (i.e., an-ta-sur-ra, “upper border”); cf. also Selz 1995, p. 24 n. 63, and 227 n. 1103.

40 Only the sign PIRIG is preserved, but the restoration is likely, especially since this region is also associated with Antasura in the next tablet MVN 2, 143.

41 Cf. the reference to a procession as līsnu “running,” in Old Babylonian Mari (Durand and Guichard 1997, p. 55, iii: 6–13), and the speech uttered by the participants in the procession in the Balaĝ abzu pe-el-la₂-am₃, cited above (section II.1): “We are rushing to him.”

42 See n. 44 below.

43 For the i₇-NINAki-šē₃-DU canal, see Carroué 1986; Heimpel 1994, p. 31; de Maaijer 1998, p. 64.

44 See Heimpel 1994, pp. 18, 27. Note that Kisura is associated with the two canals listed earlier in the text, the Piriĝ-gin₇-DU canal and u₃-sur canal in MVN 22, 113 (listing men from Kisura for work), the former also associated with Kisura in TCS 1, 185.

45 The Piriĝ-gin₇-DU canal is also associated with the Tigris in BPOA 1, 1569.

46 See Sallaberger 1993, part 1, pp. 299–300. Note that earlier in the same document (HLC 2, 23 ii: 21), in the listings for the eleventh month, the same rite is associated with the four gates (KA₂₁, GAL-4-ba; collated from a photograph in CDLI). Note also ITT 5, 6780, where the ga-gu₇-e₃-a rite of the four gates is listed before the balaĝ of the day circumambulating the city (balaĝ u₄-d[a] / ‘irī nim[gi]n’). Note especially RTC 312 (month 2, Šu-Suen 1), where the ga-gu₇-e₃-a rite is associated with the four gates (abul-4-ba) and is listed after an offering for the Cow-of-Laments at Antasura. Similarly, OBTR 88 (=CUSAS 16, 116) (month 12) associates the ga-gu₇-e₃-a rite with the four gates elsewhere; see Sallaberger 1993, part 2, pp. 175–76, table 106a (note ITT 5, 6925, which also lists beer to be given in fields, rivers, and in Kisura). It is also associated with two gates in TCTI.
that the circumambulation of the gates of the city also involved the balağ-instrument. Then a Magan-boat is mentioned, perhaps implying that at least part of the journey was made by boat. Following this, another canal is mentioned, perhaps where the boat passed. Then the procession probably headed back to the (north)western area right outside the city, where Antasura was situated, as the Cow-of-Laments instrument in Antasura is mentioned in the text. The text then mentions royal rituals in the Holy City, the temple area of Ğirsu, where the Eninnu was located, implying perhaps that the procession has already left Antasura and headed back into the city. Later the unidentified Bird-House (e₂-mušen) is mentioned.

The course from and to the Eninnu with the circumambulating balağ is not entirely clear since not all locations can be identified, but it is quite evident that the course began westward and returned eastward, circumambulating the city at its outskirts in the steppe (and perhaps involving also a circumambulation, or partial circumambulation, of the temple within the city wall before leaving the city). This of course resembles the daily course of the sun as perceived in ancient Mesopotamian thought, rising in the east and reaching the west in the evening, and then at night making its journey in the netherworld from west to east, rising again at the east on the next morning. If this resemblance is correct and not coincidental, the course of the circumambulation had a cosmic aspect to it, the god leaving and returning to his temple mirroring the setting and rising of the sun.

Could this course be connected to the procession described in the Balağs themselves and in ritual texts, as discussed in sections II and III above? It should be noted that the phrase balağ ṅiğin-na, which occurs at the concluding section of many Enlil Balağs in the description of the procession returning to the city, is very similar to the phrase balağ u₄-da iri ṅiğin-na in the Ur III documents from Ğirsu. It should also be noted that the procession in the Balağ abzu pe-el-la₂-am₃ is described as leaving through the east gate of the temple, as in the Ur III document, where its first stop is at Šugalam, the east gate of the Eninnu temple. Not much is known about the geography and cultic topography of Eridu, but taking into account the re-orientation of the Balağ abzu pe-el-la₂-am₃ into the context of the city of Babylon, whose temple complex was located on the east side of the Euphrates (cf. maps in George 1992,

---

1, 819 (month 10), and with three gates in TÉl 61 (month 10, Šu-Šuen 1) and SAT 1, 191 (month 11). The references to two and three gates may imply a semi-circular course rather than a full circumambulation of the four gates.

47 The text has ka i₇-ĝir₂ (r. i: 15), an unknown canal. Maeda (1980, p. 206) notes that it is either ĝir₂ (for ĝir₂-nun; not known as a canal), or muš (but collation from the photograph in CDLI shows that it is ĝir₂).

48 See line r. i: 21: ab₂-bi₂-ra₁ an’-ta-sur₁-ra₂-ne₂šé₂ (collated from a photograph in CDLI); cf. Maeda 1980, p. 206; Sallaberger 1993, part 1, p. 297 n. 1378.

49 Some information on the way back to Ğirsu may also be derived from another document (DAS 240), which, although not mentioning the circumambulating balağ, lists some localities at the western outskirts of the city and perhaps implies a procession returning to the city. It begins with the gardens of Kisura, which was already mentioned as the final destination in the second document (MVN 2, 143), and then proceeds to ĝiš ĝištin-ban₃-da (collated from a photograph in CDLI); cf. Maeda 1980, p. 206; Sallaberger 1993, part 1, p. 297 n. 1378. Then, offerings at a “small-vine (orchard?)” (niĝ-siskur₂-ra ĝištin-ban₃-da) are mentioned, followed by a water outlet of the Ninĝirsu canal, which is also not located (cf. Carroué 1997, pp. 37–38).
As demonstrated above (sections II and III), the procession out of the temple involved laments over the god leaving his temple, both physically, as an image in the procession, and theologically, as abandoning his city in rage. This would correspond to a westward direction, where the sun, an image of the divine favorable manifestation, leaves the world westward toward the netherworld. The arrival of the procession at the western outskirts of the district, outside the city, passing by canals and meadows, imitates the goddess wandering in the outskirts of the city and in the steppe adjacent to it, lamenting her destroyed city. The use of the Cow-of-Laments instrument at this point may be connected to the common image of the goddess as a cow crying over her destroyed cattle pen in Emesal prayers. Cosmically, this western location in the fields and steppe outside the city may be mirrored by the sun’s setting and journey into the netherworld, which was associated with the western steppe. Although there is no indication for this in the Ur III documents discussed above, it is possible that the procession westward outside the city took place in the evening and the return to the city eastward occurred at sunrise, as in ritual texts of the first millennium B.C.E. (see section III.2 above), thereby mirroring the cosmic journey of the sun not only geographically but temporally as well.

V. Conclusion

In conclusion, the cultic topography and directions described in Emesal prayers and in texts relating to their cultic performance are connected to the theological notions of divine wrath and abandonment, as well as divine conciliation and return to the temple. These notions could also be cosmically connected, both spatially and temporally, to the course of the sun, or sun god, the divine judge and the most prominent divine cosmic manifestation, abandoning the upper world every evening and returning to it at sunrise. But what appears to us as different categories relating to literary content, mythology, ritual action, and time of day were in fact four angles of one religious perception in ancient Mesopotamia. The processions from and to the temple were actually conceived theologically as the god abandoning his temple and then returning to it, since the Mesopotamian god was real and concrete and not only metaphysical. And this concrete and theological divine abandonment and return were also part of the daily cosmic abandonment and return of the celestial bodies, especially the sun. The image of the rising sun was not just a literary simile for the divine appearance; it was an actual manifestation of it. And finally, the prayers that were performed within these ritual, theological, and cosmic contexts were not just recitations loosely connected to them, but were the way in which the concrete ritual enactment in the temple’s surroundings was connected and identified with the theological and cosmic perceptions.

Lastly, I would like to address the issue of continuity and change that Emesal prayers underwent regarding their topographical context, from the third millennium to the first millennium B.C.E. The Balağ prayers were originally performed as part of processions and

50 Note Heimpel’s (1998, p. 16) mention of the biblical circumambulation of the walls of Jericho, but unlike the Mesopotamian case, where the god returns to the temple after the circumambulation to sit calmly on his throne, there is no appeasement in the biblical story, and Jericho is indeed destroyed.

51 Cf. Gabbay forthcoming a, IV.2.4.
circumambulation, as indicated by their content and Ur III administrative references. The conclusion of the performance was in the cella, in front of the seated god, asking for his appeasement. In the first millennium B.C.E., the entire Balṣag were usually performed in the cella and were hardly connected to processions and circumambulations anymore. In the rare cases in which they were connected to such acts, they were usually performed just before or after them and not during their course. But while there was a change in the topographical context of this specific genre of prayers, the general religious and systematic perception regarding the location of the prayers was still maintained. Emesal prayers were still performed during processions, but these were not Balṣag, but Šuilas and Ritual Erṣemas. The connection of these prayers to the direction of the processions during which they were performed maintained the theology of the Balṣag: the god leaving his city and consequently bringing destruction upon it is cultically mirrored by the statue of the god leaving the temple in procession; and the god returning to his city to sit in his cosmic abode is mirrored by the statue of the god returning to the temple in procession and then being asked in supplication to stay calm after sitting on his throne, the most natural and normal location for such a supplication.

### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BaM Beih.</td>
<td>Baghdader Mitteilungen Beihet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDTNS</td>
<td>Database of Neo-Sumerian Texts: <a href="http://bdtns.filol.csic.es/">http://bdtns.filol.csic.es/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM</td>
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Introduction

The issue of the seminar and the resulting volume *Heaven on Earth: Temples, Ritual, and Cosmic Symbolism in the Ancient World* deals with the important topic of sacred space. I approach this matter from my field of study, Assyriology, which is dedicated to the study of the cuneiform cultures of the ancient Near East.

There are various ways of approaching the topic in question. It would be of course quite obvious to deal with permanent religious architecture such as temples and sanctuaries that could reach monumental dimensions. A temple was believed to be the house of a deity who lived there in the shape of his or her cult statue and was taken care of and fed by humans. By their layout and architectural features, the sanctuaries of the ancient Near East expressed in many respects cosmic symbolism.

Beyond that, symbolism was also expressed by movement through ritual and religious space, for example, during the processions of the gods during the festivals of the cultic calendar. During the New Year’s festivals, the deities left their sanctuaries in the city and went in a solemn procession, accompanied by the king, to their so-called *akītu*-houses outside the city in the steppe.¹

These ritual and religious spaces are created by permanent and even monumental architecture. But in ancient Near Eastern rituals, temporary ephemeral structures and installations that existed only for the duration of the respective ritual performance also played an important role. Such ritual space was composed of buildings or structures made of perishable materials such as, for example, reed, flour or dust, and (loose) earth.

The ritual structures made of these materials could be of a vast variety. Our sources mention huts, prisons, wells, roads, watercourses, and mountains. Thus on the one hand, these structures were reproductions of man-made buildings that existed in a permanent form also independently of any ritual performance, and on the other hand, these structures were reproductions of elements of the natural landscape. Both by their architectural design

---


*Research for this article was conducted in the framework of the Collaborative Research Center 619 “The Dynamics of Ritual,” supported by the German Research Council (DFG). I am grateful to Christopher Frechette SJ (Boston College) for correcting my English and commenting upon an earlier draft of this article.*
as well as by the movement and actions of the ritual’s participants performed in them, these temporary structures and buildings expressed essential features of Mesopotamian worldview and cosmic geography.

The pertinent rituals were not rituals of the temple cult but rather rituals to dispose of evil and impurity. For the people of the ancient Near East, impurity was a physical thing that could be removed from a person or an object in a physical way. It could, however, not be annihilated — thus, once removed it had to be stored or deposited securely at some uninhabited place. Therefore rituals that served to get rid of impurity were as a rule performed in uninhabited wastelands such as the steppe or desert, where evil and impurity could remain without causing further harm, or they were performed at a secluded place at the riverside, where impurity could be disposed of in the watercourse. These rituals could be performed in the case of actual need, when some evil had occurred to a person; it is, however, also attested that such rites were carried out at fixed dates of the cultic calendar.

It is the setting and layout of such rituals that I discuss in this paper. At least the more complex rituals had their own characteristic setting and layout. This ritual space, however, was seen and perceived only by the ritual experts and their client(s), since these rituals were never performed in public. The focus of this article is on the written sources, since pictorial representations of the rituals discussed here are not extant.

The rituals are mainly known from ritual handbooks that served for the requirements of the experts performing these rites. These texts were transmitted over generations in the so-called stream of tradition (Oppenheim 1977, p. 13) until the end of the traditional Mesopotamian culture. Comprehensive and detailed handbooks are generally from the first millennium B.C.E., but they certainly belong to a much older tradition reaching back into the second and even third millennium B.C.E.

Another source for our knowledge of ritual in the cultures of the ancient Near East are numerous texts from the daily life of the ritual experts. Of enormous importance for the study of ancient Near Eastern ritual and religion is the correspondence of the Assyrian kings Esarhaddon and Ashurbanipal with ritual experts and scholars at their court at Nineveh in the seventh century B.C.E. Through these letters and reports, we can obtain a rather vivid picture of ritual and religious life in the ancient Near East (Parpola 1993).

The Ritual \textit{bīt salāʾ mê}: The King Performing the Nocturnal Path of the Sun by Passing through a Prison of Reeds

\textit{The Ritual Setting}

As a first example, I present a ritual of the re-investiture of the Babylonian king, which was called \textit{bīt salāʾ mê} “House of sprinkling water.” \textit{bīt salāʾ mê} formed part of a larger cluster of rituals that were performed for the Babylonian ruler during the New Year’s festival in autumn at the equinox. For reasons of space, I focus on \textit{bīt salāʾ mê}.\footnote{For the cluster of rituals and the New Year’s festival in autumn, see Ambos 2008, 2010, and 2012. A monographic study with an edition of the pertinent cuneiform texts is forthcoming (Ambos, forthcoming).}

\footnote{The following presentation of the ritual \textit{bīt salāʾ mê} is a condensed and slightly modified version of Ambos 2010.}
For the performance of the ritual, the king traveled to a specially arranged space in the steppe where he stayed for one night and the following morning. This ritual space was a complex of buildings made of reeds. It consisted of a so-called prison made of reeds and of a reed hut that served as a temporary shrine. These two buildings were situated in a courtyard that was surrounded by a reed fence. The prison was very small, measuring only three cubits in length and width. The whole complex measured about $13 \times 13$ cubits — this is at least the measure given for the surrounding reed fence.

The king passed through this ritual space from west to east during the night and morning. In the evening, at sunset, the king and the ritual experts entered this reed building by the western door. The king was not wearing his royal insignia. During the night, he stayed in the prison made of reeds and recited prayers to various heavenly bodies and to the gods of the cities Nippur and Babylon, the two cities of Babylonian kingship. These were the very gods who had granted rulership to him. The king presented himself to these gods as a miserable and guilty individual and asked them to intercede on his behalf with his personal tutelary gods, who had turned away from him. As a result, the king was prone to physical and mental illness, social exclusion, and financial disaster — in short, the foundations of his rulership were threatened. Consequently, it was the intention of the king to restore harmony between him and the divine sphere in order to strengthen his endangered rulership.\(^3\)

In the morning at sunrise, the king left the prison and entered the reed hut. This building was a temporary shrine where many gods had assembled to decide the request of the king. There were present the gods Ea, Šamaš, and Asalluḫi, the divine board whose favorable decision ensured the success of a ritual performance. Also present were the personal tutelary gods of the king. All these deities were addressed by the king with prayers and sacrifices. Thanks to divine intercession, the angry gods became reconciled, and thus harmony between the king and the divine sphere was restored.

It seems that in the reed hut the king also underwent an ablution, stripped off the clothes he had worn in prison, and put on his royal garment. Then he placed himself before the rising sun in the eastern door of the complex of reed buildings. Two exorcists stood to his left and right, and by means of conifer cones they sprinkled him with holy water. The royal insignia were also sprinkled with water, and finally the king was invested with his regalia in front of the rising sun. Immediately afterward, the king returned to the city from the reed building in the steppe. After some concluding rites there, the king was now able to take part in the events of the New Year’s festival.

### The Prison of Reeds and Its Inherent Meaning

A cosmic symbolism was expressed both by an inherent deeper meaning that was peculiar to the reed buildings as well by the movement that the king performed during the ritual performance. It was no accident that the person — in this case the king — who suffered from the anger of the gods stayed during a ritual performance in a prison. It is a topos in the so-called wisdom literature that for the person who had been forsaken by his or her tutelary gods the familiar social environment became a prison. In the so-called Poem of the Righteous

\(^3\) These prayers belong to the genre of “Akkadian” šu-il₄-la₃, “hand-lifting.” For this genre, see now the study by Frechette (2012), specifically pp. 166–76 for the nocturnal cycle of prayers in bit salāʾ mê.
Sufferer, the protagonist, who is subject to the anger of his gods, describes his situation in the following words:

I take to a bed of bondage; going out is a pain;  
My house has become my prison;  
My arms are stricken — which shackles my flesh;  
My feet are limp — which fetters my person.

Clearly, a person alienated from his or her gods had become inert, had lost his or her agency and his or her ability to act. During the ritual performance, the king experienced this god-forsaken state physically by staying in a prison.

In addition, the prison evidently was a representation of the netherworld. The goddess of prison, Nungal or Manungal, belonged to the circle of netherworld deities, and the temple of the deity bore the Sumerian name Ekur, which is also attested as a designation of the netherworld and was translated by the Babylonians as “prison” (Cavigneaux and Krebernik 1998–2001; Maul 1988, pp. 263–66).

Interestingly, the king moved through the ritual space from west to east. He entered the complex of reed buildings in the evening by the western door. During the night he stayed in the prison of reeds, which he left in the morning in order to enter the reed hut and finally to receive his regalia in the eastern door of the complex of reed buildings in front of the rising sun. By moving from west to east, the king followed the path of the sun during the night. And according to Mesopotamian ideology, the king was the likeness of the sun on earth among the people. During the night, the sun passed through the netherworld. So the king’s nocturnal stay in prison should be seen as analogous to the stay of the sun in the netherworld during the night. It was certainly no accident that the king embodied the sun directly before the important astronomical event of the fall equinox, when the New Year’s festival in autumn took place.

**Excursus: A Prison Made of Flour**

A ritual space arranged in a comparable way is attested in another ritual as well. This ritual served to reconcile the angry tutelary gods of a private person and thus may be considered a private version of the royal ritual *bit salāʾ mê*.5

Here, however, the prison was not made of reeds but of flour. The layout of the structure is as follows: A ritual space had been fenced off against the outside world with a circle of reed standards. Inside the space thus created, a reed hut was erected that served as a temporary shrine for the gods participating in the ritual. Then, also within the circle of reed standards, the so-called prison was drawn with flour. And finally, into the prison of flour, a mudbrick was placed. The person affected by the anger of his or her gods, while sitting on the brick in the prison, recited prayers to bring about reconciliation with the divine sphere. At the conclusion of the ritual, the exorcist grasped the hand of his or her client and led him/her out of the prison and out of his/her miserable state.

---

5 KAR 90; Ebeling 1931, pp. 114–20; Lambert 1974, pp. 269f.
Shrines Made of Reeds as Places of Life and Well-being

After his nocturnal stay in the prison, the king moved to a reed hut, which served as a temporary shrine. This reed shrine was in its inherent qualities totally different from the prison. Sanctuaries made of reeds are attested in many ancient Near Eastern rituals (Taracha 2001; Seidl and Sallaberger 2005/2006). Here the gods participating in a ritual assembled.

Reed was considered a pure and apotropaic building material, connected to the cosmic subterranean ocean, the *apsû*. The reed’s place of origin, the reed bed, was the epitome of life and well-being, because — in marked contrast to the desert — it was a place abundant in water, teeming with fish, birds, and other animals. In a shrine made of reeds, a person could thus meet the gods in a pure, apotropaic, and vitalizing environment. A reed shrine had a marked juridical aspect as a place where divine judgment was pronounced: In many rituals, the divine board Ea, Šamaš, and Asalluḫi stays there in order to decide the request of the person who had addressed the gods by performing the ritual. In addition, many other gods who were connected to the building material and its provenance, that is, the reed and the reed bed, stayed in the reed shrine. To illustrate the characteristics of a reed shrine, I cite a passage from a prayer from the ritual *bit rimki* “Bath-house” (which I discuss in more detail below). The text quoted features the king in the reed shrine meeting the gods (Watanabe 1991, pp. 372–78, lines 69–104; this English translation is my own):

When you (the king) are stepping to the reed shrine of the Bath-house,  
may Nunurra/Ea, the lord of the craft of the purification priest, whose ingenuity is perfect, 
stand by you with his incantation of life!  
When fish and bird, the characteristic (animals) of the reed bed, are brought to your forehead,  
may Nammu, the lady who rides (?) in the great and high sea,  
cause to drift away like clouds the *mangu-* and *luʾtu*-illness of your forehead!  
May Ningirim, the daughter of Enki/Ea,  
recite for you the incantation of life!  
When you approach the pedestal of “The Seven of Them” in order to prostrate yourself,  
may the gods who dwell on the pedestal calm their hearts toward you!  
May Nammu, the mother of the house, say to you: “Stay well!”  
Like an ewe which keeps turning around to its lamb, so may life keep turning around to you!  
When you are prostrating yourself before Enki/Ea,  
may king Enki/Ea lift up your head!  
When you are prostrating yourself before Utu/Šamaš,  
may Utu/Šamaš, the great lord of heaven and earth, [grant you] a life of good health!  
By the commands of Asari/Marduk,  
may a happy life be bestowed on you as a gift!

The reed shrine is a place that gives life. Here the angry hearts of the gods are calmed. The goddesses Nammu and Ningirim are associated with reed and the reed bed and the animals living there, and they exercise their purifying power in the shrine. The shrine is also the setting for rites of separation from evil: The king’s impurity is transmitted to the characteristic inhabitants of the reed bed, fish and birds, which serve as carriers to take it away. In marked contrast to the prison as a representation of divine anger and the netherworld, the reed shrine is a place of life and harmony with the divine sphere.
Moving through Ritual Space as a Rite of Passage

It is useful for our further understanding of the layout of the aforementioned ritual space to apply the scheme of the rites of passage, as developed by Arnold van Gennep, to the sequence of ritual events. According to van Gennep, an ideal rite of passage can be divided into three phases: rites de séparation (rites of separation), rites de marge (rites during a marginal state), and rites d’agrégation (rites of aggregation). Rites of separation serve to separate a person (or a group) from his or her older state or position. The person is then in a liminal or marginal state between the old and the new state or position. This liminal or marginal state is characterized by ambiguity, indeterminacy, and even reversal of status. Rites of aggregation serve to introduce the person to his or her new position or state.

In the ritual bit salā’ mê there is a close interrelation between space and status — space and status in fact reflect each other. The prison where the king stays for one night represents a liminal state: the king suffers from the anger of the gods and its consequences. For the king, this marginal state is in fact a state of status reversal: while staying in the prison, he has temporarily lost his royal status and is no longer a king — and in fact he is not wearing his royal insignia. But he regains his kingship in the morning when leaving the prison — and consequently the liminal state — by moving through the reed hut to the eastern gate to undergo his re-investiture.

Various rites of separation from the status of suffering from the anger of the gods and rites of aggregation to the status of a king were employed, which cannot be discussed here in detail. For the rites of separation, I refer only to the ablution of the king and the change of clothes in the reed hut, as well as to his being sprinkled with water during the investiture. Stripping off old clothes and rinsing the body are well-attested rites for physical separation from evil, which was in fact considered a physical thing clinging to a person and his or her body. An obvious rite of aggregation to kingship was of course the investiture.

As was observed by van Gennep, the liminal phase of a rite of passage may often feature ritual death and rebirth of the person undergoing the rite. If the prison of reeds in the steppe had a netherworld aspect, we may ask whether the king actually “died” during the ritual performance when entering the prison in the evening and was “reborn” when leaving it in the morning at sunrise. Although this notion is never explicitly alluded to in the pertinent text, there are indications that this conception indeed existed.

The king re-enacted the nocturnal path of the sun by moving through the prison-netherworld from west to east — and like the rising sun, he left the prison-netherworld in the morning. In ancient Mesopotamia, the emergence of a baby from the womb of the mother was seen as analogous to the sun’s emergence from the dark netherworld, that is, its rising in the morning (see in general Polonsky 2000 and 2006; Woods 2009, pp. 219–25). As the sun rises at the horizon to continue its journey across the sky, so is the birth of a child described as a journey starting at the horizon in the mother’s womb. The sun god is one of the gods assisting the woman in labor. Both birth (or the cutting of the umbilical cord) and sunrise were the characteristic dates when destiny was ordained: at birth or the cutting the umbilical cord, the fate of the newborn child was decreed by the gods; at sunrise, the gods assembled around the sun god to decide the destiny of the day.

See van Gennep 1909. For writing this article I used the German translation (van Gennep 1999).

Drawing on van Gennep, Victor Turner (e.g., 1969; German edition 2000) focused in his works intensively on the liminal phase of the tripartite scheme.
Interestingly, in the ancient Near East, the concept of a birth hut made of reeds is attested. This structure was intended for the mother animals of a herd. The name of the mother-goddess Nin-tu contains the word tur₅, which means “birth hut” and serves also as a metaphor for the womb (Jacobsen 1973). Whether the prison of reeds had the connotation of a birth hut is not brought up in the ritual handbook. It is of interest, however, that prison in the ancient Near East was connected to death and rebirth. One of the gods assisting the mother goddess Nintu during childbirth was the goddess of prison, Nungal, who was also involved in cutting the umbilical cord and decreeing the fate of the newborn (Attinger 2003, pp. 18 and 24, lines 71 f.). Nungal resided in the netherworld at that very place where the sun god rose in the morning leaving the netherworld (Attinger 2003, pp. 18 and 24, line 68). In addition to the netherworld and the womb, the prison was also an archetypical place of darkness. The Akkadian terms nūra kullumu “to show the light” and nūra/Šamaš amāru “to see the light/the sun” can refer both to the disimprisonment of a detainee from the dark and obscure prison as well as to the emergence of a baby from the dark and obscure womb at birth.⁸

So the king passes through the space — and thus moving passes from an old position to a new one.⁹ It is a rite of passage, however, in the sense that the king does not lose an old status to gain a new status, but rather he regains a desirable lost or at least endangered old status, that is, kingship and harmony with the divine sphere. It is, in other words, a rite of return to an old position.¹⁰

The Ritual bīt rimki — “Bath House”

The incantation cited above to illustrate the characteristics of a reed shrine was from the ritual bīt rimki — “bath house.”¹¹ This ritual served for the purification of the king, and as the ritual bīt salāʾ mê “house of sprinkling water,” it was thus named after the structure in which this purification took place. Likewise, bīt rimki was performed in a temporary complex made of reeds in the steppe. The layout, however, was different.

Bīt rimki “bath house” was the name of the ritual setting. This bath house consisted of a sacred space that was fenced off from the outside world by a circle of reed standards. Inside this secluded area, a reed hut or several reed huts were constructed that served as temporary shrines (Seidl and Sallaberger 2005/2006, pp. 62 f.). During the night, the ritual expert made the king recite a long cycle of prayers to the major gods of the pantheon and to the stars and planets. The king asked the gods for their support, mercy, and favor as well as for their intercession with his personal gods on his behalf.¹²

In the morning at sunrise, after having bathed himself and put on a clean garment, the king passed through seven “houses,” as they are called in the text. These houses must have

---

⁸ Many attestations are given in CAD A/2 s.v. amāru A 5 (pp. 21 f.); CAD K s.v. kullumu 5 c (pp. 524 f.); and CAD N/2 s.v. nūru A 1 d) 1″–2″ (p. 349); see also Farber 1989, pp. 149–52.
⁹ That rites for the passage from one (social) state to a new (social) state can involve a corresponding passage through space was in fact already observed by van Gennep (1909).
¹⁰ The term “rites of return” was coined by anthropologist Crapanzano (1992, pp. 260–80). On the usefulness of this notion for ancient Near Eastern studies, see Ambos, forthcoming b.
¹² These prayers belong to the genre of “Akkadian” šu-ily₂-lat₂ “hand-lifting.” For this genre, see Frechette 2012, specifically pp. 176–80 and 201–08 regarding the nocturnal cycle of prayers.
been seven structures connected to the bath house. Perhaps they were rooms, stations, or sections that formed part of it. In every single house he performed rites of purification and recited prayers to the sun god Šamaš.

However, since the ritual bit rimki has never been adequately published, it remains difficult to reconstruct the layout of the structure in the steppe in greater detail. Therefore I leave my discussion at these few words, even though this extensive and complex ritual deserves a greater appreciation. In the next paragraph, however, I discuss in greater detail a fragmentarily preserved ritual sequence that might in fact belong to bit rimki.

Arranging Miniature Landscapes:
The Boundaries of the Civilized World

I now present rituals that feature arrangements made of reproductions of important elements of the physical space of the ancient Near Eastern landscape. I also deal with arrangements that have reproductions of elements of landscape as well as of man-made buildings. I cite one example from a ritual to purify the king:13

With a peg of tamarisk wood you dig seven watercourses, you heap up seven mountains of loose earth, you draw seven roads of fl[our]. The ruler crosses the watercourses, mountains, and roads [and recites in front of the sungod Šamaš]:

“Šamaš, lord of the upper and lower world, the one who releases heaven and earth [...!] (…). You (the various evils) will [by the command] of the gods Šamaš, Adad, and Ma[rduk ... cross the seven watercourses], cross [the seven mountains, and go away on the seven roads to] remote[?!] [regions]!”

It is a well-known ritual technique that one made the evil pass over mountains and watercourses. In many if not all Mesopotamian rituals for removing evil, the formula lībir nāra libbalkit šadâ “may it cross the river and may it cross the mountain” is attested.14

For the Mesopotamians, mountains and watercourses were the natural boundaries of the civilized world. Alongside the rivers and irrigation canals in the alluvial plain of the Euphrates and the Tigris Rivers lay the cultivated land that was confined in the east by the Zagros Mountains and in the north by the Taurus Mountains. In the west, the land beyond the watercourses was steppe and desert. Both the mountains and the steppe and desert beyond the cultivated land were considered strange and hostile regions, haunted by demons and home of the forces of chaos. The roads mentioned above in the royal ritual also refer to distant regions. The term employed here, ḫarrānu, does not mean streets within the town or city, but rather long-distance roads and trading routes; the word can also denote the activities practiced on it as, for example, long-distance trading and military campaigns to foreign countries.

13 Ebeling 1954, pp. 80–83; Maul 1994, pp. 91f.; Ambos, forthcoming a, §II.3.3.3. The ritual sequence is extant on the three fragments K 3231, K 7978, and K 10547 and has hitherto not been assigned to a known ritual. In one of the fragments (K 10547), a bath house (bit rimki) is mentioned in destroyed context. So this rite might have been a part of the bit rimki ritual discussed above. K 10547 has hitherto been only partially published as an autograph in Bezold 1889–99, III 1096: 6’–9’); a complete copy is given below. Text K 3231 has been published as an autograph in Bezold 1889–99, II 515: 1–4 only) and in Langdon 1927, pl. 23. Collations are published below. K 7978 is published as a hand copy in King 1896, no. 59.

14 Mayer 1976, p. 268; Maul 1994, pp. 91f.
Since there existed a large net of watercourses, it was possible to cross a river or irrigation canal during the performance of a ritual without difficulty. In fact, it is well attested that rituals, or at least sequences of them, were performed at the riverbank. The crossing of roads also would have been within the realm of possibility during a ritual performance. Crossing a mountain, however, would have been hardly feasible while performing a ritual. Therefore it is well attested in rituals that one worked with miniature representations of those physical or other spaces to be crossed.

Interesting in this context is an instruction given in another ritual handbook: 15

You lay out two drawings with pebbles, crosswise. With a peg of tamarisk wood you open seven watercourses, you dig seven wells [...]. You heap up oil and syrup, and behind him/it [...] he (the ritual expert?) makes ... cross over it ... [...]. 16

Wells, like other subterranean structures such as, for example, the foundations of a building, reached toward the netherworld. It is attested that when digging a real well (not for use in a ritual), prayers and sacrifices were directed to the gods of the netherworld, whose sphere one intruded (Ambos 2004, pp. 70 f.). When a person crossed over several miniature wells, this very connection to the netherworld plays a role. While crossing these wells, the person could purify him/herself by washing him/herself with the water of these wells and sending all the impurity down to the netherworld.

A similar setting is alluded to in a prayer from a ritual against the evil eye: 17  “Make the eye cross the seven watercourses, make the eye cross the seven irrigation canals, make the eye cross the seven mountains.” A ritual instruction is not extant, but we may assume that in fact seven watercourses, canals, and mountains were arranged at the ritual setting.

Interestingly, the rite of crossing could be performed by different persons. A person affected by impurity could transmit it to a carrier who then had to cross the boundaries of the civilized world in order to carry the evil to distant regions. This rite was performed not necessarily only with the help of miniature representations but if possible also with the help of the real physical space. In a ritual that served to ward off the evil announced by an inauspicious omen, a stranger — an “unknown man” as he is called in the ritual instruction— is used as a carrier (Maul 1994, pp. 484–94). In the house of the affected person the carrier had to absorb the evil, and then he was bound, had to cross the river, and had to travel to an unknown place.

The affected person could, however, also perform the crossing rite himself, as, for example, the king crossing the miniature watercourses, mountains, and roads in the example cited above. This ritual technique is not only attested for crossing miniature representations of physical and other space, but also could, if possible, be performed with the real objects. According to a ritual handbook, a person suffering from the anger of his tutelary gods had to cross a watercourse. Then he had to perform ritual actions at the other side of the watercourse for Ea. Thus he would get rid of impurity and achieve reconciliation with the divine sphere (Ebeling 1956, pp. 22 f.).

---

15 LKA 139 rev. 32–35; the first sentence of the passage quoted here is cited in CAD I/J s.v. благо.
16 CAD N/1 s.v. nabalkat 5b (p. 19) suggests a translation “he overturns his h[and],” but considers the passage “difficult.” This passage from LKA 139 is also discussed in Ambos, forthcoming a, §II.3.3.3.
17 Ebeling 1949, pp. 204f., lines 17f.
For the efficacy of this rite, two explanations are possible. Crossing the boundaries of the civilized world, one could carry his or her impurity to a far-away place, get rid of it and leave it there, and return purified to the civilized world. Especially when crossing a watercourse or well, the affected person also had the opportunity to wash him/herself in order to be cleansed of impurity.

Seen from another point of view, watercourses and mountains were obstacles for evil forces and could be arranged in the course of a ritual performance to impede demons in their attempts to assail their victim. From an incantation directed against the demon Lamaštu, we learn how humans could defend themselves against her machinations. Lamaštu is given her travel supplies and is made to withdraw herself. Then mountains and watercourses, which cannot be crossed, are arranged so that she can never return (Farber 1987, pp. 257f., lines 32f.).

In conclusion, it can be stated that ephemeral temporary structures made of perishable materials played an important role in ancient Near Eastern rituals. Structures of this kind were employed to create miniaturized representations of the various regions of the cosmos that then served as setting for the ritual performance. The different regions of the cosmos possessed particular inherent qualities on which the ritual expert wanted to draw on in order to enhance the efficacy of the performance of the respective ritual. As shown by various examples in this article, such settings were used in many different rituals with purposes such as expressing aspects of royal ideology or bringing about reconciliation with the alienated gods, purification, and control of evil.

Appendix: The Royal Ritual of Crossing Watercourses, Mountains, and Roads

Above I cite a passage from a royal ritual in the course of which the king must cross miniature watercourses, mountains, and roads. This passage is extant on the fragments K 3231, K 7978, and K 10547. In Ambos, forthcoming a, §II.3.3.3, I give a score transliteration and translation of these texts. Of the three fragments, only K 10547 has never been published completely as autograph. I take the opportunity to publish here a hand-copy of this fragment (fig. 11.1).

Likewise I was able to make some collations of K 3231, which I also publish here in hand-copy (fig. 11.2). Publication of these autographs is made with the kind permission of the Trustees of the British Museum.
Figure 11.1. K 10547, obverse and reverse

Figure 11.2. K 3231, obverse

K 10547 obv. col. I (?)  
K 10547 rev. col. IV (?)  

K 3231 obv. 1-2 (last preserved signs before break)
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Introduction

In the absence of texts, how might archaeology reveal the spiritual world of ancient people? Can we presume to shed light on the structure of the immaterial? One factor working in favor of using archaeological evidence to understand ancient religious belief and practice is a human desire to materialize the numinous, to provide physical substance to the spiritual, and to establish the sensual as part of practice. Ritual practice is a key aspect of religion, but performance continuously changes as it is challenged, corrected, reconfigured, and repeated — in short, it is dynamic. Although many aspects of ritual performance will not be found in the material remains, the archaeological record will sometimes include the ritual paraphernalia, iconographic representation, or sacred natural and built space and landscapes of ritual performative space. The notion that religious belief and practice may be studied, even in prehistoric society, has gained increasing acceptance in recent years (Barrowclough and Malone 2007; Fogelin 2007; Insoll 2004a, 2004b; Kyriakidis 2007; Rowan 2012; Whitley and Hays-Gilpin 2008) although no consensus on definitive terms and methodology is near.

Fogelin (2007) recently reviewed approaches to the archaeological investigation of religion. In some instances, archaeologists identify and interpret data related to ritual practice based on evidence originating in the archaeological record, leading to an understanding of

* These interpretations about the evidence for ritual practice during the Chalcolithic were greatly influenced by years of debate and collaboration with David Ilan. I would also like to take this opportunity to thank Morag Kersel for reading and commenting on an earlier draft of this paper. In addition, my thanks to Deena Ragavan for organizing such a stimulating and rewarding conference.
the manner and structure that form the framework for an ancient religion. Others start with
religion as known through text and mythologies and use this knowledge to reconstruct ritual
practice and belief. Ideally, these options would function in a dialectic and complementary
fashion, but without texts or oral traditions, the archaeologist of prehistory is left with only
the first approach — the archaeological record.

My primary goal in this paper is the identification in the archaeological record of ritual
spaces and some insights into how those spaces changed during later prehistory prior to the
emergence of Early Bronze Age towns in the southern Levant. I am particularly interested in
tracing changes over the course of several millennia, from the Pre-Pottery Neolithic (PPN)
to the Chalcolithic period. The PPN (ca. 11,700–8400 BP) is generally subdivided into the
PPNA and PPNB; a more recent addition of the PPNC or final PPNB is increasingly accepted
(Kuijt and Goring Morris 2002). In order to consider such a long period of time, this discus-
sion is limited to the southern Levant (fig. 12.1), providing only summaries of the PPN and
Late Neolithic.

Neolithic Antecedents: Pre-Pottery Neolithic

Considerable research has explored Pre-Pottery Neolithic (8500–6250 B.C.) ritual prac-
tices across southwestern Asia. Most studies focus on either descriptions of material evidence
for rituals, or the ways in which these ceremonial rites may indicate belief in the afterlife
and/or ancestor worship. More broadly, Verhoeven (2002) examines Neolithic ideology and
beliefs through the contextual examination of symbols, art, and burial rites. Alternatively,
Kuijt (2000b) examines how ritual practices may have served to integrate communities and
act as a leveling mechanism to counter growing inequality.

Many of these ritual practices apparently became more pronounced during the PPNB,
with a particular florescence during the Middle PPNB (8100–7250 B.C.). Skull removal, al-
ready evident during the Natufian and continuing into the PPNA (9700–8500 B.C.), expands,
with skull plastering, painting, and modification across a range of communities (Kuijt and
Goring-Morris 2002; Twiss 2007). Cranial deformation also seems to occur (Kuijt and Goring-
Morris 2002). In the southern Levant, skulls from ‘Ain Ghazal and Jericho both exhibit cranial
manipulation and plastering during the PPN. Both sites recovered large statues and busts,
presumably for community rituals, as they were created for display through placement in
upright positions in public space (Schmandt-Besserat 1998). The two caches of statues from
‘Ain Ghazal, better preserved than those discovered at Jericho in the 1930s, contain ap-
proximately thirty-two figurines (Rollefson and Kafafi 2007). At ‘Ain Ghazal, modeled skulls
include eyeliner and irises made of asphalt (Rollefson 1983, 1986), closely resembling these
statues. Some suggest that the statues represent divinities (Schmandt-Besserat 1998), while
others propose ancestors (Kenyon 1957), although they are more likely to represent people
connected to the ancestral line rather than ancestors, since some statues are adolescents
(Rollefson 2004; Rollefson and Kafafi 2007).

According to Kuijt and Goring-Morris (2002, p. 419), special purpose or communal ar-
chitecture, although appearing earlier, during the PPNA, increases during the Middle PPNB
and into the Late PPNB. These structures seem to be situated in highly visible locations
(Kuijt 2000a), such as a physically separated area (e.g., Beidha; see Kirkbride 1966, 1968).
Perhaps the clearest examples in the southern Levant are known from ‘Ain Ghazal, dated
exposures allowed the excavators to distinguish between residential and community space, both circular buildings and rectangular buildings were interpreted to be ritual structures ("cultic shrines and temples," Rollefson 2001, pp. 82–85) primarily based on architectural style, spatial layout, and details (e.g., orthostats, plaster, furniture). Two partially preserved round structures, situated between rectangular buildings, were interpreted as cult buildings (fig. 12.2). One, with four building phases, was reorganized in the final phase when a space enclosed by a circular wall (ca. 2.5 m diameter) with eight red-painted lime plaster surfaces accumulated (Rollefson 2001, p. 82, fig. 3.7). A pit (ca. 60 cm diameter, ca. 40 cm depth) was centered in the room as part of an installation; a pair of channels radiating below the floor have been interpreted as ducts to draw in air to feed a raised hearth (Rollefson 2001, p. 82; Rollefson and Kafafi 1994, fig. 10). Based on the unusual interior, small size, and constricted access, the ritual function of the structure was considered relatively clear. Approximately five meters to the south a very similar building, less carefully constructed, functioned in an apparently similar manner, possibly after the more carefully constructed version fell out of use (Rollefson 1998b, 2001).

Elsewhere at ‘Ain Ghazal, two Late PPNB rectangular structures strongly indicate specialized function (fig. 12.3). One, measuring 4 × 5 m, was built with care using rectangular stone slabs; near the center of the southern wall, two limestone blocks outline a patch of burned clay, with two large amorphous stones delineating one end of the “altar-like platform” (Rollefson 2001, p. 83). North of this altar, three orthostats stand approximately 70 cm high; midway between the standing stones and the eastern wall is a red-painted lime plaster hearth (ca. 50 cm) set off by small limestone slabs. In the center of the eastern wall, another orthostat of bright white limestone was incorporated into the wall, possibly with an anthropomorphic quality (ibid., p. 84). The other rectilinear structure, about 100 m downhill, was clearly larger despite destruction from erosion. Several rooms were still evident, with walls standing over 1 m in places. Inside, the floor was made of clay, and against the middle of the eastern wall, an altar comprised of two large limestone slabs set atop three pairs of orthostats was nearly two meters long. In front of the altar, a hearth of white plaster surrounded by slabs was approximately 1 m in diameter. A small square cubicule of limestone slabs set into the clay floor had no artifacts in direct association (Rollefson 1998a, 2001). In the room, Rollefson (2001, p. 84) suggests that a “holy of holies” is created by a screen of stones, blocking viewing into the east room.

Interior constructions in the rectangular “temples” distinguish them on a functional level from the circular plastered shrines. Rollefson (2001) notes that the orthostats incorporated into walls are similar to the shrine identified by Kenyon at Jericho (Kenyon 1981, pp. 306–07, pls. 172–73); orthostats, monoliths, and stelae are also known from Kfar Haforesh and Beidha, often occurring in threes (Kuijt and Goring-Morris 2002, p. 420). Without artifacts associated with these structures, the nature of ritual practices is impossible to know, but the absence of any human remains — including plastered or modified skulls — suggests that perhaps they functioned differently.

Other PPNB sites also exhibit strong ritual components. One that was clearly the focal point of ritual practice in the southern Levant is the Judean Desert cave site of Nahal Hemar, where masks and other ritual paraphernalia suggest a place of ritual practice or deposition, perhaps exclusively (Bar-Yosef and Alon 1988). Kfar Haforesh also appears to have a major ritual function, with both plastered skulls and skeletal remains of animals and humans purposefully arranged (Goring-Morris 2000).
By the PPNC (8600–8250 cal. BP) (Rollefson and Simmons 1986), the agglomerative process leading to sometimes massive settlements of the PPNB on the eastern side of the Jordan River abates, and some sites are entirely abandoned. Concomitant with the disaggregation of population, architecture, art, and mortuary practices shifted dramatically; lithic production is less standardized (Byrd 1994; Rollefson 2001; Rollefson and Köhler-Rollefson 1993; Twiss 2007). Causes for this break in cultural continuity, or “collapse,” probably reflect a combination of environmental and social factors; some scholars stress the effects of environmental degradation resulting from climactic or anthropogenic forces (Bar-Yosef 2001; Köhler-Rollefson 1988; Rollefson and Köhler-Rollefson 1989), while others emphasize social stress induced by population growth or a combination of these factors (Kuijt 2004; Banning 2004, Simmons 2000). Whatever the cause, population dispersal is widely accepted as a reason for the change in settlement size and location.

Neolithic Antecedents: Late (Pottery) Neolithic

The Neolithic to Chalcolithic transition includes a variety of terms used to describe and classify late sixth- to early fifth-millennium entities. Our poor understanding of the Late Neolithic to Chalcolithic transition has improved dramatically in recent years, and the continuity of people and their traditions is well documented (Banning 1998, 2002, 2010; Lovell 2001; Banning et al. 2004). Population disaggregation apparently continued into the Late Neolithic (6250–4700[?] B.C.). Although there are exceptions, most Late Neolithic sites are small villages or farmsteads in the arable zones, with relatively basic, coarse pottery, expedient chipped stone tools, and relatively insubstantial architecture. Alongside this general dispersal, the broad similarity of PPNB sites throughout the Levant disappeared; in their place, localized entities arose. The earliest of these, the Yarmukian, is the best known, while the attributes of later Wadi Rabah, Jericho IX, and Qatifian phases continue to be debated. Nonetheless, abandonment of the region, proposed by Kenyon (1979), no longer seems tenable (Rollefson 2001).

Circular and rectilinear buildings are found during the Yarmukian phase (Garfinkel 1993; Gopher and Gophna 1993; Kafafi 1985, 1988, 2001; Twiss 2007), the latter sometimes found with a curvilinear end (an “apse”); additional building variants are more fragile (Gopher and Gophna 1993; Twiss 2007). Substantial architecture and organized sites were recovered at ʿAin Ghazal and Shaʿar Hagolan. Multicellular courtyards at Shaʿar Hagolan certainly demonstrate continuity with the sophistication of earlier building techniques, but the general impression of expedient or flimsy structures holds for many sites.

In contrast to earlier PPN traditions, evidence for ritual practices is notably rare or absent; the few burials indicate various intramural and extramural interments, primary and secondary practices (under floors, in cists) that rarely include grave goods. Skull removal, apparently absent by the PPNC, is also absent (Rollefson 2001). At some sites, figurines are abundant (e.g., Shaʿar Hagolan; Garfinkel, Korn, and Miller 2002, including both the anthropomorphic figurines with cowrie shell-shaped eyes and the much more schematic engraved river pebbles; figurines were absent from other sites (Garfinkel 1993; Garfinkel, Korn, and Miller 2002; Gopher and Gophna 1993). Clearly demarcated ritual spaces are also difficult to identify, although recent research in the eastern desert regions of Jordan are identifying likely ritual areas (Rowan, Rollefson, and Kersel 2011; Wasse, Rollefson, and Rowan forthcoming).
Sacred Space and Ritual Practice at the End of Prehistory in the Southern Levant

Chalcolithic

Major cultural transformations took place in the southern Levant during the Chalcolithic period (4500–3600 B.C.), but within this long period, no internal chronology is agreed upon. Expansion of agro-pastoralist communities in number and size led to increased occupation of regions such as the Golan Heights and the Beersheba Valley, where few Neolithic settlements are attested. Secondary animal products may have played an increasingly important role in the economy (Evershed et al. 2008), although the impact of horticulture, particularly the domesticated olive, is poorly understood and under-examined (but see Lovell 2008). Craft production exhibits greater technological expertise, raw materials from medium- and long-range distances, and innovative changes in form and decoration. Secondary mortuary treatment of the body is increasingly attested, and the attendant equipment becomes vastly more diversified than in previous eras. Status goods, too, are more prominently evident, frequently in mortuary contexts.

Chalcolithic socioeconomic organization appears dissimilar when comparing regions, although to what degree this might reflect chronological differences is unclear. In some regions, such as the Golan, there are few attributes of ranked, hierarchical status, while in other regions, particularly the large northern Negev villages (e.g., Abu Matar, Bir es-Safadi, and Shiqmim); there are weak indicators of non-egalitarian structure, such as larger buildings and prestige objects (Rowan and Golden 2009). Although some scholars would propose that ranked, hierarchical societies — chieftoms — dominate Chalcolithic society (e.g., Gal, Smithline, and Shalem 2007; Gopher and Tsuk 1996; Levy 1986, 1995), others tend toward more egalitarian interpretations (Gilead 1988, 2002; Joffe 2003; Joffe, Dessel, and Hallote 2001). These points are relevant to the present discussion because interpretations of evidence for ritual praxis and practitioners seem to reflect a scholar’s preferred model of social complexity; where scholars see chieftoms, interpretations of “priests” and “sanctuaries” are dominant, whereas those who see less hierarchical organization view shamans as the ritual leaders. Yet the mutual exclusivity of these two positions should be demonstrated rather than assumed; there is no reason that both forms of ritual leaders could not have existed concurrently (Rowan and Ilan 2007).

Although the Chalcolithic period is relatively rich in iconography and imagery, interpretation of the meaning behind these images is difficult given the lack of texts. For this reason, many scholars rely on cosmologies and mythologies of neighboring regions (i.e., Egypt and Mesopotamia) and inferences from later periods (Amiran 1981; Merhav 1993; Gal, Smithline, and Shalem 2011). This approach has value, but in order to understand ritual practice and sacred space we must privilege material culture evidence for ritual action. Rather than rely on retrodictive interpretations focused on iconography and symbolism from later, state societies, this discussion focuses on evidence for recurrent ritual practice as a lens on the structure of religious belief. I argue that Chalcolithic ritual practice existed in diverse contexts, and the similarities are not always immediately apparent. Across the landscape, both above ground and below, sanctuaries, caches, subterranean chambers, and burial deposits are interconnected, and the ties that bind them enable us to reconstruct fragments of Chalcolithic practices, and belief.

Such a study is much too ambitious for the present discussion, and will be treated more fully elsewhere (see Rowan and Ilan 2012). For the prehistoric context of this study I limit myself to three examples. For the Chalcolithic of Palestine, the identification of ritual practice
and sacred space is typically relegated to only a few sites. One site in particular, En Gedi, will serve as a starting point for an examination of ritual space during the Chalcolithic — both the identification of ritual space and the interpretation of the rites performed there.

En Gedi

The small complex at En Gedi, excavated from 1961 to 1964 (Ussishkin 1980), is situated near two springs on a remote promontory overlooking the Dead Sea to the east. Four primary components constitute the known architecture (fig. 12.4): a courtyard, two rectilinear broad rooms, and a gatehouse (Ussishkin 1980). A shallow circular feature lined with large flat stones, possibly a pit, is situated in the center of the courtyard. Mazar (2000) proposed that it marks the location of a sacred tree, a phenomenon known from later temples, but the stone lining makes this supposition unlikely. A stone bench abuts the interior of each long wall in the main broad room, while a semi-circular stone feature is built into the bench along the northern long wall and was interpreted as an “altar.” Placed inside this semicircle was a white, crystalline, limestone drum. On either end of the broad room, a series of small shallow pits contained ashes and charcoal. A ceramic quadruped (bull?) carrying two churns was recovered in the ashy matrix near the semicircle. One of the few complete vessels found was a fenestrated pedestal bowl, upside down atop two ibex or gazelle horns. Many such horns were recovered in this room. Other cultural material found during excavation included mollusca, animal bones, two pendants, and two beads. An alabaster jar fragment found near the central courtyard basin is Egyptian in origin or inspiration (Ussishkin 1980, pp. 21, 24–25). Pedestaled, fenestrated bowls and the pointed bases of “cornets” (see fig. 12.10) make up the majority of the ceramic assemblage, in contrast to the standard assemblage found at traditional Chalcolithic settlements (e.g., Abu Matar, Bir es-Safadi, or Shiqmim; see Levy and Menahem 1987; Commence-Pellerin 1987, 1990). The high number of cornets recovered at En Gedi was unparalleled until the excavations at Gilat (see below). Without domestic items such as cooking and storage vessels, flint tools, hearths, or pits, most archaeologists agree that the En Gedi complex served as a ritual structure, whether termed a “temple” (e.g., Gilead 2002; Ottoson 1980), “sanctuary” (e.g., Levy 1995, 2006), or “shrine” (e.g., Mazar 2000; Ussishkin 1980). Three elements are highlighted by this small assemblage: ceramic fenestrated stands, ceramic cornets, and ruminant horns. These elements are further indication that the En Gedi sanctuary was indeed a ritual structure.

Architectural similarities of the En Gedi complex to later Early Bronze examples fostered widespread acceptance among archaeologists that this represents a locus of ritual practice. Yet this has inspired little methodical examination of ritual praxis in broader contexts, with the exception of the mortuary realm (Rowan and Ilan 2012). Turning from the En Gedi complex to the wider Chalcolithic society, a few examples of non-residential, non-domestic structures with associated deposits suggest intramural ritual areas at other sites. Our next example draws from the type site of the period, Tulaylat al-Ghassul.

Tulaylat al-Ghassul

Excavations began at Tulaylat al-Ghassul in 1929, motivated in part by the possibility that the ruins represented biblical Sodom and Gomorrah (North 1982, p. 59). Eight seasons of excavation (1929–1938) by the Pontifical Biblical Institute revealed a 20 hectare village
with rooms, courtyards, pits, and alleys (Bourke 1997, p. 395; Mallon, Koeppel, and Neuvile 1934) to a depth of five meters. The early campaign exposed three wall murals, called Les Personnages, L’Oiseau, and L’Etoile of Ghassul; two more murals were found during North’s excavations in the winter of 1959/60, the Geometric and the Tiger (Cameron 1981). Two more paintings, the Procession and the zigzag fragment, were found during the excavations led by Hennessy (Bourke 2001). A final mural fragment, the Garlanded Sickle, was recovered by the University of Sydney team (Bourke et al. 2000, fig. 18). The polychrome murals of black, yellow, red, white, and brown include motifs that appear to represent architectural features, tools, anthropomorphic and zoomorphic figures, and geometrical designs. Scenes such as Les Personnages appear to include figures wearing masks. The best known, most complex, and most colorful fragment includes representations of animals, structural elements (possibly architecture), and a large geometric eight-point star. Outside of one small fragment from Tell Abu Hamid, these eight murals from Ghassul remain the sole known examples of Chalcolithic mural art in the southern Levant.

Without parallels or comparison, the discovery of Ghassul led to the recognition of a new chronological period, and new cultural entity, the Ghassulian. Although there was little context for the finds, and no comparative imagery, investigations at Ghassul provided the first evidence for symbolic practices and abstract representation for the period. Despite the remarkable discoveries at Ghassul, our knowledge of the larger context for these finds has been dramatically limited for many years due to different standards of publication in the early twentieth century. This only recently changed with some publications by the current director Stephen Bourke and his students at the University of Sydney.

Peta Seaton’s dissertation (2008) recounts the previously unpublished material from J. B. Hennessy’s excavations from the mid-1970s and more recent investigations led by Bourke from 1994 to the present. Focused on one section of Ghassul, Seaton summarizes the stratigraphy, architecture, and material culture that constitutes the evidence for a “sanctuary precinct” in Area E. In this detailed study of the material and architecture in this area, Seaton then examines the justification for the “cultic” attribution of the precinct, and whether or not extrapolation to broader concerns about cult expression, individual aggrandizing, and risk management is warranted.

For brevity I can only summarize the major attributes that set this complex apart from other sections of the site. Area E (fig. 12.5) includes two rectilinear buildings, perpendicular to each other; one linked to a stone arc by a paved path, or “avenue.” To the north and west are two long “temenos” walls. Two pits are noted to the north of the temenos wall, while another pit is enclosed by the western temenos wall. These structures co-existed contemporaneously in the Classic Courtyard phase, although Seaton (2008, pp. 25–32) notes several building phases.

Sanctuary A

This is a large (exterior dimensions: 9.75 × 4.75 m; interior dimensions 7.9 × 2.6 m) paved long room oriented north–south, constructed predominantly of medium-size cobbles, with mudbrick superstructure. A possible internal mudbrick bench construction is set along the eastern long wall. The paving stones include at least two floor replasterings. The door, set in the long east wall, includes three parallel lines of river stones as steps into the interior, with decayed food still preserved against the lower step. In places, silting and weather-hardened
flooring was covered with reed matting; a destruction level is associated with the reed mats and includes burned mudbrick, ash, and collapsed wall and ceiling material. One, and possibly both long wall interiors and the short northern wall had painted plaster; two patches of plaster lay on a burned wooden beam in the center of the room. Objects from this destruction level included fenestrated pedestaled stands, open form vessels, one cornet base, a footed vessel with possible horn, a ceramic figurine limb fragment, a ceramic spoon, a painted ceramic “bracelet” and a painted double kernos (fig. 12.6). This is oriented perpendicular to Sanctuary B.

Sanctuary B

Oriented east–west along the long axis, this structure is smaller, with internal dimensions of 2.56 × 4.60 m. A central door in the southern wall opens facing the Dead Sea. Rim and body sherds of the double kernos from Sanctuary A were found in this phase of Sanctuary B, confirming contemporaneity of the two structures. Three cornet bases and fragments of anthropomorphic figurines were found directly at the entrance to Sanctuary B.

Altar Arc (“Semi-circular Installation”)

A paved “avenue” links a semi-circular installation — the Altar Arc — to the east, perpendicular to Sanctuary A and roughly parallel to Sanctuary B, which is north of the avenue. This avenue, a triple row of flat paving stones, links the central doorway on the east side of Sanctuary A to the semi-circular structure. The semi-circular altar structure was made of two rows of large river stones. At the center of the semi-circular feature, a natural, roughly circular (ca. 70 cm) sandstone cobble is installed above the paved avenue, steadied by smaller stones. Two parallel grinding depressions are visible on top of this sandstone. Within the Altar Arc, a dark burned ashy layer extended to within 10 cm inside of the wall face, where a large basalt pillar or stand (Seaton 2008, pl. 93) was lying against the inside of the wall.

Temenos Courtyard

In addition to the unusual hollow, pierced limbed vessel, the area bound by the long temenos walls on the north and west included familiar ritual items: fragments of large numbers of cornets, fenestrated stands, fine and deep bowls, and a footed goblet.

In terms of architecture, there are a few parallels between this area of Ghassul and En Gedi. Although Ghassul is not fully enclosed like En Gedi, Sanctuary A is similar in size and shape to the En Gedi broad room; the mudbrick bench along the interior of one long wall echoes those at En Gedi. An important difference is the placement of what possibly served as the “altar”; at En Gedi the non-local stone was found inside the broad room, whereas the comparable stone at Ghassul was found in the courtyard. In both cases, however, the stone was placed on or near the stone-built arc, located in the broad room at En Gedi but in the center of the courtyard at Ghassul. Artifact assemblages from both exhibit strong parallels, particularly the strong presence of cornets, fenestrated stands, and footed vessels. The presence of figurines at both sites, although anthropomorphic at Ghassul and zoomorphic at En Gedi, is evocative given their rarity at Chalcolithic sites in general. Finally, the painted double painted kernos from Ghassul is a vessel type unique to the period.
Unlike En Gedi, Tulaylat al-Ghassul is a large complex site with domestic occupation and specialized intramural areas, including some dedicated to ceremonial purposes. For this reason, these two sites appear dissimilar in many respects, yet parallels exist between the spaces designated for ritual practice. In many ways, our third example, Gilat, is more complicated because of the lack of clearly delineated spatial boundaries.

**Gilat**

Similar to Tulaylat al-Ghassul, a rich assemblage of artifacts was recovered during the seven seasons of excavation at Gilat, a 12-hectare site located approximately 20 kilometers northeast of Beersheba. Unlike Ghassul, however, multiple occupations and rebuilding episodes created complex stratigraphy and fragmentary mudbrick architecture buildings, rendering coherent plans elusive (Levy et al. 2006). Despite the chaotic nature of the architectural remains, the remarkable artifacts, deposited primarily in fills and pits, attest to a site dissimilar to any others except perhaps Ghassul.

The best known finds are the evocative vessels, the Gilat Lady (fig. 12.7) and the Ram with Cornets (fig. 12.8) (Alon 1976; Commenge et al. 2006a; Ilan and Rowan 2012, figs. 7.10–11), but these iconic anthropomorphic and zoomorphic vessels are only one aspect of this copious and diverse assemblage, much of it apparently related to ceremonial rites. The unique Gilat Lady figurine, in particular, was the subject of multiple interpretations, many perceiving her as a goddess (Alon 1976, 1977; Amiran 1976, 1989; Amiran and Tadmor 1980; Epstein 1978, 1982; Fox 1995; Joffe, Dessel, and Hallote 2001; Merhav 1993; Tadmor 1986). Holding a churn on her head, a fenestrated stand under her arm, and seated on a ring-shaped object, the Gilat Lady is intriguing. The exact archaeological context of both vessels, however, is not entirely clear, and the broader context of the site paints a much more complex picture than could possibly be derived from one or two elaborate vessels.

In addition to standard Chalcolithic ceramic vessel forms, miniature versions of standard Chalcolithic vessels, such as stemmed chalices, tubular beakers, and churns are found in the assemblage. Others, such as the large, thick cylindrical vessels — torpedo jars — are unusual or unknown forms at other sites (see Commenge et al. 2006a). Some vessels, particularly churns and holemouth jars, include numerous examples manufactured of non-local clays (Goren 1995, p. 295; Goren 2006, p. 371). This is true of some torpedo jars as well, which may have been used for transport and storage of oil, based on the gas chromatography identification of lipids consistent with olives (Burton and Levy 2006), a newly domesticated fruit during the Chalcolithic (Bourke et al. 2007; Neef 1990; Zohary and Spiegel-Roy 1975). Ceramic fenestrated, pedestaled stands were commonly found (fig. 12.9). Finally, a large number of cornets were recovered (fig. 12.10). This is a rare or non-existent vessel type at most sites, but occurs in substantial numbers at other ritual sites such as Ghassul and En Gedi, as noted above.

Rare and unusual forms of material culture are not limited to ceramic vessels. Basalt fenestrated stand fragments, analogous to the ceramic form, were found in the hundreds. Created of basalt originating either in the Golan/Galilee or central Jordan, a two- or three-day journey (Rowan et al. 2006), the vessels were labor intensive, difficult to manufacture, and possibly broken intentionally. Other non-local materials include rocks (e.g., granite, scoria, chlorite schist, carnelian, amazonite, and hematite) for the manufacture of palettes, spindle whorls, mace-heads, beads (Rowan et al. 2006), and violin-shaped figurines (Commenge et al. 2006b). A few of the mace-heads exhibit morphology more similar to those from early
predynastic Egyptian forms (Rowan et al. 2006). Approximately seventy-six violin-shaped figurine fragments represent a minimum of fifty-three figurines, some with breasts (figs. 12.11–12), more than the sum of all others recovered from southern Levantine sites (Commence et al. 2006b, fig. 15.20). Also non-local were the mollusk species from the Nile, the Red Sea, and the Mediterranean, more frequent than at other Chalcolithic sites (Bar-Yosef Mayer 2006). Even farther afield, the six pieces of obsidian recovered at Gilat were traced to different sources in Anatolia (Yellin, Levy, and Rowan 1996). Although probably available locally, hundreds of ostrich eggshell fragments were found, and a cache of four whole ostrich eggs grouped together in a shallow pit were buried in an open plaza area (Levy et al. 2006, p. 110, pl. 4.35).

Alon and Levy (1989) interpret Gilat as a center for regional pilgrimage. Utilizing Renfrew’s criteria outlined for identifying cultic activity at the Cycladic Bronze Age site of Phylakopi (Renfrew 1985), Alon and Levy categorize eighteen attributes as indicative of ritual activity, including much of the material culture discussed above. Their interpretation is convincing, although the reasons for a ritual sanctuary are not elaborated.

Human burial was apparently a key aspect of the ritual process at Gilat. Burial density at Gilat is much higher than at typical (non-ritual) Chalcolithic settlements. An estimated ninety individuals (Smith et al. 2006) were found, most in primary burials. Many were placed in shallow pits, but scattered bones and disturbed disarticulated skeletal elements were common. In one mudbrick-lined pit, possibly the secondary usage of a silo, nine individuals were recovered: three adults, three adolescents, and three children (Levy et al. 2006, pl. 5.19). Nearby, a mud-plastered pit contained a complete basalt fenestrated stand, bone tools, and burned gazelle horn cores. Horn cores were also evident at En Gedi and may be indicative of some ritual function. Mortuary practices extended even to a canine; the interment of an aged dog, articulated, with a complete and unusual vessel, is perhaps the earliest known canine with a burial offering discovered in the Levant (Grigson 2006, pp. 237–38; pl. 6.3b).

If pilgrimage is part of the process that led to this ritual site, mortuary activity must have been a central experience at Gilat (Ilan and Rowan 2012). Central elements of the material culture assemblage found at Gilat — such as fenestrated stands, cornets, and ruminant horns — parallel those of En Gedi, yet there are clearly profound differences. If Gilat is a pilgrimage site with an integral mortuary component, it probably also served other needs. The presence of non-local materials, some rare and atypical to other sites, distinguish it from En Gedi. Despite the lack of coherent architecture, the large assemblage of pottery, chipped stone, and ground stone implements suggest a domestic component, with long-term occupation.

**Final Remarks**

The present examination focuses on just a few cases of evidence for ritual practices, particularly during the Chalcolithic period. Despite the brevity of our review for the later southern Levantine Neolithic phases, the contrast to ritual activity during the Chalcolithic is striking. This is perhaps unsurprising given the length of time examined. The addition of tactile and visual objects during the Chalcolithic that appear within ritual spaces contrasts to that of the Neolithic, where few ritual objects can be directly associated with the buildings considered “shrines” and “temples.” Clearly, Neolithic people in the southern Levant had ritual equipment too; the modified skulls, statuettes, and possibly animal figurines were
often recovered from “structured deposits” (Bradley 1990). Unlike the Chalcolithic, however, these ritual items were generally not found with the formalized space built for rites.

In contrast to the Late Neolithic, a renewal of ritual space, architecture, and equipment is evident for the Chalcolithic, but this is far from codified. Architecturally, the Area E sanctuary at Tulaylat al-Ghassul bears little resemblance to that at Gilat, but there are similarities to the En Gedi complex. Both Ghassul and En Gedi have large open space bound by an enclosure wall that includes two rectilinear rooms, although their relationship to each other seems dissimilar. Associated pits are found at both sites. Bearing in mind that the scale of these two sites is dissimilar, the presence of any similarities is notable. Moreover, the presence of more than eight plaster painted murals across Tulaylat al-Ghassul suggests other areas of the site had additional ritual areas.

Although no “altar” similar to those found at Ghassul or En Gedi was found at Gilat, other enigmatic stone constructions were noted in the excavation report. In places, stone “platforms” were preserved, but how they functioned is obscure (Levy et al. 2006).

Despite the diverse components of the respective material culture assemblage of each site, common elements are detectable. Most notable, the prominence of ceramic cornets and pedestal, fenestrated stands (both in basalt and ceramic) at Gilat and En Gedi, and in Area E of Tulaylat al-Ghassul, are strikingly similar and otherwise uncommon at settlement sites. The unusual vessels from Ghassul (the double kernos, in particular) and Gilat (torpedoes, miniature forms, tubular vessels) are conspicuous too. Finally, the presence of horn cores at Gilat and En Gedi, found in caches or offering pits at both sites, are atypical of standard domestic deposits or rubbish. And if I was to indulge in speculation, the possible similarity of animal horns to the cornets, which may have been a ceremonial drinking vessel, seems a key symbol.

I have explored the ritual contexts occurring within a settlement, such as Tulaylat al-Ghassul, those consigned to special, extramural places on the landscape, as at En Gedi, and those with a complex of ritual purposes, such as Gilat. For the Chalcolithic, a reliance on specially constructed monuments is insufficient to determine the function, or functions, of an area. Thus the site of En Gedi may represent a sanctuary placed within a ritual landscape. Yet other sites such as Gilat, unremarkable in their architecture (or at least the preservation) or the location on an undefined landscape, nonetheless evoke a richness in ritual practice, and elaborate objects employed in those rites.

At this point in prehistory, the sphere of ritual praxis is identifiable, both within the domestic context of habitation sites or extramurally, particularly through the secondary mortuary treatment of burials held at cemeteries and caves established away from settlements. At the same time, this separation is far from codified and large settlement sites such as Tulaylat al-Ghassul, for example, include areas delineated for ritual practice for some segment of the community.

This cursory exploration of identifying ritual through the archaeological record comments on the complicated relationship between extramural formal ritual spaces and the places where people lived, which contained active, even elaborate ritual areas in domestic settlements. A key component to our understanding of this complex relationship was barely touched upon, however, yet it was central to Chalcolithic life — the process of death. Although Chalcolithic burial included primary and secondary treatments of the body, most secondary burial occurs outside of settlements, in burial caves, dolmens, and tumuli. The diverse mortuary processes of the Chalcolithic include some of the most elaborate iconography
on the ossuaries, and some of the richest burial goods (Ilan and Rowan 2012; Rowan and Ilan, in press; Gal, Smithline, and Shalem 1997, 1999). But the most common burial goods include open-form vessels, and the pedestaled fenestrated bowls similar to those recovered from En Gedi, Gilat, and Tulaylat al-Ghassul. Mortuary assemblages thus support recognition of redundant elements in the ritual repertoire.

Archaeologists frequently tend to view ritual and religion as conservative and unchanging, the product of long-lived traditions. But at times ritual also acts as a dynamic force for change, and a change in ritual may instigate modification of religious belief itself (Fogelin 2007, pp. 58–59). Ritual practice underwent a crucial change in the Chalcolithic. Formal shrines or sanctuaries, distinct from domestic settlements, were established. The newly introduced, clearly defined functional spaces of the sanctuaries at En Gedi, Ghassul, and perhaps Gilat echo the importance given to formalized space at some PPN sites, such as ‘Ain Ghazal, Beidha, and Jericho. Unlike the Neolithic, however, material culture in the Chalcolithic exhibits some redundancy of symbols and equipment that indicates ritual praxis included a standardized repertoire of material culture for performance in designated places. These dramatic changes, with parallels to mortuary practices, highlight the radical departure of ritual praxis from those of the earlier Neolithic phases. There is no need to ignore the long period of time during which these fundamental changes occurred, but the emergence of rich Chalcolithic ritual practices and beliefs hints at new concerns and preoccupations, sharply contrasting to those of earlier prehistory.
Figure 12.1. Map of selected Neolithic and Chalcolithic sites in the southern Levant
Figure 12.2. Cult shrine at ‘Ain Ghazal
(photo by Yusif Zo’bi, courtesy the ‘Ain Ghazal Project)

Figure 12.3. Ritual structure at ‘Ain Ghazal
(photo by B. Degedeh, courtesy the ‘Ain Ghazal Project)
Figure 12.4. Schematic plan of En Gedi ritual complex (after Ussishkin 1980, fig. 3)

Figure 12.5. Schematic plan of ritual complex in Area E, Tulaylat al-Ghassul (after Seaton 2008, pl. 8)
Figure 12.6. Double cornet vessel from Area E, Tulaylat al-Ghassul (image courtesy of the University of Sydney Teleilat Ghassul Excavation Project)

Figure 12.7. The Gilat Lady, an anthropomorphic ceramic vessel from Gilat (photo by Clara Amit, courtesy of the Israel Antiquities Authority)

Figure 12.8. The Ram with Cornets, a zoomorphic ceramic vessel from Gilat (photo by Clara Amit, courtesy of the Israel Antiquities Authority)
Figure 12.9. Ceramic fenestrated stand from Gilat (image courtesy of Thomas E. Levy, the UCSD Levantine Archaeology Laboratory)

Figure 12.10. Ceramic cornet from Gilat (photograph by Clara Amit, courtesy of the Israel Antiquities Authority)

Figure 12.11. Stone violin-shaped figurine from Gilat (image courtesy of Equinox Publishing, Ltd.)

Figure 12.12. Incomplete stone violin-shaped figurine from Gilat (photo by Clara Amit, courtesy of the Israel Antiquities Authority)
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EGYPTIAN TEMPLE GRAFFITI AND THE GODS:
APPROPRIATION AND RITUALIZATION
IN KARNAK AND LUXOR

Elizabeth Frood, University of Oxford*

In this chapter, I consider how clusters of graffiti in particular areas of Egyptian temples offer a relational and performative perspective on the creation, organization, and meaning of sacred space, and attempt to integrate this micro-view with wider architectural contexts and primary decorative programs that are the more common focus of study. Temple graffiti are often interpreted as evidence for “popular religion” and non-elite involvement in temples, particularly major ones. However, restricted access to temple spaces and the diversity of graffiti indicate that their creation was one of a range of internally focused forms of practice and display relating to temple personnel, especially in outer areas such as exterior walls and open courts. My principal aims are to rethink the institutional practice of graffiti and, more broadly, to assess distinctions between interior and exterior in temples. Interpreting graffiti as socially embedded acts or events (Baird and Taylor 2011b, p. 6) highlights the dynamism of temples, which were repeatedly renegotiated and reconfigured by individuals and institutions. This renegotiation is visible in the appropriation and intensified significance of specific exterior and secondary spaces.

I focus on formal graffiti that include images of gods, building on distinctions made by Claude Traunecker (1991) in his survey of divine images in temples. He integrates discussion of formal graffiti with cult statues and reliefs that show the king performing rituals for gods, the latter being the primary form of temple decoration (fig. 13.1). This detailed analysis situates graffiti within a broad spectrum of divine representation, emphasizing its diversity and plurality. Discussing the status of these “images détournées,” Traunecker suggests that “leur caractère hiérophonique n’est pas consécutif à un acte [rituel] mais à la révélation de leur statut dans l’esprit de ceux qui les côtoyaient quotidiennement pour des raisons de service” (1991, p. 89). I consider both possibilities, not only that graffiti are connected with the articulation of places by temple personnel (also Traunecker 1979, pp. 27–30; 1982) but that their creation can be understood as a ritual act, a performance. Some graffiti mobilize

* Many thanks to Deena Ragavan for the invitation to her inspiring seminar in Chicago. I am grateful to all participants for discussion, as well as Deena, John Baines, Christoph Bachhuber, and Chloé Ragazzoli for reading and commenting on drafts. The project on which this paper is based would be impossible without the archive of Claude Traunecker, and all his encouragement and advice. I would also like to thank Ibrahim Soliman, Director of the Temples of Karnak, and everyone at the Centre Franco-Égyptien d’Étude des Temples de Karnak for their support, especially Christophe Thiers, Sébastien Bistou-Moulin, Pierre Zignani, Jean-François Gout, and Awad Abdel Radi Mohamed. Christophe and Sébastien kindly supplied the plans of the Amun complex and the temple of Ptah, and Ray Johnson the plan of Luxor temple.
performance explicitly, for example, by evoking speeches. Evidence such as this opens a window onto practice, especially the ritualization of specific actions and places. This process, in Catherine Bell’s formulation, is “a way of doing things to trigger the perception that these practices are distinct and the associations they engender are special” (Bell 1992, p. 220). Bell’s analysis examines the connection between strategies of ritualization and the negotiation of power relationships; graffiti in many modern urban environments are acts of appropriation, as they are in the ancient Egyptian contexts that I treat (cf. Mairs 2011, p. 157; Plesch 2002a, p. 143). In this, graffiti may complement, but are not identical with, other, more traditional forms of nonroyal self-presentation such as statues and stelae.

I begin with a definition of the types of graffiti that are treated in this chapter, as well as their contexts in temple complexes. I then examine three categories of graffiti: 1) scenes of deities that relate to human, nonroyal worshipers, on a traditional or semi-traditional model; 2) single figures of deities in previously undecorated spaces; and 3) the adaptation and transformation of primary decoration through graffiti. These categories are exemplified by groups of graffiti in temples in Thebes (modern Luxor) in Upper Egypt: Luxor temple and two temples within the complex of Amun at Karnak. Each case-study involves more than one of these categories. The secondary inscriptions that constitute graffiti in these contexts are clearly marked as different from related primary decoration and this difference is essential to their status.

This discussion develops out of my project to record, edit, and publish hieroglyphic, hieratic, and figural graffiti from Karnak, in collaboration with the Centre Franco-Égyptien d’Étude des Temples de Karnak. Much of this corpus is derived from the comprehensive archive of graffiti at the site gathered and analyzed by Traunecker in the 1960s and 1970s (see Traunecker 1979) and now held in the Griffith Institute, Oxford. I have begun with graffiti in the Ptah temple, a small structure in the northern part of the precinct; I present aspects of these graffiti as my third case-study (cf. Ragazzoli and Frood 2013). The approach outlined here is preliminary and based on a relatively early stage of research.

Definitions

In this article, “graffiti” designates a text and/or image inscribed or inked on a surface, here a temple wall, that was not originally intended to receive it. This definition differs from many modern western perceptions of graffiti as illicit, counter-cultural, and often subversive, but agrees with research on graffiti from cultural contexts ranging from the classical world (e.g., Baird and Taylor 2011a) to early modern Europe (e.g., Fleming 2001; Plesch 2010, pp. 142–47). Textual graffiti, often integrated with pictures, are attested for almost all periods of ancient Egypt and are part of scribal self-presentation, and so an elite institution. Purely pictorial graffiti can be more difficult to relate to institutions (Cruz-Uribe 2008a). In the temple environments I study, pictures and texts are closely interrelated and probably derive from similar practices.

---

1 This project relates closely to those developed by Helen Jacquet-Gordon (2004) and Jean-Claude Degardin (2009, 2010) for graffiti in the temple of Khonsu in Karnak. The material I treat here is generally more formal than the graffiti they present, although my approach overall is complementary.

This definition is not without problems. One is how far we can distinguish primary and secondary inscription, especially in temples that were in use over centuries or millennia, accumulating decoration in areas perhaps not originally intended to receive it or not executed after their initial construction (e.g., Brand 2007, pp. 52–59). Traditional Egyptian temple decoration, visual and textual, centered almost exclusively on presenting the relationship between the king and the gods, and material with this content and focus is primary in most contexts. Separating the royal and primary from nonroyal and secondary is productive for an initial categorization of graffiti (Cruz-Uribe 2008b, pp. 200–02). This distinction, however, breaks down to some extent in late second- and early first-millennium Thebes, when kings were not commissioning decoration and members of the ruling priestly families were taking on royal features of display. Nonetheless, a distinction between a royal style of self-presentation in special contexts and something more typically nonroyal in others seems to be maintained.3

It is also difficult to distinguish between the “formal” and the “informal.” Even in discussions of graffiti as an institutional practice, they are normally considered to be informal, spontaneous products of individuals, rather than something that might be a group commission. This distinction is especially problematic in temples where graffiti were sometimes modeled on traditional, formal forms of display. Many of the inscriptions I discuss, especially the images of gods, are very formal: beautifully carved, painted, and sometimes associated with formal hieroglyphic texts. It is location, features of content and presentation (such as isolated figures of gods without a ritual performer) and, occasionally, association with less formal hieroglyphic and hieratic inscriptions which point toward considering these compositions as graffiti.

Thus, graffiti constitutes a diverse and varied practice, with temple graffiti holding a distinctive position. Graffiti practices vary from temple to temple in relation to access, style, and content. Patterns of survival complicate the picture. Recent discussions have centered on demotic, Greek, and Coptic graffiti as indicators of change in the meaning of sacred spaces in the late first millennium B.C.E. and early centuries C.E., including the final closure of temples with the spread of Christianity.4 This work has enormous potential for understanding social contexts of script selection and use (e.g., Mairs 2011), as well as how temples and parts of temples were re-imagined by different religious communities.5 These issues are relevant for Karnak and Luxor temples, which bear many demotic, Greek, and Coptic graffiti. I attempt to use this work on later periods to illuminate patterns from many centuries earlier.

3 Mark Ciccarello (1979) distinguishes between “kingship documents” and “priesthood documents,” as well as a special “Karnak style,” for Pinudjem I, a priest-king of the Twenty-first Dynasty (ca. 1075–945 B.C.E.; inscriptions of Pinudjem are discussed further below). For broader analysis of the self-presentation of Theban priest-kings from this period, especially through the formulation of their titles, see Römer 1994, pp. 1–131.


5 E.g., Rutherford 2003. A related example from much earlier is the dipinti hieratic prayers on walls and columns in the hypostyle hall of the temple of the Eighteenth Dynasty king Thutmose III (ca. 1479–1425 B.C.E.) at Deir el-Bahri on the Theban west bank (Marciniak 1974). These were largely written in the late New Kingdom (ca. 1290–1075 B.C.E.) and indicate that during this time the temple was a more accessible votive environment dedicated to the goddess Hathor (Dolińska 2007, pp. 78–81).
Graffiti Showing Deities in Luxor and Karnak:
Space, Time, and Popular Religion

Temple graffiti in Luxor temple and in the Amun precinct in Karnak range from roughly scrawled names and titles to carefully carved relief scenes incorporating complex hieroglyphic and/or hieratic texts and figures. Hieroglyphic is the pictorial form of the script associated with monumental display. Hieratic is its cursive form, used for manuscript and documentary purposes, that was also developed for more formal, monumental contexts in the first millennium (e.g., Frood 2010, pp. 112–13). Almost all identifiable graffiti in the two complexes were incised into walls rather than executed in ink, but some bear traces of paint. Ink graffiti may have been more widespread than now appears to be the case.6

The temple complex at Karnak is a sprawling set of interconnected structures dedicated to the state god Amun-Re on the east bank of the Nile in Thebes (fig. 13.2). Karnak was probably founded around 2000 B.C.E., developing into a vast complex from the New Kingdom (ca. 1500 B.C.E.) onward. Temples for members of his group, the goddess Mut, the child god Khonsu, and the war god Montu, lie immediately to the south and north. The temple of Amun was the preeminent state temple in southern Egypt from the mid-second millennium B.C.E. As a prime focus of royal investment, it was constantly reworked throughout its history: buildings were dismantled, added to, rearranged; decorative programs were erased, recarved, and elaborated (overview: Blyth 2006). These processes complicate the analysis of graffiti.

In contrast, the temple of Luxor is smaller and more unitary (fig. 13.3). I treat this seemingly more straightforward case first. Graffiti practices in the temple are quite distinctive, perhaps relating to specific aspects of the temple’s function (brief survey: Jasnow 1994). It lies about 2.5 kilometers south of Karnak and may have been founded rather later. The temple was dedicated to an ithyphallic form of Amun, Amenemope, and functioned in some way as a secondary location for the cult of Amun-Re. However it also had special status, at least in part through association with the royal ka, a principle that transmitted kingship through generations (Bell 1985).

Even when context is well understood, graffiti can be difficult to date. Dating often relies on combined analysis of context, content, orthography, prosopography, and paleography. It seems that graffiti-writing in Theban temples intensified as a practice from the late New Kingdom (Dynasties 19–20; ca. 1290–1075 B.C.E.) onward, although there are earlier examples.7 One of these is a figure of a priest with hieroglyphic caption that was inked in red on the north side of the altar in the solar complex of the Eighteenth Dynasty female king Hatshepsut (ca. 1473–1458 B.C.E.) at Deir el-Bahri on the Theban west bank (Karkowski 2003, p. 255, pl. 53A). This graffito was whitewashed soon after execution and therefore probably dates to the original decoration of this suite under Hatshepsut. It is of a very different character to the material I treat here, especially as presence rather than visibility seems to have been the central concern of its creator.

---

6 A rare example of a surviving ink graffito from Luxor temple is the sign for “scribe” on a fragment of the Ramessid gateway built into the gateway of Philip Arrhidaeus (Epigraphic Survey 1998, p. 56, pl. 205, Gr. 16).

7 Crudely incised figural graffiti and a very small amount of textual graffiti on blocks from the temple of Medamud, about 8 kilometers northeast of Luxor, have been dated to the Middle Kingdom (ca. 1750–1640 B.C.E.; Cottevieille-Giraudet 1931, pp. 36–37); these warrant a new study to secure this dating.
Graffiti of a formal type — lengthy hieroglyphic texts and images of priests and gods — first appear in the late New Kingdom in Karnak (Frood 2010, pp. 116–22) and are attested sporadically at Karnak and Luxor throughout the first millennium. In particular, finely carved graffiti of individual gods and groups of gods that are found in both temples seem to date across this period. At Luxor, an ithyphallic Amun-Re carved in raised relief on the west exterior wall between side doors leading into the hypostyle hall and the court of Amenhotep III bears traces of recarving as well as an inscription claiming its restoration under the Twenty-first Dynasty priest-king, Menkheperre (ca. 1045–989 B.C.E.; Brand 2004). A cluster of images of deities, including large ithyphallic and seated figures of Amun, is located at another side entrance into the forecourt (fig. 13.3A) (Porter and Moss 1972, pp. 335 [219–220]). Two long inscriptions detailing the restoration of temple structures and cult equipment were carved among these figures, one dated to Alexander the Great and Philip Arrhidaeus (332–316 B.C.E.) and the other belonging to a later Ptolemaic priestly family (Jansen-Winkeln 2005). Both are addressed to the priests who would have used this doorway. The later text refers to divine processional images (ššmw) and it is tempting to suggest that these are evoked by the nearby pictures, at least some of which may have been carved at the same time. At Karnak, a broadly datable example is a sunk relief ithyphallic god carved on the exterior jamb of a side door leading into the temple of Montu from the neighboring temple of the god Harpre. Its inscription probably dates to the creation of this doorway during repair and remodeling in the Twenty-fifth Dynasty (ca. 715–657 B.C.E.; Gabolde and Rondot 1993, pp. 258–60, fig. 4, pl. 6B).

The examples I treat in this paper can mostly be ascribed to the early to mid-first millennium (Dynasties 21–25) and their appearance relates in part to the political fragmentation and decentralization which characterizes the first half of this period. The Theban area was under the control of high priests who held quasi royal authority, a new political context that had a broad impact on developments in self-presentation. Localism is certainly a significant factor, as is the displacement of the symbolic figure of the king. Nonetheless, long-standing traditions of nonroyal self-presentation were maintained. For Theban elites, temple statues were a primary means of asserting claims to temple space, although it is seldom known where they were originally set up (e.g., Brandl 2008; Price 2010). Alongside this traditional medium, others emerged or intensified, including graffiti. I return to relationships between these strategies in my conclusion.

Graffiti of divine images have often been interpreted as objects of popular devotion and worship and connected with the “rise of personal piety” from the mid–late second millennium onward, rather than being related to elite modes of self-presentation. This interpretation depends on features of content and style, but most especially on their location in areas thought to be accessible to ordinary people. As such they are understood to delineate “contact zones” (Ashley and Plesch 2002, pp. 4–6; with Plesch 2002b, p. 181), points of interface and perhaps tension, between the restricted temple cult and the wider populace. Peter Brand (2004; 2007, pp. 64–65) in particular argues that graffiti of gods on some exterior walls in Karnak and Luxor were set up by priesthoods of the late second and early first millennium

---

8 For translation of sections of the text and references, see Gorre 2009, pp. 53–57. He dates the inscription to Alexander IV rather than Alexander the Great (2009, pp. 53–54), but this is almost certainly incorrect. I am grateful to Francisco Bosch Puche, who is re-editing this text, for discussion.

in order to provide places of worship for non-elites who could enter the temple enclosures but not the temple proper.

Central to Brand’s argument is the veiling of some graffiti alongside images of gods in interior primary decoration. Building on earlier discussions (e.g., Dils 1995), he argues (2004, pp. 263–64; 2007, pp. 59–65) that holes piercing the stone around many of these images supported frames for fabric coverings which could reveal the image to ordinary people at particular times. I consider the notion of veiling as anachronistic. Moreover, as Brand acknowledges (2007, p. 61), it does not fully account for the variety in the patterning of holes around scenes and figures. The holes, which have not been studied in detail, more probably point to different types of “enrichment” of images (Traunecker 1991, pp. 88–89), sometimes through gilding (Borchardt 1933; Fischer 1959, pp. 196–98) or embellishments with wood, fabric, or other materials. These may have been temporary. On the exterior of the rear wall of the Graeco-Roman temple of the goddess Hathor at Dendara is a large carving of her head which bears traces of gilding and the fixings for a wooden canopy (Cauville 1990, p. 86). This example, though much later than many discussed by Brand, shows how primary images could be elaborated in ways that almost certainly related to central cult performances (cf. Laroche and Traunecker 1973–1977, pp. 194–95).

Pictorial graffiti of gods often show them alone, or in somewhat disparate, seemingly jumbled groups, rather than interacting in ritual scenes as is common in traditional primary decoration (Brand 2007, p. 64). They mostly lack offering tables or other ritual paraphernalia. The fact that some figures are solitary may make them more directly involving and participatory. I argue here that the exterior spaces on which they were carved were probably not widely accessible. Rather, the images would have participated in and ritualized the movements of priests and temple staff, as is suggested particularly by their typical location near side doors. Temple personnel would have entered by these side doors from service and administrative areas. Once inside the temple, they were no longer performing for themselves but for the gods in an official capacity. If the graffiti mark internally oriented, secondary places of piety, veneration, and ritual action by these people (e.g., Traunecker 1979; Guglielmi 1994, pp. 58–59; Cabrol 2001, pp. 721–22) rather than being the sites for popular worship as Brand proposes, the mechanisms for their development and use need to be considered further, as well as what they imply about the meanings of areas of temples.

Graffiti in Luxor Temple: Priestly Families and Divine Utterance

Exterior sectors of Luxor temple bear some of the most extensive groupings of secondary divine figures, with a number at a very large scale and concentrated near side doors, as with the two examples noted above. An exterior section of wall, beside a side entrance leading into inner areas of the temple, is carved with a vast array of secondary divine figures and non-divine emblems, such as fecundity figures, in complex and diverse groupings (fig. 13.3B) (Brand 2004, pp. 261–62; 2007, p. 64; with Porter and Moss 1972, p. 335 [221]; Schwaller de Lubicz 1958, vol. 2, pl. 33). Some deities are captioned, including seated figures of Amun, standing ones of Mut, and squatting ones of Khonsu. These images are usually understood as practice models for carving or focal points for popular religion (Brand 2004, pp. 261–62 with n. 17), but were carefully carved, and some required scaffolding for their execution and were painted. Therefore they represent a large investment connected with temple activities and performances, although of a different character to traditional temple decoration. Their
location relates to priestly movement in and out of inner temple areas, as is also the case with comparable images elsewhere in the temple and at Karnak.

A valuable example is a large group of graffiti on the facade of the east gate leading into the long colonnaded hall between the court of Ramesses II and the forecourt of Amenhotep III (fig. 13.3C). Graffiti of various types are distributed across the wall surface, in the previously uninscribed space below the main area of decoration as well as integrated into primary scenes of royal ritual before gods. The most visible are two scenes belonging to the Twenty-first Dynasty high priest, later king Pinudjem I, which were inscribed just below head height underneath the primary scenes and over erased royal texts. Both are modeled on traditional monumental styles of display. One, at a very large scale, shows Pinudjem as high priest, followed by women of his family, censing and libating before two forms of Amun, Mut, and Khonsu (fig. 13.4) (Porter and Moss 1972, pp. 307 [27]; Epigraphic Survey 1998, pp. 52–54, pls. 199–200, Gr. 1; Jansen-Winkeln 2007a, p. 17, no. 22a). This mixed presentation integrates royal elements — the ritual gestures and the cartouche of one of the women in the caption — with others that are characteristically nonroyal or priestly (e.g., Pinudjem’s accoutrements).

Only the upper part of the second scene survives (fig. 13.5). It was carved in raised relief farther to the east, on the rear wall of the Ramessid court, immediately below a row of personified foreign places bearing offerings. It shows an erased figure of Pinudjem’s father Payankh, with his four sons behind him, their arms raised in adoration before an ithyphallic figure of Amun-Re. A woman called Nodjmet, probably Pinudjem’s mother, stands behind the god in a place normally reserved for goddesses. This exceptional position suggests that she is being honored posthumously. A prayer that she may have “a [long] lifetime in [...] within Thebes (ḥw [q] m [...] m-ḥnw wst)” is given in the caption above (Jansen-Winkeln 2007a, p. 17, no. 22b; Haring 2012, p. 149, pl. 16). Although the word for “lifetime” is usually used of this world, occasionally it can refer to the afterlife (e.g., Barta 1968, p. 126). Here it could reflect Nodjmet’s semi-deified status. The caption also states that Pinudjem dedicated the scene for his father, probably deceased (Taylor 1998, pp. 1151–52). The area separating the two scenes is largely lost, but traces of a possibly contemporaneous figure worshiping a god suggest that this space could have been filled with other graffiti (Epigraphic Survey 1998, pp. 55–56, pl. 204, Gr. 9).

The group of secondary inscriptions asserts the importance of the priestly group, among whom female kin are prominent. Their position close to the processional axis, with one of them below offering bearers, binds them to core rituals of procession and provision. The use of raised relief for the second scene is striking because even very formal graffiti are usually incised or carved in sunk relief. Raised relief is associated with interiors, and hence spaces with a heightened sanctity. Here the choice of raised relief grants a generalized prestige to the scene, as is also the case for the raised relief ithyphallic Amun carved on the temple’s west exterior wall (Brand 2004). The court of Ramesses II, open to the sky and behind the entrance pylon, includes a barque shrine, indicating that it could serve as a temporary and transitional resting point for the barque in festivals and procession. The court was probably understood as an exterior space (although not generally accessible), thus appropriate for the display of power and authority — partly via affirmation of lineage — by and to the priesthood.

10 For discussion of the relationship of the barque, a “mobile temple,” to earlier architecture and decorative programmes in Luxor temple, including analysis of the creation and delineation of “interior” and “exterior” spaces, see Baines 2006, pp. 277–82.
On the east jamb of the doorway, close to the scene of Pinudjem before the triad and directly below the primary scenes, are two figures of deities: a small standing figure of Mut (Epigraphic Survey 1998, p. 55, pl. 203, Gr. 4) and a very large ithyphallic figure of Amun, the eye, eyebrow, and chin-strap of which once bore inlay (height ca. 2 m; fig. 13.6; with Epigraphic Survey 1998, p. 55, Gr. 5). The latter bears a hieroglyphic caption that mobilizes human need and potential response; he is “[Amun-Re]-Kamutef, mighty [god], the one who protects (or: ‘advocate for’) the wretched ([jmn-rʿ]-kꜢ-mwt.f [nṯr] nꜢš pi wšb jid),” the latter being a somewhat rare epithet newly attested at the end of the New Kingdom (Leclant 1955; Leitz 2002, vol. 2, p. 592). Both images may “emulate” divine figures in the nearby primary decoration (Cruz-Uribe 2008a, p. 2), and the use of these models may itself have been a ritual/devotional act. This form of Amun “who protects the wretched” is also present in the elaborating group of gods on the temple’s exterior wall discussed above (Schwaller de Lubicz 1958, vol. 2, pl. 33C). The two graffiti may have been carved at the same time or perhaps reference one another in some way.

Other graffiti on the facade of the gateway are fully integrated into the primary decoration. A scene of Amenhotep III offering incense to Amun and Mut (later recarved for Ramesses II), which is directly above some priestly graffiti, incorporates a hieroglyphic caption in five columns before Mut’s face (fig. 13.7; with Epigraphic Survey 1998, pl. 202, p. 54, Gr. 2). The text begins with a dedicatory formula on behalf of its commissioner, the high priest of Amun Shoshenq, son of a king Osorkon.12 The following three damaged columns are spoken by the goddess, granting benefactions to a woman in the high priest’s household: “I (fem.) have given to the songstress of the residence of the high priest, Djedbastetesankh, daughter of Padi[... ...] life, prosperity, and health ... [love, before?] Shoshenq, true of voice, [the ...?] high priest of Amun (dj.nj n hst nt ḫnw n ḥm-nṯr-tpy ḏḏ-bišt-jws-s’nḥ sḥt [pi-]dj-... ...] ‘ṯn wḏi snb ... [mrwt m-bḥ] ṣsq n ḥm-nṯr-tpy n jm[n].” By placing a speech in the mouth of the goddess, the dedicator reoriented the already ancient ritual scene to a personal context, while positioning Shoshenq as the mediator for this divine beneficence. It is suggestive that this graffito, like Pinudjem’s about a century earlier, relates to a woman in the family. This is a likely instance of graffiti generating dialogues: “‘speaking’ to each other and their surroundings, as well as to a viewer” (Baird and Taylor 2011b, p. 7). In this particular case, the height of the graffito on the wall and lightness of the carving mean that, unless painted, it may hardly have been visible. Nonetheless, the act of inscription in this potent space may have been enough to invoke the benefits which are enumerated and to relate their bestowal to the family context. Probably hundreds of years later, a figure of the child-god Khonsu was added in front of the body of the goddess (fig. 13.7; with Epigraphic Survey 1998, pl. 202, pp. 54–55, Gr. 3). The damaged accompanying text begins with Khonsu’s speech — “words spoken by” (ḏḏ mdw jn) — which seems to offer protection to a particular person: “[that the] perfect [name] of the servant of Amen[... ...?]khonsu13, true of voice, [remain] in the presence of

11 The epithet nṯr nꜢš “mighty god” is only known from the Third Intermediate and Graeco-Roman periods (Leitz 2002, vol. 4, p. 427), pointing to a late date for the whole.

12 Shoshenq is probably the later king or “co-regent” Shoshenq II (ca. 890 B.C.E.), son of Osorkon I (Epigraphic Survey 1998, p. 54, n. b; Jansen-Winkeln 2007b, p. 56, no. 28).

13 The Epigraphic Survey (1998, pp. 54–55 with n. e) suggests restoring “servant of Amenhotep,” the deified Eighteenth Dynasty official Amenhotep son of Hapu, followed by the personal name “[Padi]khonsu.”
Amun, Mut, and Khonsu, that he may beg for himself favor, power, a long lifetime, and a great and good old age as a gift, his body whole with health and life (... [mn rn?] nfr bꜢk n jmn [... ...?])ḥnsw-jy mi²-hrw m-bꜢh jmn mwt ḫnsw r dbḥ n.f hsht jw ḫw qꜢ jw tꜢ nfr m ḥnk jw ḥꜢ.f tm m snb 'nh).” These two “speaking” graffiti in front of Mut seem to activate and enliven the primary decoration. The addition of Khonsu, who was third in the Theban triad with Amun and Mut, “completes” the original ritual scene (Epigraphic Survey 1998, p. 55, n. f), so his location was carefully selected and perhaps heightened the potency of the whole.

The entire wall bears a multi-layered set of additive transformations, accumulations of meaning that relate to and make play with the primary decoration. These meanings are specific and individual, as well as being self-evidently secondary and mostly highly visible, especially through the use of inlay as well as the sheer scale of Pinudjem’s scenes. The process of addition is therefore central to their function. These acts of dedication, addition, and enrichment through graffiti appropriate and re-fashion divine images for the individual and the priestly group. They probably relate directly to priestly activities connected with the court and the primary axis through the temple; more broadly, they ritualize, and perhaps renew, this contact zone between outer and inner areas.¹⁴

The Temple of Ramesses III in Karnak: Addition and Circulation

Groups of graffiti with the mixed contexts and content of the wall at Luxor, combining new inscriptions in previously uninscribed areas with subtle addition to and transformation of primary decoration, are relatively rare in both Karnak and Luxor (Traunecker 1991, p. 89, with n. 65). My second case-study is a similar set of interconnected and personal dedications on an exterior wall of a barque shrine of Ramesses III (ca. 1187–1156 B.C.E.), which was constructed in the court in front of what was then the first entrance pylon, standing perpendicular to the main temple axis (figs. 13.2, 13.8). In the Third Intermediate Period, Shoshenq I (ca. 945–925 B.C.E.) enclosed the area in front of the pylon with massive walls and gateways, incorporating the front part of the Ramesses III temple and monumentalizing the court. On the east side an elaborate gate, the “Bubastite portal,” was constructed between the side of the temple and the pylon, next to a side entrance into Ramesses III’s temple.

Running along the east exterior wall are two registers of scenes of Ramesses III offering to various deities (indicated in the caption to fig. 13.8). Toward the center of the lower register, two scenes of the king bear small hieroglyphic graffiti in single columns in front of the bodies of the goddesses Nekhbet and Tefnut (Epigraphic Survey 1936b, pls. 104, 105f, h). Both are dedicatory formulas of members of temple staff; differences in orthography indicate that they were carved at different times. The likely first was carved before the face of Nekhbet, who stands in a shrine (figs. 13.1, 13.9): “dedicated by (or: ‘made by’) the chief servant of the domain of Amun Iuuenamun (jr.n ḥry sḏm(w)-ꜥś n pr jmn jw.w-n-jmn).”¹⁵ The shrine’s frame bears six deep, regular piercings, suggesting that it was enriched by gilding or some sort of structure or frame (some smaller holes are also visible within the shrine).

---

¹⁴ Susanne Bickel (2009, p. 52) makes a similar suggestion for a royal inscription carved in monumental hieratic, thus a “secondary” style, at the point of transition between the court of Amenhotep III and the hypostyle hall in Luxor temple.

¹⁵ My thanks to Mark Smith for the reading of the name.
The use of the hieroglyphic script and framing lines for the graffito show that it was modeled on primary scene captions and that the text was intended to be integrated with the primary decoration, although distinct from it. The second inscription carved before the figure of Tefnut in the nearby scene lacks the framing lines: “dedicated by the overseer of brewers of the domain of Amun [...?]enamun (jr.n hry ‘thw n pr jmnn [...?]n-jmn).” The scene itself does not bear traces of additional enrichment. As with the group in Luxor, this points to the extent to which graffiti generate graffiti, producing “graffiti spaces” that are often quite contained and distinct (Navrátilová 2010); in temples this seems also to ritualize place, through marking these areas as different and special.16 Iuuenamun’s graffito may also assert his involvement in the enriching of the image of the goddess. His name is well attested from the New Kingdom (Ranke 1935–1977, vol. 1, p. 14, no. 1) so his text may have been carved relatively soon after the temple was built, perhaps as a way of delineating and redefining the activities and movements of temple staff in relation to the building.

Personal contexts of dedication extend farther along this side of the temple and onto its front through the carving of two new secondary divine images: a figure of Ptah in a niche-like area created by the “lip” at the rear of the temple pylon and a seated figure of Amun-Re on the eastern corner of the pylon’s facade (figs. 13.10–11). There is now no obvious visual relationship between the two, but because they are so close to each other, they are likely to be connected to common practices. The damaged figure of Amun, which includes holes for enrichment, would have been the more visually prominent (fig. 13.10). A damaged hieroglyphic caption in a column before the god’s face gives a divine speech on the model of primary temple scenes: “Words spoken by Amun-Re, lord of the thrones of the Two Lands … (ḏd mdw jn jmnn-r’ nb njsw tꜢwy ...)” On a block to the right, level with Amun’s head, are traces of a small standing figure with arms raised in adoration.

The figure of Ptah is partly incised and partly rendered in raised relief (fig. 13.11; cf. Epigraphic Survey 1936b, pl. 112k). The god is almost a meter high and stands on a beveled plinth, in his usual effigy-form. His eye was deeply carved for inlay (now lost). In front of his face are six damaged columns of a hieroglyphic caption in raised relief. Traces of an incised baldachin that would have enclosed his figure are visible above his head. The caption includes a wish characteristic of nonroyal self-presentations — “that he (Ptah) may give life, prosperity, health, a perfect lifetime in his domain, bearing joy … (dj.f ʿnḫ wḏꜢ snb ʿḥʿw nfr m pr.f hꜢ ršwt ...)” A dedicatory text of a priest was carved in raised relief below the scene, appearing to form part of a unitary composition, although both texts may have been added later. As with the Pinudjem scene in Luxor, the use of raised relief is notable. Alongside the prestige associated with this technique, here it may also evoke an interior context. This sense is heightened architecturally by the location, which creates a semi-enclosed, almost niche-like space. Nine piercings surrounding the figure may have supported a structure. The shiny flicker of the inlaid eye in this shady area would have contributed to the image’s visual impact.

Some graffiti along the eastern side of the Ramesses III temple were meant to be highly visible, perhaps focal points for viewing and action. They can perhaps be imagined as clearly delineated, brightly decorated “shrines” or “stations” marking out the daily movements of priests and other temple staff through the new side doors and courts. They are not only pious

16 The jr.n dedicatory formula, which is a very common way of claiming responsibility for a monument, indicates that incising the text into the wall could be a dedicatory or votive act in itself (compare Plesch 2002a; 2002b, esp. pp. 182–86, on early modern graffiti as dedicatory acts in some Italian churches).
interventions but seem also to govern and ritualize these regular activities. The court they lead to was a central performative space for festivals and other cultic activities, although by no means a generally accessible area. Such additions and reworking create “contact zones” between the central rituals of temples, which are manifested in the primary decoration and realize core cosmologies, and daily, ephemeral but vital practices, activities, and performances. The personal dedications which lay claim to their creation, both here and at Luxor, also bind the scenes to the performance of their re-creation, enrichment, and renewal, as well as to particular people.

The Temple of Ptah in Karnak:
More Marks = More Sacred = More Marks?

The final groups of graffiti I discuss are on the walls of the temple of Ptah. These constitute one of the most concentrated clusters at Karnak (Traunecker 1979, p. 24). The material is comparable to the examples from Ramesses III and Luxor in its association with side doors and movement, however here clear distinctions are made between the images of gods and personal inscriptions.

The Ptah temple lies in the northern part of the later Amun precinct (figs. 13.2, 13.12). For most of its history, it was independent from the precinct proper, lying outside the second-millennium enclosure wall. It may therefore have functioned as a barque shrine for the god on procession from the main temple. The second-millennium core of the temple was considerably reworked from the early first millennium onward, especially its access routes and entrance. Five gateways leading into the temple were successively added from ca. 715 B.C.E. onward, the final being that of Ptolemy XII Auletes. In the 370s (Thirtieth Dynasty) the temple was incorporated into the precinct behind a massive mudbrick enclosure wall which comes very close to its north side (Thiers and Zignani 2011b, p. 21). Ongoing investigation by the Centre Franco-Égyptien d’Étude des Temples de Karnak is transforming understanding of the temple’s position, function, and relationship to other structures in the area (e.g., Thiers and Zignani 2011a). This work will have a significant impact on the interpretation of the graffiti, especially those on exterior walls. Here I present some preliminary thoughts on just a few examples.

The majority of the graffiti in the Ptah temple cluster along the south exterior wall of the main building, although a number of individual graffiti and groups of graffiti are located on the north exterior wall and the gateways, while a scene on the rear exterior wall may indicate that there was a contra-temple constructed there and integrated with the temple cult (cf. Laroche and Traunecker 1973–1977, pp. 194–95). I focus here on the figural and textual graffiti on the otherwise uninscribed north and south exterior walls, since these seem to relate to patterns of movement and circulation comparable to those discussed for Luxor temple and the temple of Ramesses III.

On the north side, near a side door, two graffiti of deities were carefully and precisely carved approximately midway between the side entrance and the rear of the temple: a large standing figure of Ptah facing west toward the door (fig. 13.13), and a smaller standing figure of an effigy-form Osiris facing east toward the rear. The only other graffiti on this wall is a small, roughly carved divine barque nearby. Although the two figures of gods are relatively close together, they differ in scale and position and do not relate to each other in any straightforward way: Osiris is half the size of Ptah and higher up the wall. Upper sections of
their figures were carved on infill blocks that are now partly or entirely lost; the face, hands, and accoutrements of Ptah are missing, as is the head of Osiris.

There are no accompanying inscriptions, and features of iconography are not distinctive, so dating is problematic. I suggest that the figures were carved before the enclosure wall was constructed in the 370s B.C.E. This wall constrained entry and exit, which were the regular activities in the temple to which these figures probably relate. The relationship of these images to the movements and practices of temple staff is supported by comparison with the previous examples. Both figures also bear holes, indicating that they were enriched. As at the temple of Ramesses III, these embellishments will have heightened the impact of the images, and distinguished their role in delineating and ritualizing circulation.

On the south exterior wall are more extensive clusters of graffiti of varied type, formality, and content. Some areas are so densely inscribed with layered hieratic graffiti that many are almost illegible. These graffiti seem to consist mainly of the names and titles of priests and scribes. The most visually prominent elements are two scenes of gods on neighboring blocks near the middle of the wall (figs. 13.14–15). The blocks are palimpsest — the scenes were inscribed over graffiti, traces of which remain visible — and more graffiti of names and titles in hieratic and hieroglyphic scripts were written below and around the scenes. One of the scenes was recarved, and both are surrounded by piercings, some of which are filled in with plaster. Thus a zone of graffiti was perhaps formalized and ritualized through the addition of scenes and subsequently by ongoing inscription in relation to the scenes. Additionally, some of the graffiti were almost certainly plastered over during stages of reworking, with the plaster then falling away, while others seem to have been erased. All these interventions complicate the understanding of the wall as a graffiti zone, although the close spatial relationship between the two modes is clear.

The likely earlier of the two scenes shows the ibis-headed god Thoth on the left, with a lunar disc on his head and in a striding pose, before standing figures of Ptah and Hathor, both of whom face toward the main temple axis. All three are depicted in conventional poses and costume. An offering table bearing a vessel for libations and a lotus bloom that stands in front of Hathor was probably added when the scene was recarved. A caption in six short columns above the scene gives the deities’ names and epithets. Thoth’s pose before the other two deities, as well as the epithet “true scribe of the Ennead” included in his caption, asserts his mediating capacity in the divine world, a role in which he is well attested in royal and nonroyal contexts (e.g., Stadler 2009). He may also act as an intermediary for the individuals in the surrounding graffiti. Overall, the scene’s composition is more traditional than the graffiti of gods discussed above for Luxor temple and the Ramesses III temple. Compositions that show gods facing one another and interacting are typical of nonroyal contexts, and they increase and diversify from the late second millennium onward. An example is the lunette of a Nineteenth Dynasty non-royal stela in the British Museum that shows Thoth addressing Osiris, Isis, and Horus; the stela’s owner and his wife are depicted below (EA 74847:

---

17 Constraint became closure in the Ptolemaic period, when an internal staircase was built that blocked the north side entrance, and a new side entrance was created on the south (Thiers and Zignani 2011b, p. 21).

18 Compare the evidence for the whitewashing of graffiti in temples at Deir el-Bahari in the later New Kingdom, perhaps in connection with restoration of the reliefs (Dolińska 2007, p. 78).
Malek 2012, p. 310, no. 803-056-750). A wall in the hall of a nonroyal tomb on the Theban west bank, dating to the reign of Ramesses II (ca. 1279–1213 B.C.E.), displays a row of stelae showing goddesses interceding with other deities on the owner’s behalf (Seyfried 1995, pl. 30), while related scenes in the hall show Thoth and the deified Eighteenth Dynasty king Amenhotep I acting as mediators (Seyfried 1995, pls. 30, 32). The overall effect is that of a processional route, perhaps mimicking the environment of a temple court (Seyfried 1995, p. 113). Something comparable may be alluded to on the south wall of the Ptah temple, but is more generalized and, perhaps, inclusive.

At some point, perhaps centuries, later, the figures of all three gods in the graffito were recarved. This recarving is particularly visible in the new outlines of their bodies. The scene was vividly painted or repainted; traces of bright yellows, blues, and reds remain throughout. The second scene may have been carved at the same time as the restyling of this one. It shows Thoth with an undifferentiated, effigy-form body, standing behind a figure of Ptah, who is also in effigy-form. Both gods face right, toward the rear of the temple. This distinctive iconography for Thoth seems unattested before the first millennium (Leitz 2002, vol. 7, p. 640 with references; e.g., Munro 1973, pl. 19, figs. 67–68). A Late Period, perhaps Twenty-fifth Dynasty date, seems likely stylistically, and accords well with the extensive reworking of the temple and surrounding area attested during this time. Thoth’s effigy-form body aligns him visually with Ptah, and perhaps also asserts his syncretism with Khonsu, another lunar god who was often depicted in effigy-form. Such iconography relates to Thoth’s complex roles and associations (overview: Stadler 2012), especially his lunar aspect, which are visible in later primary decoration elsewhere in Karnak (e.g., Graindorge 2002).

Although the figures of the two gods are carved within a delineating frame, the latter’s base extends to the right, where a further column for text was marked out but not inscribed, suggesting that more elements were planned than executed. These could have included a worshiping human figure, or perhaps another god as in the first scene. The caption that was carved evokes the presence and participation of worshipers in a column which addresses Ptah: “praise to your ka, O lord of the gods (jiw n kꜢ.k pꜢ nb nṯrw).” The extent to which these imagined worshipers encompass the individuals whose names surround the scene remains an open question, as some or all of these graffiti may have been covered by plaster, at least for a while.

Monumental environments often appear to collapse time, and seem distant from human actors. Areas like this, however, make it possible to plot long, probably punctuated, processes of addition, formalizing, and re-formalizing of sacred areas. These processes almost certainly relate to wider developments in this part of the temple complex. Excavation has revealed Twenty-fifth Dynasty monumental gates close to the south side of the Ptah temple, delineating an east–west processional axis, and indicating the extent to which this area was a focal point during this period alone. The graffiti therefore offer a way to circumscribe the practice of particular groups in relation to these sacred spaces and routes, including their movements around temple complexes, where they pause, and where they focus attention.

Photographs are available via the British Museum Collection Database: http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/search_the_collection_database.aspx.

My thanks to Martin Stadler for discussion of the iconography of this scene and for references.

This axis was blocked by the last Ptolemaic enclosure wall (Thiers and Zignani 2011a, p. 15).
outside the interior primary spaces. Movements, gestures, and relations are solemnized and ritualized, reorganized and structured in a new way. These ways of selecting areas, then commissioning and/or creating graffiti have wider implications for changing meanings of places within temples.

**Discussion**

In bringing together these various styles of secondary inscription, I am working toward a re-examination of contrasts between formal and informal, institutional and personal, in sacred space. This material foregrounds the presence, movements, and activities of the people who managed temples in the first millennium. The inscription of graffiti was their practice, so it has wide-ranging political, religious, and spatial implications. As a strategy to assert the legitimacy and authority of priestly groups, seen here particularly with Pinudjem’s inscriptions in Luxor, some graffiti appear closely comparable to more traditional forms of self-presentation, especially statues and stelae, which can similarly appropriate parts of temples, especially outer areas such as open courts. However, formal graffiti are never very widespread, so this is not a replacement of traditional forms with something that was perhaps cheaper and easier to commission. Formal graffiti incorporate distinctive features, and are a new form of display whose development seems closely connected with changing power structures in Thebes in the early first millennium.

The distinctiveness of these graffiti lies partly in their tendency to focus on pictures of gods, and the re-working and presentation of these images in seemingly non-traditional ways. In this these graffiti can be distinguished from, for example, inscriptions of high priests of the late New Kingdom that were inscribed on exterior walls of the southern processional route at Karnak. These scenes and texts prioritized individual status in their appropriation of temple areas associated with service and administration (Traunecker 1979, pp. 27–30; Frood 2007, pp. 54–83), although principles of decorum restricting the representation of gods during this earlier period may have also placed constraints on display within such personal contexts in temples. The later graffiti of gods, while often citing individual acts of dedication, attest to and mobilize wider group practices. The scenes on the exterior of the Ptah temple seem to be an explicit instance of this, especially as the surrounding graffiti of scribes and priests may not have always been visible. However, these practices remain very much bound up with the display of status and prestige, for example, through the fine carving and painting of some graffiti that indicate the commissioning of artists, as well as various strategies of enrichment.

Graffiti as acts of place-making (Fisher 2009, pp. 184–85) formalize areas that were almost certainly sites for other ritual, devotional, and votive activities of personnel (e.g., offering, libation, prayer) that are now largely irretrievable archaeologically. An exception may be a graffito of a vessel inscribed on one of the two gates built by the Twenty-fifth Dynasty king.

---

22 A biographical text inscribed on a late New Kingdom stela of a high priest reports finding statues of ancestors and nobles “cast down and scattered” in areas of the open courts (wbhw) at Karnak, including “the great outer court of the temple (wsḫt t nbw n ḥwt-nṯr)” (Boraik 2007). His description of their restoration follows: “He had them lifted up and re-established in the great stone festival court (wsḫt t ḫbyt n jnj) in which the offerings of Amun were laid.” It is likely that the priest’s stela, which was discovered at a site of secondary deposition, was set up with the statues in this outer court.
Shabaka (ca. 715–700 B.C.E.) at the entrance to the Ptah temple (fig. 13.12). Traunecker observes (1982, p. 58) that an emplacement for a large vessel on the ground nearby suggests that the graffito marked a place for purification or libation before entering the temple proper. It is likely that other graffiti “sign-post” practice in comparable ways. Repeated activities may be indicated by the “dialogues” of graffiti that develop, as well as by the piercings that surround many of the images, some of which were later plastered over, pointing to different elaborations at different times. Ongoing investment is further demonstrated by the recarving of graffiti, including ithyphallic figures of Amun in Luxor temple and the temple of Montu at Karnak (Brand 2004, pp. 259–60) and one of the scenes on the south wall of the Ptah temple. Even the possible erasures near this scene attest to the potential salience and potency of graffiti and the areas in which they are inscribed.

Thus graffiti not only delineate places of devotion for temple staff, they ritualize their regular activities and movements in association with central cult rituals and performances. The gods depicted are mostly major deities and this strengthens the connection with primary cult;23 although their forms, such as Amun’s ithyphallic iconography (see Baines, this volume), are often specifically intercessory and outward looking, so appropriate to more visible contexts. This activity and visibility has specific implications for distinctions between interior and exterior, normally so sharply distinguished in architecture and decoration. Graffiti of both formal and informal types tend not to occur in interiors (cf. Frood 2010), but rather suggest a complex reconfiguring of exterior parts of sacred precincts which renders their meaning more explicit and expansive. This could be seen as a reconfiguring of traditional hierarchical ordering of cult places, and the articulation of secondary (exterior) places and practices into central activities and cosmologies. Much in this material is personal and individual, which forms part of its reorientation and meaning. The inscriptions are, in some sense, institutional, but the “institutional” context was diversifying and transforming. Graffiti-inscription is a conscious and selective act of appropriation and ritualization of exterior areas and doorways, not only because space was available for inscription, but also because it was highly visible to the people who mattered, other temple personnel. Graffiti relate directly to their active involvement in the creation and re-creation of places, and inform their patterns of movement, pausing, gaze, and action.

---

23 This contrasts with some formal late New Kingdom graffiti in Karnak that show individuals before minor and/or specialized deities such as Horus-Shed, Taweret, and the deified Eighteenth Dynasty king Amenhotep I and his mother Ahmose Nefertari (Traunecker 1979, pp. 26–30, figs. 1–2).
Figure 13.1. Scene of Ramesses III offering wine to the goddess Nekhbet; east exterior wall of the temple of Ramesses III, Karnak (Epigraphic Survey 1936b, pl. 105h)
Figure 13.2. Plan of the temple complex of Amun at Karnak (© CNRS-CFETK)
Figure 13.3. Plan of the temple of Luxor, with key areas indicated
(courtesy of the Epigraphic Survey and Jay Heidel)
Figure 13.4. Graffito scene of Pinudjem and female kin before two forms of Amun, Mut, and Khonsu; east facade of the colonnade of Amenhotep III, Luxor temple (Epigraphic Survey 1998, pl. 199)

Figure 13.5. Graffito scene of Pinudjem and male kin before Amun-Re and his mother Nodjmet; east side of the rear wall of the court of Ramesses II, Luxor temple (photograph by E. Frood)
Figure 13.6. Graffito of Amun-Re-Kamutef “who protects the wretched,” east facade of the colonnade of Amenhotep III, Luxor temple (Epigraphic Survey 1998, pl. 203)
Figure 13.7. Graffiti before the face of Mut, whose nose, breast, and arm are visible in the photograph; east facade of the colonnade of Amenhotep III, Luxor temple (Epigraphic Survey 1998, pl. 201)
Figure 13.8. Plan of the temple of Ramesses III, Karnak (Epigraphic Survey 1936a, fig. 1)
Figure 13.9. Detail of the graffito of Iuuenamun before the goddess Nekhbet; east exterior wall of the temple of Ramesses III, Karnak (cf. fig. 13.1; Epigraphic Survey 1936b, pl. 105h)

Figure 13.10. Graffito of Amun-Re; east corner of the facade of the pylon of the temple of Ramesses III, Karnak (Epigraphic Survey 1936a, pl. 78a)
Figure 13.11. Graffito of Ptah; rear of the pylon of the temple of Ramesses III, Karnak
(Epigraphic Survey 1936b, 1121)
Figure 13.12. General plan of the temple of Ptah, Karnak (© CNRS-CFEETK)
Figure 13.13. Graffito of Ptah; north exterior wall of the temple of Ptah (© CNRS-CFEETK/P. Batard)
Figure 13.14. Graffito scene of Thoth before Ptah and Hathor, with other hieratic and hieroglyphic graffiti; south exterior wall of the temple of Ptah (© CNRS-CFEETK/P. Batard)
Figure 13.15. Graffito scene of Thoth and Ptah, with other hieratic and hieroglyphic graffiti; south exterior wall of the temple of Ptah (© CNRS-CFÉETK/P. Batard)
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THE TRANSFORMATION OF SACRED SPACE, TOPOGRAPHY, AND ROYAL RITUAL IN PERSIA AND THE ANCIENT IRANIAN WORLD

Matthew P. Canepa, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities

The Problem of an Iranian Temple Tradition

In contrast to the other ancient Western Asian cultures treated in this volume, the ancient Iranian world did not develop a unified tradition of temple architecture that evolved continuously through all periods.1 It is important to assert this at the outset because throughout the last century scholars have repeatedly posited, and often attempted to reconstruct, a trans-millennial tradition of Iranian temple architecture, that is, a tradition of architecture built to house a cult image in the manner of a Babylonian, Elamite, or Greek temple, or a sacred, ever-burning fire in the manner of a late antique or medieval Zoroastrian fire temple. Scholarship from the last century either imposed reconstructed visions of a primordial “Aryan” temple, or took late antique or even modern Zoroastrian fire temples and fire cult as normative and vainly sought these imagined or anachronistic architectural or ritual forms in the archaeological evidence. A rotating cast of structures were enlisted as potential Achaemenid fire temples, including the so-called āyadana at Susa, the Ka‘ba-ye Zardošt at Naqš-e Rostam, the Zendān-e Solaymān and the mudbrick terrace of the “Sacred Precinct” at Pasargadae, various structures at Persepolis including Xerxes I’s “Gate of Nations,” the courtyard of the hadīš, Kuh-e Ḵᵛāja in Sīstān, and Taḵt-e Solaymān in Iranian Azerbaijan.

Scholarship often tried to explain the sites’ divergent heterogeneity of architectural forms through multiple social, functional, or, in the cases of Nazi-era scholarship, racial categories.2

---

1 This divergence is manifest in the catalog of sites collected by Shenkar 2007 and 2011. While some archaeological literature restricts “Iran” or “Iranian” to sites within the Islamic Republic of Iran or the geographical expanse of the Iranian plateau, in the field of ancient Iranian studies and this paper, “Iranian” also includes the overlapping Iranian linguistic and cultural spheres that extended beyond the borders of the modern nation-state or geographical region. This encompasses peoples who spoke an Iranian language (Av. airona-/OPers. airona-/MPers. ēr/ Bactrian airon), and often designated their homelands as an “Iranian Land” (e.g., Av. Aironam vaŋŋa, MPers. Ėrānwēz). These Iranian peoples or their rulers further identified themselves according to the region they inhabited (Persian, Parthian), or their dynasty (Achaemenid, Arsacid, Kushan, Sasanian, etc.). In addition, large parts of the former Achaemenid empire were ruled by former satrapal dynasties who cultivated their Iranian roots and culture, though the majority of the peoples they ruled were not (e.g., Orontid Armenia).

2 For example, Erdmann argued the āyadana at Susa represented a “popular” tradition of architecture and fire cult (Stadtheiligtum) while the Ka‘ba-ye Zardošt and Zendān-e Solaymān represented “courtly” fire temples (Hofheiligtum) of the Persian elite (Erdmann 1941, p. 22). Boyce posited the existence of a discrete split between “fire temples” and “image temples,” and that creedal differences lay behind them (Boyce 1975b, p. 456; 1982, pp. 216–31; Boyce and Grenet 1991, p. 74). Strzygowski sought
Although they might have disagreed on finer points, various strains of scholarship wove these disparate structures together into a linear, developmental architectural and religious tradition and traced its influence thence into non-Iranian architectural and religion. They cited as the earliest Persian fire temples by these earlier strains of scholarship have since proven to have served something other than a fire cult, to have been built well after the Achaemenid era, or both. Of these, scholarship depended particularly heavily on the so-called āyadana at Susa, as it was the only site thought to be from the Achaemenid era that presented a structure that appeared to match later, post-Achaemenid ground plans. It served as the lynchpin. The late nineteenth-century explorer and self-taught archaeologist Marcel-Auguste Dieulafoy explored this structure using primitive methodologies. Dieulafoy arrived at an Achaemenid date primarily because the structure incorporated Achaemenid column bases and rested on a gravel foundation, a building technique now known to have persisted in the region through well into the Parthian era. Later analysis of the site’s ceramics and architectural members by more competent archaeologists revealed that the structure in fact dates to the late Seleukid or early Parthian period (ca. second century B.C.E.) and merely incorporated mismatched Achaemenid bases spoliated from nearby Susa. Although this evidentiary cornerstone has long since been removed, the scholarly edifice built on it has only recently fully collapsed.

Paralleling this largely Western European debate and later spliced with it, mid- to late twentieth-century Soviet archaeology put forth a heterogeneous grouping of sites and structures as contenders for the title of earliest Iranian fire temple. These include the mid-second- to early first-millennium sites of Jarkutan in northern Bactria (Uzbekistan); Togolok-1, Togolok-21, and Gonur in Margiana (Turkmenistan); and a structure from an earlier level of Kazaklʾi-yatkan, all associated with the Bactria Margiana Archaeological Complex (BMAC). Just as contemporary scholarly consensus has rejected the excavators’ attempts to connect the BMAC with early Iranian or Indo-Iranian culture, none of the early “fire temples” from Bactria, Margiana, and Chorasmia show evidence of Iranians or Iranian cults. Needless to say, these sites have nothing to do with “Zoroastrian” cult.

an essential “Aryan” architectural form in Iranian fire temples, a centralized structure built on a “radiating” plan (strahlenförmige Grundriss) that could be discerned in the architecture of any “Aryan” people, from Armenians to Germans (Strzygowski 1927, 1935; Maranci 1998).

5 Oelmann 1921; Strzygowski 1927, 1935; Godard 1938; Wachsmuth 1938; Erdmann 1941, pp. 11–22; Hinz 1942; Wikander 1946, pp. 58–71; Gullini 1964; Schippmann 1971; Boyce 1975a–b (among others); Yamamoto 1979, 1981; Azarnoush 1987; Choksy 2007. Eventually allied with similar endeavors in the Third Reich, some of these early scholars, such as Strzygowski, Hinz, and Wikander, studied Iranian religion and architecture as part of reconstructing a quintessential “Aryan” architecture. See Arvidsson 2006 and Maranci 1998 for historiographical context. Although he later indulged in the same sort of speculation, Herzfeld’s early assessment in Iranische Felsreliefs is the only one that has stood the test of time: “Schon für die sasanidische Zeit bleibt das Problem der Feuertempel sehr dunkel. Für die ältere Zeit, die achaemenidische, ist es völlig unlösbar” (Sarre and Herzfeld 1910, p. 239; cf. Herzfeld 1935, pp. 28, 44; Herzfeld 1941, pp. 215, 230, 301–06).

4 Oelmann 1921, pp. 278–79; Strzygowski 1927, p. 7; 1930, p. 455; Godard 1938, pp. 12–13; Wachsmuth 1938; Erdmann 1941, pp. 15–18, 75; Wikander 1946, pp. 70–71; Gullini 1964, pp. 264–68; Schippmann 1971, pp. 466–515.


8 Reviewed most recently in Shenkar 2007.

9 Anthony 2007, pp. 421–37 and p. 505 n. 42; Bakels 2003. In general, the methods by which these sites were excavated and interpreted were primitive and proceeded without regard for stratigraphy or recording (Salvatori 2003, 2007, 2008).
Without clear archaeological evidence, a variety of textual sources were then enlisted to reconstruct an Iranian temple tradition, despite internal contradictions, anachronism, and lack of specificity. These textual sources have often overshadowed the authentic archaeological and epigraphic evidence. The various components of the Avesta contain no mention of temples, fire or otherwise, even in its youngest sections. A variety of conflicting classical sources have commonly been cited as proof that early Iranian religions did not use temples, or dismissed as uninformed by those who sought an ancient tradition. Neither approach, it turns out, is entirely true. The first, and most influential for both ancient and modern authors, is Herodotus. In a short excursus, Herodotus describes “Persian” religion, by which he means the religious customs of several Iranian peoples. He famously states: “It is not [the Persians’] custom to set up statues, temples (néous) or altars, but consider those who do to be foolish” (Histories 1.131–40). A handful of later classical authors, some writing before the fall of the Achaemenids, show the influence of, or at least do not contradict, Herodotus, stressing that the Persians sacrifice in open air.11

While it neither mentions “temples” (naos) nor “sanctuaries” (hieron), a fragment of the Babyloniaka of Berossos, a Babylonian priest who wrote a history of Babylon in Greek for Antiochos I (281–61 B.C.E.), has been especially important for scholarly debate on Persian religion.12 The passage states:

[The Persians, the Medes and the Magi] did not believe in wooden or stone images of the gods but in fire and water like the philosophers. Later, however, after many years they began to worship statues in human form as Berossus reports in the third book of his Chaldaean history. Artaxerxes, the son of Darius, the son of Ochus, introduced this practice. He was the first to set up an image of Aphrodite Anaitis [Anāhitā] in Babylon and to require such worship from the Susians, Ecbatanians, Persians and Bactrians and from Damascus and Sardis.13

Berossos only mentions that Artaxerxes II introduced the veneration of statues (agalmata) of the goddess Anāhitā, not temples. Nevertheless, scholars repeatedly used this passage as the basis for arguing that: 1) Artaxerxes II introduced temples into Persian religion and, occasionally, that 2) these temples housed a fire cult along with a cult statue.

The dominant interpretation of these texts that continues to affect scholarship arises from the arguments of Stig Wikander and Mary Boyce. They, and those who followed them, generally accepted Herodotus and held that the Persians did not use temples until the time of Artaxerxes II. Wikander argued that a cult of fire “must have” joined Artaxerxes II’s image cult of Anāhitā in a temple since he believed this to be the primordial Iranian cult.14 According to Wikander this combination thus created the first “fire temples.” Building on earlier scholarship, most notably that of Kurt Erdmann (1941), he assumed that this late Achaemenid temple architecture established a pan-Iranian tradition that evolved continuously through

---

11 Dino of Kolophon, FrGrH 690 F 28 (Clement of Alexandria, Protrepticus 5.65.1). Xenophon, Cyropaedia 8.7.3. Influence of Herodotus noted in, among others, Cicero, De Republica 3.9.14 and De Legibus 2.10.26, and Strabo, Geographia 15.3.13. See below for further discussion of the Roman sources.
12 Wikander 1946, p. 61.
13 Burstein 1978, p. 29, 5.2. In addition, some have argued that Yašt 5 lines 126–29 appears to contain an inserted section written in the Achaemenid era that describes the iconography of a cult statue of Anāhitā; see de Jong 1997, p. 272.
14 Wikander 1946, p. 60. On the context of his scholarship, see Arvidsson 2006, p. 234.
the Sasanian era. While generally accepting Wikander’s interpretation of Berossos, in the late twentieth century Mary Boyce, the influential scholar of the history of Zoroastrianism, hypothesized that a rival temple cult of fire that excluded images “must have” emerged from an offended orthodox Zoroastrian community to counter Artaxerxes II’s introduction of statues and, presumably, temples. This, she argued, was the genesis of the true Zoroastrian fire temple, a tradition that she argued persisted in purity alongside the heterodox “image temples” until the Sasanians suppressed the worship of cult statues in late antiquity. Despite the persistent influence of Wikander and, especially, Boyce, no archaeological or indigenous textual evidence of any kind corroborates their claims that grand, officially sponsored Achaemenid Zoroastrian fire temples were the genesis of a pan-Iranian tradition of temple architecture. In addition, while the Achaemenid royal inscriptions show the prominence of the god Auramazdā and impact of Avestan concepts, it is abundantly clear that the Achaemenids did not adhere to anything approaching orthodox Zoroastrianism, which is a late antique and early medieval phenomenon. While the Achaemenids themselves would not have necessarily used either term, it makes more sense to speak of Achaemenid “Mazdaism” instead of Achaemenid “Zoroastrianism,” which would be an overt anachronism.

A much different pattern emerges when one applies a more disciplined approach with emphasis on credible archaeological evidence and indigenous textual and epigraphic sources. The recent revolution in Achaemenid studies made possible by the study of the Persepolis Fortification Archive has greatly augmented the body of authentic, indigenous evidence available and has provided a salutary correction and reorientation to the field. This paper explores the development of Iranian sacred space, topography, architecture, and royal ritual. It focuses primarily on the Achaemenid period and examines continuities and, just as importantly, new developments and changes in Seleukid Iran (310–141 B.C.E.) and the Arsacid empire (ca. 238 B.C.E.–ca. 224 C.E.) until the Sasanian era (224–642 C.E.). In doing so, it reorients debate away from reconstructing a continuous, linked architectural and ritual tradition, which is not indicated in the evidence. Instead this paper calls attention to the abundant evidence we do have of Iranian sacred spaces and ritual and the constant, creative tension between continuity, massive ruptures, and innovation that characterize it.

Religious Architecture in Iran and Iranian Religions before the Achaemenids

The first temples that appear in a region and in a time period securely inhabited by Iranians, and thus likely built and used by Iranians, were excavated at the site of Tepe Nuš-e Jān in Media. The site yielded evidence of two temples, the “Central Temple” and “Western Temple,” which were in use sometime during the seventh century B.C.E. (fig. 14.1). The exterior of the Central Temple presented an elaborate, roughly symmetrical cruciform shape, while the Western Temple had an irregular ground plan formed from two rectangular sections of different size joined together. Although the ground plans of the two structures diverge, they

---

16 It is not too strong to say that Henkelman (2008) is in a large part responsible for this correction. Garrison (forthcoming) provides a similar valuable reorientation with regards to Achaemenid visual culture. Shenkar’s recent recataloging (2007, 2011) of temples provides a very important reassessment of the archaeological evidence.
shared a number of internal features that indicate their architects and patrons intended them to serve a similar cultic tradition. Both temples have a single entrance, an entrance corridor, an antechamber with a spiral ramp leading to a second story above the antechamber, a large central sanctuary decorated with niches, a lockable door to the sanctuary, and a single freestanding fire holder located to the left of the entrance to the sanctuary. The excavators recovered no evidence of the deity or deities honored at the temples. Only the altar might suggest a relationship with ancient Iranian religious traditions, although this is far from conclusive. While the shape of the altar, roughly square with a stepped fire capital, evokes later Achaemenid fire altars, the Central Temple’s fire holder was made of plastered mudbrick versus stone. In contrast to remains and sculptural portrayals of Achaemenid fire holders, the shaft of that of Tepe Nuš-e Jān was very short, raising the top of the altar only .85 meters from floor level. At the end of its life, the Central Temple was decommissioned and carefully sealed up by filling it with shale and immuring the top of the walls with brick, a procedure that recalls Mesopotamian decommissioning practices. The altar was given special attention to ensure that it was protected. A small .80-meter-high mudbrick wall was built around it and the space between the altar and the protecting wall was carefully filled with shale fragments.

The external features of these temples recall aspects of Urartian temples, and their offset sanctuary entrances evoke the Elamite temples from Čoḡā Zanbil, which are among the few Elamite temples that have been excavated. While certain features, such as a divided inner sanctuary and niches, vaguely parallel those features in Mesopotamian temples, neither presents the typical Mesopotamian straight-axis Langraum ground plan, nor did their cultic furniture recall Mesopotamian temple furnishings. The exterior plan and tower-like appearance of the Central Temple vaguely evoke Urartian temples, but the overall design of the temples finds no ready parallel at any other site. Their architectural traditions grew from ancient Western Asian architectural traditions generally but were not rooted in any one exclusively.

While Boyce dismissed them entirely, preferring to explain them away as foreign temples introduced by a Median king’s non-Iranian queen, others have proclaimed the temples the first unquestionably orthodox Zoroastrian fire temples. Neither of these absolutist pronouncements were based on the archaeological evidence, but were arrived at by comparing the structures positively or negatively to late antique and medieval Zoroastrianism. Though non-Iranian gods, largely since they did not fit into her chronology, not because of the archaeological evidence (Boyce 1982, pp. 36–37).

---

18 Ibid., p. 197.
19 Ibid., pp. 82–83 and 210–11.
20 Ibid., pp. 88–91.
21 Ibid., pp. 88–89.
22 In contrast, the temple at Hasanlu, built ca. 1250 B.C.E. at a site south of Lake Orumiyeh, responded to this Mesopotamian/Syrian tradition. Unlike Tepe Nuš-e Jān, the city’s inhabitants were not Iranians and the cult does not appear to have been an Iranian cult (Dyson and Voigt 2003).
24 Boyce largely downplayed or ignored this scholarship as it emerged in the later part of her career. She strenuously argued that the temples served non-Iranian gods, largely since they did not fit into her chronology, not because of the archaeological evidence (Boyce 1982, pp. 36–37).
they did not provide sufficient evidence to identify the exact nature of the cults they hosted, the temples at Tepe Nuš-e Jān clearly show that some Medes adopted architecture for cultic purposes and this may have had some relationship to Iranian religiosity. They are important insofar as they force scholars to nuance and reconsider the scope and accuracy of the claims of Herodotus and other classical sources. Most significantly, the architectural and cultic designs of the temples do not reappear in the Achaemenid era and did not ultimately contribute to a larger, continuous tradition of Iranian or Persian sacred architecture.26

Achaemenid Ritual Practice and Sacred Architecture in Persia and the Iranian Plateau

Within the wider province of Pārsa, no evidence has emerged of a structure that was used as a Zoroastrian fire temple or a “house of a god” in the architectural and ritual tradition of a Mesopotamian or Elamite temple.27 Similarly, past and current excavations around Susa, Ecbatana, Persepolis, and Pasargadæae have not produced evidence of anything that resembles a temple dating to the Achaemenid era. The archaeological evidence suggests that the Achaemenid kings did not build temples in Iran. This contrasts sharply with royal traditions of patronage in Babylon, Assyria, and Elam as well as with evidence of the Achaemenids’ own patronage of non-Persian temples and cults in Mesopotamia, Anatolia, and Egypt. Temple building and restoration were important royal practices in ancient Western Asia, especially prominent in Elam, the region whose people and culture most profoundly impacted and guided the genesis and development of the early Persian empire.28 A wide variety of sacred structures flourished in Elamite religion and the pre-Achaemenid Elamite language contained a rich and nuanced vocabulary for various types of temples, shrines, and chapels.29 The vast majority of these Elamite sacred structures are known only by the inscriptions on the bricks that once constituted them. While most Elamite temples are lost, the Middle Elamite site of Čoḡā Zanbil preserves the actual ground plans of a number of temples, which, by and large, relate to Mesopotamian architectural traditions.30 This once widespread and important institution all but disappears after the rise of the Achaemenids. Indicative of this precipitous decline, no archaeological evidence of an Achaemenid-era, Elamite-style temple has yet emerged in Elam or Pārsa, be it an actual site or even just a few inscribed bricks.

Turning to the epigraphic sources, careful observers of Achaemenid sources have pointed out that Darius I never boasts of building or restoring temples in his royal inscriptions.31 The only mention of temples arises in a passage in the Elamite and Akkadian versions of his Bīsotūn inscription, which was written for the whole empire and disseminated widely. Here Darius I states that he rebuilt the sacred sites that Gaumata destroyed.32 The Elamite version calls these sites “temples,” as does the Akkadian version (Achaemenid Elamite 𒉿𒉾- ni-an A/N: zýan, lit., “places of seeing [the gods],” “temples”; Babylonian 𒉿MEŠ ša DIN.GIR. MEŠ “houses of the gods”). While the Elamite and Akkadian versions agree, the Old Persian

29 Potts 2010; 2011, p. 815.
30 Ghirshman 1968, pp. 9–41.
31 Calmeyer 1992, p. 107; Potts 1999, p. 325; Root 2010, p. 171.
version, instead, chooses a more open-ended term from root *yad-* “to sacrifice”: āyadanā (“places of sacrifice,” “cult sites”).

Darius I does not distinguish these sacred sites ritually, geographically, or architecturally, despite the fact that he carefully recorded all other details of the rebellious lands elsewhere in his inscriptions. The mention of “temple restorations” joins a list of other wrongs that Darius I made right and like them was intended to be a generic and programmatic demonstration of good kingship rather than a specific record of individual restorations. Darius I disseminated the text of the inscription throughout the empire, with a fragmentary Aramaic version appearing in Egypt. Old Persian, Elamite, and Akkadian versions of the text appear as monumental inscriptions alongside figural sculpture in a monument that was carved into the living rock at the site of Bīsotūn in Media and installed along the sacred way of Babylon. Darius I continued the Persian policy of subsidizing various cults throughout the empire after the re-conquest, many no doubt including temples. As a programmatic statement of good, divinely inspired kingship, this passage was adapted to the cultural idioms of the regions where it was sent. Readers of the text would expect that the king would restore or purify a temple if he would act in accordance with the actions of ancient Elamite, Babylonian, or Egyptian royal precedent, while an open-air cult site would make sense within Iranian religious experience and landscape.

Taken altogether, the archaeological, archival, and epigraphic evidence presents one very important fact: while temples might have existed on the Iranian plateau, extensive temple building in the manner of the kings of Elam was one aspect of Elamite culture that the Achaemenids evidently did not apply in their home province of Pārsa. Given the profound impact of Elamite culture on other aspects of Persian culture, this state of affairs might seem anomalous, but only if one assumes absolute continuity between Persian religion and pre-Achaemenid Elamite religion and with highland Elamo-Persian practices and those of the lowlands. While the Persian empire in general cultivated and reinvigorated many aspects of the previous eras’ religious practices, we have no evidence that the new Teispid and Achaemenid royal families of Pārsa continued the traditions of temple building and restoration that marked Elamite royal patronage practices in the Early and Middle Elamite era. We can only speculate whether this was because temples were never prominent in Pārsa in the Middle or Neo-Elamite periods, or if this change arose from a cultural shift. The fact that we have no evidence of pre-Achaemenid Elamite temples in the core of Pārsa compared to the lowlands would suggest that this was the normal state of affairs in the highlands before the rise of the Persian empire.

While not involving fire or image temples, the available archaeological and archival evidence of Persian religious activity and patronage does present a coherent picture of Persian sacred architecture and ritual in their homeland of Pārsa and a few of their provincial
centers. The Persepolis Fortification Archive tablets allude to a rich repertoire of Persian rituals performed at sites within Pārsa. These include daily offerings, huge sacrifices, and funerary cults. In a few instances the tablets provide clues as to the topographical context of the rituals. The most commonly occurring ritual is the *lan*, or “offering” ritual, which was performed with bread, beer or wine, and occasionally sheep or goats. The *lan* was a common sacrifice that individual cultic personnel supported by the state performed monthly or even daily for a diverse assortment of Elamo-Persian gods. The offering (*daušiyam* or *gal*) allocated for these sacrifices served as allowances for the priests performing it. Although some erroneously argued that the *lan* was a “Zoroastrian state ritual” celebrated for Auramazdā, the Persians performed the *lan* for a wide variety of gods, the vast majority of whom were non-Iranian. Furthermore, unlike other rituals, the *lan* is not mentioned in the Old Persian royal inscriptions when the king sacrifices to Auramazdā, which one would expect if it were the chief state ritual.

In addition to the *lan*, the Persepolis Fortification Archive records provisions given for sacrifices offered for the benefit of deceased kings at an offering table (*bašur*) at their tomb monument (*šumar*). Like the *lan*, the *šumar/bašur* sacrifices occurred daily and the commodities offered also functioned as rations for the responsible ritual specialists. Like the *lan*, grain or bread along with beer or wine formed the core of the commodities offered at the funerary monuments. The *šumar/bašur* officiants also received livestock to sacrifice for the benefit of the kings and, of course, consume afterwards.

The sacrifices at the royal tomb monuments took place in the open air. The main feature of these precincts was the tomb monument itself (*šumar*), offering tables (*bašur*), and associated support buildings. These monuments could either be freestanding ashlar masonry tombs such as that of Cyrus the Great, or rock-cut tombs of the sort favored by Darius I and his successors (figs. 14.2–3). Textual and archaeological evidence indicates that the tomb monuments had buildings for the tomb guardians and officiants, however, these were staging and storage areas. We have no evidence that the tomb monument or tables were connected with some sort of enclosed naos-like space that functioned as a “house for a god” as was the case for cult rendered for the Seleukid kings. The Chicago expedition never excavated the areas before the tombs cut into the Kuh-e Raḥmat. However, between 1955 and 1957 the Archaeological Institute of Persepolis under the direction of ʿAli Sāmī did explore this area. In front of the tomb attributed to Artaxerxes II the excavators discovered a 20-meter-square platform that supported a hall with two columns in the center with narrow rooms on two sides and porch in the front. A similar platform 32 meters long preceded the tomb attributed to Artaxerxes III (fig. 14.4). This supported a complex of sun-dried brick buildings with stone column bases and thresholds, which unfortunately the author does not describe in further
The excavations discovered broken sections of the door’s tomb: a double-leaved door with a sliding latch on the inner side turned by a key, opening inward. Also recovered in this area was a stone slab 1.03 meters square, which had a raised smaller square surrounded on all sides by a recessed channel with an opening to drain anything poured onto the raised section. The excavator related it to two stone troughs discovered nearby and it is tempting to see this as a bašur. A bronze trumpet 1.20 meters long with a 60 centimeter diameter bell was discovered near this tomb and could have been part of the cultic paraphernalia.

Fragmentary relief sculptures found at the satrapal capital of Daskyleion in Western Anatolia could relate to this institution. One relief portrays male figures in profile wearing long tunics drawn together with belts, robes over their shoulders and each with a kyrbasia on his head, drawn over the mouth (fig. 14.5). The figures hold barsoms in their left hands and raise their right hands while intently looking at a structure before them crowned with Achaemenid-style kyma rerversa that rises to eye level. This example portrays sacrificial activity that roughly corresponds to the Persepolis Fortification Archive and other evidence of Mazdaean sacrifice, with the heads of a sacrificed ram and bull lying at the officiants’ feet on bundles of grass or twigs, which themselves rest on a platform or table attached to the structure before them. The other example portrays a structure with prominent coffers or a coffered door crowned by moldings that recall molding on the Tomb of Cyrus (fig. 14.6). This structure should be eye level to the figure in profile as the other one, however, it was imaginatively and incorrectly restored as a tower. The officiant holds a barsom in his right hand and staff in his left. Recalling Strabo, who mentions that the magi point to the focus of their sacrifice with a staff, the figure carefully places his staff at the bottom edge of the structure (Strabo, Geographia 15.3.14). We do not know what the roofs of the structures looked like because the top portions of the reliefs are missing, cutting them off. Some of the closest parallels come from Achaemenid tombs stemming from the Persian presence in Anatolia, such as Taş Kule, though the heartland tombs such as Pasargadae or Bozpār provide parallels.

Though performed less frequently, the Persepolis Fortification Archive indicates that the Achaemenids’ most important, prestigious, not to mention expensive, religious rituals were large-scale royal sacrifices followed by massive feasts. These include the šip sacrifice and the bakadauṣiyam (Old Persian *bagaďaušiyam), if indeed these are not references to one and the same type of ritual. Like the lan, the Persians performed these rituals for a variety of gods beyond Auramazdā, who plays a relatively minor role compared to Elamite gods. Auramazdā was not the only god to receive such an elaborate sacrifice in the records of the Persepolis archive, yet it is significant that the šip is the only type of ritual that Achaemenid royal inscriptions mention when a king specifically names the type of sacrifice he performed for Auramazdā. The religious terminology used in the Elamite translations of the royal inscriptions coheres with the Elamite ritual terminology used in the Persepolis archive. While the Old Persian versions of Achaemenid royal inscriptions simply say that kings of kings generically “sacrificed” (yad-) to Auramazdā, the Elamite translations often provide more nuance. For example, in the Old Persian version of Darius I’s famous inscription from Susa (DSf), the king simply states he sacrificed to Auramazdā (yad-). The Elamite version of this inscription provides an equally
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generic wording. Darius I states, “I gave ‘offerings’ [gal] to Auramazdā,” without specifying the type of ritual(s) in which offerings were consumed. In contrast, in an inscription preserved in many copies, Xerxes I boasts that he destroyed a daivadāna (“place [for the worship] of the demons”), purified the site, and sacrificed there to Auramazdā. While the Old Persian version again simply uses the generic verb “to sacrifice” (yad-), the Elamite version specifies the type of ritual used to worship both the daivas and Auramazdā: it calls them a šip, the grand feast celebrated for many people, which seamlessly connects to other mentions of this supreme example of Elamo-Persian religiosity as witnessed in the Persepolis archive. It claims that at the daivadāna a šip feast was performed for the daivas and after purifying it, Xerxes I “performed for Auramazdā his [appropriate] šip” (Elamite šibbe hudda).

While they offer detailed accounts of the commodities needed to perform them, the Persepolis Fortification Tablets do not contain direct descriptions of the ritual protocol of these sacrifices. They do, however, often record the names of the sites where the rituals were staged and some of the features of those sites. Internal evidence in the Persepolis Fortification Archive, related archaeological sites, and classical sources that reflect these institutions flesh out these crucial yet terse indigenous records and all place them in open-air settings. This combined evidentiary stream presents the šip, and likely the bakadaušiyam, as an elaborate open-air sacrificial feast presented for a large assembly of people arranged in concentric rings with the most important individuals at the center with altars standing at the center of the assembled crowd. Out of the hundreds of archival records extant, not a single tablet mentions that the lan, šip, bakadaušiyam, or šumar/bašur sacrifices ever took place at, in, or near a temple (ziyan).

While temples did not play a big part in their official architectonic vocabulary, the Persians did indeed develop a repertoire of sacred spaces that imprinted the natural and built environment with Persian imperial power. Achaemenid open-air sanctuaries form the most well-documented archaeological and textual evidence of unquestionably Persian sacred spaces. They consist of open-air spaces surrounded by some sort of precinct barrier and subsidiary buildings and often incorporate altars or some other special structure, such as a tomb monument or a tower, as an important focus.

The sites that host the šip and bakadaušiyam sacrifices most often in the Persepolis tablets, such as Tikranuš, Appištapdan, and Batrakataš (Pasargadae), were sites provisioned with either a palace, paradise (Elamite parētaš, Old Iranian pairi.daiza), or both. The presence of paradises or royal palaces underscores the supremely royal nature of both the sites and the sacrifice no matter if it was officiated by the king of kings himself or one of his proxies, such as the chief official overseeing Pārsa, Pharnakes (Parnakka). Of the šip sites recorded in the Persepolis Fortification Archive, Pasargadae is the only one that has been localized and excavated. First explored by Herzfeld in the early twentieth century, and excavated by David Stronach between 1961 and 1963, Pasargadae preserves a large enclosure that accommodated
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these activities and incorporated ritual furniture stemming from Iranian religious sensibilities not directly mentioned in the Elamite texts. The sacred precinct at Pasargadae consisted of a large open plain surrounded by low mud walls (fig. 14.7) and two, 2-meter limestone plinths set 9 meters apart and both supported by foundations.56 One of these plinths had stairs leading up to it and together they evoke the image of the Achaemenid king standing on a platform worshipping a raised altar carrying a blazing fire. At the western end of the precinct rose a terrace measuring 74.85 × 50.40–46.65 meters, whose five levels were constructed out of dry-stone masonry with a mudbrick level on top.57 Herzfeld, and many following him, wished to reconstruct the terrace as supporting a stone structure mirroring the Tomb of Cyrus thus providing an architectural reflection of the tomb on the opposite end of the complex. The mudbrick upper terrace, however, bore no evidence of foundations of such a structure, either of stone or mudbrick. Needless to say, the design of the terrace does not resemble the stereobate of the tomb. The size of the mudbricks from the upper terrace indicate only that it could have been built any time within the Achaemenid or Seleukid period, though more likely in the Seleukid era. No matter when it was constructed, the design of the terrace related to the layout and, thus, activities, of the enclosed precinct below, providing either a raised focal point or elevated viewing area for proceedings.

A number of other Achaemenid sites have been described as open-air ritual centers, though no archaeological, archival, or textual evidence directly documents the type of ritual practices performed there in the Achaemenid era. It is likely that the Median site of Bīsotūn (Old Persian *Bagastāna) was already sacred in the Achaemenid era and this contributed to Darius I’s desire to carve his monumental rock relief there (fig. 14.8). The Achaemenid court physician Ctesias describes the mountain as “sacred to Zeus,” and the site of a paradeisos.58

The sanctuary precinct walls are still visible from aerial imagery and ran from one cliff spur to another, enclosing an area approximately 180 meters.59 Within the precinct a sloping hillside leads up to a rubble field, which, in turn, abuts the cliffs. Two artificial terraces mark the hillside with evidence of cult activity on the southern ledge of the upper terrace. A rock-cut stair leads from the rubble field to a third zone that looked down upon Darius I’s rock relief and preserves evidence of cult activity. The only evidence of cult are the natural, open-air cliff-side terraces, which have “fire bowls” or foundation holes carved into them, though these could just as well date from a later period.60 The site of Ganj-nāma, also in Media, was a site of two rock-cut royal inscriptions carved by Darius I and Xerxes.61 The inscriptions marked the site of a waterfall on a mountain pass and rock-cut holes in the natural open-air terrace above the site have been associated with ritual activity.62

The only sacred structure securely attached to an official Achaemenid context for which we have direct archaeological evidence of sacrifice is the site of Dahan-e Golāmān, a pre-planned Achaemenid city in Zranka (Hāmūn-e Helmand, eastern Iran), likely the provincial capital.63 A large square structure (QN3), which measured 53.2 × 54.3 meters, contained a
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square central courtyard containing three altars surrounded by four non-communicating porticos (fig. 14.9). The porticos hosted ovens and large-scale cooking facilities that could accommodate the type of feasts associated with Persian (though not necessarily Zoroastrian) religion as described in the fortification tablets. The north, east, and west porticos sheltered a number of clay ovens for baking bread. In the structure’s second phase, the west portico contained large tanks used as large cooking pits, which were covered with greasy ashes mixed with crushed animal bones. The three central altars originally stood 7 meters high and were likely added in the second phase. In contrast to the Achaemenid fire holders found at Pasargadæ, or the ones portrayed on the royal tombs, these altars were hollow and contained the fire inside them in a manner not dissimilar from the smaller installations under the porticos. The ritual activity generated a great deal of cooking detritus. The courtyard contained large quantities of ash mixed with burnt animal flesh and bones. This was plastered over in the refurbishment and accumulated again in later cultic activity. As the excavator stressed, these cultic installations used the same basic design as domestic kitchens in the city. As various authors have mentioned time and time again, the cultic activity that the site hosted contrasts with “orthodox” Zoroastrianism, which would not admit to the flames of a sacred fire anything but incense and a small portion of fat. This structure hosted something quite different from an “orthodox” Zoroastrian cult of fire and this has often been cited to stress that the cult it hosted was non-Persian. Although it has traditionally been interpreted as a “non-Persian” cult site, it should be stressed that the sanctuary of Dahan-e Ġolāmān presents nothing that disagrees with the view of Persian religiously provided in our most abundant and indigenous evidence, the Persepolis Fortification Tablets, which do not cohere with Boyce’s definition of orthodox Zoroastrianism either. The fact that the majority of the religious rituals mentioned in the Persepolis archive involved sacrifices of, and subsequent feasting on, bread, animals, and alcoholic beverages, suggests that the activities that took place in the structure would not have been foreign to Persian religiosity. It would not be surprising if such ritual provisions were to be discovered among the ruins at another major Achaemenid site.

The satrapies of Anatolia were among the most important of the empire and here too the Achaemenid religious building centered on open-air cult sites. Satrapal seats received a sizable influx of Iranian settlers as well as official patronage of both Iranian and local gods. The introduction of the cult of Iranian gods, especially that of Anāhītā and to a lesser extent Mithra, made a deep impact on the religions of Anatolia. As the imperial center, Anatolia has not yielded any Achaemenid-era archaeological evidence of specifically Persian fire or image temples, though the Achaemenids contributed to temples of local gods. Those constructions that the Persians built involve open-air sanctuaries and temples. The Persians were likely involved in the construction of a monumental altar with Persian stepped features built in a sanctuary of Artemis. An altar dedicated to Cybele was rebuilt and converted to a different cultic use in the Achaemenid era. In addition to these sites that bear archaeological
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evidence, classical textual sources describe a few other Achaemenid open-air sanctuaries located on elevated locales. Among these, Strabo relates that the Persians created a sanctuary at Zela, the site of a surprise victory over a band of Scythians. According to the author, the Persians raised a mound of earth over a rock in the plain, fortified it, and created a sanctuary to the gods “Anaitis, Omanus, and Anadatus” (his rendition of the Persians’ chief gods) who share an altar (*Geographia* 11.8.4). The cult of Zeus Asbameios, reportedly of Persian origin, was connected with the city of Tyana and centered around a sacred volcanic spring in the mountains.  

In addition to sites securely attached to official patronage, or at least a Persian context, a few sites in Central Asia dating to the Achaemenid era, though not securely attached to Achaemenid patronage or Persian occupation, show evidence of cult activity and some even contained evidence of fire cult reminiscent of late antique Zoroastrianism. Most of these were excavated by the Soviets, then re-excavated after 1990. Köktepe in the Kashka Darya plain, near Shahr-e Sabz, Uzbekistan, showed evidence of a masonry platform built on the site of a courtyard from a previous period.  

The excavators associated this platform with the incorporation of the region into the Achaemenid empire. The largely unpublished Uzbek and French re-excavation of Sangyrtepa has brought attention to a rectangular space, which may or may not have been enclosed, that appears to have hosted some sort of cult activity. Sangyrtepa was a square mudbrick structure with evidence of four wooden posts set in the main room, which showed evidence of burning at a later stage. Some sort of portico likely frontal the structure and several steps led up to at least one side. Sangyrtepa showed evidence of libation pits, which might hint at continuities of ritual practice with later evidence at Ai Khanum, even if the architecture of the two sites does not directly relate. It was not built on a platform but on level earth which had several pits filled with sand, pebbles, ash, or bones, which the excavators compared to Vedic purification rituals. In the past, scholars have been tempted to connect these sites linearly to the earlier (non-Iranian) BMAC sites and thence to Boyce’s imagined Zoroastrian temple tradition. However, the wide divergence in design, materials, and cultic activity among them indicates that we are looking at diverse and unconnected architectural and religious traditions.

The fortress site of Cheshme Shafa (Češmeh-ye Šafā), located near Bactra (Balḵh), yielded a massive piece of roughly hewn limestone that measured ca. 2.10 meters high and 2.70 × 1.55 across on its top. It was obviously of local manufacture and craftsmanship, having been rolled down from a quarry up above the site. The rectangular dimensions and conical shape of the monolith’s shaft do not closely correspond to known Achaemenid altars, although a hole on the top and evidence of burning on the lower section where it had not been exposed to the elements in later periods suggested to the excavators that it was an altar. Despite this, it is possible the stone was worked to present a rough profile, albeit two-stepped, that evoked but did not replicate the three-stepped Achaemenid altars known from Pasargadae and portrayed on the Achaemenid tombs. If it did function as an altar, as the evidence of burning on its lower section suggests, such discrepancies might have arisen because this royally charged
sculpture from the imperial center was likely transmitted to Bactria primarily through seal images. Some have speculated it might have been housed in some sort of structure, but the site’s disturbed stratigraphy presents no clear evidence to support this or what went on around the object.\(^{73}\)

The mound of Kindyktepa near the larger complex of Majdatepa (also called Bandyxon/Bandykhan I) presents compelling evidence of cultic activity. Previously explored by E. Rtveldzke in the 1970s and more recently by a German-Uzbek expedition, the site is located in southern Uzbekistan on the right bank of the Urgul-Saj River, which eventually connects to the Surkhandarya valley. It yielded a small mud structure dated to the fourth century B.C.E. built on a platform with an irregular ground plan roughly 14.0 × 8.5 meters. Four irregularly placed mudbrick pillars were placed near the middle of the room, where the floor appears to have been repeatedly exposed to fire and deposits of pure ashes were found in the northern and eastern corners. A roughly 12 × 2 meter chamber lay to the northeast of the main chamber which contained pits filled with sand, mud, and ashes. The structure went out of use at the time of Alexander’s conquest and was filled up with packed dirt.\(^{74}\)

The architectural and cultic remains from Cheshme Shafa, Sangyrtepa, and Kindyktepa in no way present evidence of a unified architectural tradition and certainly not evidence of Zoroastrian temples inserted into the region by Persian official architecture. Rather, they resulted from the combination of regional cultic and architectural traditions with isolated and mediated influence from the imperial center. While Sangyrtepa’s portico might evoke some Persian architecture, only the massive fire altar from Cheshme Shafa can be securely said to derive from official Persian forms. The altar itself, of course, does not indicate Zoroastrian practice. The altar retained evidence of burning, but no ash was excavated from it or around it. However, the abundant Persepolis Fortification Archive seal images indicate that if the altar hosted cult that conformed to Persian official cult, it certainly would not have conformed to Zoroastrian strictures. To judge by the Persepolis Fortification Archive sealings, the altar would have burned sacrificial animals and libations rather than holding a pure fire. The structures, on the other hand, reflect regional cultic traditions rather than the emplacement of an official, empire-wide Achaemenid system (see below). The evidence of pure ashes and the basic layout of the cultic space in the small structure at Kindyktepa does indeed correspond to other known cultic spaces. Significantly, clear comparanda do not come from Achaemenid Persia, Media, or Mesopotamia, but rather sites in the eastern Iranian world that have yielded the first clear and securely dated evidence of a structure hosting a fire cult. Kindyktepa’s basic conformation of a main cultic space, including a main room, a single side chamber, and evidence of pure ash, corresponds to the size and layout of cultic spaces that hosted fire cults at the site of Tash-k’irman Tepe in Uzbekistan (ancient Chorasmia), and the site of Mele Hairam in Turmenistan (ancient Parthia). Tash-k’irman Tepe is dated to the fourth century B.C.E. by radiocarbon analysis while Mele Hairam dates to the second century C.E. They represent the earliest securely dated temples that unquestionably held fire cult.\(^{75}\) Sangyrtepa did not preserve clear evidence of cultic activity involving a pure fire, though it shows some evidence of burning. This might relate to the clearer evidence
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at Kindyktepe and Tash-kʾirman Tepe, though the question should remain open, given Sanggyrtepa’s state of preservation and disturbed stratigraphy.

Thus, rather than representing the impact of official Persian fire-temple architecture, the evidence suggests that Kindyktepa and Tash-kʾirman Tepe participated in an eastern Iranian cultic tradition that continued to develop through the period of Achaemenid domination and, as evidenced by Mele Hairam, into the Seleukid and Parthian periods. Only in the late Sasanian era do we have archaeological evidence of similar cultic spaces in the western Iranian world. Though intriguing, these temples’ relationship to later Sasanian practices is, at this point, unclear, and should remain open until new evidence comes to light that can clarify whether and in what way these developments are linked.

The corpus of ritual scenes from the Persepolis Fortification seal impressions provides another important body of primary evidence. These have been made accessible through the pioneering work of Mark Garrison. The seal imprints largely cohere with the indigenous archival and textual evidence: they do not portray fire or image temples conforming to Elamite, Mesopotamian, or late antique Zoroastrianism, but rather depict open-air sacrifice focused on various types of altars. The glyptic evidence portrays two general groups of scenes: rituals performed by figures in crowns and royal Persian robes, and rituals conducted by individuals in normal Iranian trouser suits (figs. 14.10–11). The rarer, more elaborate representations of royal individuals portray them standing before a coffered structure with two crenellations ending in finials. PFS 11* (see fig. 14.10) and PTS 22 are the only scenes where the crenellated tower structure has a spherical device in the central space. In three other examples a vegetal motif rises from the center, but never fire. Those that portray scenes of non-royal officiants show individuals in procession to or standing before a blazing altar. Rather than holding a fire for veneration, these altars were clearly meant for immolating sacrificial offerings. In eleven particularly fine seals the fire altar appears before a taller, coffered structure or “tower” (e.g., fig. 14.11). About half of these seals pairing the blazing altars and towers portray the towers with crenellations, while the other half show two triangular masses that form a V-shape. There is no distinction in scene type between the crenellated and V-shaped tower types, but no fire on top. A fire always appears on the stepped altars, but a fire never appears on the taller coffered “towers.” The officiants often carry libation vessels, pour offerings into the fire, drink ritual offerings themselves, and lead sacrificial animals to the altar. Although it runs counter to older assumptions that the Achaemenids followed the same sort of Zoroastrian prohibitions as medieval Zoroastrians, such seals portray the officiants killing the animals with knives and some even feature a fire consuming an entire animal.

Fire altars play a prominent role in many of the Persian seals and seal impressions. A number of seal impressions portray images of male figures standing to the left facing a fire
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altar with an upward-tapering “stepped” bowl that holds a fire altar. The stepped altar appears at the end of a procession or receives the sacrifices of a single individual. Fire, signified by shapes such as inverted cones or semi-circles marked with vertical lines or a small, interior cone, blazes forth from the top of these altars. The fire altars portrayed on the sealings are similar to fragments of altars found at various sites in Pārsa, including, most significantly, Pasargadāe. The stereotyped image of the king of kings standing on a plinth before a blazing stepped altar on the rock-cut royal tombs underscores centrality of fire altars in official Achaemenid ritual practice and religious visual vocabulary. Representatives of all of the lands effortlessly and willingly support the throne that supports the king of kings. Taken together with the archival, archaeological, and textual evidence, it is very likely that Darius I and his successors understood this iconic scene not simply as a symbolic representation but as a composite portrayal of the king’s place as the central officiant in a major sacrificial feast such as the šip or bakadāušiyam. It is not inconsequential that later classical sources which mention the šip or mention sacrifices intended to evoke the šip, specify that a fire or fire altars lay at the center of the ritual assembly. This implies that the image of the Persian king before a fire altar portrays the central climactic event of the šip, rather than a separate “pure” Iranian fire cult.

While altars holding blazing fires were very important, the Achaemenid seals attest to a wider repertoire of Achaemenid sacred architecture and ritual furnishing associated particularly with the court. When the crenellated tower appears alone, it does so strictly in scenes replete with royal iconography such as date palms, paneled inscriptions, winged symbols, and attended by figures in royal dress (e.g., fig. 14.10). The figures that stand before the towers always treat them with reverence. The figures in Persian courtly robes raise their right forearms and assume a pose that is similar to the kings on the royal tombs, often holding a flower similar to those held by Achaemenid kings elsewhere in Persepolis sculpture. The “stepped fire altars” and “ towers” appear by themselves, however, they accompany each other where the figures perform ritual actions at a stepped altar that stands next to the tower. The Persian glyptic evidence does not show the officiants placing or pouring any of their offerings between the towers’ crenellations. If shown, such activity takes place at a fire altar in front of the tower. This might indicate that the tower altars functioned simply as a focus for the ritual or a sacred object in and of themselves. While these seal images immediately bring to mind a range of representations of offering tables or altars from across ancient Western Asia and the eastern Mediterranean, horned crenellation along the southeast edge of the Persepolis platform provide some of the closest parallels both in terms of design and chronology. As Margaret Cool Root pointed out, Persian palaces were treated, in effect, as sacred spaces and it is not outside the realm of possibility that such daily or festive offerings took place within the palace precincts in addition to those we know that took place in their proximity.

81 Garrison forthcoming.
82 Galling 1925; Tilia 1977, p. 77. Though separated by about four centuries, a variety of Nabataean rock-cut tombs bear features, like towers with double crenellations, that evoke, but do not replicate, these Achaemenid images. Certain Nabataean temples also evoke the post-Seleukid temples (Anderson 2002). While older strains of scholarship saw these as directly participating in a co-temporal architectural tradition, it would be the work of a future study to explore the actual relationship among these various Persian, Middle Iranian, and Levantine forms.
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The appearance of “towers” or “tower altars” on the seals brings to mind two Achaemenid towers in Pārsa: the Zendān-e Solaymān and the Kaʿba-ye Zardošt (figs. 14.12–13). The Achaemenid towers contrast with the seal images with regards to their size relative to human scale and exterior features like stereobates and stairs leading to doorways. Neither tower bears evidence that they bore such crenellations in antiquity, marking a clear contrast with the structures portrayed on the seals. The images on the seals certainly are not meant to be portraits of the Zendān or Kaʿba, however, they did participate generally in the same wider architectural vocabulary of Persian royal and sacred power. The two towers were unique, set within the Persian heartland, and their patrons built them at two sites they intended to be deeply significant for the genesis and continuity of Persian kingship: Cyrus the Great’s palace complex at Pasargadae and the Achaemenid necropolis begun by Darius I at Naqš-e Rostam near Persepolis.

Darius I constructed the Kaʿba-ye Zardošt in careful imitation of the Zendān-e Solaymān, though using more advanced masonry techniques, which have contributed to its superior state of preservation. The ashlar masonry towers, whose faces measured 12.60 meters high × 7.25 meters wide, rest on a triple-stone plinth. They give the impression of having three stories, but the lower half of the tower is solid, while the upper half accommodates a single chamber measuring, in the case of the Kaʿba, 3.74 × 3.72 meters in area and 5.58 meters high. An imposing flight of steps on the north of the structures leads to the elevated chamber. The lintel over the entrance with swooping “horns” perhaps recalls the crenellations on the seals as well as the wider visual vocabulary of sacred structures in Elamite culture. The doorways of the structures contained insets for double-leaved stone doors similar to those on the Achaemenid rock-cut tombs. As suggested by the door fragment found at Pasargadae and the missing sill and door jambs of the Kaʿba, once these doors were closed locked in place, they likely would have been broken open or had elements of the doorframe removed to gain access.

Neither the Zendān nor Kaʿba stood alone. Both structures lay at the core of an ensemble of buildings, suggesting that they formed the focal point of a larger architectonic and ritual complex. Schmidt’s test trenches revealed a dense concentration of buildings around the Kaʿba-ye Zardošt, which he dated variously to the Achaemenid, Hellenistic, and Sasanian eras. Geomagnetic prospecting at Pasargadae indicates that the Zendān was the centerpiece of a larger complex. A 45 meter wide stone structure that appears to contain a series of parallel rectangular chambers similar to Persian treasuries, archives, or internal storage areas of the Persepolis fortifications was oriented on the same axis as the tower and rose about 30 meters from the rear of the Zendān. To the southeast, a rectangular enclosure with subsidiary structures flanked the Zendān and the stone structure. Excavations in the vicinity of Naqš-e Rostam have revealed an early royal pavilion constructed about 500 meters from the Kaʿba-ye Zardošt, recalling Pasargadae. This could indicate that the towers at Naqš-e Rostam and Pasargadae hosted activities that the king of kings could participate in or
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84 Nylander (1966) concluded that the Zendān was constructed before the Kaʿba, since the Kaʿba made use of iron clamps to join its blocks and the Zendān did not. The Zendān was likely built during the same period as the palaces of Pasargadae (ca. 540 B.C.E.), and the Kaʿba, during the reign of Darius I, sometime after 520 B.C.E. (Gropp 2004).
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publicly view, either from a distance or in short procession from these palaces or pavilions. The Kaʿba stood among dense complex of structures and rituals at Naqš-e Rostam relating to the site’s rock-cut tombs. From excavations of the platforms in front of the rock-cut tombs behind Persepolis and the evidence in the Persepolis Fortification Archive, we can safely infer that structures meant to accommodate the tombs’ guardians lay before each of the tombs at Naqš-e Rostam. This complex would have grown denser as each new tomb monument appeared along with its associated subsidiary structures.

Although theories abound, the exact functions of the Kaʿba-ye Zardošt and Zendān-e Solaymān remain unknown. While a number of scholars from the nineteenth and twentieth centuries assumed they were fire temples, a consensus has held for several decades that the towers’ patrons did not build them to contain an ever-burning fire. Considering the fact that the stone doors did not allow easy access, it seems logical that the towers’ primary function was to contain or protect something admitting access to their interior chambers only seldomly. No matter what function scholars ascribe to them, most generally accept that they shared a similar purpose. If this is true, Darius I likely built the Kaʿba to allow Naqš-e Rostam to accommodate the same activities that the Zendān hosted at Pasargadae. If one accepts that the towers on the seals relate in some way to the Zendān and Kaʿba, the seals might provide evidence that broadly relates to Persian ritual practice involving such structures. The sealings in the Persepolis Fortification corpus invariably portray the towers closed if indeed their artisans intended to represent them with doors at all. It seems that manifesting their contents, if there were any, was not important. In the seal images, individuals or groups process to the towers, stand or are seated in front of them. There they make offerings at a fire altar located in close proximity to the structures. The figures appear directly before the towers or at a stepped fire altar, and there raise their hands in reverence, pour or consume libations, or present or even kill a sacrificial animal. When the participants perform a ritual action they always do so before the tower, never inside or on top. While an officiant might have entered the Zendān and Kaʿba for other purposes, the seals suggest that their exterior facades were the main focal point of routine ritual activity, rather than their interior chambers.

It is indeed tempting to view the Zendān as belonging in some way to the “sanctuary” (heiron) that Plutarch’s Life of Artaxerxes places at Pasargadae, though not necessarily functioning as a “temple” or the hieron.

A little after Darius had died, [Artaxerxes] set out for Pasargadae so that the royal initiation might be completed by the Persian priests. There, there is a sanctuary of a warlike goddess, who might be compared to Athena. The initiate, passing into it, must take off his own robe and put on the one which Cyrus wore before he became king, and after eating a cake of preserved figs, chew some terebinth and drink cup of sour milk. If they do anything else in addition to these things, it is unknown to others. (Plutarch, Life of Artaxerxes 2.3.1–3)
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90 One of the older traditions of scholarship assumed the towers served the Achaemenids as fire altars or fire temples (theories reviewed in Schipmann 1971, pp. 194–95; Potts 2007, pp. 282–85). Several scholars, including Herzfeld (1908), Demant (1968), and Boyce (1975b, pp. 457–58), argued that the Zendān and Kaʿba were tombs, despite the fact that all tombs of the Persian kings are accounted for. Frye (1974, p. 386) and Sancisi-Weerdenburg (1983) viewed the towers as treasuries for royal paraphernalia or as “coronation towers.” For useful reviews of the literature and the various interpretations of the structure, see Gropp 2004 and Potts 2007.
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The word *hieron* could refer either to a sanctuary precinct or perhaps a specific structure, though in a vaguer sense than *naos*. Providing a little more context, the text goes on to relate that a courtier accused Artaxerxes II’s brother, Cyrus the Younger, of plotting to sneak into the sanctuary to assassinate the king during his initiation. Cyrus was accused of “planning to lie in wait in the sanctuary (*en tōi hierōi*) and, when the king removed his robe, attack and kill him.” The vague wording of the passage makes it possible that he simply entered the precinct, the Zendān itself, if indeed it was a part of this sanctuary, or another structure (*Life of Artaxerxes* 2.3.3–5). Be that as it may, it is highly unlikely that Cyrus or his accusers would have thought it possible for someone to hide their incongruous presence even for an instant in a 3.7-meter-square chamber.

No archaeological or textual evidence securely attests to what the chambers of these towers held. While they clearly were not built to contain a fire, most of the other suggestions that scholarship has put forward are indeed tenable and should be kept as possibilities. The towers could have held some important object or set of objects, including royal initiation paraphernalia, a cult object or, at a later date, even a figural statue of the type introduced by Artaxerxes II, even if they were not originally constructed for that purpose. In fact, none of these conjectures are mutually exclusive, but any attempt to defend one single interpretation should be reserved until the areas around the towers have been fully excavated, even though the present generation might not live to witness it. Whatever their exact function, it is clear that the Kaʿba and Zendān were unique. Though Persian towers have generated several reconstructive fictions, no structure like the Zendān or Kaʿba has been discovered at any of the other Achaemenid royal residences or provincial capitals. And while a handful of structures evoke them, such as the Persepolis Fortification Archive sealing and Anatolian tombs, we cannot securely speak of a widespread tradition of sacred tower architecture outside of Pārsa.

Although temples (*ziyan*) did not play a prominent role in Persian religion as documented in the Persepolis archive, a few tantalizing hints suggest that Pārsa might not have been
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92 No Achaemenid-era structure that decisively functioned as a temple has been excavated in the Caucasus. In contrast, Urartian temples with similar ground plans but much different elevations and functions were widespread in the region in the Urartian period and these appear to have inspired cult activity and construction after the Achaemenid era (*Gagoşidze* 1983, 1992; Knauss 2005, p. 202). After a period of neglect in the Achaemenid period, an Urartian temple at Aramvār was reoccupied in the Orontid period along with other structures on the citadel. It must be stressed that this was a regional architectural tradition with Urartian roots and not evidence of the spread of structures similar to the two Achaemenid towers from Persia (*Tirats’yan* 1988, pp. 82–83; 2003a, pp. 98–99; 2003b, pp. 130–31). Soviet archaeologists excavated the partial foundations of a fifth- or early fourth-century B.C.E. ashlar structure at the Georgian site of Samadlo, which stood on top of the hill situated on the banks of the River Kura. The excavators only excavated a single side but nevertheless reconstructed it as supporting a tower similar to the Kaʿba and Zendān (*Gagoşidze* 1996; Tsetskhladze 2001). Soviet archaeologists also reconstructed a structure at Uplistsikhe to resemble the Achaemenid towers in Pārsa, with only scanty evidence, while an Urartian-inspired temple would make equal sense.

93 While it did not necessarily retain their original Achaemenid significance, this visual culture of reverence continued after their fall. The reverses of most of the *Fratarakid* coins portray a worshipper venerating a coffered tower with crenellations. These numismatic representations evoke the representations on the Persepolis Fortification sealings and Daskyleion reliefs, and many have likened them to the Kaʿba and Zendān (*Potts* 2007, pp. 296–97). The Sasanians, however, built tower monuments at Paikuli and Dum-e Mil that evoked these Achaemenid towers (*Canepa* 2010b, pp. 588–89). The Kaʿba in particular served an especially important role in the Sasanians’ efforts to negotiate a meaningful relationship with the half-understood Achaemenids and the remnants of their empire.
entirely devoid of temples. Three tablets from the Persepolis Fortification Archive use the
word *ziyan*, though none document that ritual occurred at them and only one connects the
word with a toponym. Unfortunately, this place name, Harkurtiš, is not otherwise attested
in the archive or located.94 If they did not arise from a scribe’s idiosyncratic desire to use a
specifically Elamite cultural reference to refer to different type of sacred site or structure
(e.g., the Persian word *bagina*), these rare appearances of the word *ziyan* could perhaps attest
to early Elamite temples that remained in service or a temple of an expatriate community. In
this regard, a handful of temples to Mesopotamian gods seem to have existed on the Iranian
plateau in the Median periods.95 In the Achaemenid empire, expatriate communities, includ-
ing Babylonians, Assyrians, and Greeks, brought their own religious traditions to Pārsa and
constructed their own places of worship. It is clear that foreign gods were present in Iran
but considered to be the internal affairs of expatriate communities. For the sixteen years
of Darius I’s reign that the Persepolis archive covers, we have no explicit record that these
cults were integrated into or supported by the official state distribution system.96 Eventu-
ally these gods began to receive some sort of patronage on the Iranian plateau, even just
as a function of assimilation with Iranian gods such as Anāhitā and Auramazdā. A recently
published Aramaic document mentioning an “offering for the sanctuary/altar (*bagina* of
Bel” (zwtrʾ l bgnʾ lbyl) might attest to the worship of this god in late Achaemenid Bactria and
possibly, though not necessarily, a temple, as other references using the Iranian word *bagina*
describe open-air sanctuaries.97

In this light it is perhaps worthwhile to return to Xerxes I’s “Daiva Inscription.” Scholar-
ship has often sought to attach various archaeological sites to Xerxes I’s daivadāna passage,
from the temple of Marduk in Babylon to the Parthenon in Athens.98 However, the inscription
itself describes the site and ritual in characteristically Elamo-Persian terms. The Babylonian
version essentially calques it indicating it was a Persian concept. In describing the place, the
Old Persian and Elamite versions both use the word daivadāna “place of the daivas,” which the
Elamite incorporates un-translated as da-a-ma-da-na, while the Babylonian version translates
the term as bīt lemnūti “house of evil (creatures).”99 According to the inscription, the daivas
and Auramazdā were worshipped at exactly the same location, with exactly the same type of
ritual: a šip, the specifically Elamo-Persian cultural and ritual idiom recognizable from the
Persepolis archive.100 In order to accommodate a šip, this site would most likely have been
a sacred site of the type that we know accommodated other šips: an open-air sanctuary.101

In stressing that the sacred site and the ritual were Persian, this is not to say that daiva-
worship or such actual site need ever existed or such an event ever took place, though it
could have.102 As with Darius I’s restoration of temples, such a localized rebellion might have
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taken place; however, it could be more useful and appropriate in such an inscription to present it as an open-ended statement of good, divinely inspired kingship. Like Darius I’s āyadana passage, if he wished to, Xerxes clearly would have named the land of the quashed rebellion with the same level of specificity as that with which he named all the lands that bore him tribute at the inscription’s start. The fundamental goal of the daivadāna passage was not to record events but to impose a religious duality on political activity in the realm: the king worshipped Auramazdā and the Great God guided his actions. Any rebellious person or province worshipped the daivas and the daivas were behind any rebellion against the imperial order.

The Achaemenid archaeological, archival, sigillographical, and textual evidence details a coherent repertoire of official Persian cult activities and sacred spaces. The most important and widespread of these were open-air sanctuaries. Paradises and palatial grounds accommodated cultic activity and fire altars, tombs, and sacred towers also served as ritual focuses. No evidence at all attests to Achaemenid fire temples. While we have vivid evidence of a repertoire of Achaemenid cult activities performed at a variety of sacred spaces, at this point we cannot speak of a widespread, unified, and replicated tradition of official Persian temple architecture implanted throughout the Achaemenid empire. This, of course, may change if further excavations yield more structures that correspond to known official sacred architecture, such as the towers or QN3. But rather than trying to fill the void with late antique forms or single examples, we should concentrate on the considerable evidence we do have.

New Traditions of Iranian Sacred Architecture in the Middle Iranian Era

Despite certain continuities, the Seleukid era oversaw massive changes across Iran and Western Asia and this holds true for sacred spaces as well. A widespread tradition of temple architecture only appears across the Iranian world with the rise of the Seleukid empire. These architectural forms were not exclusive to Iranian cults, but appear in temples dedicated to a variety of deities throughout the Seleukid empire. What is significant, however, is that this is the first time we have substantial evidence for temples in the Iranian world. After a hiatus stretching from the fall of the Achaemenids through the early wars of the Successors, under Seleukos I (310–281 B.C.E.) Western Asia again experienced a fluorescence of building and city foundation. Seleukos I and his successors undertook an ambitious and successful program of city foundation that integrated new Seleukid traditions into the urban and religious life their vast empire. With metropolises like Seleukeia-Tigris, the Syrian Tetrapolis, important satrapal capitals like Dura Europos in Syria and Ai Khanum (Āy Kānom) in Bactria, temple complexes like Takht-e Sangin (Takht-e Sangīn) on the Oxos, and re-founded Achaemenid cities like Seleukeia-Eulaios (Susa), the early Seleukids created a new metropolitan and provincial topography of power that integrated yet ultimately superseded that of the Achaemenids.

Seleukid architectural forms transcended all previous and contemporary traditions, be they Babylonian, Persian, or Macedonian. In cities that had a long tradition of sacred
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architecture, for example, at Athens or at Uruk in Mesopotamia, the Seleukids built or rebuilt important sanctuaries engaging indigenous forms (fig. 14.14g). In regions that did not have a well-established temple tradition, like the Iranian plateau, or in newly founded cities, like Dura Europos, the Seleukids introduced new forms that had a long and lasting impact (fig. 14.14c–d). Founded by Seleukos I about the same time as Seleukeia-Pieria and Antioch-Orontes (ca. 300 B.C.E.), Ai Khanum is particularly important for the study of Seleukid Asia. It remains the most thoroughly excavated Seleukid foundation from the Upper Satrapies and has yielded the best-preserved Seleukid sacred architecture from the Iranian lands.

In the early Seleukid era several monumental temples with a number of shared characteristics appeared at roughly the same time in Syria, Mesopotamia, and along the Oxos River valley in Bactria. This is the first time where a unified, empire-wide tradition of sacred architecture encompassed the Iranian lands. For many years archaeologists and historians of art and religion have debated the origin and relationship of temples with similar features excavated at sites across Western and South Asia. The original excavators and later students of these sites in Bactria recognized that the basic ground plans of these temples resembled those of Seleukid-era temples from Mesopotamia and Syria. As new archaeological discoveries have been integrated into scholarship, a clearer view of the relationship between these structures has emerged.

In the Persian Gulf, Iran, and Bactria, a few smaller structures appear using traditional Greek architecture with Persian architectural elements integrated into the structure’s architectural members or ornament. The Ionic temple with Achaemenid-style bases on the island of Ikaros provides a good example of this phenomenon. Traditional Greek temple architecture only appears in two structures dedicated to the cults of heroized or divinized dead: the heroön of the city founder, Kineas, and that of another unknown individual and his relatives (mausolée au caveau de pierre), possibly that of a post-Seleukid, Greco-Bactrian ruler. The fact that these structures were built or rebuilt at roughly the same time as the city’s temples indicates that all architectural options were open to the builders. For whatever reason, patrons or the citizens of Ai Khanum deemed traditional Greek temple architecture appropriate for the funerary temenoi, and the “mixed” Seleukid official architecture appropriate for structures dedicated to the worship of gods. Much like major Seleukid palaces, the largest and most important structures utilized an official architecture that deliberately and harmoniously incorporated Greek, Babylonian, and Persian architectural features to create something quite new.

The temples of Zeus and Artemis at Dura Europos, the temple dedicated to the River Oxos excavated at Takht-e Sangin, the Temple with Niches and the Temple Outside the Walls at Ai Khanum all contain monumental architecture combining elements of these architectural traditions (fig. 14.14a–e). The rectangular shape of their sanctuaries with antechambers (pronaos), a cult chamber (naos) often divided into multiple units or flanked with “sacristies,”
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reflect, but do not fully replicate, the internal features of varieties of Babylonian temple architecture. Babylonian temples normally contained these cultic spaces within larger complexes rather than centralized, freestanding structures. The exterior walls of these Seleukid temples often incorporated decorative niches, reflecting Babylonian treatments, combined with Greek architectural ornament. Their columns, bases, and capitals could incorporate both Persian and Greek forms. These structures put a Seleukid royal imprint on the civic cults of many regions’ metropolises and several satrapies most important provincial cults.

Only a few clues exist regarding the nature of the cult or cults practiced in the Bactrian temples, and none of them conform strictly to any single religious tradition. For example, the colossal cult statue that appeared in a later phase of Ai Khanum’s Temple with Niches (Phase II) had the iconography of Zeus. While the statue received Greek cult, the sanctuary integrated a water channel and a series of libation jars buried in the crepis behind the temple suggesting Iranian religious practices. This suggests that there was nothing contradictory about using Greco-Macedonian forms for venerating gods associated with an originally non-Greek cult. Bernard discovered no evidence associated with the Temple Outside the Walls that provides a clue as to the nature of the deity or deities worshipped in the temple. Despite recent assertions, the Ochos Temple at Takht-e Sangin clearly did not host anything resembling a Zoroastrian, ever-burning fire cult in the Seleukid era. Altars excavated in the front of the temple resembled Greek altars. Overall, the dedications correspond to Greek cultic practices, though names associated with them are just as often Iranian as Greek.

Although the archaeological and textual evidence is fragmentary, a number of open-air cult sites that were important in the Achaemenid era received temples in the Seleukid and Parthian era, even post-Achaemenid Persepolis (fig. 14.14i). We have hints of these sites in classical textual sources, including Polybius, who describes the current condition of Hellenistic Iran; Arrian, who describes events during Alexander’s campaigns; and Plutarch, who purports to describe events in the Persian empire or conquest of Alexander, though writing in the Roman period. This body of textual sources comes from the early Roman period, well after the fall of the Achaemenid empire. It is only at this point that we begin to hear mention of “sanctuaries” (hiera), or, more rarely, a temple (naos). In Media, textual sources suggest that the Seleukids maintained (and periodically plundered) a temple to Artemis/Anāhitā near Ecbatana. Unfortunately, no archaeological evidence of this structure has been discovered to corroborate the textual evidence. It is significant, however, that sources mention a temple

113 Only fragments of the cult statue survive, including a left foot measuring 27 cm in length, indicating the statue was seated. The sandal on the foot carries a thunderbolt (Bernard 1969, pp. 313–55, esp. 338–41, figs. 15 and 1).
115 Mairs, in press.
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118 For example, Antiochos III despoiled silver tiles and the gilded column revetment from the peristyle of the “Anais” temple (naos) at Ecbatana (Polybius, Histories 10.27.2). Macedonians encountered a sanctuary (hieron) to “Artemis” on Ikaros, which contained wild goats (Arrian, Anabasis 7.20.3–4). Artaxerxes II makes Aspasia a priestess of “Artemis of Ecbatana, whom they call Anaitis” (no direct mention of a temple or reference to a “sanctuary”) (Plutarch, Artaxerxes 27.4). Sanctuary (hieron) of Anaitis (Isidore of Charax, Parthian Stations 6).
in this region only from the Seleukid era on.  

Bard-e Nešānda and Masjed-e Solaymān, two sites that both featured stone terraces, flourished well into the Seleukid and Parthian eras (fig. 14.14j–k).

Although the terraces might have originated in the Achaemenid era, temples appeared on them only in the Seleukid and Parthian eras. They have often been associated with the temples whose treasure Antiochos III and Antiochos IV tried to expropriate. If one day new archaeological explorations could provide more conclusive archaeological evidence, we might then be able speak more conclusively about whether such highland Elamite hiera incorporated temples in the Achaemenid era.

Seleukid architecture offered a challenging departure point for early Arsacid and Kushan official architecture. Nisa, in present-day Turkmenistan, was the first imperial capital of the Arsacid dynasty of Iran (ca. 250 B.C.E.–ca. 226 C.E.). While “New Nisa” refers to the actual city on the plain below, “Old Nisa” refers to the city’s fortified hilltop complex that hosted several monumental structures created in a succession of phases. Old Nisa likely began as a fortress, though later the Arsacid king of kings Mithradates I (reigned 171–138 B.C.E.) re-founded it and converted the site to a ceremonial center that honored the memory of the Arsacid kings. While their exact function is still debated, several structures at Nisa clearly departed from Seleukid sacred and palatial architecture. They incorporate porticos, niched wall treatments, and central halls with four columns all decorated with Hellenistic architectural ornament and statuary. Beyond the imperial capital, a number of provincial sacred structures featuring a four-columned hall, central entrance portico surrounded by sacristies or ambulatories appear in the Parthian period at Susa, and Fratarakid Persepolis, among other sites.

Seleukid architectural forms had a long history in Bactria after the province became independent and informed those of the Kushans. The original temples of Ai Khanum were rebuilt several times on similar ground plans after the city became the capital of the independent Kingdom of Bactria. Newly built temples that emerged during this period, such as that of Delberjin (fig. 14.14h), reflect the basic forms of those at Ai Khanum and Takht-e Sangin. This ground plan reappears in the first-century B.C.E. temple of Mohra Maliaran at Taxila, in present-day Pakistan. After the fall of the Greco-Bactrian kingdom, the life of Ai Khanum and its temples came to an end when the city was destroyed around 145 B.C.E. However, the temples of Takht-e Sangin and Delberjin were rebuilt several times under the Kushans on similar plans.
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The Kushan sanctuary at Surkh Kotal, built between 128 and 132 C.E., contained at its core a temple that departed from the architectural tradition begun by Seleukids and mediated by the Greco-Bactrian kingdom. Called by its creator Kaneško-oanindo-bagolaggo “the Sanctuary of Victorious Kaniška,” Surkh Kotal consisted of an artificial terraced mountain ridgeline with a multi-level stairway leading up the mountain’s eastern side. The main temple (“Temple A”) was a centralized, peripteral mudbrick and timber structure that rose in the center of the courtyard on a 47 × 40-meter brick podium (fig. 14.6). Although the site’s excavator sought to find an example of a pre-Sasanian fire temple in the main temple at Surkh Kotal, he found no evidence of a Kushan fire cult. This central cult room contained a .90-meter-high stone plinth that measured 4.25 × 4.25 meters and whose corners each carried large column bases. The ground plan corresponds closely to previous Bactrian temples, though here the “sacrifices” have been converted to a continuous ambulatory corridor, a hallmark of later Iranian architecture. This ambulatory surrounds the naos, which housed a cult statue or statues, the likely purpose of the central plinth at its center. Like the Oxos Temple of Takht-e Sangin, the naos featured four columns.

The Achaemenid tradition of open-air sanctuaries did not disappear after the fall of that empire. Indeed, many of the sites that were important in the Achaemenid era continued to be places of cult in the Seleukid era and beyond, and new open-air enclosures or hilltop sanctuaries continued to be built. On the southwest edge of Ai Khanum’s acropolis excavators discovered a large stepped podium located in the center of a sanctuary courtyard. This platform has been linked with similar structures discovered in Bactria and Iran and associated with open-air worship as described in classical authors. The site of Bīsotūn continued to host cult activity and royal rock reliefs and inscriptions attest to its importance into the Seleukid, Parthian, and Sasanian eras. At a certain point in the Seleukid era the sanctuary became associated with Herakles-Wahrām. According to Tacitus, writing about the cult in the Parthian era, the priests, once bidden by the god through a dream, would release a riderless horse with a quiver full of arrows into the surrounding mountains. The horse would return exhausted and without the arrows and the god then would reveal the location of his slain quarry through another dream. At the southern entrance to the precinct, where the wall met the cliff, a Seleukid official created a high relief of a reclining Herakles. An inscription in Greek and Aramaic accompanied this relief indicating that the intended audience was not just the Macedonian elite. In this same area Arsacid kings of kings carved several of their own rock reliefs, marking and claiming the sanctuary.

Strabo and Pausanius describe sanctuaries (hiera) of the Persian gods in Anatolia drawing in part from their firsthand experiences of local “Persian” cults in Cappadocia and Lydia, respectively. In these passages, which provide evidence for the later development of Iranian cults in Roman Anatolia, Strabo describes “the tribe of the Magi called ‘Fire Kindlers’ (Pyraithroi), who are numerous in Cappodocia,” while Pausanias mentions “Lydians called
Persians." Throughout his histories Strabo uses the word *heiron* to refer to all manner of sacred sites, but in this passage he specifies these as “fire sanctuaries” (*pyraithea*), which he describes as open-air enclosures (*sēkoi*). Strabo states: “[...] in the midst of these there is an altar, on which there is a large quantity of ashes and where the Magi keep the fire ever burning." Although he opens the section by paraphrasing Herodotus, and states that Persians do not use altars or statues (but omits “temples”), he goes on to say that:

> These same things are observed in the sanctuaries (*hiera*) of Anaïtis and Omanos; and these have sacred enclosures (*sēkoi*), and people process a wooden statue (*xoanon*) of Omanus. I have seen these things myself, but those other things and what comes next are mentioned in the histories. (Strabo 15.3.13–20)

Instead of mentioning a temple or a building when reporting about Achaemenid-founded sacred sites, Strabo speaks only of open-air sanctuaries, for example, the hilltop sanctuary at Zela (Strabo 11.8.4). He emphasizes that the most significant features of these sacred precincts were their enclosures that contained an altar in the middle. The only source that mentions, albeit cursorily, some sort of structure used in an Iranian cult is Pausanias:

> [...] the Lydians, who are called Persians, have sanctuaries (*heira*) in the city of Hierokaisareia and in Hypaipa. In each of the sanctuaries (*heira*) there is a shrine (*oikēma*), and in the shrine there is an altar with ashes on top. But the color is not like ashes, but something different. A magus, having entered the shrine and piled dry wood on the altar, first puts a tiara on his head and then sings an invocation to some god in a barbarous language completely incomprehensible in Greek. He sings while reciting from a book. It is necessary that the wood is kindled without fire and that brilliant flame blazes forth from the wood. (Pausanias 5.27.5–6)

Earlier interpretations of this passage have interpreted the *oikēma* as a small structure or room contained inside a larger enclosed temple like a *cella* in a Greek or Roman temple. This is not indicated in the text and without any archaeological evidence whatsoever of such larger “fire temples,” it is safer to assume that Pausanias describes precincts containing altars like Strabo but with a small structure containing or acting as a covering for the altar. The unresolved dissonance between Strabo’s summary of Herodotus and his own observations points to changes in Iranian religion between the Achaemenid empire and the Middle Iranian era. It also alludes to the fact that Iranian religious practices diverged markedly over the former lands of the Persian empire, with influences from dominant or neighboring cultures contributing to the process. In fact, some have argued the cults of “Persian Artemis” and “Artemis Anaitis” very likely did not originate from Iranian cults at all, but were rather the result of persianization of pre-existing Greek cults adding some Iranian cultic activities and titles to Greek cults of Artemis.136

No temple ground plan has been discovered or excavated at Hypaipa or Hierocaesarea from any period. The few fragments of architectural ornament are entirely from the Roman era.137 The only explicit evidence of temples (though not fire temples) built for these “Persian” goddesses, “Persian Artemis” and “Artemis Anaitis,” appears in the Roman period on coins. Generic representations of a tetra- or hexastyle, gabled Greco-Roman temples appear

---


137 Reinach 1886, pp. 16–18; Weber 1892, p. 8.
on early imperial coins similar to other stereotyped numismatic representations of a temple. An earthquake devastated this region in 17 C.E. and it was heavily rebuilt through the munificence of the emperor Tiberius, for which reason the city changed its name from Hiera Komē to Hierokaisareia (Hierocaesarea). It is not too much of a stretch to see the cult statues of the Persian Artemis given new, standard Roman temples and cult statues of the sort reflected in the coins. But without archaeological evidence we must not close off the possibility that these were simply stereotyped numismatic symbols of some other cult site, not “portraits” of actual structures.

Like the Orontids of Armenia and Commagene, the kingdom of Pontos had its roots in the Persian satrapies of Cappadocia and Phrygia and its dynasty claimed both Achaemenid and Seleukid descent. Their kings were more Hellenized than the early Orontids and adopted aspects of contemporary Macedonian kingship. Later, the most important Pontic king, Mithradates VI (reigned 120–63 B.C.E.), incorporated and foregrounded Iranian kingship. After driving out the forces of Lucius Licinius Murena,

[Mithradates VI] offered sacrifice to Zeus Stratius on a lofty pile of wood on a high hill, according to the fashion of his country, which is as follows. First, the kings themselves carry wood to the heap. Then they make a smaller pile encircling the other one, on which they pour milk, honey, wine, oil, and various kinds of incense. A banquet is spread on the ground for those present (as at the sacrifices of the Persian kings at Pasargadae) and then they set fire to the wood. The height of the flame is such that it can be seen at a distance of 180 kilometers from the sea, and they say that nobody can come near it for several days on account of the heat. Mithridates performed a sacrifice of this kind according to the custom of his country. (Appian, *The Mithridatic Wars* 66.83; trans. Horace White)

Several scholars have noted the parallels with the šip sacrifices at Pasargadae. Whether this was the result of direct continuity, vague cultural memory, or creative reinvention is not clear, but the overall effect and significance makes perfect sense within Mithradates VI’s ideological program of championing both the Hellenic and Persian traditions against the Romans.

The Seleukids introduced a tradition of dynastic cult where the Macedonian elite venerated the king, his family, and ancestors along with dynastic gods. Nisa was important to the development of the Arsacid dynasty’s experiments with dynastic cult partially inspired by Seleukid royal cult. A domed structure at Nisa (the Round Hall) contained a portrait of Mithradates II and, along with other structures at the site, hosted some sort of cult activities connected to the memory of the kings of kings. Documents from the site indicate that the names of a number of estates and vineyards were named after living and deceased kings.

---

141 Henkelman 2012.
142 Canepa forthcoming b.
143 Dąbrowa 2011.
144 The economic documents from Nisa record deliveries from estates dedicated to the kings Priapatius (ca. 191–76 B.C.E.), Mithradates I (ca. 171–38 B.C.E.), Artabanus I (ca. 127–24/3 B.C.E.), and Gotarzes I (ca. 90–78 B.C.E.), who appear to have been alive when the endowments were created and perhaps founded them during their lifetimes (Canepa forthcoming b).
Ostraka from Nisa document delivery of goods from these estates and it has been argued that they supported some sort of cult for the memory and the benefit of the king’s soul.145 Without any other information, we can only speculate on the presence of cult activities in the various structures of Old Nisa. In the same region, at the village of Asaak, Isidore of Charax reports that a perpetual fire was kept burning to commemorate the site where Arsakes was first recognized as king, thus creating a larger topography of memory celebrating the dynasty (Isidore of Charax, Parthian Stations 11). Like Parthian Nisa, Surkh Kotal was one of several Kushan dynastic sanctuaries that responded to the new, Seleukid-inspired Middle Iranian tradition of honoring kings and dynastic gods.146

The Persian tradition of sacrifices offered at funerary monuments or memorials continued in the Middle Iranian era, though reinvented and dramatically changed through an integration of Hellenistic cult and artistic elements. Interestingly, many of these, especially in the west, were variations of open-air sanctuaries. The Seleukid and Arsacid precedents inspired a variety of dynastic sanctuaries across the Parthian world including that of Shami in Elymais, Armenia, Pontos, and the hierothēsia of the border kingdom of Commagene.147 Intriguingly, the new Arsacid practices appear to have augmented indigenous Persian traditions that stemmed from the Achaemenid satrapal roots of many of these dynasties. While we do not have corroborating archaeological evidence, textual evidence suggests that the Iranian kings of Armenia incorporated these newly emerging Iranian royal cultic practices by at least the end of the Arsacid era. The basic elements of the dynastic sanctuary of the Armenian kings, consisting of an open-air sanctuary, statues of the king, the king’s ancestors, and the gods, and cultic activity.148 Only under Arsacid influence does the additional element of the “ever-burning fire,” appear at Armenian sanctuaries.

Like Armenia, the kingdom of Commagene (162 B.C.E.–17 C.E.) stood in a precarious place between the Roman and the Arsacid empires. It was one of the last Persian-Macedonian courts of this region to survive the coming of the Romans. The royal dynasty of Commagene had its roots in the Persian Orontid dynasty; however, as a Seleukid province, Commagene became heavily Hellenized. Iranian cultural forms regained prominence in the first century B.C.E. as part of a deliberate policy of on the part of the central court to underscore the kingdom’s ancient roots that transcended Seleukid, Arsacid, or Roman claims in the region. Antiochus I (69–34 B.C.E.), the kingdom’s main innovator in cult and artistic activity, established open-air dynastic sanctuaries called hierothēsia at a number of important sites within his kingdom, including the citadel of Arsameia-on-the-Euphrates (Gerger, Adiyaman province, Turkey) and Arsameia-on-the-Nymphaios.149 The supreme site was the hierothēsion at Nemrud Daği, situated on the most prominent mountain in Commagene. In addition to more frequent, small-scale sacrifices, these sites hosted colossal communal feasts funded by the king recalling (though not replicating) the šip.

---

145 Boyce implies that the Nisa documents specifically refer to fires dedicated for the soul of the king, but ostraka contain no such mention of either (Boyce 1986; Canepa forthcoming b).
146 Canepa 2010a, forthcoming b.
147 Canepa 2010a, 2010b, forthcoming b.
149 For an overview of the dynasty, see Facella 2006, pp. 250–97; Canepa 2007. For an introduction to the archaeology and religion, see Jacobs 2011; Mittag 2011; Wagner 2000; Sanders 1996; Waldmann 1991.
Conclusion

While many of the sites and structures dealt with in this study have, in the past, been called fire temples, archaeological evidence of monumental Zoroastrian fire temples only appears unproblematically and in abundance in the Sasanian era (224–642 C.E.). The ranks of pre-Sasanian fire temples have thinned considerably as old sites have been subject to new dating technologies and more critical analyses.\(^{150}\) Although scholars have attempted to do so before, it is still too early to write definitively about the early development of the pre-Sasanian Zoroastrian fire temple. Of the temples mentioned in this study, none originally were created as fire temples although a few were adapted to this function at a later date with the Sasanians’ influence or compulsion. Those pre-Sasanian structures that have been reliably dated and show secure evidence of a fire cult follow a different architectural tradition unrelated to that of Achaemenid or Seleukid sacred architecture.\(^{151}\)

While it likely had roots in late Parthian architecture, the Sasanians were responsible for the ultimate spread of a different type of sacred architecture that became closely associated with the new fire cult: the centralized, domed čāhār ṭāq. The čāhār ṭāq appears in grand palatial architecture under Ardashir I and was likely employed as a new, standard type of fire temple during the early Sasanian empire as well. These are ubiquitous throughout the province of Pārs (Pārsa), appearing in both big and small structures. Several grand, monumental sanctuaries that the Sasanians sponsored outside of Pārs incorporate this new style of temple architecture for the new orthodox Sasanian fire cult.\(^{152}\) This new type of fire temple architecture and fire cult imprinted a variety of sanctuaries as the Sasanians systematically seized or destroyed all sites and traditions that could buttress a claim to royal power.\(^{153}\) These included sites with connections to the Achaemenids, like Persepolis and Naqš-e Rostam, new royal cities such as Ardaxšīr-Xwarrah and Bay-Šābuhr, and sites outside of their Persian homeland built to embody the mythological locations and traditions of the Avesta. All are characterized by an incredible juxtaposition of continuity and innovation. For example, the Sasanians’ memorial cults in their homeland show incredible continuity with the Šumār/ bašur cults of the Achaemenids, though the Sasanians put a sacred fire at their center.\(^{154}\) Their radically new architectural and ritual forms made primordial Iranian epic and religious traditions tangible at sites such as Lake Kayānsīh at Kuh-e K̄wāja and Ādur Gušnasp at Taḵt-e Solaymān.\(^{155}\) Some of these, like Kuh-e K̄wāja, show signs of an effaced Parthian (though not Achaemenid) presence. Others, such as the sanctuary of Ādur Gušnasp at Taḵt-e Solaymān, the Sasanians built at sites with no previous cultic or monumental activity. Although these sanctuaries were all newly built, they provided the Sasanians a no less powerful experience of the primordial pan-Iranian past and their place in it. This paper certainly does not present the final word on the development of Iranian temples, and new archaeological discoveries will surely enhance, if not transform, our understanding of the problem. However, it is my hope that if and when new evidence comes to light, such a re-evaluation can proceed unencumbered by earlier historiographical and theoretical burdens.

\(^{150}\) Radiocarbon dating has proven that the complex at Kuh-e K̄wāja dates to the late Parthian or early Sasanian period. The architectural and sculptural features of the standing remains cohere better with Sasanian art (Ghanimati 2000; Canepa forthcoming a).

\(^{151}\) Betts and Yagodin 2007; Kaim 2004.

\(^{152}\) Canepa forthcoming a.

\(^{153}\) Canepa 2010b; Huff 2008.

\(^{154}\) Canepa 2010a.

\(^{155}\) Canepa 2010b; forthcoming a.
Figure 14.1. Plan of Tepe Nuš-e Jān. A: “Western Temple”; B: “Central Temple” (after Stronach and Roaf 2007, fig. 1.9)

Figure 14.2. Tomb of Cyrus, Pasargadae
Figure 14.3. Rock-cut tombs at Naqš-e Rostam. Right to left: tomb of Darius I, tombs attributed to Artaxerxes I and Darius II.

Figure 14.4. Persepolis. Rock platform and foundations in front of the tomb attributed to Artaxerxes III.
Figure 14.5. Relief from Daskyleion portraying sacrificial scene
(Istanbul Archaeological Museum inv. no. 2361)
Figure 14.6. Relief from Daskyleion portraying male figure with barsom (Istanbul Archaeological Museum inv. no. 5391)

Figure 14.7. Plan of the sacred precinct at Pasargadae (after Stronach 1978, fig. 74)
Figure 14.8. Plan of Bisotūn (after Kleiss 1970, fig. 2)
Figure 14.9. Isometric plan of QN3 Dahan-e Ġolāmān (after Scerrato 1979, fig. 9)
Figure 14.10. PFS 11* (courtesy of the Persepolis Fortification Archive Seal Project and the Persepolis Fortification Archive Project)

Figure 14.11. PFUTS 147 (courtesy of the Persepolis Fortification Archive Project)
Figure 14.12. View of Pasargadae with the remains of the Zendān-e Solaymān (lower right), the palatial district and garden of Cyrus (middle), and the tomb of Cyrus (upper left)

Figure 14.13. Naqš-e Rostam. View of the Ka‘ba-ye Zardošt from above
Figure 14.14. Temple ground plans (adapted from Rapin 1992)

- a. Temple with Niches, Ai Khanum
- b. Temple Outside the Walls, Ai Khanum
- c. Temple of Artemis, Dura Europos
- d. Temple of Zeus Megistos Dura Europos (rebuilt on the Seleukid plans)
- e. Temple of the Oxos, Takht-e Sangin
- f. Main Temple, Surkh Kotal
- g. Seleukid Anu Temple, Bit Reš, Uruk
- h. Delberjin
- i. “Fratarakid Temple,” Persepolis
- j. Bard-e Nešānda
- k. Masjed-e Solaymān
Abbreviations

PFA  Persepolis Fortification Archive

Achaemenid Inscriptions

The general system to refer to Achaemenid inscriptions consists of three letters. The first indicates the king (e.g., X = Xerxes); the second the site (e.g., S = Susa); the third is added to distinguish inscriptions of the same ruler at the same site.

| DB | Darius I, Bīsotūn (“Bīsotūn Inscription”) |
| DS | Darius I, Susa |
| XP | Xerxes I, Persepolis |
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THE CATTLEPEN AND THE SHEEPFOLD: CITIES, TEMPLES, AND PASTORAL POWER IN ANCIENT MESOPOTAMIA

Ömür Harmanşah, Brown University*

Enlil, when you marked out the holy settlements, you also built Nibru, your own city.
You (?) ... the Ki-ur, the mountain, your pure place. You founded it in the Dur-an-ki, in the middle of the four quarters of the earth. Its soil is the life of the Land, and the life of all the foreign countries. Its brickwork is red gold; its foundation is lapis lazuli. You made it glisten on high in Sumer as if it were the horns of a wild bull. It makes all the foreign countries tremble with fear. At its great festivals, the people pass their time in abundance.

(Enlil in the E-Kur [Enlil A], lines 65–73; translation from Black et al. 2004, p. 323)

Introduction: Cities, Imagination, Pastoral Power

The construction of cities with their monumental structures, ceremonial spaces, and the cultural life of urban spaces occupy a considerable amount of space in the literary compositions of the southern alluvium during the early second millennium B.C.E. In the Sumerian literary composition Enlil in the E-Kur, quoted above, the city Nibru (Nippur) is described as the precious design and sacred foundation of its patron deity Enlil. Situated in the center of the cosmos, the city and its temples constitute the civilized social space where people congregate for benevolent festivals and take refuge in times of disorder. It is quite striking how the built structure of the city (its soil, its brickwork, and its foundations) is described as a physically powerful place and how the city’s architectonic brilliance derives directly from its holiness, its mythologies, and its social significance.

The scholarship on Mesopotamian cities has largely focused on a series of standard anthropological questions concerning the emergence of urbanism in the contexts of development of social complexity, state formation, labor organization, craft specialization, population estimates, and settlement hierarchies during the Late Chalcolithic and Early Bronze

* This article developed out of a very brief but densely and painfully written section in my dissertation (Harmanşah 2005), a paper read at Penn’s Graduate Humanities Forum in the session “Suspending (Dis) Belief” (2004) and presented to the Cultures and Religions of the Ancient Mediterranean (CRAM) workshop at Brown University (2007). I am grateful to Matthew Rutz, Jeremiah Peterson, Naomi Miller, and the participants of the CRAM workshop for reading various versions of this manuscript and providing generous criticism and serious help. Irene J. Winter has shown extraordinary support for the present ideas in several of our conversations.
In response to such well-defined research priorities, archaeological work on fourth- and third-millennium urbanization concentrated on identifying the networks of settlement and irrigation systems (Stone 2005, p. 144), while discussions of urban space have been restricted to building projects of the royal patrons with little consideration of the complexity of social relations behind the production of urban space. The spatial configuration of urban landscapes and the history of specific cities have rarely been addressed from a historically informed and spatially grounded perspective. Spatial configuration in this context cannot be reduced to the physical layout of urban spaces, location of this temple and that palace, alignment of streets and watercourses, where the markets and craft quarters are located, and how wealth is distributed across residential neighborhoods, etc., but I attend to political discourses, social practice, and everyday cultural processes through which the built environment is produced, maintained, and made meaningful in the social imagination.

Recent critical studies of urban space demonstrate that, beyond settlement layouts and population statistics, cities are layered topographies of cultural histories, sites of active place-making events, and public spaces of collective action, as well as platforms for cultural imagination and political discourse. Alev Çınar and Thomas Bender (2007, p. xii) have succinctly put it: “the city is located and continually reproduced through … orienting acts of imagination, acts grounded in material space and social practice.” In this article I propose that such a complex understanding of the city as a layered set of spatial practices and cultural representations is possible through an archaeological approach to urban space. Here I use archaeology in two senses of the word, both in reference to the actual disciplinary methodologies of archaeology with its thorough understanding the long-term histories of settlement, and in reference to a Foucaultian definition of archaeology as a metaphor in seeking the genealogy of institutions and geographies of power. It is therefore possible to make the case for archaeology of the city to involve the incorporation of literary representations of the built environment in order to excavate the layered meanings of urban spaces and their politics.

In this paper, I intend to contribute to the archaeological discussions of what we know about the Mesopotamian city of the second (and to a certain extent third) millennium B.C.E., by investigating the concepts of the city and urban forms of life as they were represented in the corpus of poetry in Sumerian, which largely dates to the first half of the second millennium B.C.E. On one hand, this is an attempt to bridge the gap between archaeology and text, specifically archaeological accounts of the city in the ancient Near East and the literary representations of cities. On the other hand, it also stems from my desire to arrive at an understanding of the city from a cultural studies perspective in contrast to the quantification-based discussions of urbanism and urbanization of the southern alluvium. What I wish to accomplish is to understand the poetics of urban space in the ancient Near East, and to read cities as places of human experience, everyday practice, and cultural representation. The

---


2 Although see now Baker 2011 for Iron Age cities of Babylonia.

3 I borrow the concept of “cultural imagination” from Paul Ricoeur’s phenomenological theory, and his particular discussion of ideology and utopia as two forms emerging from a common, creative domain of cultural imagination, represented in the cultural forms of the everyday world such as symbols, myths, poems, ideologies, and narratives (Ricoeur 1986 and 1991; see also Kaplan 2008, pp. 205–07).
arguments presented below are not philological ones but they should be understood as a contribution to architectural history in the ancient Near East.

“City laments” are a series of texts from the Sumerian literary corpus known primarily from copies produced in the Old Babylonian curricula of scribal schools (Black et al. 2004, pp. 127–28; Cooper 2006). These long compositions involve epic narratives of the destruction or decline of particular cities such as Nippur, Eridu, Ur, and Uruk, and, most crucially, glorify the subsequent restoring of these cities and their temples and their social life by the benevolent kings of the Middle Bronze Age, especially the rulers of the First Dynasty of Isin (Tinney 1996). It is part of the argument here that the particular rhetoric of the moral/ritual decline and physical destruction of cities and their restoration by devoted kings is a phenomenon specific to the southern Mesopotamian dynasties of the early second millennium B.C.E., following the wide-scale collapse at the end of the third millennium (Cooper 2006, p. 40; Michalowski 1989, pp. 1–3). These early second-millennium texts mainly come from archaeological contexts of Mesopotamian cities, which at the time were undergoing an intensive episode of re-urbanization, as is well known from the archaeological work at places such as Nippur, Ebla, Mari, and others (Harmanşah 2007). Several of the texts are known primarily from copies produced in the Old Babylonian curricula of scribal schools, which were already ideologically charged places. The scribes of the various urban institutions were influential on the survival and the state of preservation of certain literary compositions by means of their “process of sifting through and selecting materials” for their school curriculum, and their editing practices were often driven by ideological motivations of their royal patrons, particularly in the case of the so-called royal hymns and other court literature (Michalowski 1995, p. 2284; see also Brisch 2007). The construction and appropriation of a mythical-ancestral past, especially linking existing structures of rulership with the mythical heroes of Uruk, and the divine legitimation of the ruler were a major part of the intellectual exercises in the scholarly production of literary works in the courts of late third- and early second-millennium kings (Visicato 2000). As has been pointed out by various scholars previously, this intensive production of literary and other texts lead to the construction of an extremely rich body of pan-Mesopotamian heritage of oral history, and articulated a collective understanding of a “Mesopotamian” past, distilled in the mythologies, histories, and cultures of storytelling (Veldhuis 2004, pp. 66–80; Michalowski 1983).

This paper discusses two important metaphors one finds in early Mesopotamian poetry concerning the city: the cattlepen and the sheepfold (Sumerian tur and amaš), which derive from the Mesopotamian conceptualization of the king as shepherd and the society as his flock on the move. I suggest that this Mesopotamian political imagination of the late second millennium B.C.E. presents us not simply the case for the usually assumed role of such metaphors as “topoi” or “stock-strophes” associated fertility and prosperity (e.g., Ferrara 1995,
pp. 87–95) but, more significantly, an informative case of what Michel Foucault has termed “pastoral power” as expressed in the literary texts (Foucault 2007, pp. 123–34; Golder 2007). Considering Foucault’s notion of pastoral power as a royal rhetoric and a form of governmentality, I discuss the cattlepen and sheepfold as historically charged spatial metaphors used by the Isin-Larsa elites of the early second millennium B.C.E. that characterize the Mesopotamian city in between economies of pasturage and agriculture, between movement and settlement, between regimes of care and exercise of power, and, perhaps most significantly, between the local political discourse and an idealized pan-Mesopotamian past. In this context the city appears as a site where the king’s ideals of beneficence and pastoral power finds expression, while royal power and notions of governmentality are presented not so much as absolute rule over a territory based on violence and terror (as often assumed in current scholarly literature), but over a “multiplicity” (the society, the “flock”) based on beneficence and care. Using a powerful narrative of a romanticized urban past followed by catastrophe and destruction and the subsequent restoration of social order, the pastoral discourse derives its strength from the fact that it implicitly claims a shared Mesopotamian heritage of urban and rural prosperity while promoting Isin-Larsa kings for returning that prosperity to the people by rebuilding their cities and temples, restoring their rituals and festivals, reprovisioning the everyday life. The archetypal image Mesopotamian city and its sanctuaries as cattlepen and sheepfold portrayed as archetypal enclosures of agro-pastoral life in the southern alluvium is effectively entangled with symbolisms of animal husbandry as well as suggesting a unique relationship of care between the king and his subjects.

Inspired by the ancient Near Eastern history and the Christian West, Michel Foucault proposed that early forms of governmentality depended on the idea and organization of a pastoral type of social power. This idea is perhaps best articulated in his Collège de France lecture of 8 February 1978 on “governmentality,” posthumously published in the volume Security, Territory, Population, a collection of his 1977–1978 lectures at the Collège. In this memorable lecture, Foucault traces the origins of governmentality through a discussion of two forms, “the idea and organization of a pastoral type of power ... and ... the practice of spiritual direction, the direction of souls” (Foucault 2007, p. 123). Foucault takes his audience to the pre-Christian East in order to trace the genealogy of pastoral power as a prelude to Christian pastorate: “the theme of the king, god, or chief as shepherd (berger) of men, who are like his flock.” This state discourse of domination and technology of governmentality is well attested in the Eastern Mediterranean world, as Foucault notes, and especially well documented in ancient Mesopotamian texts, which would have been available to Foucault through monographs such as Ilse Seibert’s Hirt, Herde, König: Zur Herausbildung des Königtums in Mesopotamien (1969). Foucault argued that the shepherd’s power manifests itself in a duty, a task to be undertaken. The form it takes is not the striking display of strength and superiority, but suggests zeal, devotion, and endless application. The shepherd is someone who keeps watch, developing a sense of vigilance and a regime of care (Pandian 2008).

6 Michel Foucault lectured at the Collège de France from 1971 until his death in 1984, when he held the prestigious chair the History of Systems of Thought. These lectures have been reconstructed from sound recordings of a collection of his auditors and edited by Michel Senellart and translated by Graham Burchell for publication by Éditions de Seuil/Gallimard and Picador. Very different from his densely written work, these lectures present Foucault’s thought process in his later life in the form of a powerful narrative.
Lamenting the City, the Cattlepen, the Sheepfold

The distinctive group of literary compositions called city laments, where the spatial metaphors of the cattlepen and the sheepfold are particularly prominent, portray a world in distress: the socio-cultural decline and physical destruction of prominent southern Mesopotamian cities. The city laments are in general terms associated with the highly performative eršemma and balag cult songs performed by the professional lamentation (gala) priests, often in the emesal register of Sumerian (Black 1991). City lamentations from southern Mesopotamia focus on human suffering and attempt to persuade the gods to restore social order. Near Eastern lamentations in general are considered effective in restoring the fertility of the land and the prosperity of societies (Bachvarova 2008, p. 18). As lengthy epic poems, the city laments portray the destruction of the cities of the southern alluvium along with their abandonment by their patron deities, while they “glorify royal reconstruction works in order to persuade the cities’ patron deities to return home and to bless, and thereby legitimate, the current king” — that is, the king who has sponsored the literary composition (Green 1984, p. 253). These texts testify to the turbulent political landscape of the end of the third millennium in Mesopotamia and the subsequent decline of its major urban centers. They also need to be considered within their very specific sociopolitical context of the early second millennium, a time when energetic rulers sponsored building activities and the composition of such literary compositions in their royal cities. It is within these texts that historically conscious official discourses are presented linking the Isin-Larsa kings and their cities to their glorious predecessors of the Mesopotamian past. The cattlepen and sheepfold metaphors emerge in this context as a nostalgic imagination of urban economic prosperity of the third millennium B.C.E. while the character of southern Mesopotamian kingship shifts toward an ideology of pastoral power. It is true that cattlepens and sheepfolds also appear in late third-millennium texts such as the hymns sponsored by the kings of the Third Dynasty of Ur or cylinders of Gudea of Lagaš (see discussion below), those rulers of the third millennium B.C.E. who were ambitious builders of cities and temples. However, these terms become truly established and effective in the context of the city laments, linking Old Babylonian ideologies of kingship that were grounded in the idea of restoring urban spaces from the widespread destruction and collapse at the end of the third millennium B.C.E.

Cities such as Nippur, Eridu, Ur, and Uruk, for which lamentations have been composed, are all urban centers deeply rooted in the history of urbanization in the southern alluvium and prominent in the social memory of the Near Eastern societies of the second and first millennia. The prominent role of urban centers in the beginnings of civilized life is perhaps best expressed in the so-called flood story, a fragmentary late Old Babylonian text known mostly from a tablet now at the University of Pennsylvania Museum (CBS 10673+10867). Here the main plot is the creation and civilization of mankind (“black-headed people”), the institution of kingship, the founding of the five mythical cities, and a subsequent “flood” (Black et al. 2004, pp. 212–15). In the poem, each of the five newly founded cities — Eridug, Bad-tibira,

---

7 The tablet was excavated at Nippur in the third season of the expedition (1893–96) and is now in the University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology. Unfortunately, only the lower third of the tablet is preserved. The cuneiform text was published by Arno Poebel (1914). Bottéro and Kramer (1989, p. 564) point to two pieces of possible duplicates, one from Ur, the other from an unknown provenience.
Larag, Zimbir (Sippar), and Šuruppag — are allocated to a major divinity of the Sumerian pantheon. Furthermore, these cities were endowed, on the one hand, with divine powers and the rituals and the social order that maintain the well-being of the society, the so-called mes (see discussion below), and, on the other hand, with kab₂-du₃-ga, a legal status of sorts that most probably had something to do with irrigation rights (Civil 1994, pp. 153–63, esp. p. 160):

After the ... of kingship had descended from heaven, after the exalted crown and throne of kingship had descended from heaven, the divine rites and the exalted powers were perfected, the bricks of the cities were laid in holy places, their names were announced and the [kab₂-du₃-ga] were distributed. The first of the cities, Eridug, was given to Nudimmud the leader. The second, Bad-tibira, was given to the Mistress. The third, Larag, was given to Pabilsag̃. The fourth, Zimbir, was given to hero Utu. The fifth, Šuruppag, was given to Sud. And after the names of these cities had been announced and the [kab₂-du₃-ga] had been distributed, the river ..., ... was watered, and with the cleansing of the small canals ... were established. (Black et al. 2004, pp. 213–14)

The civilized world is described here in the form of a series of newly founded urban centers as seats of specific divinities, while their rights to water for irrigated agriculture and their herds, and the establishment of their cult practices seem to be significant for the maintenance of the social order. Similar to this narrative of the divine foundations of cities, in the hymn Enlil in the E-kur, the foundation of the city of Nippur and its main sanctuary complex were attributed to the god Enlil, while Nippur is conceptualized as being located at the center of the universe. The city is presented as monumental in a horizontal, earthly, human domain (“as if it were the horns of a wild bull”), which “makes all the foreign countries tremble with fear” and people congregate for benevolent festivals. However, Nippur is also referred as dur-an-ki “Bond-of-Upper-and-Lower-Worlds,” set on the human-divine vertical axis acting as a mediatory space (Westenholz 1998, p. 46). Nippur was considered as the meeting place of the divine assembly (ûkkin), therefore it held the “shrine where destinies are decreed” (eš₃ nam tar.ra), it was “the city of decisions.” This religious prestige bestowed a fundamental ideological significance to Nippur among the early Mesopotamian dynasties. While no political entity ever had the prestige of holding Nippur as the capital city of its dynasty, every Mesopotamian king who had a territorial claim on a regional scale in the southern alluvium had to be legitimized by the divine assembly at Nippur and had to contribute to its prosperity, the building and restoration of its temples, the celebration of its festivals (Postgate 1992, p. 33). Although Nippur is a unique example among the cities of the southern alluvium in the fourth through second millennia B.C.E., the literary representations of this city are informative in discussing the cultural significance of urban space and urban life, out of which political discourses such as pastoral power were derived.

However, the central place of cities in the political imagination finds its best expression in the city laments, as discussed above. The Nippur Lament, most probably composed at the time of Išme-Dagan of the Isin dynasty (1953–1935 B.C.E.), as convincingly argued by Steve Tinney, “formed part of the contemporary presentation of the king as a friend of Nippur and

---

8 Enlil in the E-Kur, lines 69–73; see epigraph at the beginning of this chapter.

a favourite of its gods.” (Tinney 1996, p. 1). The poem starts with an intriguing line, essential for the present discussion:

1. After the cattle-pen had been built for the foremost rituals—
2. How did it become haunted? When will it be restored?
3. (Where) once the brick of fate had been laid—
4. Who scattered its rituals? The lamentation is reprised:
5. The storeroom of Nippur, shrine Duranki,
6. How did it become haunted? When will it be restored?
7. After Kiʾur, the cult-place, had been built,
8. After the brickwork of Ekur had been built,
9. After Ubšuʾukkina had been built,
10. After shrine Egalmaḫ had been built—
11. How did they become haunted? When will they be restored?
12. How did the true city become empty?
13. Its precious designs have been defiled!
14. How were the city’s festivals neglected?
15. Its magnificent rites have been overturned!

The text offers a vivid image of Nippur in decline, with its urban landscape fully endowed with several sanctuaries, each invoked by name. The city is presented as an archetypal place where the decision for monumental construction was “divinely inspired” through the laying of “the brick of fate” or alternatively “decreed brickwork” (Tinney 1996, p. 130 n. 3). A contrasting ekphrasis of the city’s desolate landscape with respect to its urban history tells us that such powerful, originary status of the urban landscape have now lost its meaning with the falling apart of its cult practices and subsequent abandonment. According to Steve Tinney’s commentary, the two words that are invoked at the very beginning of the passage tur₃ ("cattlepen") and me ("divine ordinances/decrees" translated here as “foremost rituals”) both carry symbolic references to “well-being, … collective safety, protection and agricultural prosperity of the cattle-pen on the one hand, and the orderliness of the natural and social worlds, as well as the rituals needed to maintain this order, on the other” (Tinney 1996, p. 127, emphasis mine). As Tinney (ibid., p. 125) points out, the cattlepen is used as a metaphor for the city of Nippur itself. It is the sacred space par excellence, built in accordance with the divinely ordained precious designs (giš-hur) and for the practicing of the ritual activity — precisely in the way it should take place — which were the essential conditions for the well-being of the world order. Then what is referred in the first line is actually the original construction as well as the raison-d’être of the city Nippur-qua-the cattle pen (tur₃) that holds the divine essences (me).

A conspicuous idea that one finds extensively in the literary compositions is that as the gods took residence at particular cities, they also brought their divine decorum, their divine essences (Sumerian me) for the architectural shaping of their earthly domains: their temples were described as embedded in the urban fabric of the cities (literally, “brickwork”) and confined within the monumental city walls. Though risking a serious anachronism here, I use the word decorum in the original Latin sense “literary and dramatic propriety,” that is, “befitting” in general terms. The term is useful, since in the Sumerian language there seems

---

to be much concern toward the appropriateness, fitting-character of practices in accordance with social and religious norms, especially a great concern in defining aspects of craftmanship. Winter’s argument (2000, p. 33) on the “fitting/suitable” character of Mesopotamian temples, abundantly expressed in ancient texts as the positive visual quality of the buildings that provoked admiration, neatly confirms with this idea. Decorum is also used in antiquity as an architectural term, to denote, the way buildings should look like in accordance with certain social/cultural norms (see, e.g., Vitruvius, On architecture 1.2.5–7).

In the Nippur Lament, the thorough ekphrastic description of the urban landscape evokes many architectural metaphors. The common poetical expression “brickwork” (ṣig₄), for example, seems to refer to the physical corpus of the urban built environment. Similarly, in the Lament for Sumer and Urim, Umma is referred as “the brickwork in the midst of the highlands” (Michalowski 1989, p. 45; Black et al. 2004, p. 132, line 155). I interpret the expression as a visual metaphor for the architectural corpus of the city itself or its large complexes (such as sanctuaries), most likely from the visual dominance of sun-dried or kiln-fired mudbricks in the structural fabric of buildings. This formed the outstanding architectonic aesthetics of early Mesopotamian architecture (Moorey 1994, pp. 302–22). It is important to see the metaphorical aspect of the expression as a cumulative architectural corpus with a distinct tectonic quality.

The word me in Sumerian represents an abstract concept that refers to an extremely loaded semantic domain. In very simplified terms, it is translated as “essence,” “a thing’s divinely ordained essence,” or “what a thing should be” (Klein 1997, p. 211; Glassner 1992). The Reallexikon der Assyriologie gives the traditional meaning as “göttliche Kräfte” (in reference to A. Falkenstein) or “divine ordinances,” while it is also variously translated as “[divine or princely] office” (Jacobsen 1987, p. 378) or “prescriptions” (Rosengarten 1977).11 The me appears to be intrinsic powers or characteristics of divine beings that make the essential activities within the natural and civilized worlds exist and function properly, and manifests itself in the human world as various forms of cultural institutions, social practices, or craftly representations of the divine.12 In this way, it is almost consistently associated in the texts with ḗiš-hur that denotes “(divine) plan, (precious) design.” Both can be understood as divine powers that in one way or another become materially manifest in the real world, in the objects, spaces, and bodies that are touched or infused by such supernatural agencies.

Jacob Klein argued that me often stood for “a two-dimensional symbol or image, engraved or painted on a sign, banner or standard, representing the underlying abstract concept” (Klein 1997, p. 212). This intriguing idea may suggest that there is a seamless continuity

11 RIA s.v. me (ṭarza, parṣu). Yvonne Rosengarten (1977, p. 2) classified the various forms of translations that appear in Sumerological literature: a) those who understand me as “divine decrees, as orders issued by divine decisions,” b) those who see it as “determined destinies imposed by the gods to the humans,” e) those who believe that me refers to “sorts of models, archetypes, comparable to Platonic idea,” and d) those who adopted more dynamic terms as “divine powers or crafts.” One should refer to the Inanna and Enki myth, where an incredible list of the 94 me are listed as Inanna steals them from Enki and transfers them to humanity. Innana’s list includes an assortment of social and cultural institutions, human and divine assets. For a translation and detailed study of this text, see Farber-Flügge 1973. See also Kramer and Maier 1989, pp. 57–68; Glassner 1992; Cavigneaux 1978.

12 One of the most comprehensive definitions of me that I have come across is that of Kramer and Maier (1989, p. 57); “fundamental, unalterable, comprehensive assortment of powers and duties, norms and standards, rules and regulations ... relating to the cosmos and its components, to gods and humans, to cities and countries, and to the varied aspects of civilized life.”
between the abstract concept and its material manifestation/visual representation in the Sumerian worldview. What is crucial for the present discussion is Klein’s suggestion that the divinely bestowed *me* become manifest in objects of divine creation within the material world, including (but not restricted to) landscapes, countries, cities, temples, objects of exquisite craftsmanship, and the body-image of the king. They derive their agency from the gods and these divine powers are visually expressed in their very materiality, while the *mes* of the universe may become obsolete, if they are not sustained by means of decorous, (re)productive social practices, as illustrated by the Nippur Lament (above). Therefore, the habituated rituals and recurrent building activities must have been very much part of this human anxiety for sustaining the effectiveness of *mes*.

The Lament for Sumer and Urim starts by evoking our four parallel concepts, the divine powers, precious designs, the cattlepen, and the sheepfold:

lines 1–2 To overturn the appointed times, to obliterate the divine plans *[giš-hur]*, the storms gather to strike like a flood.

3–11 An, Enlil, Enki, and Ninḫursaḡa have decided its fate—to overturn the divine powers *[me]* of Sumer, to lock up the favourable reign in its home, to destroy the city, to destroy the house, to destroy the cattle-pen *[tur₃]*, to level the sheepfold *[amaš]*; that the cattle should not stand in the pen, that the sheep should not multiply in the fold, that watercourses should carry brackish water, that weeds should grow in the fertile fields, that mourning plants should grow in the open country ...

The pairing of the cattlepen metaphor with the city seems even more obvious in this context, with a further possibility to associate the *sheepfold* with the temple complex. The destruction of the city is associated with the abandonment of the *giš-hur* and the disruption of the *me*. Such relationship between the cattlepen *[tur₃]* and the sheepfold *[amaš]*, concerning their appearance together in the texts was already pointed out by Tinney (1996, p. 127). Later in the Nippur Lament, the day of restoration of Sumer and Akkad, brought in by Enlil in the personality of Išme Dagan, is celebrated as “the day for building the cattle pens and founding sheepfolds.” A line in a different hymn to Išme Dagan (B 49) confirms the idea that the construction of cities and temples was a primary manifestation of the prosperity of the land: “May he [Enlil] build cattle-pens for you, may he enlarge sheepfolds” (Tinney 1996, p. 176 n. 254). Furthermore, Steinkeller (1999, p. 109 and n. 19) points out that the “cattle pen”...
appears as one of the recipients of beer in “two Uruk tablets dealing with the distribution of beer,” along with “chief-administrators,” “the festival of the Inana of the west (= evening),” and the “chief-supervisor of the gipar(?).”

It was also essential for the Mesopotamian kings to connect their political realm with that of the divine. As I have tried to demonstrate above, the functioning of all the urban institutions and thus the well-being of the social order were made possible by the “(precious) designs” [giš-hur] and “(divine) ordinances” [me] which I would like to call “divine decorum” of kingship. These would then shape the cultural landscape of the city, from the way the ritual activity had to be carried out, to the manner in which the required cultic building projects had to be accomplished with appropriate architectural qualities that befitted the divine me. It is possible therefore to argue that the seemingly abstract concepts of giš-hur and me are understood to be materially manifest or visually expressed in the architectural corpus, the urban fabric of Mesopotamian cities, as a divine decorum that guides the shaping of built environments and maintained by ongoing social and spatial practices.

Visual Representations and the Architecture of the Cattlepen

As a major urban economic institution within the Mesopotamian city, the temple was the source of collective identity, not simply because it held a significant place in the everyday social life with its cult activities but also because it was the “wealthy neighbor,” a redistributive institution that initiated extensive agricultural production, animal husbandry, long-distance trade, and craft production (Postgate 1992, pp. 135–36; Stone 2005). It is well documented that the specialized economy of the early Mesopotamian urban institutions heavily depended on animal husbandry, especially cattle and sheep herding (Zeder 1991; Greenfield 2010), and this must have had important implications for the configuration of fortified urban spaces in the southern alluvium as well as the pictorial representations of them. Likewise, the extraordinarily rich visual repertoire of the late Uruk-period seal impressions, monumental stone vases, and inlaid architectural decorations excavated from the contexts of early urbanization in southern Mesopotamia form a corpus of imagery that corresponds well with the literary evidence by presenting the spatial realm of the temple household with frequent representations of herds of cattle (Seibert 1969, pp. 23–35; see also discussion in Winter 2010). In several of the published seals and seal impressions of the Late Uruk period, one finds a rich iconography of cattle herds, related buildings, and a prominent kingly figure identified by his special garb and his caring for the flocks. The associated architectural structures in these scenes are usually elaborately depicted and interpreted as temples and storehouses (Kawami 2001). Irene Winter (2010, p. 121) has suggested that the mudhif-like reed structure depicted on the alabaster trough from Uruk/Warka can be interpreted as a “sheep-fold.”16 Similar representations of reed structures with calves, lambs, and ringed bundle “standards” of Inana emerging from them are frequently attested on Late Uruk cylinder seals (fig. 15.1) and Early Bronze Age carved stone bowls from Ur and Khafaje.17 I suggest that these vernacular reed structures with Inanna reed bundles, found in the Early Dynastic levels of small neighborhood shrine at Khafaje, see Frankfort 1936, p. 69, fig. 54.
structures of the southern Mesopotamian marshes already point to an idealized primordial architectural type associated with abundance and urban prosperity on the one hand, and the cult of Inanna on the other. It is possible to assume that this Mesopotamian heritage of Late Uruk urbanization may have continued to percolate in the urban and architectural cultures of the third millennium B.C.E. in southern Mesopotamia and have impacted the formation of the powerful symbolism of the pastoral during the Early and Middle Bronze Ages.

Later and more complex examples of this architectural narrative of abundance and prosperity are seen in the Early Bronze Age. One important architectural ensemble comes from a small but precious temple of Ninhursag in southern Mesopotamia at the small site of Tell al Ubaid, built or restored by a certain king named Aʾannepada, son of Mesannepada, kings known from the so-called First Dynasty of Ur (ca. 2400 B.C.E.). This Early Dynastic IIIA–IIIB temple was excavated by H. R. Hall in 1919 and followed up by Leonard Woolley in 1923–24 (figs. 15.2–6) (Hall and Woolley 1927). The temple, which was in continuous use from the Early Dynastic III to the Ur III period, stood on a high mudbrick platform and was surrounded by an oval enclosure wall (Collins 2003, p. 84). The building presents us a rich assemblage of architectural technologies of cladding and decoration at the time. Two beautifully constructed columns that flanked the entrance were built from palm logs covered with a coating of bitumen and inlaid with mother of pearl, pink limestone, and black shale (fig. 15.3). The copper alloy high relief figure of the famous lion-headed Imdugud bird clasping two stags topped the entrance to the temple while the facade was decorated with a row of copper bulls, shell-inlaid narrative friezes, and elaborate multi-colored clay nails (fig. 15.4). This iridescent and luminous quality of the materials used on the building (mother of pearl, shell, copper alloy, black shale, limestone, among other materials) perhaps speaks to the notion of me, as a craftly representation of the divine — divine power made visible through the tantalizing exotic materials of faraway lands, as illustrated in the famous passage in Enmerkar and the Lord of Aratta (lines 37–54), where Enmerkar, king of Uruk, asks Inana to have the lord of Aratta provide precious exotic materials (“stones of their hills and mountains”) for the building of Inana’s holy Gipar, and explicitly says that this construction would cause Enmerkar’s mes “become evident in Kullab” (line 53) (Vanstiphout 2003, p. 58).

More interestingly, on the facade of the temple of Ninhursag at Tell al Ubaid, an inlaid narrative relief panel represents the temple as a cattlepen (figs. 15.5–6). The narrative sequence, made with inlaid Tridacna shells and limestone on a bitumen and black shale background, depicts a milking scene with the dominance of human figures on the left and cattle on the right, while the composition is centered on the image of the temple. The vertical linear features in the representation of the temple most likely allude to the reed construction (upright reed bundles fastened together with bands of rope). The scene of cattle emerging from a gate is also known from Late Uruk cylinder seal designs and low relief decoration on an alabaster troughs (see discussion in Hall and Woolley 1927, pp. 113–14; and Winter 2010, p. 203). The architecture of this temple may be considered as an archaizing representation of an archetypal enclosure of a reed structure as cattle pen, as one would associate with the long-term building practices in the marshy landscape of the south. In light of the above discussion of Mesopotamian cities and temples as cattlepen and sheepfold, this scene becomes not just symbolically linked to Ninhursag, “lady of the steppe,” but evocative from a political point of view as well. The political discourse operates on multiple levels here, both through the exuberant use of precious materials and prestigious craft technologies in the decoration of the temple facade (power over exotic resources of exotic landscapes), and its adherence...
to the worldview associated with pastoral power. The deliberate contrast in materials and technologies between the representation of the temple on the inlaid panel as an archetypal reed construction versus the luxuriously clad architectonics of the actual temple itself is striking. In my view, it points to the idealization of the temple household as a site of production grounded in the traditions of animal husbandry (therefore prosperity and fecundity), all embodied in the visual and architectural metaphor of the cattlepen. Speaking from this example, then, the architectural metaphor plays with temporality, both with references to a prosperous distant past in the collective Mesopotamian memory and a promised future guaranteed by the builder-king, while the representations remain deeply embedded in the oral culture of mythological tales and political discourses. Furthermore, the architectural metaphor also plays with materiality, shifting our focus from vernacular reed constructions of deep antiquity to the current ruling power’s luxuriously sponsored monuments. While the decorum is maintained, political messages are also delivered.

The Shepherd and the Pastoral Power

In line with the literary, spatial, and visual metaphors of cattlepen and sheepfold, Mesopotamian rulers of the late third and early second millennium used “shepherd” [sipā] as a royal title, as sponsors of the making of those places. In a cone inscription from Ur, Rim Sīn I was credited to have built a temple at Ur, so that the god Dumuzi, “shepherd of the broad steppe,” would “multiply cattle and sheep in the cattle pens and sheepfolds” (Frayne 1990, E4.2.14.4, lines 20–24). If the fecundity of the land depended on the maintenance of its cities and temples, it was the shepherd who took credit for “building cattle pens and founding sheepfolds.” Gudea was the “true shepherd” of his people on the behalf of Ningirsu. Ur Namma was called “the foremost shepherd of Enlil” while Šulgi took on the title of being “the shepherd of the black-headed-people” or “shepherd of the land,” among others. In the Hymn to Nisaba, Išbi-Erra is summoned to exercise “the shepherdship of all the people.” Examples can be multiplied, especially for the late third and early second millennium B.C.E., but it is evident that the early Mesopotamian rulers seem to have chosen to be “shepherds” as “the benevolent guardian” of their people. The shepherdship is then demonstrated through the construction and maintenance of sheepfolds and cattlepens. In a hymn to Rim-Sīn, king of Larsa (1822–1763 B.C.E.), it is declared to him that at the city of his kingship, Larsa, “where the mes of rulership have been cast,” he has rightly been “chosen for the shepherdship of Sumer and Akkad.”

---

18 For a thorough survey of the occurrences of Sumerian sipā, see Westenholz 2004 and Seux 1967, pp. 441–46. For Akkadian rēʾil (= sipā) in the literature, see Seux 1967, p. 244–50. It is clear that the royal epithet “shepherd” was a long-term aspect of Mesopotamian kingship, so much so that the Late Assyrian rulers, who had a keen interest in establishing their ties to the ancient heroes of Mesopotamia, used it in the Iron Ages as well. See also Selz 2010, p. 10.

19 See, e.g., Gudea Cylinder A vii 9; A x 5; A xiv 5; A xxiv 9; A xxv 22; B viii 17 and B ii 7; most recent editions of the texts are found in Edzard 1997, pp. 69–101 (texts: Gudea E3/1.1.CylA and B), and Wilson 1996, pp. 129–96. The phrase is alternatively as “righteous shepherd” or “faithful shepherd.”

20 Reisman 1969, p. 17, no. 61. See also Šulgi X 40, where Šulgi is given “the shepherdship of all the lands” [sipā-kur-kur-ra]; Klein 1981, pp. 138–39.

21 Postgate 1992, p. 261, text 14:1. In other texts, Rim-Sin is referred as the “true shepherd”; see Kuhrt 1995, vol. 1, p. 79. Compare the expression for Šulgi in Šulgi D, line 60: “Enlil, the king of all the lands, [gave] you the shepherdship of the land” (Klein 1981, pp. 74–75).
This correlation of metaphorical expressions in the mytho-poetic language of the Sumerian compositions suggests an illuminating semantic nexus between the architecture of the city and the temple complex as the cattlepen and the sheepfold, and the king as the shepherd, holding the main institutions of the Mesopotamian society. As Anand Pandian has recently argued, one could see this very relationship in the Foucaultian concept of “pastoral power” as a form of “biopolitics” of the state, referring to “the government of a population modeled on the relationship between a figurative shepherd and the individual members of a flock” (Pandian 2008, p. 86). However, it is important to note that these metaphors point, not necessarily to a de-humanizing, enslaving discourse of the state toward its people, but, on the contrary, to the intimate and very genuine care that a shepherd offers to the well-being of his flock, as Pandian elegantly argues. This is somewhat in contrast to modern Western conceptualizations of shepherding as a political metaphor. In the context of everyday practice in early Mesopotamian cities, cattlepen and sheepfold appear as the perfect spatial metaphors that speak of this very intimacy and care between the king and his subjects. The literary evidence suggests that this was a prominent political discourse used by several of the early Mesopotamian kings and explains the reasons why construction of cities and temples occupy such a large space in their public monuments.

Conclusions

What I aim to do in this paper is an attempt to capture the cultural imagination of the early Mesopotamian city in the city laments of the early second millennium B.C.E. with a focus on the spatial metaphors of tur₃ and amaš, cattlepen and sheepfold, which present a nostalgic understanding of the then-lost cities of the Mesopotamian past. The urban space is reconstructed as a sheltering enclosure for the primary animals of domestication, sheep and cattle, while pastoralism and animal husbandry are imagined as primordial occupation of the early urban life. The concepts of me and giš-hur support this mytho-poetic and utopic conceptualization of the origins of the city — as divinely sanctioned and constructed spaces that are then maintained by appropriate rituals and divine powers. Here, I borrow Paul Ricoeur’s definition of cultural imagination as “a map of ideas, stories, and images a society has about itself that integrates human action through interpretative schemas” (Kaplan 2008, pp. 204–05). Three important concepts in understanding cultural imagination are ideology, utopia, and memory. Ideology is an exchange between makers of political discourse and the audience of that discourse, and it aims to consolidate social order for the good of a dominant class. Utopia is innovative thinking that shatters that social order for the sake of liberation, and project the society to an imagined ideal that is either located in the future or the past. Memory is a collectively shared vision of the past, an aspect of identity and belonging; collectively produced and politically manipulated body of the knowledge of the past (embedded in orality, texts, monuments, and visual culture).

In the rapidly changing urban environment of the early second millennium B.C.E., we see the articulation of a vision of ancient cities as archetypal enclosures of cattlepen and sheepfold, which constituted the spatial components of pastoral power while evoking nostalgic

22 See Pongratz-Leisten 2006 on a Mesopotamian example of an urban utopia constructed in the texts of Gudea of Lagaš.
notions of primordial pastoral life and its associations of prosperity and moral purity. In the context of the political rhetoric of the kings of First Dynasty of Isin, the benevolent and caring king appears as a builder of cities and by definition becomes the shepherd of his flock. This reflection on the early Mesopotamian past by the early second-millennium kings is a creative one that somehow establishes an evolutionary perspective from pastoral lifestyles to agricultural and mercantile urban economies.

The visual metaphors that were associated with the city, the temple and the urban architectural corpus, and the visual metaphors that glorified the corporeal image of the king, were derived from similar concepts. As it is evident in the long-term concept of the Mesopotamian king as a devoted builder, the “roi-bâtisseur,” the king had to build cities, temples, and other monumental buildings not only for satisfying the spatial needs for the functioning of urban institutions, but also for the maintenance of a worldly order (Lackenbacher 1992). The spectacular layout of his cities, the perfection of his architectural projects and the performance of urban rituals, were intimately linked to the perfection of the bodily image of the king, which was always the focus of attention in the public sphere. This “corporeal integrity of the monarch,” to use Michel Foucault’s term (2006) was maintained through a set of practices, performances, and discourses ranging from building activities to state spectacles involving the king’s own body; from the bringing of exotic raw materials and goods to state-sponsored literary compositions. The divine and politicized power of the Mesopotamian ruler became manifest in the king’s own bodily image: while the urban image of his cities, both of which were endowed with divinely inspired qualities of craftsmanship. This ideological agenda of the perfection of the king’s image then is used as a legitimation for the acquisition of exotic and precious raw materials and skilled craftsmanship from marginal landscapes.

Mesopotamian literary sources are rich for understanding the image of the city in the late third- and early second-millennium collective imagination. In the Mesopotamian poems of this time period, the image of the city was associated with metaphors of the cattlepen and sheepfold that were heavily charged with socio-symbolic representations of economic prosperity, civilization of the inhabited world, and its maintenance through cultural institutions. In the discursive structure of these texts, the body of the king, the rituals of his city, the crafty artifacts in the public sphere, as well as public monuments of the city, all derive their material power from the divine mes endowed to them, and by this means constitute coherent components of a utopic ideal of worldly order. We must, of course, situate this utopic ideal in the political context of such state-sponsored literature under the Ur III and Isin-Larsa kings. Equally important, however, is the task for us to trace the intimate dialogue between the social practices, particularly building practices at the time of the composition of these poems and the literary representations that emerge in them. The Mesopotamian city then can only be understood through the careful parsing of social imaginations, official ideologies, as well as material practices in the making of the social world.
Figure 15.1. Sealing with representations of reed structures with cows, calves, lambs, and ringed bundle “standards” of Inana (drawing by Diane Gurney. After Hamilton 1967, fig. 1)

Figure 15.2. Tell al Ubaid, Temple of Ninhursag. Isometric reconstruction. Early Dynastic period (ca. 2600 B.C.E.) (Hall and Woolley 1927)
Figure 15.3. Tell al Ubaid, Temple of Ninhursag. Inlaid columns with red limestone, shell, and bitumen. Early Dynastic period (ca. 2600 B.C.E.) (© The Trustees of the British Museum)
Figure 15.4. Tell al Ubaid, Temple of Ninhursag. Copper bull sculpture from the frieze. Early Dynastic period (ca. 2600 B.C.E.) (© The Trustees of the British Museum)

Figure 15.5. Tell al Ubaid, Temple of Ninhursag. Tridacna shell-inlaid architectural frieze with bitumen and black shale. Early Dynastic period (ca. 2600 B.C.E.) (© The Trustees of the British Museum)

Figure 15.6. Tell al Ubaid, Temple of Ninhursag. Tridacna shell inlaid architectural frieze with bitumen and black shale. Early Dynastic period (ca. 2600 B.C.E.) (Hall and Woolley 1927)
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Sources of Egyptian Temple Cosmology: Divine Image, King, and Ritual Performer

John Baines, University of Oxford

Introduction

The late fourth millennium B.C.E. saw the rise of kingship in Egypt, alongside various fundamental developments that culminated in a single state, with a court hierarchy and some sort of administrative structure, controlling the entire Nile Valley north of the First Cataract as well as the Nile Delta (for the locations of places mentioned, see fig. 16.1). Examples of images that accompanied these developments, displaying and in part constituting them, can be seen as early as Tomb 100 at Hierakonpolis, which was probably the burial place of a local ruler around 3500 B.C.E. and is one of the oldest known mudbrick structures in Egypt (Naqada IIC; Quibell and Green 1902, pls. 75–78) (for chronology, see table 16.1). In the Naqada III period, a couple of centuries later, pictorial forms proliferated, with royal symbolism appearing in a variety of surviving media and contexts. Two- and three-dimensional works of art are the most approachable among sources relating to kingship, alongside the archaeology of royal necropolis sites. The world of living kings, their dwellings, and the ships in which they moved around their territory were surely more important than these inanimate carriers of symbolic meanings, but they are at best accessible at second hand in images, on which I concentrate.

The iconography of Egyptian kingship reached a lasting formulation that can be seen in the Narmer Palette (Dynasty 0, ca. 3000 B.C.E.), discussed below, which presents the king’s centrality for the ordered world and his pivotal position in the cosmos.¹ The palette’s design and iconography, which distilled and codified fundamental developments of the preceding period, may have been disseminated throughout the country. Its execution is not of the quality of such pieces as the slightly earlier Bull Palette (e.g., Malek 2003, pp. 26–27), and it may exhibit a more routine level of craftsmanship because it would have been produced in many exemplars for presentation in all the main temples and sacred sites of the country, which by Narmer’s time was a cultural and political unity.

---

¹ For a relatively traditional analysis of cosmological aspects, see Baines 1995, pp. 116–18; see also O’Connor 2011 and discussion below. Some overlap with those discussions is unavoidable.
Table 16.1. Chronological table: Naqada and dynastic periods in Egypt in the fourth and third millennia B.C.E. (after Hendrickx 1996)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Periods</th>
<th>Dynasties</th>
<th>Rough Dates B.C.E.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Naqada IA–IIB</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3900–3650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naqada IC–IID</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3650–3300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naqada IIIA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3300–3150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naqada IIIB</td>
<td>3150–3000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Dynastic</td>
<td>First–Third</td>
<td>3000–2600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Kingdom</td>
<td>Fourth–Eighth</td>
<td>2600–2150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The king dominates the composition of both sides of the Narmer Palette, while the gods and especially humanity are altogether less salient. Yet the king depended on the gods, as is shown in features of the scenes on the palette itself and on contemporary compositions, such as an ivory relief cylinder (fig. 16.2) on which he is depicted receiving life from the god Horus, who hovers as a hawk above and to the right of him while a vulture goddess spreads her wings in protection directly over him. By late in the following Early Dynastic period, an iconography of superficially equal interaction between the gods and the king had emerged in temple decoration on doorways, perhaps on small shrines, and in stone statuary, all of which were fixed, sacred contexts unlike the portable Narmer Palette. My aim in this chapter is to address the tension between the smaller-scale sacred forms of prehistory, which were presumably housed within structures that might have been made of perishable materials or of mudbrick, and the strict pictorial, compositional, and architectural conventions of later periods, which still looked to precedents in more evanescent models, if often only as fictions. Stone, while widely available and highly valued for vessels, statuary, and smaller objects, was not used in built structures until the Early Dynastic period.

Several identifications of possible ritual areas or temples of predynastic Egypt have been proposed, but none is completely secure, and their contexts are poorly understood (Anderson 2011, with references; Hikade 2011). The examples that have been suggested were perhaps places where rituals were performed rather than structures containing anything like cult images. These places, which are in the desert and are more accessible to archaeology than the Nile Delta, and especially than the floodplain of Upper Egypt, may have been untypical, because slightly elevated places on the floodplain, which were not too much at risk from the annual inundation, were probably the normal locations of settlements and their associated temples.

The exception to this pattern is the uncontexted find of three partly broken colossal statues of the god Min on the main later urban site at Koptos, together with some pieces of comparable date. The statues, which are too large to have been concealed, for example

---

2 Petrie 1896, pp. 7–9, pls. 3–5; Williams 1988 (in part problematic); Kemp, Boyce, and Harrell 2000; Adams and Jaeschke 1984.
behind an enclosure wall, bear secondary motifs and inscriptions probably of Naqada IIIA
date, as well as exhibiting clear signs of later veneration by grinding out stone powder from
them. They must therefore have been erected in an accessible setting, remaining there after
they fell. In subsequent periods, Min, together with his cognate, the ithyphallic Amun, was
the principal deity whose image was made fully visible in public processions. When almost
all other deities were taken out, they were concealed in a shrine that was in its turn covered
with cloth. This correlation between the form of the Min statues and later traditional prac-
tice, which is probably beyond coincidence, suggests by analogy that in early times most
other deities would have been worshiped inside shrines and protected when brought out.
Therefore we should not expect to find pictorial evidence of temple interiors and associated
cult images of deities, because these were restricted, sacred contexts and images that would
not be displayed.

By contrast with the dearth of available sites and our ignorance of their interiors, images
of temples and ceremonial areas are relatively frequent in Naqada III and third-millennium
sources, in both two and three dimensions (for the latter, see, e.g., Kemp 2006, p. 145, fig. 51;
van Haarlem 1998). Tomb architecture that may have derived some features from buildings
constructed for the living provides indirect evidence, both for religious practice and for
visual forms. The images display a world that remained crucial in Egyptian religion of later
periods. In the transformations wrought by developments in mortuary monuments during
the First through Third Dynasties, first in mudbrick and then in stone, forms and parts of
temples and other structures used in the living context were depicted as three-dimensional
dummy buildings. In the Fourth and Fifth Dynasties in particular, the forms were used as
elements in an architectural vocabulary. At the same time, the reference of that vocabulary
to specific structural features became weaker, being used rather as a source for decorative
motifs or for symbolic associations. In much later revivals, however, some of the same motifs
and forms recurred in images of the very ancient structures that they had originally depicted,
or as emblems of their home cities (e.g., Kaiser 1987; Baines 1991, pp. 35–36). Thus, the tradi-
tion was multi-layered. Various modes of recourse to older sources were available, and the
early motifs that I discuss here were returned to repeatedly.

For this chapter, the fact that structural elements of architecture and pictorial forms
grew apart is crucial, because it parallels in part the move from an environment of ritual
spaces and sacred buildings constructed in organic and perishable materials, in which the
bodies and movements of cult images of deities, the king, and ritual performers were the
central focus of value, to more exclusive sacred spaces constructed in solid materials, in
which the interaction of king and deities was most powerfully depicted in images, as well as
being enacted in lost performances. From the perspective of the archaeological record, this
is a shift from action and material forms that are realized spatially to metaphor and repre-
sentation that can be expressed in two-dimensional images with accompanying texts. While
that change — which was surely less abstract than my formulation may suggest — probably
constituted only part of the development, the increasing salience of representation among
high-cultural forms has a later counterpart in changes in the funerary sphere, where around

3 Compare Wengrow 2006, pp. 240–41; Wengrow 2007;
Baines 2007, pp. 118–45 (related to the development
of writing).
2000 B.C.E. modest burials, accompanied by often broken or worn personal possessions as grave goods, were superseded by more elaborate depositions that evoked the ritual and divine world through their arrangement and iconography (Seidlmayer 2001). Caches of artifacts from the Early Dynastic period, especially the Hierakonpolis Main Deposit (discussed below), which was associated with one of the most ancient cities, imply that changes of comparable character occurred then, accompanied by an increasing salience for fixed forms of prestigious objects and decoration.

### Palettes as Indexes of Ritual Change and Continuity

The Narmer Palette (fig. 16.3) marks a radical change in another way. Its notional focus, and that of many other objects of its period, is on ritually applying paint, principally green and perhaps also black, to the area around the eyes. The circle at the palette’s center, whose rim is formed by the necks of interlaced fantastic animals, is where the pigment would be ground and mixed, but, as on many examples, it shows no sign of use. The ritual application of pigment may also be evoked by the figure behind Narmer — who, Erich Winter (1994) suggests on the basis of the pot he carries and the enigmatic caption, may function both in his evident role as sandal bearer and as the person responsible for the oil binder for pigments. Such paints continued to be important in dynastic times, the most eloquent examples being the Third Dynasty statues of the couple Sepa and Nesa, which have wide bands of green paint beneath the eyes (Arnold and Ziegler 1999, nos. 11–13, not easily visible in photographs). These are most likely to have been applied as part of a vivification ritual performed on statues of deities as well as of human beings.

Cosmological features of the Narmer Palette’s structure and decoration presumably enhanced the value of the ritual actions to which such objects traditionally related, investing the treated body — whether corporeal or a statue — with cosmic significance. When the palette, which encapsulated these ideas but was not itself used in rituals, was donated to an institution, its presence may have evoked and reinforced associated ideas, while also paving the way for the later increased use of complex, multi-register pictorial compositions as focuses of meaning and efficacy.

A different indication of the meaning of palettes is given by examples on which the grinding area is enveloped by arms forming the ka symbol, which is also a hieroglyphic sign; these show signs of use with green pigment. The meaning of the ka as a dynamic principle and aspect of the person includes the transmission of vital force across the generations. These palettes, which are rectangular rather than oval or heart-shaped in form, also have a rectangular rather than circular flat area, without a defined center for grinding, although traces of grinding are roughly circular. On an example from a tomb in the non-royal necropolis of Helwan, probably of the early First Dynasty, the hands of the ka sign come to just below

---

4 Quibell 1905, p. 232, pl. 48:14234, 14235; Fischer 1980, p. 34, fig. 6. For an example of the same shape in the Oriental Institute Museum, with traces of pigment but without the ka design, see Teeter 2011, p. 199, no. 51, dated there to Naqada IIIA–B.

5 The concept, which is notoriously difficult to define, is closely associated with the king, as well as being evoked in the presentation of offerings to tomb owners for their survival in the next world. See, e.g., Bolshakov 2001; for transmission down the generations as suggested by early personal names, see Helck 1954.
the top of the decorated area, while the hieroglyphs for “life, duration, power” fill the top at the center (fig. 16.4). This trio of qualities was delegated from the gods to the king. The object, which is finely worked but not so elaborate or impressive as the Narmer Palette, was perhaps a royal gift to a privileged subordinate (compare the Brooklyn knife handle: Baines 2011, pp. 54–55, fig. 3.1). Real or symbolic use of the palette might impart those qualities to the recipient in the next life, and this may be the prime association of pigments such as those on the statues of Sepa and Nesa. In this life and within the hierarchies of the dynastic period, the qualities could only be fittingly given to the king by a deity. In the less hierarchical society of predynastic times, such prerogatives probably had a wider currency and application in this world.

The presence of the ka on the rectangular palettes has a different implication in relation to the king’s own agency. From the First Dynasty onward, the king’s Horus name, his fundamental title, was often shown as supported by the ka sign, notably in images of standards. The royal ka was widely represented in scenes of the king offering to the gods (e.g., fig. 16.5) or, for example, smiting his enemies. Wolfgang Waitkus (2010), among others, has suggested that its presence or absence was determined by compositional constraints rather than theme, so that in principle it would be a constant feature of his presence in action before the gods. The ka was depicted in various emblematic forms and was probably not a visible presence except when displayed as a standard, in which form it could be related to the set of powerful emblems carried around the king in early reliefs (Beckerath 1956). Significantly, its location behind the king tends to alternate with a formula reading “the protection of all life and power around him for ever” (with variants), which partly overlaps in content with the group “life, duration, power” on the Helwan palette. The ka perhaps both protects and enhances the king’s power, while its divine associations can be compared remotely with the medieval European conception of the “king’s two bodies” (Kantorowicz 1957).

One can distinguish implications of the oval and rectangular forms of palettes while assuming that both functioned to exchange qualities and enhance the agency of the person or image receiving the pigment. Both forms had probably accrued meaning over many centuries. In the new world of a state that depended symbolically on its dominant ruler, the rectangular palette would be a less prestigious form that inherited its function from earlier times while bearing a special meaning when donated by the king. The oval- or heart-shaped form was the

---

6 Fischer 1980, p. 181, after Saad 1969, pl. 75. The original publication gives no details or indication of findspot. The grinding surface is unused. Christiana Köhler (personal communication) informs me that the object has not yet been identified among the stored finds from Helwan.

7 Early examples and relevant discussion: Schweitzer 1956, p. 22, figs. 2–3, 52–62. Schweitzer and other scholars have termed the Horus name the ka name; Gardiner (1957, p. 72) was dismissive of the idea. Detailed examples with the ka element are present, for example, in the Fifth Dynasty mortuary temple of Sahure, including figure 16.12 here; see Borchardt et al. 1913, e.g., pls. 35, 46, two or more occurrences, implying an original presence of numerous figures.

8 The oldest probable representation of the royal ka as a personification, rather than a standard, dates to Khasekhemwy at the end of the Second Dynasty: Alexanian 1998, pl. 3:10.

8 On the formula, see Winter 1968, p. 64; Blöbaum 2006, pp. 266–68: “Protektionsformel.” Hermann Kees (1912, pp. 119–34) discussed a related set of symbols often shown behind the king in outdoor ritual contexts. One example (his fig. 14), a Late Period relief from Memphis that is based on early models, includes the symbols, the protection formula, and a man carrying an effigy of a scorpion, alluding to a procession of protective symbols. For reliefs from this monument, see Kaiser 1987, with pls. 42–48.
more important (collection: Petrie 1921). Of its many variants, some are clearly cosmological, notably the Narmer Palette. On a few examples, the grinding circle in the middle may symbolize the sun, notably where it is enveloped by snake-necked felids or a snake (e.g., Asselberghs 1961, pls. 70, 88, 95, 96). The Narmer Palette exhibits this feature, in addition to elements at the top that symbolize the sky and evoke the solar god Horus who would descend from there as a hawk, as in the design of the ivory cylinder (fig. 16.2). David O’Connor (2011) proposes that the register beneath the top on the other side presents sunrise through the scene of the king triumphing over his enemies, in a visual composition that can be compared with the elaborate description in the Cannibal Spell of the later Pyramid Texts (Goeb 2008, pp. 205–64). Whether or not all these interpretations can be reconciled, a powerful association is created between sustaining the cosmic order and painting the deity’s cult image or the king’s body with a material notionally prepared in the grinding area. Relevant cult actions would be performed with different equipment: the palette may have been an archaizing object at the time when it was created, while its dedication probably involved a ritual of its own.

The Narmer Palette’s cosmology is present as an architecture, represented by the paired bovid heads, the top of which signifies the cow of the sky and its four supports (e.g., Baines 1995, pp. 119–20). The motif in the middle between the bovid heads writes the king’s Horus name (termed a serekh), but the hawk Horus himself, whose perch is suggested by the concave curve of the upper line, is absent. This treatment may belong with the agency evoked by the grinding circle: the god Horus must be enjoined to descend onto his perch by the performances with which the palette is associated. At the same time, the scenes on both sides and the implied ritual show an active process that must be constantly repeated. The king may be visually dominant, but order depends on his coming together with the deity who descends from above. This focus on god and king and on divine status may be signified also by the oval shape, which appears to be confined to royal examples among the latest decorated examples. The rectangular form is perhaps a desacralized version suitable to those below the king in the state hierarchy. The Helwan Palette will then show that divine power could nonetheless be delegated to elite groups in humanity through the king.

The Narmer Palette’s message is in a sense abstract: the object itself was an offering. This abstraction, which had probably been a norm for large decorated palettes for a couple of centuries, is essential in relation to later developments. What had become vital was not just the ritual action and material signified by palettes but the constructed and probably sacred environment in which rituals were set. The scale of the designs points toward the more expansive context of wall decoration; but from the next couple of centuries, very little such decoration has been discovered. A complementarity had developed between, on the one hand, the continuing focus on the cult of the gods and royal ceremonial and, on the other hand, the decorated spaces in which cult and ceremonial were performed. Moreover, all palettes, apart from scribal ones of a different form, disappear after Narmer. The associated conception of pigments and the transfer of agency may have become generalized in cult through the connection with the king’s ka. Comparable ideas would then underlie temple and royal decoration as a whole. This hypothetical development would constitute a change in display rather than practice: the king was the sole protagonist of humanity shown in direct

---

9 See Kaplony 1965, pp. 152–53. Narmer’s successor Aha was the last king whose name form exhibited this feature, which was replaced by a straight top. The straight form probably represents a palace enclosure.
interaction with the gods, but priests, rather than he, were ritual performers. The treatment on the Narmer Palette implies that the king is as much the object of ritual performance as its protagonist. That status is probably valid for later periods too.¹⁰

The profound realignment of immovable structures and mobile artifacts around the beginning of the dynastic period is at most indirectly reflected in surviving buildings. The First and early Second Dynasties produce little evidence for a changing tradition of pictorial imagery, although significant amounts must have been created. Only from the late Second Dynasty onward are there clear examples of a developed style and repertory of forms. Although this pattern of attestation is probably due in part to chance, its implications should be examined for the period before strongly monumental forms are well attested, in the Third and Fourth Dynasties.

Sacred Forms and Practices of the Early Dynastic Period

The Early Dynastic period (First to Third Dynasties) is characterized by many changes in pictorial and compositional style, genres, and monumental forms. On a probably misleading retrospective view, those changes led to final definitions of style in the Old Kingdom, which supplies little evidence of comparably significant changes in convention or rejection of old practices during its course.

The principal sources for First Dynasty temple and palace structures and ritual practice are indirect, consisting of “tags” that were attached to royal grave goods and a fragmentary later annal stone,¹¹ inscribed stone vessels, and personal names. The tags, which were used only in the First Dynasty, bear year names, mostly of the kings in whose tombs they were deposited, as well as indications of the products with which they were associated.¹² The information in the year names can hardly be correlated with the Palermo Stone, either because known examples do not coincide or perhaps because different selections of information were made at different times. Among the events for which years were named were a biennial tour of the king through the country, manufacture of images of deities, performance of rituals, construction of buildings, and royal visits to temples. All but the first of these relate to the sacred domain, while the range as a whole highlights the mobility of Early Dynastic kingship, together with the tension between cult images and the locations where they were kept: at first the images seem to have possessed more material value than their physical settings. A division between the local and the central probably inhered in the images themselves, because the recently formed state overlaid cults that had emerged among particular communities with its strongly defined forms. Altogether later, in the Thirteenth Dynasty (ca. 1700 B.C.E.), the sole narrative of a priest’s biographical inscription is his journey to the Memphite area to bring statues of Horus and Isis — presumably cult images — to his town of Hierakonpolis in the deep south (Hayes 1947; Kubisch 2008, pp. 310–14). This dependence on the temple workshops of the capital, the most important of which belonged to Ptah, the god of craftsmen (e.g., te Velde 1982, col. 1178; Helck 1991), may have been typical of most periods.

¹⁰ I hope to address this issue with Elizabeth Frood in a future study.
¹² No convenient collection; many important examples are illustrated in a site report: Petrie 1901. Kathryn Piquette (2008) has studied the tags.
The year names on the earlier tags are pictorially organized, integrating writing into registers of images, partly as heraldic elements and partly as captions. Two principal methods of rendering buildings — with variants and overlaps — can be distinguished on the tags, both probably inherited from predynastic times (see Baines 2003). One shows in plan a rectangular, battlemented mudbrick enclosure that can contain one or more structures (e.g., fig. 16.6). The same basic treatment, fused with a schematic rendering of an elaborately patterned facade, forms the framework of the king’s extremely common Horus name, the serekh (e.g., fig. 16.7). The other method shows buildings in profile, contributing to a scene-like treatment (e.g., fig. 16.8). This method was easily combined with representations of buildings in plan or in outline, as in figure 16.7 (right).

Two eloquent but enigmatic compositions of this latter type on tags, one of the reign of Aha, the probable first king of the First Dynasty, and the other of his successor Djer, show temple areas of the delta cities Sais (fig. 16.7) and Buto (fig. 16.8), the latter also rendering an enclosure in plan (possible archaeological correlate: Bietak 1994). The Aha tag indicates the king’s visit by means of the two barques above the image of the temple. Both include a range of depictions of buildings, in addition to the most important one in the top register. The structure on the Aha tag appears to be made of perishable materials and defined by a fenced enclosure. In the Djer design for Buto, an abstract sign for a rectilinear enclosure is complemented by something like a landscape. Even at this early date, the forms evoking these places are probably conventional, because contemporaneous buildings at Buto, among the very few such contexts that have been explored, were massive mudbrick structures (e.g., von der Way 1992). The perishable forms, however, retained their iconic status, continuing a tension between a partly imagined past of renewable and movable structures, on the one hand, and a more monumental present, on the other hand.

In their role as identifiers attached to grave goods, the tags were small but relatively public objects that must have been moved from one context to another. In keeping with conventions of decorum (Baines 2007, pp. 14–29), the images on them cannot depict what decorated the interiors of temples or the statues and equipment used there. The register compositions into which tags are organized, however, are designed for surfaces that would hardly be limited to the genre of which examples survive. Similar compositions could have been created in lost media, such as furniture in wood or other materials, paneling (known from false doors and a late Old Kingdom chapel at Elephantine: Kaiser et al. 1976, pp. 92–94), wall paintings on plaster, cloth hangings, or composite materials, of which suggestive fragments are known from Fifth Dynasty mortuary temples, including scenes of the king interacting with gods (Borchardt 1909, pp. 59–66; Landgráfová 2006). Those that were used inside temple complexes would have different content from that of the tags, because the context would be fitting for representations of deities in their full form, which was normally anthropomorphic with a human or animal head, not the images of images generally seen on the tags.

Here, it is almost necessary to posit an analogy with later conventions. Despite the emergence of normative pictorial frameworks such as strict registers in Dynasty 0, the scene types that become widespread in later times have few other known forerunners. In these types the king interacts directly with anthropomorphically rendered deities in an abstract but cosmologically defined and protected space. Early Dynastic examples show exterior scenes

---

13 Other aspects: Baines 1991. I discuss landscape features of these designs in Baines, in press.
and are in iconographies that later counted as emblematic, being designed for less-than-sacred contexts or for the liminal surfaces of doorways (Baines 1985, pp. 277–305). These intermediate forms, notably where deities are depicted as images of statues, are relatively common on the tags, on seals, and as hieroglyphs (e.g., Kaplony 1963, vol. 3, passim; Lacau and Lauer 1959–1961, pls. 11, 16).

Two limestone reliefs from Gebelein, perhaps of the First Dynasty, exhibit highly developed forms (fig. 16.9; see also Morenz 1994). Gebelein is a provincial site, and the presence of this elaborate material suggests that comparable or superior works would have been widespread in more important locations. These reliefs again show exteriors, one register having clear affinities with the Narmer Palette, while another below, which is marked as sanctified by the demarcating sky sign with stars, evokes movement through an image of a boat as well as including a building made of perishable materials. The reliefs, which do not seem to come from stelae, were perhaps orthostats; their setting cannot be reconstructed. More generally, the character of third-millennium provincial temples for divine cult is uncertain (Dreyer 1986; Kemp 1989, pp. 53–107; 2006, pp. 101–60; Bussmann 2010). Those that are archaeologically attested were constructed in mudbrick and related materials and do not show evidence of painted wall decoration (but this is unlikely to survive); stone reliefs like those at Gebelein might have been grander alternatives to paintings. The principal divine cult temples of the period, which were probably in the Memphite area, at Heliopolis, and in the delta, remain out of reach of archaeology. Whether they were large stone structures cannot be known, but nothing points toward a more-than-occasional use of stone or of wall relief.14

Another index of change in styles of display and in the range of decorated artifacts is the Hierakonpolis Main Deposit, a vast body of objects that does not include anything definitely later than the First Dynasty.15 The deposit, which was not a sealed or necessarily a single collection, was interred in a sacred location whose character is uncertain because no associated temple structure could be identified. The material presumably could not be destroyed or — except for decorated stone blocks — reused, but some pieces may have been rendered ineffective before deposition. The deposit included crucial pieces such as the Narmer Palette and the older Two Dog Palette (Whitehouse 2009, pp. 28–32), as well as stone mace-heads, fragments of temple furniture, and hundreds of anthropomorphic and animal statuettes in ivory and faience, many of types that have no later parallel. It is not known how the objects had been presented and displayed, but the absence of later parallels itself shows that associated forms, and perhaps practices, had been superseded. The most likely stimulus to deposition is a move toward more monumental settings, but that would not in itself explain changes in styles of object. Practices such as the use of oils and pigments to adorn and care for figures and statues evidently continued. The disappearance of ceremonial palettes therefore suggests that symbolic meanings associated with them, which possessed a general

14 A possible exception is a stone structure reduced to foundations on the escarpment above Thebes: Vörös and Pudleiner 1998; Vörös 1998, pp. 55–63. The choice of stone may relate to the location, where it would have been laborious to use brick. The authors’ dating is based on astronomical alignment and ceramics, but the latter are not illustrated or described. The structure is in any case impressive in scale for its context.

15 For the setting, see McNamara 2008, with references. The initial publication left many questions unanswered: Quibell 1900; Quibell and Green 1902. See also, e.g., Adams 1974. David Wengrow (2006, pp. 178–87), for example, suggests a Fifth Dynasty date for the deposition, but the objects appear to be much older.
validity, may have been expressed on other media and in other contexts. The attestation of specific forms of fantastic animals on the Two Dog Palette and in the decoration of Twelfth Dynasty tombs, but not in the intervening 1,200 years, is just one pointer to the survival of significant motifs and ideas despite the impossibility of tracing the vehicles of transmission, which might have been through a mixture of material culture and surrounding narratives.\footnote{Newberry 1893b,pls. iv, xiii top right; less close: Newberry 1893a, pl. xiii top right; Shedid 1994, p. 26, fig. 31, p. 57, fig. 95; Wengrow (in press) suggests textiles as a possible medium of transmission of the motifs, some of which also occur on “ivory wands” of the same period: Altenmüller 1965. See also McDonald 2007, pp. 31–32.}

Evidence for pictorial forms from the Second Dynasty is markedly different from that for the First Dynasty. After a hiatus in royal images and inscriptions from the earlier part of the dynasty, probably due to chances of preservation, the first known occurrence of a complete sentence in Egyptian is attested on a sealing from the reign of Peribsen (e.g., Baines 2007, p. 138, fig. 20), while the oldest significant pieces of temple relief are on granite and date to the following reign of Khasekhemwy, with one piece coming from the ceremonial area at Hierakonpolis (fig. 16.10; for another view of the piece, see Quibell 1900, pl. 1) and a group of fragments from the “Fort” (Alexanian 1998), a massive mudbrick enclosure probably prepared for the royal funeral ceremonies or mortuary cult. This material, particularly the scene of founding a temple where the king partners the goddess Seshat, is closer to later standard motifs than anything known from earlier, while continuing to display relatively public aspects of the king’s role — such as rituals in which he would appear in the open or in a temporary building — rather than ones associated with temple interiors.

The most radical development in architectural and pictorial forms came under Djoser, Khasekhemwy’s successor, for whom the first pyramid, the Step Pyramid at Saqqara, was constructed in stone (e.g., Firth, Quibell, and Lauer 1935; Lauer 1936). In its underground corridors were placed many thousands of First and Second Dynasty stone vessels presumably made for rituals, including festivals and the mortuary cult. The rituals probably ceased to be performed or used different equipment, so that the containers were no longer a leading focus of prestige (Baines 2007, pp. 184–86).

The pyramid complex commemorated the past in another way, with numerous dummy buildings whose forms evoked structures in perishable materials. Elements of their architectural vocabulary have later parallels, but comparable buildings did not continue to be constructed in stone. The Step Pyramid complex was a vital point of reference for subsequent periods, when people returned to it repeatedly for models (e.g., Dodson 1988; Baines and Riggs 2001). Relief decoration in the complex was sparse, but an uncontexted doorjamb evokes something like an esoteric board game that would aid access to the next world and is suggestive of how a wider cosmology may have been represented in some buildings.\footnote{Arnold and Ziegler 1999, p. 171, no. 3. I owe the interpretation as evoking a board game to the BA dissertation of Natasha Jackson (University of Oxford, 2008).} In the underground areas close to the burial and in the complementary “South Tomb” are reliefs showing King Djoser performing the sed-festival that would ritually renew his rule after many years of reign, a core ritual toward which kings aspired from very early times. Djoser is presumably acting in the next world, but nothing in the reliefs is specifically mortuary, so that what they show might also occur in this world (Firth, Quibell, and Lauer 1935, pls. 15–17, 40–44).
An indication of the performative quality of images is provided by rough, irregularly shaped stelae of two types, very different from the dressed stone of completed work, that may have protected the monument during construction (fig. 16.11; further examples in Firth, Quibell, and Lauer 1935, pls. 86–87). These bore the king’s titles and those of two of his daughters, facing images of the skin of a beheaded jackal suspended from a pole that are captioned with the name of Anubis, the god of the necropolis. The form of this object, for which the ancient word is *imiut*, probably derived from a fresh carcass used in a ritual (Köhler 1975). By the First Dynasty, it had become a piece of statuary that was commemorated as being “made *(msj)*” and was depicted on a tag as standing before the temple of the goddess Neith at Sais, where it may have been a protective emblem of sacred space (fig. 16.7).

The stelae in the Step Pyramid complex were discarded as construction progressed and had presumably served as temporary markers. Their stone material forms part of the shift toward using more durable materials that is seen much earlier in the tag with the *imiut* and exemplifies, in a different way from the dummy buildings, the paradox that impermanent forms retained their prestige in a monumental context that was intended to be permanent. The stone buildings transformed a temporary structure into something lasting, whereas the stelae bore reliefs in a pictorial mode that was used for lasting monuments but were nevertheless quickly discarded.

For this chapter, the most significant material from the reign of Djoser consists in a group of limestone relief fragments, probably from a miniature shrine, that were excavated at Heliopolis, the sacred city of the sun god Re.18 The form of the complete object cannot be reconstructed, but it might have housed a small, portable divine image. The reliefs show deities next to quite extensive captions promising gifts to the king, a seated figure of the king with tiny profiles of the queen and two daughters, and part of the king’s Horus name at a relatively larger scale (e.g., Arnold and Ziegler 1999, pp. 175–76, no. 7). These designs have a monumental quality that would suit far bigger compositions, such as those in the underground areas of the Step Pyramid. They do not, however, constitute normal temple relief of the king and deities in the style known from later periods, because the range of protagonists is different, and the deities are not in full anthropomorphic form with human-style clothing and direct interaction, even though the latter may be implied on one of the fragments by the phrase “exchange for this *(jsw nn)*” (fig. 16.13), a designation of royal–divine reciprocity that endured for millennia. While scenes of the king offering to a deity can be found in the mortuary temples of Old Kingdom kings, notably that of Sahure (fig. 16.12), they are a small minority, and the specialized context makes the status of such examples for the present argument uncertain.19 Evidence for almost all later standard scene types remains elusive, although faience fragments from the Fifth Dynasty mortuary temple of Raneferef at Abusir that appear to fit scenes showing the king being introduced to a temple are very suggestive (Landgráfová 2006, esp. pp. 488–89, figs. 2.9:1–2).

The cosmological character of decoration presenting the king and deities is more clearly visible. The pattern of sky with stars above scenes (figs. 16.9, 16.12) demonstrates that an ideal, detemporalized world is being shown: the stars do not stand for night but rather for

---

18 E.g., Donadoni Roveri and Tiradritti 1998, nos. 239–41; Morenz 2002, slightly problematic reconstruction. For “exchange,” see Morenz 2002, pp. 148–49, 157, fig. 9; Baines 2007, p. 139, fig. 22.

19 E.g., Fakhry 1961, fig. 18 (feet in upper register); Borchardt et al. 1913, pls. 35–38; Arnold and Ziegler 1999, no. 118.
an otherworldly setting, perhaps encompassing night and day, in which the king and deities interact. Some emblematic decoration renders this conception more immediate by showing human heads that stand for Aker, a god of the earth, emerging from the baseline on either side of a composition, as is known from the mortuary temple of Sahure (fig. 16.14). The same Aker head was even used in the framing of an ordinary vertical inscription on another column (Borchardt 1910, p. 64, fig. 81). The composition in figure 16.14 is almost fully equivalent to one that shows king and deity in human form, but it is in the emblematic mode appropriate to liminal and heraldic contexts. The absence of the Aker heads in scenes where anthropomorphic deities and kings are present might have been due in part to the incongruity of having a disembodied human head at ground level next to another figure’s feet. A similar treatment is present on the Narmer Palette (fig. 16.3), but for an enemy and at a higher level in the composition.

**Conclusion**

The development I have sketched is toward increasing regularity in the composition and iconography of scenes showing the king and the gods. The final form of such scenes, however, is barely attested in available evidence and may not have crystallized fully until the second millennium. The regularity of the fully developed scenes has an abstract character: in temple reliefs of later periods, deities and the king interact in an imagined space that hardly relates spatially or temporally to this world. Features such as the significance of the royal ka for the king’s role in temples are, if anything, less clear in later times than in the early evidence I have reviewed. The less regular early material seems to give a small window onto ritual performances that were not sited in inner areas of temples, whereas almost no direct evidence is available about the latter, either for which rituals were performed there or for how the spaces were decorated.

In the outer areas for which images and structures can be studied, there was a progressive transformation in materials, from the perishable buildings of Naqada II, through the mudbrick of Naqada III and the first two dynasties, to the stone of the Step Pyramid complex. The forms of buildings, however, looked back to the earlier materials, from which a sharp break was not made until the Fourth Dynasty. I have suggested that the focus on perishable structures was in some respects commemorated and consigned to the past in the Step Pyramid complex.

Developments in pictorial forms went through comparable transformations, but not in close parallel with changes in architecture. Perishable structures continued to be shown in later temple iconography and in tomb scenes of funeral rituals, but they are relatively uncommon in the core scenes of king and deity. Exceptions are scenes that depict deities whose images were not shrouded outside temples, with ephemeral-style buildings or other features acting as emblems of related aspects of their being, as with the lettuce patch of the ithyphallic Min/Amun-Re. Rituals that would be performed in more public spaces could
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20 E.g., Petrie 1896, pl. 6, Seventeenth Dynasty, ca. 1650. The motif is attested from earlier, but scarcely in examples from an interior location.
be shown, and even cattle receive ceremonial eye paint (Borchardt et al. 1913, pl. 47, Fifth Dynasty). In such cases priests are sometimes included in scenes (e.g., Lacau and Chevrier 1956–1969, pl. 13, scene 4, Twelfth Dynasty).

Temple cult was maintained by priests and was carried out on cult statues or other material manifestations of gods. The priests deployed tangible substances — eye paint, unguents, perfumes — that are mentioned in texts but only sparingly indicated in images (incense is shown more clearly). Priests are not the people shown performing temple ritual; instead of them, we see the king. Cult images generally did not have the forms in which the gods are represented on temple walls (mostly of the mid-second millennium and later). Much later, compositions that may depict cult images presented a range of often exotic and archaic or archaizing forms, in a pattern known from many cultures.21

The development of monumental decorated stone temples for the cult of the gods, which are first securely attested from the second millennium, brought with it the very refined, rather abstract but cosmologically explicit relief compositions that are known in thousands of examples. In some respects these are uninformative, because they do not relate directly to the material world. Moreover, scarcely any temples have been recovered with an archaeological context that might show something about the less neat world of cult action in their interiors, for which the modes of agency I have mentioned would have been invoked and deployed.22 The separation of temple decoration and cult performance appears almost total.

In dynastic times the decoration of relatively small, portable objects appears no longer to have driven development as it had in the preceding late predynastic period. While cult images retained their significance, as did the large and small statuary that was set up and subsequently deposited in temples, pictorial forms in two dimensions became the prime focus of religious imagery. For important works, that imagery was remarkably uniform throughout Egypt, and it may have contrasted in that respect with the variability of third-millennium temples and their contents (Bussmann 2010). The visual definition of the world of the gods and people was normative and probably controlled from the center.

In terms of content, perhaps we can do little more than map the decoration’s increasing abstraction from the beginning of the dynastic period onward, while bearing in mind that it says little about how temples were made ritually into sites where human beings and deities encountered each other — in a sanctified microcosm that was not represented directly outside that context, and perhaps relatively little within it. Temples of the Graeco-Roman period bear extensive texts that go some way toward filling this gap by describing a deity’s delight at the temple’s perfection and joyful habitation of it, as well as much about the performance of rituals (e.g., Kurth 1994). For earlier times, pursuit of these questions is more difficult. I have attempted to indicate how one might address this lacuna in knowledge in other ways, by studying patterns of development of decoration in which meanings were transposed into pictorial forms in a somewhat fictionalized guise, and by pointing toward categories of material that do not survive.

21 E.g., Eckmann and Shafik 2005, figs. 43–45 — either a standard or perhaps a cult image; Davies 1953, pls. 2–5; Roeder 1914; Spencer 2006; Chassinat 1947–1952; Chassinat and Daumas 1965.

22 The Early Dynastic and Old Kingdom temple of Satet on Elephantine Island is a partial exception, but only offerings in hard materials such as faience survived from it; see Dreyer 1986. Another promising site is Tell Ibrahim Awad in the Delta; see, e.g., van Haarlem 2009.
I suggest that these changes were deliberate and self-conscious, being attested through events, of which examples are the discarding of the Hierakonpolis Main Deposit and the creation of the monuments of the Step Pyramid complex with the associated interment of stone vessels. The core underlying issues were probably sanctity and seclusion: what mattered most about statues of deities was that they be protected and attended to in a fitting manner within their cult places, so that the deities would inhabit them and impart their benefits to the king and humanity. The focus on deities, and on the king as the sole representative of humanity who could claim a similar status to them, marginalized the role of the normal ritual performer in the decoration and furnishing of temples. Titles of office holders and many texts show that priests were important in society, but they could not be celebrated in images alongside deities and the king. The slow development of idealized forms in which the king was depicted interacting with deities paralleled the separation between the content of temple decoration and the practices and personnel of cult. Not until the late second millennium was there an appreciable departure from this extreme idealization.
Figure 16.1. Map of Egypt showing sites mentioned in text

Figure 16.2. Cylinder of Narmer showing the king as the catfish of his name smiting Libyan enemies. Ivory, raised relief. Dynasty 0, ca. 3000 B.C.E. From the Hierakonpolis Main Deposit. Height ca. 5.7 cm. Oxford, Ashmolean Museum E.3915 (drawing courtesy of the Ashmolean Museum)
Figure 16.3. Narmer Palette. left: side with smiting scene. Siltstone, raised relief. Dynasty 0, ca. 3000 B.C.E. From the Hierakonpolis Main Deposit. Height 64 cm. Cairo, Egyptian Museum CG 14716 (photo by kind permission of Jürgen Liepe)
Figure 16.3 (cont.). Narmer Palette. right: side with grinding depression. Siltstone, raised relief. Dynasty 0, ca. 3000 B.C.E. From the Hierakonpolis Main Deposit. Height 64 cm. Cairo, Egyptian Museum CG 14716 (photo by kind permission of Jürgen Liepe)
Figure 16.4. Rectangular relief palette from excavations of Zaki Saad at Helwan. Siltstone. Naqada IIIB or First Dynasty. Height ca. 18 cm. Present location unknown (Saad 1969, pl. 75)

Figure 16.5. King Amenhotep III (ca. 1370 B.C.E.) standing with an emblematic figure of his ka behind him. The ka, which is also a writing of his Horus name, is surmounted by a sky sign indicating its divinity and is captioned “the king’s living ka.” Sandstone relief. Luxor Temple, room 18, west wall, lower register, rightmost scene (Brunner 1977, pl. 153; wrongly numbered on plate, see key plate 23)
Figure 16.6. Two First Dynasty tags. Left, tag of the reign of Aha showing an enclosure within which is a figure of a cow goddess and a hieroglyph meaning “encircle.” From Cemetery B at Abydos. Wood. Width 7.8 cm (Petrie 1901, pl. 11:1); Right, tag from the tomb of Den at Umm el-Qa‘ab, Abydos. Ivory. Width ca. 4.5 cm. Cairo, Egyptian Museum JE 34905 (drawing by Marion Cox).

Figure 16.7. Tag with the name of Aha from his tomb complex in Cemetery B at Abydos, bearing three registers of pictorial materials and one of information about products. First Dynasty. Wood. Width ca. 10 cm. University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology E9396 (Petrie 1901, pl. 3a:5).

Figure 16.8. Tag of the reign of Djer, probably from his tomb complex at Umm el-Qa‘ab, Abydos. Ivory. First Dynasty. Width 4.8 cm. Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum 18026 (Scharff 1929–31, pp. 2, 171, fig. 92).
Figure 16.9. Royal relief fragment from Gebelein. Limestone. Height ca. 85 cm, width ca. 45 cm. Turin, Museo Egizio S. 12341 (Scamuzzi n.d.: pl. 8; copyright Fondazione Museo delle Antichità Egizie di Torino, used with permission)
Figure 16.10. Erased block of the reign of Khasekhemwy from Hierakonpolis, showing two scenes. Left, the king stands with before him a complex array of miniature figures of deities, perhaps signifying cult images; right, the foundation of a temple performed by the goddess Seshat and a second figure of the king, or possibly the god Thoth. Granite. Dimensions not stated. Cairo, Egyptian Museum JdE 33896 (Engelbach 1934, pl. 24)

Figure 16.11. Part of a rough, raised relief limestone stela showing an imiut offering life and power to the king's Horus name, with the names of two of his daughters behind. From the Step Pyramid complex of Djoser at Saqqara. Third Dynasty. Height 29.5 cm. Chicago, Oriental Institute Museum E13652
Figure 16.12. Scene of the king, with his ka behind him, offering to the goddess Bastet (figure lost), from the mortuary temple of Sahure at Abusir. Limestone, raised relief. Fifth Dynasty (with a secondary cartouche, probably of Thutmose IV of the Eighteenth Dynasty). Present location unknown.

Width of fragments ca. 130 cm (Borchardt et al. 1913, pl. 35)
Figure 16.13. Fragments from shrine of Djoser, from Heliopolis. Limestone, raised relief. Third Dynasty. Reconstructed width ca. 40 cm. Turin, Museo Egizio S. 2671/20, 2671/27, S. 2671/29 (Donadoni Roveri 1998, p. 55 fig. 2; copyright Fondazione Museo delle Antichità Egizie di Torino, used with permission)

Figure 16.14. Emblematic design showing king Sahure’s Horus name receiving power and recurrence from Nekhbet, the goddess of Upper Egypt, who is shown as a vulture. One of two complementary versions carved in sunken outline (perhaps originally painted green) on granite columns from the king’s mortuary temple at Abusir. Fifth Dynasty (Borchardt 1910, p. 45; see also figs. 44–45, 48, pl. 9)
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The purpose of this essay is to fill a gap in the scholarship on Greek temple decoration. It is generally agreed that the Parthenon frieze (fig. 17.1), which has as its subject the Panathenaic festival, represents the most significant document of Greek architectural sculpture, and there is a notable number of images of ritual actions attested for the decoration of Greek sacred architecture. Yet, in the field of Greek art, it is generally assumed that the representation of rituals did not have a part in the figural decoration of Greek temples, which would have largely been dedicated to gods, heroes, and monsters. The immediate goal of this contribution is to reassess the evidence for this thus far unrecognized category of images; its main ambition, however, is to address the significance of these representations from a larger, hermeneutic perspective, analyzing their role within the context of the interactive relationship between human ritual participants and built ritual contexts.¹

Let me start, first, with the paradox that I point out above: the case of the Parthenon frieze. This carved band, which ran around the building’s cella walls, has as its subject the Panathenaea, the major Athenian civic festival in honor of its patron goddess Athena, celebrated every year in midsummer.² The core of this festival was the great procession winding from the Kerameikos through the agora up to the Akropolis, and culminating in the presentation to the goddess of an elaborate robe, and in a large sacrifice at Athena’s Great Altar.

Accordingly, on the Parthenon frieze, in following the interpretation by Jenifer Neils,³ one sees in sequence, moving from west to east: the prelude to the procession, with the inspection of the horses; the procession itself, led by marshals and articulated into an equestrian parade and a pedestrian parade; and finally, receiving the procession, the eponymous heroes and the gods, the latter presumably gathered on the Akropolis ground, and framing the peplos ceremony.

The Parthenon frieze represents the best visualization of the Panathenaea, and yet, this interpretation of the monument as a depiction of the real festival has been quite controversial. I am referring to alternative interpretations of the frieze as a representation of the heroic past, generally based on the assumption that this would be the only known instance of the depiction of a historical, rather than mythological event in Greek temple decoration.⁴ Often quoted, within this context, is the remark by Arnold Walter Lawrence, that “never before had a contemporary subject been treated on a religious building and no subsequent

¹ See especially Jones 2000.
⁴ See, e.g., Connelly 1996, pp. 54–55.
instance is known ....”\textsuperscript{5} This remark has served as the basis for the alternative, mythological readings of the Parthenon frieze, but it is in fact quite wrong.

The problem at stake here goes beyond the literature concerning the Parthenon frieze. One could mention the \textit{Thesaurus Cultus et Rituum Antiquorum} (abbreviated \textit{ThesCRA}), an encyclopedic project published since 2004 concerning the Greek, Etruscan, and Roman world, which systematically reviews the evidence concerning ritual actions, including their ancient representations, and in which images of ritual actions on Greek architecture are significantly underrepresented, in contrast with the Etruscan and Roman material. This is very much within the traditional paradigm of interpretation of Greek art, which emphasizes its idealism and lack of representation of historical events, in contrast with the drive toward realism and contemporary history of Etruscan and Roman art.\textsuperscript{6}

Yet, the fact of the matter is that throughout the history of Greek sacred architecture over twenty buildings bore decoration which may well be interpreted as representations of ritual actions, often performed by mortals. By ritual actions I am referring to performances such as processions, dances, banquets, dedications, sacrifices, and libations. The evidence is uneven and fragmentary, as is usual for most Greek architectural sculpture. In addition, in some instances, an alternative, mythological interpretation has been posited for the scenes that may be considered ritual actions, although this is more the result of preconceived notions about what should be the subject of Greek temple decoration than of sound iconographical judgment. All in all, however, the extant evidence makes clear that we are dealing with a phenomenon of some significance, covering the full chronological spectrum, from the Orientalizing down to the Hellenistic period, with all the regions of the Greek world being represented, including Mainland Greece, the Aegean, Asia Minor, and the West.

The largest group of images of ritual actions in Greek temple decoration depicts processions. This is hardly a surprise, considering the importance of processions in Greek and Roman religious practice, which prompted the Christian admonition to “abjure the devil and his procession.”\textsuperscript{7} Processions were regularly included in the annual rituals and festivals in honor of the gods, and they played an important role in strengthening the sense of belonging to the same community of the participants, who at the same time, in marching along the processional route expressed their control of the urban and extraurban space.

The Parthenon frieze offers the best example of a procession in Greek sacred architecture, not least thanks to its remarkable state of preservation, which allows for the understanding of the complexity of such images, beginning with the division of the participants into subgroups. The same subject, however, is already met in association with sacred architecture as early as the seventh century, and it was featured on major buildings of the Archaic period, such as the Artemision at Ephesos (fig. 17.2). Interestingly, the Parthenon offers the only occurrence of this iconography on Greek sacred architecture after the close of the Archaic period.

The second largest group of images of ritual actions shows dances. Here again, the relevance of the subject goes along with its significance in Greek religious practice.\textsuperscript{8} Not only was the choral performance an essential component of the spectacle of a religious festival but

\textsuperscript{5} Lawrence 1972, p. 144.
\textsuperscript{6} See especially Hölscher 1973.
\textsuperscript{7} On processions in the Greek world, see \textit{ThesCRA I}, pp. 1–20.
\textsuperscript{8} On dances, see \textit{ThesCRA II}, pp. 299–343.
part of that spectacle was also the multiplicity of choral performances, which usually found
its expression in the competition between several choruses. The subject was of particular
significance during the Archaic period: the best preserved instance is the Temple of Hera II
at Foce del Sele (fig. 17.3); the most intriguing — unfortunately lost to us — was the Throne
of Apollo at Amyklai, which featured, along with the dance of the Phaiakians at the song of
Demodokos, the dance of the Magnesians who helped Bathylkes to make this monument. As
is the case of processions, we have only one instance of choral dancing after the close of the
Archaic period: the frieze of the Hall of Choral Dancers at Samothrace (fig. 17.4).

Third, after processions and choral dances, come banquets, for which the best attesta-
tions in architectural decoration are offered by the contemporary Archaic temples of Athena
at Assos (fig. 17.5) and at Larisa on the Hermos. With one exception, these scenes all come
from Asia Minor, where banqueting played a significant role in the life and self-repre-
sentation of the elites, and they all date to the Archaic period.9

With dedications, relating to the essential action of votive offering,10 which could involve
both individuals and entire communities, we come to the discussion of Archaic caryatids and
their immediate sources of inspiration. The latter refers to the korai decorating the column
drums of the Temple of Apollo at Didyma. These figures likely served as a model for the
caryatids used on a series of treasuries at Delphi.11 The rich attire and elaborate hairstyles
of these caryatids, along with their gesture of extending one hand (documented for one of
the caryatids of the Siphnian Treasury; fig. 17.6), makes them votaries of high status,12 very
appropriate for the buildings rich in decoration and offerings whose entablature they con-
tributed to support.

In comparison with processions, dances, and dedications, other forms of ritual perfor-
mancess are less documented. There are only two attestations for sacrifices, although this was
by far the most important form of ritual action in Greek religion,13 and — coherent with the
general tendency in Greek art to refrain from the representation of the killing of the sacri-
ficial victim — they are both focused on the preparatory stage, of leading the animal to the
altar. This, as the Parthenon frieze shows, could fall under the representation of processions,
from which they appear to be divorced in the cases under consideration. I am referring to
the column bases of the Artemision at Ephesos and to the parapet surrounding the Temple
of Athena Nike on the Akropolis.

Last but not least, we have only one attestation for libations,14 namely, the Caryatids of
the Erechtheion (fig. 17.7) on the Akropolis, who originally held phialai in their right hands.

In consideration of the paradox mentioned at the outset, I thought it necessary to outline
the various forms of ritual actions featured in the decoration of Greek sacred architecture.
This review of the evidence has already pointed out some aspects of the phenomenon. In
terms of geographical distribution, our scenes are quite evenly documented in the various

9 On banquets, see ThesCRA II, pp. 218–50.
10 On dedications, see ThesCRA I, pp. 269–318.
11 As particularly argued by Mylonas Shear (1999).
12 Cf. the Akropolis korai, and their analogous ex-
tended forearm gesture. The most plausible inter-
pretation of these images of young women is as bear-
Against the alternative identification of the Akropo-
13 On sacrifices, see ThesCRA I, pp. 59–134.
regions of the Greek world. Things are different, however, in chronological terms, given that the vast majority of our scenes date to the Archaic period. Looking at the phenomenon from this perspective, one may suggest that, taking inspiration from the Near Eastern neighbors, Archaic Greek sacred architecture offered a repertoire of images of ritual actions that occasionally provided the inspiration for builders of later periods. Indeed, consider the importance of some of the structures featuring these scenes, such as the Throne of Apollo at Amyklai, the treasuries at Delphi, the Temple of Hera at Samos, the Artemision at Ephesos, or, finally, the Temple of Hera at Foce del Sele.

In turning to the general interpretation of the phenomenon, a good place to start is the concept of *decoration/decorum*, or appropriateness.\(^*\)\(^{15}\) This idea plays an important role in Greek and Latin sources in relation to architecture and the visual arts (the main text being Vitruvius, *On architecture* 1.2.5–7), and until recently it has received surprisingly little attention in scholarship on Greek architectural sculpture.\(^{16}\) Appropriateness, generally speaking, requires that works of art define and are defined by the nature of the space in which they appear. At the semantic level, as regards iconographical motifs, this means that the themes of decoration must be appropriate to the character of the building. When one considers that the primary experience of temples and treasuries was as monumental backdrops for ritual performances that generally took place in the open-air, along sacred paths and around altars, and that images of ritual actions are generally found on the exterior of these buildings, the correspondence of these images to the notion of *decoration/decorum* is clear. Yet, precisely this correspondence between images of ritual actions and actual performances invites us to reconsider these representations in terms of their agency.

In order to explore this aspect, let me take a step back and point to the fact that these images of ritual actions generally appeared on the same buildings with the more common representations of gods, heroes, and monsters. For these representations, a larger anthropological interpretation is available.\(^{17}\) A main tenet of religious belief is the existence of supernatural forces, and cult brings humans participating in ritual action closer to these forces. Given that the sense of the numinous is at the root of religious experience, one of the main features of many religious rituals is to induce this sense of awe and thus to make the participant feel closer to the transcendental forces than he or she might feel in everyday life. In doing so, sacred ritual bridges the gulf between this world and the world beyond. And, since ritual action usually takes place in a special location — the sanctuary — this sanctuary becomes the liminal zone between This World and the Other World, for it partakes in the qualities of both.\(^{18}\)

Keeping this anthropological perspective in mind, it is possible to understand the status of images of gods, heroes, and monsters on Greek temples. With their subjects, these images contributed to the creation of the liminal nature of the sanctuary as a place closer to the Other World, a place distant from This World. In doing so, this figural decoration contributed to the effort of ritual performance, which would have included the various acts of worship in the sacred space, like processions, performances of hymns, dances, dramas, and sacrifices, to induce a sense of the numinous in the participants.


\(^{16}\) But for Egyptian architecture, see Arnold 1962 and Baines 1990.

\(^{17}\) For what follows, see Marconi 2007, p. 28, with references.

\(^{18}\) Leach 1976.
With this, we are brought back to the images that form the subject of this essay. Unlike the images of gods, heroes, and monsters, that were supposed to enhance the sense of displacement and difference from the Other World, images of ritual actions referred to the liminal space of the sanctuary, and to the performances that unfolded in association with the very buildings that they decorated, along with their mortal performers.

Greek architects and sculptors were seemingly aware of this difference in subjects and actors in these scenes: it cannot be a coincidence that images of ritual actions on Greek sacred architecture were often featured on the lower parts of buildings, close to eye level. In such cases (as at Prinias, Ephesos, and Delphi), when images of ritual actions were combined with images of gods, heroes, and monsters, there is a clear difference in status between the mortals and immortals, reflected in their different positioning on the buildings: the mortals closer to the ground, the immortals closer to the heavens.

First and foremost, this positioning was about hierarchy; yet, at the same time, the location of mortals close to eye level reinforced the connection between the images of ritual actions and the worshippers actually performing such actions, prompting the public to interact with the images, and to realize not only their performativity, but also their function as a mirror.19

This mirror function was further enhanced, at the semiotic level, by the movement of the scenes of ritual actions, in relation to the buildings that they decorated. The Parthenon frieze, with its image of a procession around the cella, moving from west to east, in the same direction of the actual Panathenaic procession, is the best example of this phenomenon, but a similar treatment of the progress of processions and choral dancers revolving around buildings or their parts, such as columns, is documented in several other cases.

The mirror function of these images was further enhanced by their particular emphasis on the adornment of their participants, including their elaborate hairstyles, rich garments, and jewelry, almost a signature of images of ritual actions on Greek sacred architecture, which directly reflected the adornment of the participants in religious festivals, especially processions and choruses.20

In the experience of sacred architecture, and in the conversation between worshippers and buildings, images of ritual actions thus took a special prominence, within what has also been described as a general strategy of ritual-architectural allurement.21 In this role, images of ritual actions on Greek sacred architecture are similar to the votive offerings featuring analogous scenes dedicated in Greek sanctuaries.22

For the interpretation of these images, a key text is Pausanias’s (Description of Greece 10.18.5) discussion of a group of bronze statues in the Sanctuary of Apollo at Delphi featuring a sacrifice and a procession dedicated by the people of a small town in the northeastern Peloponnesse, Orneai.23 According to Pausanias, during a war, the people of Orneai vowed to Apollo that if they succeeded, they would institute a procession in his honor every day at Delphi, and sacrifice a number of animals. However, after defeating their enemies, the people of Orneai found that the expense and trouble of fulfilling their vow daily was too great and, instead, dedicated bronze figures representing a sacrifice and a procession. Pausanias’s story

21 Jones 2000.
has always fascinated those interested in the relationship between art and ritual.\(^2\) This is because, according to that story, the sculptural group was not only a commemoration and product of ritual action — a votive offering — but was itself the enactment, through its figures, of a ritual action. More precisely, the sculpture was not just an enactment, but a reenactment of the ritual, each and every day, from the day of the dedication up to the time of Pausanias and beyond. Two aspects of this narrative are striking: one is the power of presentification of the statues, which not only stand for, but also act for the people that they represent; the other is the temporal dimension of the monument. The group of statues is not the commemoration of a procession and sacrifice once performed in the honor of Apollo as an expression of thanks for a military victory. The monument represents the performance of a new procession and a new sacrifice each and every day.

Interestingly, the base of this monument described by Pausanias is partially preserved (fig. 17.8), and shows that the sculpture featured a solemn march, with several over life-size figures arranged in pairs, closely spaced, and preceded by a young assistant leading the sacrificial animals to the altar. Placed to the south of the Temple of Apollo, on the terrace that included several other offerings and the monumental altar of the god, these statues would have looked as if they were marching toward the altar of Apollo, the very place where the sacrifice was supposed to be performed. Thus, the sculptural group not only replicated the appearance of a sacrifice, it must have also appeared, to people entering the sanctuary and ascending through the processional route to the altar of Apollo to perform a sacrifice, to be a reflection of their own actions.

We are thus back to the correspondence between representation and performance noted in relation to images of ritual actions adorning sacred buildings, which in the case of the dedication at Delphi centuries later generated the story of a sacrifice performed by the statues each and every day, just as “the sense of a text in general reaches far beyond what its author originally intended” (Gadamer 2004, p. 365). This is the agency of the images I mentioned before. Inherent to these images, because of their subject and location, was their function as mirror and memory: mirror, at the time of the festival, for the community of worshippers celebrating the gods; and memory, for the rest of the time, until the next festival was performed, and beyond.

This commemorative power of sculpture, to last forever, and speak forever, provides a critical layer of meaning to the images of ritual actions on Greek sacred architecture.\(^2\) Commemorating religious festivals was no minor task in a religious system like the Greek one, which laid particular emphasis on traditionalism as an important dimension of ritual. Hence the principle that sons must perpetuate the rituals of their fathers, and the definition of reverence toward the gods (eusebeia), according to Isokrates (7.30), as “to change nothing of what our forefathers have left behind.”

With this we come to the social dimension of the images under consideration. I have already noted that the majority of them refer to processions and choral dances. In these images, therefore, the emphasis lies not just on festivals, but collective actions.

The anthropology of religion, in particular the work of Émile Durkheim, the functionalists, and the early structuralists, has taught us that the religious festival has the critical function in societies of bringing people together and of creating a strong bond among them.\(^2\)

---

\(^2\) Marconi 2009, p. 172.  
This was particularly true for the Greek polis of the Archaic and Classical periods, where the religious festival was the main occasion for constructing and shaping group identities. By ordering the social body into ranks and making it process toward the sanctuaries to participate in collective sacrifices, or by arranging particular groups in choruses, rituals enhanced the self-consciousness of the participant of her- or himself as a part of the community.

Greek festivals were, first and foremost, experiences of visual splendor, so much so that for the Greeks, the same term, *theoria*, meant both going to a sanctuary and beholding. The *theoros* was the participant in a sacred embassy who entered the sanctuary and was captivated by the spectacle that surrounded him. It was a spectacle made of people, with their costumes, ornaments, and performances, but also of images, from votive offerings to architectural sculptures. Images of ritual actions on Greek sacred architecture were clearly meant to be part of such a spectacle, and I suggest that they were also meant to operate as an active agent in constructing and shaping the identity of the religious community.

**Appendix:**

**Main Images of Ritual Actions in Greek Temple Decoration**

**Processions**


---

27 On festivals in the Greek world, see *ThesCRA VII*, pp. 3–172.
28 On *theoria*, Gadamer 2004, pp. 119–25 remains fundamental; for the application of this concept to the study of Greek sculpture, in particular, temple decoration, see Marconi 2004, p. 224; see more recently Neer 2010, pp. 11–13.
Dances

- Amyklai, Throne of Apollo, friezes, dance of the Phaiakians at the song of Demodokos and dance of the Magnesians who helped Bathycles to make the throne (Pausanias, Description of Greece 3.18.11, 14), 520–510 B.C.E.: Faustoferri 1996, pp. 100–01, 211, 264.


Banquets


Dedications


Sacrifices


Libations

Figure 17.1. Parthenon, frieze, Panathenaic procession. British Museum E57–E61 (photo by the author)

Figure 17.2. Ephesos, Temple of Artemis, column base restored by A. S. Murray (Murray 1896)
Figure 17.3. Foce del Sele, Temple of Hera II, restored by F. Krauss
(Zancani Montuoro and Zanotti-Bianco 1951–1954, vol. 1, pl. 31)
Figure 17.4. Samothrace, Hall of Choral Dancers, frieze depicting a choros, F(S)1. Archaeological Museum of Samothrace (photo by the author)

Figure 17.5. Assos, Temple of Athena, architrave depicting a cultic banquet (after Wescoat 2012, p. 165, fig. 81)
Figure 17.6. Delphi, caryatid from the Siphnian Treasury. Delphi Archaeological Museum (photo by the author)

Figure 17.7. Athens, caryatid from the Erechtheion. British Museum (photo by the author)
Figure 17.8. Delphi, base of the monument of the Orneatai (photo by the author)

Figure 17.9. Karaköy, parapet sima depicting a dance (Demangel 1932, fig. 54)
Figure 17.10. Kyzikos, column base depicting a dance. Istanbul Archaeological Museum (photo by the author)
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142. The “Construction” of the Sacred Space

The supremely sacred places — altars and sanctuaries — were, of course, constructed according to the traditional canons. But, in the last analysis this construction was based on a primeval revelation which disclosed the archetype of the sacred space in illo tempore, an archetype which was then indefinitely copied and copied again with the erection of every new altar, temple or sanctuary. We find examples everywhere of this construction of a sacred place following an archetypal pattern.

(Eliade 1996, pp. 371–72)

Approaching the Essays

In the Beginning was Place, said the philosopher. This mythic statement leads me as a historian of religions to ask two questions. Who or what created both the “beginning” and this “Place?” And, how did this primordial place come to be materialized, cared for, and made real in everyday life? According to Mircea Eliade, all sacred places discovered and made by humankind were dependent “on a primeval revelation which disclosed the archetype of the sacred space in illo tempore.” Then this model of the revelation was imitated and repeated in “the erection of every new altar, temple or sanctuary.” And so it seems from reading the nine diverse and impressive essays in the first three parts of the book. The canonical traditions of the cultures examined here have, with one exception, answered these questions by reference to creation myths; all of them focus, in part, on the creative powers of divinities — both distant from and close to humankind.

In her cogent introduction to this volume, Deena Ragavan writes that “The fundamental basis of this volume is the interaction among three intertwining themes: sacred architecture (which by its nature shapes and delimits sacred space), ritual practice, and cosmology.” She encourages readers interested in the various ways that temples and shrines were understood as reflections or embodiments of the cosmos to also pay attention to comparative examples. Her aim is that multiple methods and discoveries will shine light on specific cases as well as the myriad ways that human beings achieve orientation in the world through center-oriented structures and ritual practices. As a means of gaining historical and theoretical leverage for this book, Ragavan summarizes previous approaches to the theme of heaven and earth and gives emphasis to the contested place of Mircea Eliade’s interpretive language found in axis mundi and imago mundi as used, misused, challenged, and rediscovered by subsequent scholars. A thorough application and interrogation of Eliade’s lexicon must also include his in illo tempore, coincidencia oppositorium, hierophany, kratophany, and the central notion of
“archetype and repetition,” which was once the title of his most influential work, *The Myth of Eternal Return*.

Although Eliade is not referred to in most of these papers, his influence and conceptions are present in overt and subtle forms. Some readers will want to know that the best expression of Eliade’s vision of *homo religiosus* regarding the tie between temple, cosmos, and ritual repetition appears in his larger work *Patterns in Comparative Religions*, where his chapters on the sky and sky gods, sacred trees, sun gods, the mystique of the moon, sacred places, and the “centre of the world” have both inspired and challenged readers seeking to understand the religious dimensions of place and time across time periods and geographies. In fact, paper after paper in this volume attests to the ancient practices of “archetypes” and “repetition” in the societies where temples, palaces, shrines, houses, miniatures, ritual, and literature were inspired by or modeled on storm gods, numinous mountains, water, seeds, trees, ancestral times, the union of sky and earth, and other potent elements of the cosmos. We learn herein that the intimacy of these links between heaven and earth were crucial to the orientation and longevity of cities, towns, temples, mountain landscapes, sculptures, and even literary traditions.

To more fully understand the interpretive significance of this volume, *Heaven On Earth: Temples, Ritual, and Cosmic Symbolism in the Ancient World*, it is important to refer to the writings of three other scholars whose work on this theme, in distinct cultural areas, have used and made innovations of the Eliade framework, thereby revitalizing the interpretive milieu which helped bring this collection of essays to life. The powerful role of ceremonial places and actions in the rise of urban life produced what the urban geographer Paul Wheatley called the “pivots of the four quarters.” In his magisterial comparative study of primary urban generation, *The Pivot of the Four Quarters: A Preliminary Inquiry into the Origins and Nature of the Ancient Chinese City*, especially in the chapter “The Nature of the Ceremonial Center,” Wheatley makes an exhaustive review of factors inducing the rise of urbanism organized around capital cities and then writes,

> the earliest foci of power and authority took the form of ceremonial centers, with religious symbolism imprinted deeply on their physiognomy and their operation in the hands of organized priesthoods. This itself is powerful testimony to the role of religion in the complex of interacting factors involved in the process of urban genesis. (Wheatley 1971, p. 304)

Wheatley makes clearer than anyone before or since how these urbanized ceremonial centers (in China, Mesopotamia, Egypt, Mesoamerica, and the Indus Valley and Peru) functioned to restructure society, advance technological innovation, articulate the basic values of a society and, through sensational ritual displays, and act as mirrors to society at large, as reflectors of a sacraUly sanctioned social order, as inculcators of the attitudes and values appropriate to that order, and, not least, as symbolic statements about the nature of society, which could serve as guides to action for its constituent individuals and groups. (ibid., p. 305)

Wheatley worked with the definition of cities as the “effective organization of space” and he repeatedly stated that the combination of “cosmo-magical thought,” ceremonial precincts, and ritual life was the social and symbolic source of this efficacy — whether it took economic, technological, religious, or political forms. What Wheatley did not show was how
these rituals — or, in Ragavan’s phrase, “a ritual landscape” — actually revitalized the ties between temples and cosmos.¹ Ragavan rightly credits Jonathan Z. Smith’s multiple essays on the relationship between ritual and place as having provided cogent examples and new theoretical advantages to understand how rituals provide intense and illuminating focus for members of society, thereby strengthening the commitments to temple traditions. After some years of critiquing Eliade’s ontological model (see Smith 1972), Smith wrote a new introduction to the 2005 re-release of The Myth of the Eternal Return, in which he concluded that Eliade’s vision and approach was distinctly applicable to many traditional societies. He wrote,

One simply cannot understand the great imperial cosmologies of Eurasia and Mesoamerica, which narrate complete histories of order, without understanding this sort of “ontology” that takes as its imperative the Hermetic maxim “as above, so below.” (Smith 2005, p. xiii)

Smith sometimes calls for a reversal of the Eliadian model of “As Above, So Below” and urges scholars to examine the ritual construction of sacred space in ways that reflect Durkheimian insights that are akin to the maxim of “As Below, So Above.” In his remarkable essay “To Put in Place,” found in To Take Place: Toward Theory in Ritual, Smith challenges Wheatley’s theory of central place while appreciating the “range of terminology and notions on which we will continue to draw: the city as a ‘ceremonial center’ with one of its chief crafts being the ‘technology of ritual display’; the city as an ‘organizing principle’; and urbanism as the ‘hierarchical patterning of society in its totality’” (Smith 1997, p. 52).

This kind of dialogue between Wheatley and Smith had led, in part, to Smith’s insistence on two visions of how human beings organize their homes, kingdoms, and cosmoi — what he calls “the locative view” (in which everything must be put in its proper place for social and sacred efficacy to abound) and “the utopian view,” which gives emphasis and value to being in “no place” (in which possibility, openness, and a free range of space leads to creative relations and understandings). I attempted a modest correction of Smith’s privileging of the “locative vision” of religion and society when, working with Aztec materials, I saw equal attention given, in myth and ritual, to what I call a “ceremonial landscape” linking specific buildings such as the Pyramid of the Sun in Teotihuacan, Mexico, or the Aztec Great Temple to a pulsating, experiential landscape that reached far beyond those buildings.

By ceremonial landscape I mean a territory including but also beyond the main ritual precinct, one that is marked, mapped, and rejuvenated by complex sets of performances that communicated knowledge about the social and symbolic order of the Aztec world and its wider sacred geography. This larger ritual landscape, consisting of specific geographical, social, and architectural terrains, was subjected to a conscious design, systematic pattern or cosmovision. The repeated constructions of these ceremonial landscapes showed² the practice and need for “changing places,” which highlighted two kinds of transformations in ritual: 1) people are spiritually changed in these ritual/architectural locations and 2) people experience the radical difference between a sacred place and the outside world thereby grasping the fuller sense of what a cosmically imbued location is and means (Carrasco 1998).

---

¹ For an alternative view of ritual and landscape, see my introductory essay on “ceremonial landscapes” in Carrasco 1998.

² In ways similar to Deena Ragavan’s work.
Still, Smith’s locative vision of place is favored by a number of the papers in this volume, and although we seldom see writing that suggests or reverts to the radical reversal to “As Below, So Above,” many of them refer to the role of rituals and ritual actors (more often by kings and queens) in regenerating cosmic forces whose presence in or around the temple thereby revitalizes rulers, shrines, and social solidarity. These interpretive efforts remind me of the special achievement of the historian of religions Lindsay Jones, whose examination of Mesoamerican polities known as Chichén Itzá and Tula led to the stimulating concept of “ritual-architectural events,” a concept that is sometimes mirrored in some essays and which should be included in future studies. In a rare appeal to the hermeneutical approaches of Martin Heidegger, Hans Georg Gadamer, and Eliade, Jones focuses on the “superabundance of architecture” whose fulsome meanings reside in an active dialogue with the “autonomy, inexhaustibility, and superabundance of possibility that reside in every instance of sacred architecture” (Jones 1995, p. 193). This prodigious possibility of meaning (for the ritual actors and for scholars) emerges only when we acknowledge the intrinsically dialogical nature of the experience of art and architecture that makes it less appropriate to imagine a pre-Columbian pilgrim craning his neck for a better view of the Castillo — as though it were simply an inert, inanimate, mute structure — than to conceive of the pilgrim and pyramid as mutual partners in lively repartee or, better still, as withy players in a brisk game that will, before its end, transform them both. (ibid., p. 197)

While some papers may drift toward the craning necks of ritual observers, more often they strive to show some degree of active participation by members of society in building, visiting, and worshiping at shrines and temples. Every paper to a greater or lesser extent engages in four important issues: 1) the application or testing of theoretical approaches to the problem; 2) use of a method that focuses on cultural expressions of the ties between temple, ritual, and cosmos; and 3) comparison of cosmos and temple/shrine — either broadly, as between distant traditions that have been put in contact, or narrowly, as within a particular tradition itself where variations are evident in historical time and location. One of the most interesting topics within some essays is cultural encounters between diverse traditions and what happens in contact zones that mix one religious orientation to another. Finally, 4) the question of who is maintaining cosmic and social order is addressed with various answers. Although usually it is the elites or gods who are presented as putting the cosmos in order through ritual and power, a few papers give attention to the “everyday people.”

The Essays

In “Naturalizing Buddhist Cosmology in the Temple Architecture of China: The Case of the Yichuhi Pillar,” Tracy Miller focuses intensely on a single, modest but complex, vertical structure made of limestone in order to understand how “cosmology embodied in the Buddhist monuments of South Asia was mapped onto the indigenous architectural traditions of the Yellow River Valley.” Miller calls this mapping of a cultural encounter a “translation” and not “transplantation” of foreign cosmic notions into a visual language that local peoples could read and understand. Erected in central Hebei province, the Benevolent (Society’s) Stone Pillar of Kindness and Compassion was actually a “memorial for the burial of rebels fighting against the Northern Wei government.” The pillar was then carved with a lengthy
text narrating both a story of origins and a list of the names of the devotional society that cared for the pillar.

As in almost all the papers in the first three parts, the pillar’s tie between great and small, monumental and miniature, macro and micro is represented for didactic and performative purposes. What is outstanding is the emphasis on shapes, numbers, angles, and the pride of place given to the symbolism of the center throughout the history of cultural contact. To illustrate the crucial role of shapes and numbers in different traditions, Miller compares the pillar with several other texts and buildings including the Mingtang (明堂, Bright Hall or Hall of Light) located in the Western Han capital of Chang’an. The ritual efficacy of the building depends on the incorporation of the “circle and square, heaven and earth, monthly progression, and the cycle of the seasons ... into a single, multi-storied building organized around a central axis.” What we see in both the monumental Mingtang and the modest Yicihui Pillar is the ways in which a visible archetype was created by consolidating “multiple systems of knowledge about the cosmos” in a mandala pattern. Miller’s interpretation sets the stage for many elements in other papers in this section when she writes about the tie between the natural cosmology of the pillar and its ritual efficacy as a symbol of the journey toward reincarnation for individuals and society.

In “Images of the Cosmos: Sacred and Ritual Space in Jaina Temple Architecture in India,” Julia A. B. Hegewald illuminates the exquisite cosmology of the Jaina, where we are surprised to read that “Jainism does not have a creation story or cosmogony” because the cosmos is thought to be eternal and self created. One question is how can people have a cosmos without a story of its origin or appearance? Hegewald introduces us to an elaborate relationship between the search for personal enlightenment and the didactic and representational powers of art and architecture. Readers unfamiliar with the Jains of India will be pleased to learn how the “highly intricate and convoluted textual descriptions of the Jaina universe have been translated into visual and concrete physical shape” and made easier to understand through the carvings, paintings, sculpture, and architectural models found in Jaina temples throughout South Asia. Two outstanding images that focus the seeker during the journey toward liberation are the outline of an hourglass and “the structure of the universe as a triangle topped by a diamond shape” — both of which symbolize, among other realities, the cosmic person. The illustrations in this essay show the fascinating tie between these designs and the images of cosmic mountains and cosmic islands. This monumental sense of the universe is miniaturized, as sculptures in metal and larger ones in stone are revered inside the Jaina temples all over India.

Hegewald emphasizes that the Jainas were deeply committed to filling their ritual spaces with mythical and cosmic symbolism in order not only to transform places into cosmic space and time but also to enable individuals to “anticipate their own enlightenment” by giving the human soul a landscape in which to take a pilgrimage through the universe. These images that appear in miniature reproductions often represent holy pilgrimage sites along the path of pilgrims’ progress and usually on mountains. In this context, the persistent notion of archetype and repetition also appears in Jaina writings, which reveal a tight relationship between cosmic and mythical structures and events that then serve as models for the individual seeker of liberation. In Jaina mythology, the twenty-four omniscient Jinas are the model travelers who have made the journey to Mount Meru for blessings and instructions which they pass on in open-air theatres or “assemblages,” thereby communicating the importance of both individual search and community awareness of mythical teachings. Hegewald’s
elegant essay shows how embedded these ideas and patterns are in every society when we learn that the temple structures provided the devotees and especially the laity “with a stage for the re-enactment of mythical proceedings to allow human beings to participate in divine and cosmic events and to anticipate their own enlightenment.” In other words, cosmology becomes theater in the service of human salvation.

Karl Taube’s highly detailed “The Classic Maya Temple: Centrality, Cosmology, and Sacred Geography in Ancient Mesoamerica” carries on his tour de force style of using an ensemble approach, that is, combining his formidable knowledge of pictorial, architectural, and ritual practices to clarify the central archetypes and patterns of Maya and Mesoamerican religions. Taube shows how the emphasis on centrality in Maya cosmology is reiterated at all levels and locations of the Mesoamerican world. From the maize fields to the local four-cornered house dwelling to the flowering mountains and architectural structures — a sacred geography of center, cardinal, and intercardinal directions and periphery permeates — even to the miniature world of ear spools, jades, and bowls.

Of particular interest to those looking for innovations in how we understand temple and cosmos is the longevity and persistence of this model in this part of the Americas. Taube documents and interprets how this cosmology with its manifestation in temple architecture continues on from the Pre-Classic period down to the present peoples of Mesoamerica and contemporary Maya houses. Taube tells us of the mythic episode of creation when three stones were used to lift the sky from the earth and open the space in which all life could then prosper. This widespread mythic episode was also symbolized in “the humble three-stone hearth of Maya households,” which is used today in many Maya communities.3

Taube’s work reveals, in ways that a previous generation of writers could not, the spatial drama of Maya rituals when he elaborates how ritual life was carried out on stairways, plazas, mountains, and even cornfields. The impression is that rituals modeled on cosmic stories and images were a way of life for the Maya and not just what they did on specific ritual days. This pervasive cosmos and ritual pattern was extended, in some cases, to the ways smoke was directed to emerge from ritual vessels — toward the four quarters of the universe.

Betsey A. Robinson, in “On the Rocks: Greek Mountains and Sacred Conversations,” moves the story to the Mediterranean and uses a narrow comparative method for a fresh look at a literary and sculptural tradition in relation to the sacred landscapes of the mountains of Helicon and Parnassus in what was Greek cultural territory. As in Tracy Miller’s paper, cultural negotiations by communities in conflict are of interest, for by “31 B.C.E., Roman political hold was complete, but cultural and religious negotiations still continued” and numerous sanctuaries upheld Greek traditions well into the Roman period. We learn that among a variety of classical Greek mountain sanctuaries, reflecting a “divine predilection for heights,” Helicon and Parnassus were not just distant peaks where one imagined the Muses, but rather nearby valleys and the peaks themselves were beckoning centers where poets, musicians, and others went to make direct contact with inspiring forces and, for the fortunate who reached the summit, “actually see tablets of Hesiod’s Works and Days …, which strengthened claims of Hesiod’s historicity and the charisma of the place.”

3 And for those of us reflecting on the recent cultural fashion of worrying about the end of the world according to the Maya calendar we learn that the “three-stone sign” (also associated with some Maya kings) was found in inscriptions describing the mythic event of origin in 3114 B.C.E., when time first began.
Several new insights about exempla in nature and cultural activity appear, as in one poetic document by Corinna, wherein two mountains are posed as contestants in a singing duel that is watched over by the Muses! In this case, the mountains are archetypes for human singers — or as Johathan Z. Smith would have it, the singers were models for the mountains and their sounds of wind and thunder. Robinson says it more simply, observing that “Greek art buried the distinction between men, gods, and mountains.”

In “Seeds and Mountains: The Cosmogony of Temples in South Asia” Michael W. Meister seeks to “question and problematize South Asia’s material remains” through an examination of the typology of the temple-mountain as “both a source and model of the ordered world.” What Meister shows in his historically deep analysis, however, is the dynamic meaning of natural symbols, in particular what he calls “seeds.” The seed symbol which appears at first glance to signify center, place, and stasis between earth and sky, upon further reflection also emphasizes, in the form and decorations of caves, shrines, and temples, the direction of “opening out” and spreading sacred energies into personal and social worlds. The dynamic symbol of this centripetal pattern for Meister is the “seed of the amala fruit ... as an emblem of cosmic parturition.”

These symbols of giving birth took material form in amalaka-crowned temples in the fourth–fifth centuries C.E., which carry an abundance of foliage and “multiplying amalakas” on the temples. What is crucial to understanding the influence of these symbols is that while the amala fruit provides the essential “seed” of life, during the evolution of temple architecture it becomes capable of pouring its radiance outwardly, down mountains, across natural landscapes, into ancient chapels, caves, flat-roofed lineage temples, and more. This expansion outward from the amala fruit takes its form in temples that are also likened to mountains showing a great spectrum of cosmic meanings stretching from the tiny seed to the mountain ranges that raise the view of horizons upward toward heaven.

In Gary Beckman’s “Intrinsic and Constructed Sacred Space in Hittite Anatolia,” we read of the variety of acts of devotion at two types of sacred places — in nature and in buildings. He writes about not only the worshiping of gods at temples and sites in urban spaces but also “the modification of peaks and springs, both within and outside of settlements.” Unlike the other papers, Beckman begins with a cosmic crisis caused with the abandonment by the deity of his worshipers resulting in a devastating drought. Water, vital to the success of humanity, was associated with storm gods who resided on the many mountain peaks of the region — showing the closeness, in Hittite thought, of god and topography and local communities. We learn just how local and intimate these gods could be, for among the “Thousand Gods of Hatti,” many local avatars were identified with particular towns or mountains, and in a few cases the name of the city could be identified in the script as either god or mountain. Thus, mountains are “numinous” for the Hittites and this numinosity spreads to any particular feature in the landscape that is associated with water, including “mountains, rivers, springs, the great sea, heaven and earth, winds, and clouds.” We read that this prolific pattern of

---

4 One wonders when reading this essay to what extent cosmos, temple, and human relations inspired artists in other societies to develop multimedia displays at cultural and religious sanctuaries — as did the Greeks.

5 This dynamism is seen clearly in Meister’s discussion of the Nagari gateway (gateways are central to Ragavan’s paper) and other sites where we read, “If a stone or rock-cut temple’s sanctum was meant to be an opening in the cosmic strata ... acting as a ‘womb’ or garbha-grha (womb-house) for creation, the icon made visible within proliferates into the expanding world.”
sacred associations reached into key political events, such as when a ruler summoned not only the lords of other communities but the mountains themselves, as gods, to witness treaties between warring rivals.

One outstanding example was when distant mountains could be summoned to Hattusa to participate in the ceremonies. For instance, note this invocation:

Hey, Mt. Šarišša, get up! Hasten back to His Mighty Majesty and the Mighty Queen (Tawananna), the watchmen (of the land of Ḫatti), for the fattened oxen and rams!

... Let good news always find them, His Mighty Majesty and the Queen, on the throne of iron!

As in many papers, rulers are strongly associated with these places of sacred fertility and they sometimes rule over the enormous human effort, through physical labor, to construct symbolic places in their entirety and not just reshape or decorate a natural landscape.

In Deena Ragavan’s “Entering Other Worlds: Gates, Rituals, and Cosmic Journeys in Sumerian Sources,” we encounter a particular emphasis on a theme modestly touched upon in other papers, namely, a series of ritual practices which are 1) directed intensely toward places of transition and 2) especially, in the materials she looks at, between the world of the living and that of the dead. This essay uses an interpretive approach close to my work on “changing places” through its emphasis on the tie between gift giving and sacred itineraries that affect and reflect profound social and spiritual changes. Again we see the presence of the archetype and repetition model, only now with a stronger sense of the dialectics between ritual and myth.

Ragavan gives ample attention to multiple kinds of gates in the Sumerian textual tradition — gates of heaven, gates into the underworld, gates of sunrise and sunset, graves as gates, the Gate of Joy, “full seven gates ... bolted against the hero,” the Ishtar gate of Babylon, fearsome gates, and more. The importance of ritual at gates is evident in the myths and accounts where gifts are presented (or jewels and clothes are taken off) at gates and to gatekeepers. Ragavan argues that the sequence of the goddess Inana giving up clothes and jewelry is the model of or for a funerary ritual and the arrival into the underworld. This pattern of gifts and gates is seen most elaborately in the funeral of one of the Ur III kings, where animal offerings are made to a series of gates including the “great gate of the king, the great gate of the throne of Shulgi,” which Ragavan suggests prepares the king’s entry into the netherworld. The prodigious importance of these gates for rulers is clear when we realize that thrones are also gates, and that gates themselves and the guardians of gates all receive ritual sacrifices.

In Susanne Görke’s “Hints at Temple Topography and Cosmic Geography from Hittite Sources,” we meet a problematic archaeological record that challenges the author (thus the notion of “hints”). She asks, “what can we really know about the ways temples and festival were thought of and built as ‘cosmic concepts’?” As in several other papers, the archaeological record shows cultural encounters that mattered and changed art and ideology — in this

---

6 One begins to think that a future conference should be organized around the theme of “Gates, Rituals, and Cosmos.”

7 With regard to movements to and through gates, Ragavan invokes the work of Victor Turner on the second, that is, threshold, phase of the ritual process. Perhaps more use of Turner’s insightful language, especially where he invokes the symbolism of caves, ambivalence, and potentiality, would illuminate these passageways even more.
case, the “influences of Mesopotamian, South Anatolian, and Northern Syrian ideas that came to Central Anatolia due to political and territorial changes.” Throughout these changes, however, one institution stands firm — kingship.

Görke is able to tease out some of the ritual sequence for worshipping gods including the postures and numbers of times the rulers drink to the gods. She also provides “rudimentary hints” about the temples themselves — courtyards, inner chambers, pillars, kitchens, and statues peek at us through the fragmented evidence. Further, we learn that in some cases at least, “the temple is built for a god by the gods” (italics mine) and sometimes the foundations are known to be the opening to the underworld. The suggestion is, as in the case of a mythological text telling that the “goddess Inara built herself a house on a rock” that one of Eliade’s hierophanies or manifestations of sacred power occurred there.

Görke shows how scholars have reached a consensus after analyzing key texts about various festivals and the kings, servants, bodyguards, singers, dancers, shepherds, warriors, and more who celebrate in palaces, temples, gates, and sacred stones. It appears that two different cosmologies are at work in this society: one divided the world into heaven-earth/netherworld “without strict borders and with the possibility for gods to move back and forth between the realms.” This flexibility, closer to J. Z. Smith’s utopian model, suggests temples “without strict rules of access, and no barring of the public.” But the other model seems to be a locative division of the cosmos into heaven, earth, and underworld divided by strict borders, all replicated in the temples where the public is forbidden for inner sanctums and only the privileged cultic leaders may enter. One hopes for the day when these hints can be put on firmer ground, archaeologically and in interpretive style.

Each of these essays forming part of Heaven on Earth: Temples, Ritual, and Cosmic Symbolism in the Ancient World makes its own creative play, reminiscent of Lindsay Jones’s notion of dialogue, between author and place. Some lean more strongly toward Eliade’s appreciation of ontology while others favor Wheatley’s pivot of the world and still a few like Smith’s notion of ritual work. A few mix the approaches. Given the state of play and reflection on “heaven on earth” or “earth up in heaven,” it is best to give my final word to Italo Calvino, who writes about invisible cities in many ways. In a chapter called “Thin Cities,” we read,

The city’s gods, according to some people, live in the depths, in the black lake that feeds the underground streams. According to others, the gods live in the buckets that rise, suspended from a cable, as they appear over the edge of the wells, in the revolving pulleys, in the pump handles, ... in the blades of the windmills that draw the water up from the drillings ... all the way up to the weathercocks that surmount the airy scaffoldings of Isaura, a city that moves entirely upward. (Calvino 1972, p. 20)

---

8 We are reminded of Ragavan’s paper when we read that when the king “reaches the gate in town, the ALAM.ZU₉-man shouts aḫa in front of the door.”
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It is an irony of the respondent’s lot that, often as not, the more a paper prompts sustained engagement, the less feasible it is to do justice to its complexities — such are the exigencies of time and space. With eight very substantial papers in Parts 4–6 to discuss, and limited space in which to do it, I am not able to address each contribution in detail. I hope merely to pull out some generalities and point to some larger conceptual questions that the papers raise in aggregate, and I beg the pardon of those colleagues whose works I do not address with the fullness they deserve. I would, however, like to underscore what a pleasure it has been both to hear and to read such a rich and broad array of work — and to be reminded, again, of how much one does not know, and how much remains to be done.

Turning to business, the basic terms under discussion in these sessions were architecture, ritual practice, and cosmic symbolism. To each term there corresponds an academic discipline — archaeology, the history of religion, and philology — each with its own particular methods for producing and classifying knowledge. It is one of the points of a conference such as this one to juxtapose these methods and, in so doing, to reveal incompatibilities, blind spots, or tacit assumptions. My brief is to juxtapose the ancient, cosmic orders that have constituted the content of these papers, with the modern, disciplinary orders — the ways of ordering evidence — that have determined their form.

Architecture and kosmos

To begin with the notion of cosmic symbolism — the idea that, to quote the conference program, “ritual practice and temple topography provide evidence for the conception of the temple as a reflection, or embodiment, of the cosmos” (italics added). So we have the cosmos and we have the temple, and we use ritual and topography to show how the temple is a reflex or incarnation — what idealist historiography would have called “the sensuous presentation” — of the larger abstract conceptualization. The cardinal question here is, how do we order these concepts and these pieces of evidence in chains of inference?

I start with the Greek situation, not just because I know it best but because it is rather straightforward. In the Greek context, a tempting way to think about cosmic symbolism in the context of temple architecture is, literally, as the creation of the kosmos, that is, of the upper portion of a temple. As Clemente Marconi reminded us a few years back, everything above the architrave of a Greek temple could be called the kosmos in Greece, and this applied particularly to the décor. To speak of cosmic symbolism in this context involves putting two kinds of evidence, the philological and the archaeological, words and temples, into some

---

kind of productive relation. Which term will have logical priority? One arrangement of the
evidence will see the temple as a reflection or embodiment the cosmos. But one might also
urge the opposite view: that orderly architecture might provide a *model* for at least some
Greek conceptions of a cosmically ordered universe. In other words, it may not be that ar-chitecture symbolizes, reflects, embodies the *kosmos*, so much as that the *kosmos* is like ar-chitecture, perhaps an extrapolation from, or a mystification of, an untheorized practice. In
the Greek case, at any rate, there is some justification for this suggestion. Aryeh Finkelberg
has argued convincingly that the use of the Greek word *kosmos* in an abstract and specula-
tive sense, as a universal system or theodicy, is a late Classical and Hellenistic development, only
anachronistically retrojected onto earlier periods.\(^2\) Down to Xenophon’s time, on this view,
*kosmos* primarily meant any orderly arrangement or adornment, anything *kata kosmon*, like
a well-laid table or a well-appointed coiffure. There simply was no Greek *kosmos* in the sixth
century B.C. But there was architecture.

The example that immediately comes to mind is the Presocratic philosopher Anaxi-
mander, who modeled the earth in the image of a column drum, with a diameter three times
its height.\(^3\) We do not know enough about Anaximander to speak very intelligently about
him, but one thing we can say is that architecture seems to have provided at least some of
the terminology in which he thought his *kosmos* — and that is enough for my purposes. For
Anaximander, the *kosmos* is like architecture, not the other way around; the column is not
the symbol of some antecedent notion of the cosmic, so much as the paradigm from which
the *kosmos* is theorized *ex post facto*.

The Builder or Demiurge of Plato’s *Timaeus* might be thought to represent both the cli-
max and the final defeat of this tradition — defeat, in that least part of Plato’s point was to
abstract philosophical knowledge from the worldly know-how of the builder. But the larger
point is that we need to be careful about simply assuming that cosmic symbolism will run
from base material culture to abstract ideas, like a sort of anagogical progression. Maybe
religion is the epiphenomenal category. At an extreme, as the case of Anaximander might
suggest, perhaps the cosmic symbolism is itself a reflex of architectural practice, not the
other way around.

This raises my first pair of questions: to what extent can we see temples producing a
*kosmos*, as opposed to reflecting one? And, by what specific strategies might a material or
ritual generalize itself into something of universal or “cosmic” significance?

It is at this point, obviously, that ritual comes in, but once again the problem consists in
how to prioritize the evidence. The Parthenon frieze is as good an example as any (leaving
aside the whole question of whether the Parthenon functioned as a temple or a treasury). I
was especially glad that Clemente Marconi put paid to the old canard that the iconography of
the frieze is somehow unique or unprecedented. I am also happy to go along, broadly speak-
ing, with his idea that “inherent to these images, because of their subject and location, was
their function as mirror and memory: mirror, at the time of the festival, for the community
of worshippers celebrating the gods; and memory, for the rest of the time, until the next
festival was performed, and beyond.” But the Parthenon frieze presents at least two spe-
cific problems, both germane. First, the ritual procession on the frieze does not correspond
in many of its details to the written accounts; notoriously, it shows men carrying a type of

vessel that we are told was carried by a special class of women, it gives the cavalry a wildly exaggerated role, and in general it seems to do its best to give the iconographers headaches. Second, the frieze is a continuous band that shows the beginning of a procession in one part of the city and the end of the procession in another part. That is to say, it shows multiple moments and multiple spaces along its length. So if it is a mirror, then there is no one place or time that the frieze as a whole may be said to reflect or represent; if it is a memory, then we have to come to grips with it as a memory of something that never happened. Marconi’s remarks about the construction of the sanctuary as a liminal space, a sort of non-site, seem quite apt to this curious artifact — for the time and space of the Parthenon frieze are themselves non-times and non-spaces.

What all this points to, for present purposes, is the constitutive role of the frieze in the manufacture of both kosmos and ritual. The Parthenon frieze is not quite a reflection of ritual practice, not quite a symbol of some antecedent set of beliefs, so much as it is generative of both.

Plan and Elevation

More generally, architecture, kosmos, and ritual coincide in the notion of space. So how are we to think of archaeological space? This question seemed to motivate many of the papers, in one way or another, and rather than proposing an answer of my own, I merely suggest a way to think of the various responses.

I feel that our authors might be divided into two camps depending on the conception of space — ritual, architectural, political — that subtends their research. One model of space takes it to be an abstract metric for establishing mathematically determinate relations between points. Think of a map or a site plan. Within this demarcated space we can, by means of grids, specify sacred and non-sacred “zones,” or points, the criteria of which are first and foremost architectural, that is, archaeologically visible in the form of artifacts such as walls and foundations that articulate and divide space on site plans (Yorke Rowan’s paper shows this beautifully). This conception seems closely aligned to surveying practices — specifically, practices like gridding out sites preparatory to excavation and the subsequent production of site plans. If our fundamental model is the grid and our fundamental technologies are the surveyor’s transit and the site plan, then we might be apt to think of space in terms of exactly these articulating features and to emphasize relations between these determinate zones in our research programs.

For example, Matt Canepa’s magisterial survey of a thousand-plus years of sacred architecture across tens of thousands of square miles of real estate would be literally inconceivable without this conception of space and its attendant technologies, from transits and tripods to GPS. Here we have discrete cultural and political units (Greek, Achaemenid, Sasanian, and so on) articulated spatially into territories, and temporally in chronological succession, that are immediately “visualizable” in the familiar format of a historical atlas. These units provide what I am calling articulating features — within which there are determinate types of architecture, like the fire temple — and the daunting task of the scholar is to show how these units and types relate to one another within a larger cultural history. An example is when Canepa observes that “the largest and most important structures [at Ai Khanum] utilized an

---

4 On these issues, see Neils 2001.
official architecture that deliberately and harmoniously incorporated Greek, Babylonian, and Persian architectural features to create something quite new.”

Zooming in from macro to micro, there is something similar on offer, I feel, in Uri Gabbay’s account of propitiatory ritual. Here the operative terms are inside versus outside, and east versus west: exactly the terms for which a site plan is particularly apt. Orientation, here, is to the cardinal points and to the passage of the sun across the sky; within this system, instead of tracking the peregrinations of motifs, styles, and architectural types, we track the peregrinations of a statue from one zone to another. Yorke Rowan, similarly, performs something close to a miracle in employing minimal criteria for the identification of what he calls “clearly defined” ritual spaces, which in turn cashes out to mean clearly defined in plan.

This way of approaching space has obvious benefits, above and beyond the production of site plans that help us to keep track of our finds. In each of these cases, the specific conception of space enables a research agenda. That conception of space is one that I am associating — speculatively but not, I hope, implausibly — with technologies of mapping and survey, and ultimately with the gridded site plan. This is, I emphasize, no bad thing, nor is it even particularly surprising that something like this approach should loom so large in our disciplines. In observing, for instance, that Matt Canepa’s paper involves a particular conception of space and particular technological infrastructure, I do not mean to suggest that it is anything less than dazzling. My goal is to defamiliarize something, which is not to criticize it; I want to be very clear on this score. The only thing I would want to resist is the idea that there is only one right way to talk about space.

Because of course there are other ways to think about it, and this takes me to my second group of papers. In these cases, space is not locatory but body-based. Instead of mapping space cartographically, or orienting it to fixed compass points or celestial bodies, one might, for instance, orient it relationally, to entities — in front, behind, underneath, and so on. When it comes to architecture, plans of course are important, but elevations are surely important as well, certainly if what we are interested in is anything to do with actual lived experience: users of buildings come to know plans (if they do) through elevations both interior and exterior. Examples of a more bodily, “elevation-friendly” approach would include Elizabeth Frood’s fascinating study of the ways in which Egyptian temple personnel gave meaning to the spaces through which they passed, Ömür Harmanşah’s account of the metaphors of space and power in Mesopotamia, and John Baines’s description of the production of non-existent spaces for the gods in Egyptian architecture. Of course, some papers in other sessions also exemplified this tendency, like Betsey Robinson’s wonderful discussion of Parnassus, but these are beyond the scope of the present discussion.

At the risk of oversimplification, then, one might contrast a mode of research based on plans to a mode based on elevations. The one will define space absolutely, as a grid, and track movements or events within that space. The other will be inclined to define it relationally and — this is important — to show how practices or events constitute or posit sites, locations, or places. In the one case, the space is a given, and the scholar’s job is to track movements in it and to describe the meanings — symbolic, historical, or otherwise — of those movements. In the other, space not a given. It is a function of ritual, or of politics, and the scholar’s job is to track the process of its emergence, of spatialization or localization or what Edward Casey rather barbarously calls “placialization,” the constitution of meaningful places.5

---

There is a reason, of course, why archaeologists tend not to talk about elevations: they rarely survive intact. We deal with foundations, which cry out to be seen in plan. But that fact only proves my point, which is that the material constraints of our discipline determine our conception of space, which in turn determines our research agendas and what counts as serious scholarship. The result is a fine example of our old friend the “hermeneutic circle.” Yet this formulation is too simple, for the circle does not remain unbroken. Elizabeth Frood’s paper demonstrates as much. Talking about writing on the vertical plane of walls — elevation — she argues that the graffiti “delineate places of devotion for temple staff” and “ritualize their regular activities and movements in association with central cult rituals and performances,” thereby “reconfiguring ... traditional hierarchical ordering of cult places.” Here the temple area is taken as given — a more or less neutral spatial array — and Frood documents a process of manipulation and transformation effected through secondary inscription on the interior elevations.

Or take Ömür Harmanşah’s fascinating piece on spatial metaphors in Mesopotamia. The real topic here is the mapping of a lived, politico-religious geography — the way in which power does not merely articulate space, as it were, by surveying it, but actually constitutes locations, sites, and spaces as they are lived and experienced in an “everyday practice” that need not entail any synoptic or cartographic schematization. “In the context of everyday practice in early Mesopotamian cities, cattlepen and sheepfold appear as the perfect spatial metaphors that speak of this very intimacy and care between the king and his subjects.” The shift from a synoptic plan to something like the phenomenology of the everyday, hence of politics, seems to me very important, and it exemplifies the second conception of space as I have described it.

Having said as much, I am not sure why Harmanşah characterizes giš-hur and me as “abstract concepts ... materially manifest or visually expressed in the architectural corpus, the urban fabric of Mesopotamian cities” (italics added). Once again we are back to the question of ordering evidence. This idealization of the discursive, as that which precedes material manifestation in architecture, rather as the spirit precedes its Darstellung, is exactly the sort of thing I hoped to put at issue with the example of Anaximander. Why not say the opposite: that the “abstract concepts” were extrapolated from the “everyday practice” of shepherding and city life, indeed, that they order and rationalize everyday practice according to an expressly political logic? Especially given that the overall thrust of Harmanşah’s paper leads us, very engagingly, away from transcendental concepts and toward a pragmatics of everyday space.

There is, of course, an answer to this question as well. It is that we, as historians, tend to use the texts to make sense of the artifacts, so it is the most natural thing in the world to give logical priority to those texts. The result is a view of architecture and space as the symbolization of a discursive content extracted from texts, which makes archaeology and art history into the handmaidens of philology. But the path of our inferences need not correspond to the actual order, or kosmos, of the historical situation. We need the texts to make sense of the ruins, but that does not mean that the ruins were, historically, symbols of the “cosmic” ideas found in those texts. I cannot help feeling that in some cases the purely forensic ordering of the evidence may have taken on a life of its own, that the kosmos being symbolized is that of the scholarly disciplines and a well-ordered argument.

So this leads to my second question or proposition: if, inspired by Anaximander, we try the experiment of flipping our hierarchy and take “cosmic symbolism” to imply a kosmos reflecting architecture, and not architecture reflecting a kosmos, then what happens to the
notion of architecture and ritual space? The seminar broached this question, and I certainly am not in a position to answer it; but I suggest that we will tend to move from plans to elevations in our agendas of research, and from assuming architecture to be a function of belief and liturgy to at least taking seriously the possibility that belief and liturgy are functions of architecture, or at any rate stand in a dynamic and reciprocal relation to same.

Other Senses

If all this seems rather too schematic, then that may be because we have reduced the number of variables in play perhaps a bit too much. Plan versus elevation, locatory space versus bodily space, this is all a bit Manichean. With this thought in mind, I have one more question, which I can state more succinctly. Ömür Harmanşah’s emphasis on what he calls “visual metaphors” seems extremely promising, but it raises a point that may be a bit odd to hear from a historian of art. It is simply this: whether interested in tracing cartographies or in mapping metaphors, all these papers have strongly emphasized vision as the prime means of access to ancient spatialities and also as the prime means by which the ancients themselves articulated space. Space is now, and was in antiquity, something to see or read. This special place for vision holds true even when discussing ritual practices that were extremely rich sensorially, involving song and food and smoke and drums and lowing beasts and drinks and sweaty crowds. I do not mean to suggest that there is anything particularly wrong with this emphasis on the visual, but it is worth noting that there are at least four other senses, and we probably should not assume that vision was the most important — certainly when it comes to ritual space, and at least potentially in the case of temple architecture as well. In the case of, say, a nocturnal procession accompanied by song and fire, smell and hearing may be equally if not more important in spatial orientation.

Recalling the other four senses can suggest potentially fruitful lines for future research: what happens if we think of a ritual landscape as something experienced other than visually? This question is not necessarily any more challenging than the more familiar visual ones. We extrapolate visual experience from site plans, and there is no reason in principle why we could not extrapolate other sensoria as well. Ritual landscapes are a fascinating topic, but what about ritual soundscapes and “smellscape”s? Anybody who has ever heard the muezzin’s call as the sun goes down, or been woken by it at the crack of dawn — or, for that matter, anybody who has even heard a churchbell ring on Sunday morning — knows the importance of sound in establishing a ritual topography. Smell, touch, and taste have their places as well. A sweaty, jostling crowd; the sound of a victim’s demise; the stink of its blood, or of incense or smoke; a thirsty procession ending in a drink — these too are integral to the spatialization of ritual. To be sure, there are significant practical difficulties to mounting arguments about the full range of the ancient sensorium. Yet it may be helpful merely to raise the question, if only because it is a reminder of how incomplete our evidence is, hence how theory-laden our conclusions are. Even to talk about space in bodily terms, near and far, before and behind, will be reductive and impoverished if we conceive those spatial relations exclusively in visual terms.

---

6 See, e.g., Hung 2005, ch. 4; Drobnick 2006.
We need the transit and the grid, and we need the ancient texts. Yet if we do not attend to the phenomenology of sacred space, but constitute it from the outset in the absolute terms of the measured site plan, then we risk begging the question of cosmic symbolism. Exactly because we will have based our research from the outset on an abstract structuring principle — will have made it cosmic, so to speak — the results will inevitably be the symbol of our own disciplinary kosmos.
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